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MILITARY ENGINEERING.
(VOL. IV.)

DEMOLITIONS AND MINING.
PART I-DEMOLITIONS.

CHAPTER I.

EXPLOSIVES (THEORY).
1. Definition. cfc.
An explosive is a solid or liquid substance, or mixture of substances,
"hich, on the application of suitable stimulus to a small portion of the
mass, is converted in a very short interval of time into other more stable
substances, largely or entirely gaseous, which are liberated at a high
tern perature. An action of this nature is known as an explosion.
The relation between explosion and simple combustion is very close.
Combustible matnials, of which petrol and coal are good examples, consist in the main of substances having an affinity for oxygen. Combustion is produced by the combination of these substances with the oxygen
of the air, and is accompanied by the evolution of heat and gas. The
action of most explosives, though far more violent, takes place on precisely similar Lines, but in their case the action once started is self-contained
and ·independent of outside ageucy. Hence the supply o( oxygen must
be present within the explosive itself. All the bulk explosives in common
use are composed, therefore, partly of combustible elements, of which
hydrogen and C!Lrbon are the most important, and partly of substances
which furnish a supply of oxygen. It is mainly to the gas and heat ernlved
by this oxidization that the power of an explosive is due.
The gas thus suddenly formed at a high temperature tends naturally
to expand, aud in so doing to onrcome anything which opposes that
expansion. Hence the power of an explosive to do useful work is proportional to the volume aud temperature of the gas evolved. Solid
products of au explosion are unable to expand and do work, though they
absorb their proportion of heat ; they merely produce smoke and fouling.
Most of the more powerful explosives are converted entirely into gas on
explosion; hut in gunpowder, a comparatively weak explosive, 57 per
cent. of the products of combustion are solids.
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Substances rich in oxygen are often referred to as oxygen carriers or
suppliers ; those most used are nitrates, chlorates, and pcrchlorates.
The oxvgen may be either contained in a separate compound, such as
saltpet;e (potassium nitrate), which is mixe_d mechanicaHy with the combustible material, or the two may be combmed together m a smgle compound, as in nitro-glycerine, T.N.T., and many other modern explosives.
In the latter case the oxygen does not enter into direct combination
with the combustible elements of tl1e compound until a molecular metamorphosis is set up by the shmulus of detonation explained in the following
section.
2. Low and high explosives.
Explosives may be divided into two general classes, low and high
explosives, according to the process by which they explode.
In low explosives explosion is a rapid form of combustion, in which
the substance burns regularly in layers, as these in turn become exposed
to the flame, until the whole is consumed. Thus the gas is geuerated
comparatively slowly, and the surroundings are submitted to a more or
less steady push or lifting effect. Low explosives are, therefore, eminently
suitable as propellants, since the gradual development of pressure in the
chamber 01 a gun permits of the ejection of the projectile with high
initial velocity without causing excessive stresses in the weapon.
High explosivea function in a far more rapid marmer by a process
known technicaHy as detonation. In detonation, a wave or vibration, set
up by shock or sudden beating, runs throughout the whole bulk of the
explosive, decomposing each molecn!a almost instantaneously. The
explosive is thus, within its own volun:H\ P-nrlden]y convetted into gas at
enormous temperature and pressure. The effect is that of a sudden blow
on the immediate surroundings, the violence of which depends on the
velocity of detonation and the pressure produced.
Thus, the widely divergent action of different explosives ,depends in
the main not on their potential energy, but on the rate at which that
energy is dissipated. For instance, one lb. of gun-cotton detonated
against a steel rail will cut it, owing to the intense local shattering action
produced ; but no amount of gunpowder can achieve the same result
(though the entire rail may be blown a considerable distance away), since
its comparatively slow action does not permit of a sufficiently sudden
concentration of force at the point desired. On the other band, a charge
of gun-cotton, detonated in the chamber of a gun in substitution of a
powder charge, will destroy the breech but fail to expel the shell. These
two examples are typical of the difference in the action of the two classes
of explosives. Briefly, the tendency of low explosives is to shift, and of
high explosives to shatter.

''
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3. T' elocity of detonation.
Variation in rapidity of action is not, however, confined solely to that
between the two main classes of explosives. The velocity of detonation
?aries considernbly within the class of high explosives ·alone, so t1at,
a. lesser d<:grce, tJ?e. same differC'":ce of ac·tion exists betwc~n high explosives of varyrng rapidity of <ldonahon a'i between high anJ low explosi,es.

1~1
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For, thougb shattering effect on detonation is insr•narable from the action
of all high _e~plosives, th~ expan-.ion of the gai;ws Sl~bsrr1uc-nt to detonation

produces hftmg effect as well : the higher the velocity of deton»tion the
more intense the shattering and the less the lifting effect. Hence the
action of a verr rapid high explosive is violent hut. local , and conversely
an explosive with a comparatively slow velocity of detonation produces
moderate shattering combine,] with good lifting effect.
The velocity of detonation of th,, different high explosives varies
between 3,000 and 8,000 metres per second. This gives a sufficier.tly wide
range of choice to enable a suitable high explosive to be selected for all
classes of demolition work, and such only are normally used in modern
warfare. Thus for cutting steel-work intense shattering effect is necessarv,
and an explosive with a high velocity of detonation (such as gun-cott;n
or nitro-glycerine) is required; while for mined charges lifting, rather
than shattering, action is of primary importance, and an explosive which
is slower in action (such as ammonal) is preferable.

I

4. Tampi,,g.
As stated in Sec. 1, the action of the gases formed on explosion is to
expand, and in so doiug to OYercome any resistaucc offered to that expansion. Jt follows that the maximum expansion will take place in that
direction in which the surrounding medium offers the least resistance
(known technically as the line nf least resistance or L.L.R.). Hence, whenever it is desired to utilize the lifting effect of an explosive charge, the
maximum useful work will be accomplished when the L.L.R. is through
the object to be destroyed or removed.
Tamping is material (usually sandbags filled with earth) placed against
a charge to produce this effect.
With high explosive charges tamping has little influence at the instant
of detonation. The sudden formation of the gases gives a blow of great
intensity in all directions, and, on the exposed sides of the charge, the
inertia of the air under the enormous sudden pressure is in itself sufficient
tamping. Where shattering effect only is required, tamping, though it
slightly increases the effect, is, therefore. of little importance. Good
contact with the objective is the main essential, in order that it may receive
the full force of the blow which is extremely local.
In all cases, however, where the lifting effect due to the expansion
of the gases subsequent to detonation is to be utilized, tamping is essential.
Thus, in the case of mined charges, the gallery leading to the charge must
be tamped, as otherwise the main force of the explosion would pass dO\rn
it. The slower the. action of the explosiYe the more pronounced is its
tendency to act along the L.L.R. , and, in the exceptional case of a low
explosive having to be used for a demolition charge, practically no effect
will be produced without careful tampin!(.

5. Igniting and detonatin,<J age,! 18.
Explosion in the case of low explosives is set up by simple igniticn.
The coarser forms of cordite and gunpowder require a powertul flame to
start the action ; a small primer of fine grain powdn, or similar easily
ignited substance, is used for the purpose.
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The majority of high explosives, however, especially those more
stable forms which can be used in bulk with safety, will not detonate
when ignited, their tendency being to burn. Thus, ammonal, if set alight
in small quantities, burns sluggishly with a bluish flame, and even a stick
of dynamite will burn for a considerable period before it detonates . Most
high explosives, however, if ignited in large quantities, ultimately detonate
as soon as the combustion induces a sufficiently high temperature and
pressure. A combined shock and intense beat, supplied by the explosion
of a small quantity of some more sensitive substance, is the most effective
method of initiating detonation. The shock must be sharp and sudden,
so as to produce momentary intense pressure.
Fulminate of mercury fulfils these requirements, and is almost
universally used for the purpose. It is a grey crystalline powder, formed
by the action of nitric acid and alcohol on mercury. It is the most sensitive explosive in practical use, and detonates easily on slight shock or
friction. In the open it burns with a sudden flash and report, but
when slightly enclosed (as in a thin copper tube) and ignited, the burning
of the first few grains produces sufficient pressure to detonate the remainder.
It is this property which makes it of such efficacy, in the form of a detonator,
as a medium for the detonation of bulk high explosives by ignition.
Detonators are described in Rees. 17 and 20.
Fulminate of mercury being such a highly sensitive explosive, its use
is only safe in very small quantities. 'l'he few grains of fulminate composition contained in a detonator are not sufficient to detonate with
certainty wet gun-cotton and certain other of the more stable high explosives : a JJrimer of an explosive more sensitiYe than the bulk explosive,
and easily detonated by the small fulminate charge, is, therefore, used.
TLe primer on detonation amplifies the initial shock set up, thus ensuring
the detonation of the main charge. The Service primer is ~f dry guncotton and is described in Sec. 17.
6. J'he detonating wave.
The disruptive wave which sweeps through an explosive on detonation is
self-regenerating; that is to say, if detonation is produced at one point, the
wa:'e spreads out with great rapidity to each particle lying in its path of
act10u. W1th most high explosives, however, the force of the detonating wave
gradually diminishes the further it gets from the source of origin. This
tendency 1s most pronounced in high explosive mixtures (see Sec. 7),
and 1s of considerable importance in very large or attenuated charges
(se_e Sec. 37). Incomplete detonation may result in a portion of the charge
?rung blown. away inta~t, while in other cases detonation may degenerate
mto the rapid combust10n of the remainder of the charge.
It_appears that the_ det~nating wave set up by any one high explosi,-e
contams a particular v, brat10n peculiar to itsc•lf. For, though the detonatwn ~f one high explosive ea ll normally be relied upon to detonate another
kind 1n close contact. experience has shown that each is more RensitiYe
to its own detonating wave than to that set up by another kind .
. The comparative insensibility of cordite to detonation is explained hy
this th~ot?'"· This _substance, normally us(•tl as a low explosive consists
of an 1nt1mate mixture of nitre-glycerine and nitro-cdlulost>, both of
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which constituents in a free state are highly sensitive to detonaUon. Yet
only extremely local detonation can he produced in the mixture, as the
wave set up dies out very rapidly. Inte,ference, due to the difference in
vibration of the two high explosives, destroys the rhythm, and thus
damps the detonating wave.
The wave of detonation can be transmitted in a lesser degree through
air, earth, water, or other materials, and charges at a distance thus exploded
are said to detonate in sympathy. A case is on record in which a boat
containing several tons of dynamite blew up on the Rhine in 1895, and
caused the sympathetic explosion of a quantity of dynamite in another
vessel moored some 20 yards away. Water is a specially suitable
medium for the transmission of the detonating wave, and this fact is
often made use of in the destruction of hostile mines at sea.
7. High explosive mixtures.

It is clear that true detonation, !roll the nature of its action, can only
take place in those definite chemical compounds the molecular construction of which is more or less unstable, and which are thus susceptible to
sudden decomposition by the shock of the detonating wave. Many of
the modern high explosives, however, are mixtures, in which one (or more)
of the main constituents is a detonating compound, while the remainder
consist of materials of a combustible nature. The former constituent
detonates throughout the porous mixture, and in so doing causes the
almost instantaneous combustion of the other constituents. The result
of this coU1bined action is to reduce the velocity of detonation, while
the combustible materials raise considerably the temperature of the
gases liberated. A powerful explosive with a good lifting effect, suitable
for mined charges, is thus formed. Ammonal and blastine are examples
of this type.
8. Service explosives.
l. The chief requirements of explosives for use on service are safety

and simplicity in use and transport, and stability under climatic conditions.
Explosives must be powerful, in order that the space taken up by a
charge, and the weight and bulk of the explosive in transport, may be
reduced to a minimum. For mine warfare it is of great importance that
the products of explosion should be as free as possible from poisonous
gases.
Gun-cotton.-This is the Service explosive for demolition purposes
where cutting effect is required. It is carried by all engineer field units.
Wet gun-cotton is issued in 15-oz. slabs, 6 by 3 by li inches in size,
provided with a tapered hole for the reception of a gun-cotton primer.
The slabs are packed in a sealed copper tinned case enclosed within a
wooden box; a case contains 14 slabo. The copper tinned case is
fitted with a large screw plug and washer to enable the gun-cotton to be
periodically examined when in store, and re-wetted if necessary.
For use of cavalry, each slab is packed separately in a sealed copper
tinned case, and is called a field charge ; 16 of these charges are contained
in a wooden box.
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1-lb. slabs of wet gun-cotton have now been introduced, and wiU be
issued in place of 15-oz. slabs so soon as existing stocks of the latter
have been expended. The 1-lb. slabs are 6 by 3 by l½ inches in size,
and are packed in boxes containing 14.
AmmonaL-An explosive less rapid than gun-cotton is required for
mined charges. Ammonal is the Service explosive for this Jlurpose, hut
other explosive mixtures of the same.class may he supplied_m its pl~ce.
The Service ammonal, loosely filled m tms or other contamers, weighs
approximat~ly 54 lbs. per cubic foot : it is issued in 25-lb. and 50-lb. tins.
Dynamite (or one of the blasting gelatines).-For blasting rock and
similar work, a plastic and highly shattering explosive is generally required.
Dynamite or one of the blasting gelatines fulfil these requirements, and are
usually available for issue in the field for the purpose. They are supplied
normally in 2-oz. cartridges wrapped in parchment paper, and packed in
boxes weighing 5 lbs. and 50 lbs. when filled.
One of these three types of explosives, which are described in Chap. II,
will satisfy the requirements of all ordinary demolition work to be carried
out on active service; viz., gun-cotton for cutting and shattering effect,
ammonal for lifting effect (mined charges), and dynamite where a plastic
shattering explosive is required, as in blasting rock.
2. On active service, however, explosives of various natures may become

available through means other than the normal source of supply. Explosive used locally in mines and quarries may he requisitioned, or that
captured from the enemy may be utilized. In this connection the use
of high explosive shell should not be overlooked. For many demolitions
high explosive in this form is just as suitable as explosive in hulk; this
is often a point of considerable importance when economy in bulk explosive
is necessary. The tamping provided by the steel envelope is in many
cases an advantage, and to the effect directly due to the detonation of the
high explosive is added that caused by the flying splinters. The amount
of explosive contained in a H.R shell may be taken at approximately
10 per cent. of the total weight of the shell, but this figure varies considerably with different natures and calibres.
3. The explosives carried by engineer units in the field are as follows :(At present under consideration.)
The system of replenishment of explosives in the field is laid down in
F.S.R., Vol. II (1920), Sec. 188.

CHAPTER II.

EXPLOSIVES (DESCRIPTION).
9. Pre/d,ninary remarks.
Although only two or three kinds of explosives a.re normally iBBued in
the Service fo~ use in demolition and mining work, any of the explosives
used commercially may become a,·ailahle on active senice. It is, therefore, important that engineer officers should have a working knowledge
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of the more common explosives, a brief description of which is given in
this chapter .
. The fo!Jowiug is a summary of the explosives mentioned, those in
thick type b,·mg th,· most importaut of their particular group:Ammonium

Nitrate
mixtures
(~oc. 10).

ni.trato

mixturt'"(8cc. 11).

Black
Alumatol.
gunpowder. Amato!.
Blasting
Ammonal.
powdo1·.
Bobbinite.

BelLitc.
Donarite.
Roburite.
Ptmlitc.
8abulite.
Rccurite.

Chlorate
mixture8
(Sec. 12).

Ajax
powder.

Nitrocelluloses
(Sec. 13).

Ba.lliatite.

Collodion
cotton.

Nitruglycerine
explot:1ives
(Sec. 14).

Blasting
gelatine.

Coal-tar
ex:plosins
(Sec. 15),

Picric acid
(Melinite).
Tetryl or C.E.

Blastine.
Cheddite.

Cordite.

Dvnobel.

Gun-cotton.

Dynamite No.1. Tri-nitroDynamite No.2. toluene

P8rmite.

Tonite.

Gelatine

Permonite.

Carbonite.

Uvnarnite.

Gelignite.
Lithofract,H1L'.

Wl·l'itphnlite.

(T.N.T.

or

Trotyl).
Tti-nitroanisol.
1'ri-nitro<'l'£>S l i.

10. Nitrate mixtures.
l. Any one of the nitrates can he used as an oxygen supplier for an
<'xplosive mixture of the gunpowder class. l'otassinm nitrate is the
best known and most used. Sodium nitrate is the maiu coustituent of
some blasting powdera, but i~ very de1iquescent. Barium nitrate is also
used in some mixtures.

2. Black gunpowder has thr following cornpo.sition :-·
Raltpetn· (pobv-i.sium nitrate) ...
Sulphur
Charcoal

Parts.
75
10
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For centuries gunpowder was the only explosive known. It has now
been entirely superseded as a propellant by smokeless powders of four to
five times the power, while it would only be used in bulk for demolition
purposes in the event of no other more suitable explosive being available.
It still, however, has a variety of uses as au auxiliary, and thus remains
a most important explosive.
Gunpowder is qu..ite st.tble when kept dry, hut is completely spoiled
by moisture. It ignites readily, and burns with certainty and great
regularity ; these properties i,1ainly cause its selection for the many
purposes to which it is stiil pu,. In demolition work its principal use is as
the core of safety fuze, but it may also be used in small charges where
certainty of action is of more importu.nce than power. Son1e of the more
important of its other auxil iary uses are :-as an igniting prime.r to cordite
cartridges (cordite, especially when in thick sticks, does not ignite readily,
and a powerful flash is required) ; as a bursting charge for shrapnel; as a
time fuze composition in shell fuzes. Gunpowder is still used in qnarryin~
work where great lifting and absence of shattering effect is required.
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The ease with which gunpowder can be ignited is a source of danger
in storing and transporting. A spark caused by a blow on iron or steel will
set it off, and special precautions must therefore be taken.
Blasting powder and Bobbinite are varieties of gunpowder, but still
slower in action. They are used for blasting in coal mines and quarries.
11. Ammonium nitrate m-ixtures.
1. 'l.'o this group belong a large number of high explosive mixtures
with a low velocity of detonation (4,000 to 5,000 metres per second) .
Ammonium nitrate is an oxygen supplier, and it liberates this gas with
the evolution of beat. It is thus a mild explosive in itself and can be
detonated, but in practice it is never used alone. When, however, mixed
with a high explosive deficient in oxygen such as tri-nitro-toluene (T .N.T.)
a powerful explosive is formed. Most ammonium nitrate explosives
consist of such mixtures, while to the more powerful types some combustible material is added, which by its oxidization produces a large
amount of heat, t hus increasing the power (see Sec. 7). They are mostly
made in porous form, so that the gases from the detonation of the high
explosive constituents can readily penetrate the mass. All are very
insensitive to ordinary shock, and are difficult to explode by the application of a flame.
Ammonium nitrate is very deliquescent (i.e., absorbs moisture from the
air), and explosives containing it soon become useless when exposed to
moist air. All ammonium nitrate explosives are, therefore, packed in
hermetically sealed cases or waterproofed cartridges.
2. Amato! is a mixture of ammonium nitrate and T.N.T. in varying
proportions, thus :-90/10, 80/20, 50/50, 40/60, the numerator expressing
the proportion of nitrate. The mixtures with the higher proportion of
ammonium nitrate make good lifting explosives, and are suitable for mined
charges. Amato] composed of 80 parts ammonium nitrate and 20 parts
T.N.T. has been found to give the most satisfactory results in demolition
work. 80/20 amatol has a velocity of detonation of 5,000 metres per
second. It is manufactured in powder form, and is yellow-brown in colour.
Amatols with a high proportion of T.N.'l'. are used extensively as fillings
for H.E. shells.
3. Ammonal, in its simplest form, consists of 80/20 amatol, with whicli
a suitable proportion of powdered aluminium has been mixed. An explosive is produced "hich, owing to the heat oiven out bv the oxidization
of the aluminium, is considerably more poweclul than amatol, and has at
the same time a very low Ye]ocity of detonation (4,000 metres per second).
It thus produces an excellent lifting effect, and for use in large mined
charges stands unrivalled. 'rhe fact that ammonal is practically safe
agamst rleto_n~tion by _impact from a rifle bullet, and that comparatively
small qi:antities of poisonous gases are produced on detonation (a point
of great importance m mme warfare, see Part. II, Chap. XIY) are additional
points in its favour.
Ammona] is about three times as powerful as black gunpowder. The
followmg 1s a typwal composition :Parts.
Ammonium nitrate
68
'l.'.N.T.
Hi
Pow<lered aluminium
17

I
17

In appearance ammonal is a grey composite powder. In common
with all ammonium nitrate explosives, ammonal readily absorbs moisture,
the presence of which greatly reduces its sensitiveness. Ammonal containing more than 8 per cent. of water will not, as a rule, detonate. Ammonal
is liable to solidify in large lumps after long storage, in which condition its
sensitiveness is reduced owing to the mixture being less porous. Such
lumps should be broken up before the explosive is used.
Alumatol is similar in composition and appearance to ammonal, but is
less powerful. It contains only 3 per cent. of powdered aluminium.
4. Sabulite is an explosive resembling ammonal, but calcium silicide
takes the place of aluminium. The composition is as follows :Parts.
Ammonium nitrate
78
T.N.T. ...
8
Calcium silicide
14
Sabulite is a grey powder in appearance. It is not quite as powerful as
ammonal, but is more sensitive, and can be detonated by the impact
of a rifle bullet. It is also less satisfactory than ammonal for use in mine
warfare, as the products of detonation contain more carbon monoxide.
5. Numerous other ammonium nitrate mixtures of similar composition
to those already given are used commercially and are known by fancy names.
Bellite (83 parts ammonium nitrate, 17 parts di-nitro-toluene), Roburite,
Donarite, Perdite, Securite, and Westphalite all belong to this class,
and are used extensively for blasting in mines and quarries.

I
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12. Ghlomte mixtures.
l. This is another important group of explosive mixtures, in which

a chlorate or perchlorate is the oxygen supplier. They are similar in
composition and action to those of the ammonium nitrate group.
Plain chlorate mixtures are powerful but very sensitive, and can be
exploded readily by percussion, friction, or contact with concentrated
sulphuric acid. A composition consisting of potassium chlorate, antimony
sulphide, and sulphur is used in percussion caps, friction tubes, and igniters.
The sensitiveness of chlorate and perchlorate mi:l.·tures is greatly reduced
by the addition of oils or fats, and such mixtures can then be used as bulk
explosives. They are not, however, so safe to handle as explosives of
the ammonium nitrate class, and all can be detonated by percussion or
strong friction.
2. Blastine has been used extensivelv for mined charges. The follow•
·
ing composition is typical :Parts.
60
Ammonium perchlorate
22
Sodium nitrate
11
T.N.T ....
7
Paraffin wax ...
The sodium nitrate is added to neutralize the hydrochloric acid fumes
which would otherwise be formed on detonation .
Blastine 1, a yellowish-white, soft, granular substance, which can be
easily compressed. This plasticity is of advantage 1n Joni: bore-hole

I
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charges. It ignites easily, a?-d burns fiercely with_ a hot flame. It has
the same veiocity of detonat10n as ammonal, and 1s nearly as powerful.
The products of dctonat,ion contain highly ir~itant fumes a_nd cons1derable
quantities of carbon monoxide. Owing to this fact and to 1ts sensitiveness
to shock, it is not very suitable for use in mine warfare.
3. Permite is an ammonium perchlorate explosive in which increased
power is ohtained by the oxidation of powdered zinc, just as aluminium is
used in the case of ammonal.
A typical permite has the following composition :Parts.
Ammonium perchlorate .. .
82
Powdered zinc
10
Vaseline ...
5
Asphaltum varnish
3
In appearance it is a grey-brown powder. It is more sensitive to percussion th,m blastine, to which it is about equal in power ; the rate of
detonation is rather higher (about 5,000 metres per second).
4. Cheddite is brown in colour, rather similar to dynamite in appearrance, but less plastic. It is usually prepared in cartridge form, and
is used extensively for blasting iu quftrries. There are several varieties
all similar in character. The following is a typical composition :Parts .
Potassium chlorate
79
Di-nitro-toluene
15
Nitro-naphthalene
1
Castor oil .. .
5
5. Potassium perchlorate, which is less sensitive than ammonium perchlorate and, therefore, safer to handle, is used in many sirnilar mixtur1~s,

some of which contain a percentage of nitro-glycerine in addition.
monite, Dynobel, and Ajax powder are examples.

Per-

13. The nitro-celluloses.
1. This group is of great importance for military purposes, both as a
propellant and as a high explosiYe.
Cellnlose, when acted upon by a mixture of nitric and sulphuric acids,
is converted into a complex series of nitrates of cellulose, of which the
higher nitrates are the more powerful explosives. The proportion of
mgher and lower nitrates formed can be controlled by »djusting the
strength and temperature of the acids. Cotton is the best cellulose, but
wood p~lp is _also used. . The nitrated cellu)ose requires prolonged washing
and purificat10n to get nd of the surplus acid and to stabilize it.
All nitro-celhilose explosives, however highly compressed, burn so
rapidly under the pressures procluced in a closed space as ultimately to
detonate. This action is due to their porous nature, and before they
can be used as propellants they must be crelatinizecl. The ease or otherwise with which this procc•ss ta,n be carri;d out is c}osc-ly connected with
the manufacture of the dcri v,·d explosives. ,vhf'n thus treatt::Ui nitrocellulose cannot be <ll'touated 11·, i!..'1iitiu:1, and k:r11 r-''.!Hhrlv as .i low
explosive.
· "
•
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The three most important forms of nitro-cellulose produced are :-

(hm-collon. The most highly nitrated form of nitro-cellulose, containing 13 per cent. of nitrogen. It is insoluble in alcohol-ether, and for
this reason is sometim<'s known as insoluble nitro-cellulose. Gun-cotton is
a powerful high explosi,Te.
Higl,ly nilrate<l " soluble " nitro-cellulose. This form consists in the
main of the higher nitrates, but is soluble in alcohol-ether. It contains up
to 12 · 5 per_ cent. of. nitrogen, an_d is correspondingly weaker than guncotton. It IS the prmc1pal constituent of all modern propellants, which
comprise two main classes, nitro-cellulose powders and nitro-gl,cerine
powders.
·
Collodion cotton. This consists principally of the lower nitrates, and
contains onl.v 11 per cent. of nitrogen. In addition to being very soluble
in alcohol-ether it is also soluble in nitro-glycerine, and is chiefly used as
an auxiliary explosive in the manufacture of blasting gelatine.
2. Gun-cotton is the most powerful form of nitro-cellulose. In the
dry form* (as in the Service primer) it is highly inflammable, burning "ith
a fierce hot flume, and can easily be detonated by percussion. For use
as bulk explosiYe it is compressed into slabs and damped with 15 to 20
per cent. (by weight) of water. The addition of water renders it safer
to handle 1tnd store, and increases the explosive effect. Wet gun-cotton
is non-inflammable, and so stable under shock as not to be detonated bv
the impa~t of a rifle bullet.
"
Gun-cotton decomposes slowly, the rate of decomposition increasing
with the temperature. It should. therefore, be stored in a cool place, and
never rxposecl to the direct rays of the sun. Dry gun-cotton may explode
spontaneously under the influence of strong sunlight. With careful
storage, however, gun-cotton is a very stable explosive in all climates.
Signs of acidity, or the presence of brown fumes, indicate advanced decomposition, when the gun-cotton becomes unsafe. In this state it also has a
tendency to flake and crumble.
Gun-cotton is about as powerful as ammonal, but has a much higher
velocity of detonation (about 7,300 metres per second), thus producing
good shattering effect, while the slab form in which it is provided enables
a charge to be easily and quickly fixed. It is thus well adapted for
cutting demolitions, such as the destruction of steel-work. This fact,
combined mth its stability under shock, renders it eminently suitable for
ordinary demolition work in the field.
Complete detonation of gun-cotton. if used in large mined charges, is
not always certain, and its action is too rapid to produce a good lifting
effect. The quantity of carbon monoxide formed on detonation is an
additional objection to its use in mine warfare.

Tonite is a mixture of gun-cotton and potassium nitrate. It is used
commercially as a blasting explosive.
3. Nitro-cellulose powders consist of highly nitrated soluble mtrocellulose (with the arldition of ½per cent. of preservative) gelatinized by
• Gun-cotton is neYer absolutely dry; it is considered drt1 when it contains under
2 per cent. of moisture.
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dissolving it in alcohol-ether. They· are about 20 per cent. weaker th~n
cordite and similar nitro-glycerine powders, and are smtable for use m
small guns and rifles. In compressed form they can he det~nated by
fulminate of mercury and a gun-cotton pnmer, and used as a high explosive, but are less powerful than gun-cotton.
4. Nitro-glycerine powd~rs are gelatinized mixtures of nitroglycerine with some form of nitro-cellulose .. A small quantity of some
basic substance is added to act as a preservative.

Cordite M.D. is the standard Service propellant, and contains 65 per
cent. gun-cotton, 30 per cent. nitro-glycerine, and 5 per cent. vaseline.
Acetone is used :;s the common solvent or gelatinizer. A powerful and
reliable propellant is thus produced by the incorporation of two sensitive
high explosives. The difficulty of inducing satisfactory detonation in
cordite is dealt with in Sees. 6 and 38.
Ballistite is a similar nitro-glycerine powder, but contains a larger
proportion of nitro-glycerine. It is still more powerful than cordite,
but, for ordinary purposes, is not such a suitable propellant as the latter.
The larger proportion of nitro-glycerine produces gases at higher temperatures than cordite, and these cause excessive erosion of the barrels of guns.
14. Nitro-glycerine explosi,•es.

1. Nitro-glycerine is a slightl_v yellowish, oily, transparent liquid,

made by the action of a mixture of nitric and sulphuric acids on glycerine.
It has a velocity of detonation of 8,000 metres per second, and is
the most shattering and the most po"·erful explosive in practical use.
The liquid form, however, is inconvenient, and too sensitive to be handled
with eafety. It is, therefore, always incorporated with some solid substance, which enables it to be used in a conveni,,nt. plastic. form.
All explosives of this group require r~reful handling as they are
detonated by strong shock, especially the blasting gclatines. They are
easily ignited, and, though they burn quietly in small quantities, the
ignition of a large mass is fairly certain to end in detonation.
Nitro-glycerine freezes at about 4° C. aud forms crystals. In this
condition it is very sensitive, but the crystals do not carry the detonating
wave well, and with a large charge a great portion may be blown away
and escape detonation altogether. This applies to all the nitro-glycerine
explosives. All freeze at about 4° C., when they become very sensitive
and uncertain in their action. They then require to be thawed before
use, which is a serious disadvantage to their employment in cold climates.
The method of thawing nitro-glycerine explosives is described in Sec. 39.
Nitro-glycerine is very poisonous, anil causes violent headache through
mere contact with the skin : it is, therefore, advisable to wear r1l0Yes
when handling explosives containing it.
~
Nitro-glyceriue explosives are not so safe to handle or to fitor,~ as
w~t gun-cotton, ?nt, being p]astir- and of great power, they are specially
suitable

fo:

use 1n s~all b_ore-holes a.nd in narrow ancl irregular spaces

where cuttlllg effect 1s desired. They may be divided into two classes
dynamites and blasting gelatines.
'
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~- The dynamites.-In this case the nitro-glycerine is absorbed in
a porous solid. This base may be inert, as in Dynamite No. 1, which
consists of 75 parts nitro-glycerine and 25 parts of Kiesclguhr (a porous
earth consisting mostly of silica); or it may be an explosive in itself, as
in Dynamite No. 2 (18 parts nitro-glycerine, 71 parts potassium nitrate,
10 parts charcoal, and 1 part paraffin wax). There are many other
mixtures of a similar nature ; they are all less powerful and slower in action
than Dynamite No. 1. Lithofractour and Carbonite are examples.
All the dynamites are disintegrated by water, which causes the nitroglycerine to separate. In this state the explosives are highly dangerous
to hanule.
3. The blasting gelatines.-Blasting gelatine consists of about 6 per
rent. of collodion cotton dissolved with the aid of heat in nitro-glycerine.
A stiff jelly is formed which does not exude nitro-glycerine in contact with
water. It is nsnally stored under water. It is about as powerful as. but
much less sensitive than, pure nitro-glycerine, and comparatively safe to
handle.
There are many mixtures in use containing blasting gelatine as their
base, all milder in action than the latter, hut very powerful. These are
known generally as blasting gelatines, but are also described under some
specific trade name according to their composition. Two of the most
common blasting gelatines are described below.

Gelatine dynamite contains 80 per cent. of blasting gelatme, and the
remainder is a mixture of potassium nitrate, collodion cotton, and wood
meal. It is next in order of power to blasting gelatine.
Gelignite contains 60 per cent. of blasting gelatine, and the remainder
as with gelatine dynamite. It is a very powerful shattering explosive.
The blasting gelatines are not perfectly stable, and decompose after
long storage.
4. A convenient method of describing dynamites and blasting gelatines
is to state the percenfage of nitro-glycerine or pure blasting gelatine
contained in the explosive. Thus, Dynamite No. l may be known as a
75 per cent. dynamite, and Gelignite as a 60 per cent. gelatine. Dynamites
and gclatines of practically any required percentage may be obtained
commercially.
15. Coal-tar explosives.
1. A htrge number of important high explosives are obtained by the

nitration of certain of the coal-tar products. They are mamly used lll
the filling of high explosive shells, bu.t are also import,rnt constituents
of the ammonium nitrate and chlorate mixtures, while certain of tLem
may be used alone for demolitions.
2. Tetra-nitro-mcthyl-aniline, or Tetryl, known in the Service
as C.E. (composition exploding), is a very powe1ful explosive, and has a
high velocity of detonation, over 7,000 metres per second. It 1s pale
yellow in colour, and is normally manufactured ground mto powder or
corned. Tetryl is an excellent initiator of deto~ation, especially for
explosiv~~ of the coal-tar rp,011p ; it is used extensively ID shells for this
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purpose, and may sometimes be employed in compressecl_ form as a primer,
in place of dry gun-cotton, for the detonat.wn of demoht10n charges.
3. Tri-nitro-toluene, or T.N.T., sometimes also known in the
Service as Trotyl, is a very powerful and rapid explosive. It has a velocity
of detonation of about 7,000 metres per second. Besides being one of
the main constituents of amrnonal and certain othn explosive mixtures,
it may be used alone for demolition purposes. It has a light yellowish
colour, and is manufactured either as a loose powder or in a solidified form .
The former is easily detonated by mercury fulminate, but the latter
requires in addition either a sm"ll priming cbarge of powdered T .N .T.
or a tetryl primer. T.N.T. forms the core of Cordeau Detonant.
4. Picric acid (Tri-nitro-phenol) is used for demolition purposes
in the French Army under the name of Melinite. It is a bright yellow
substance, and is manufactured, like T .N.T., as a loose powder or in a
solidified form, and may be detonated in a sirnilar manner. Its action is
about as rapid as T.N.T., but rather more powerful.
5. Tri-nitro-cresol and Tri-nitro-anisol are similar in action to
picric acid.

There are numerous other coal-tar explosives, all of which are powerful
and have a high rate of detonation.
NoTE.-For more detailed information on explosives the following
text-books and papers may be referred to :" Explosives," by A. Marshall (Churchill, 1917. 2 vols.).
"Explosives," by V. Barnett (Bailliere, Tindall, and Cox, 1919).
" Military Explosives of To-day.'' Three lectures by Professor
J. Young, O.B.K (R.E. Journal, Yol. 28, July-December,
1918).
"Modern Explosives," by Professor .T. Y,mng, 0 .B.E. (Transactions
of the Society of Engineers, 19]\I; also reJJrinte,l in pamphlet
form).
"Short Notes on some Explosives,'' by Major W. A. J. O'Meara,
C.1\1.G. (R.E. Journal, Vol. 23, ,January-June, 1916).

CHAPTER III.

METHODS OF FIRING.
16. PrPlimi·nary rcmarl.·8.
The nornia~ firi~g of al_l c~r1._rges (or groups of rbarges) of high explosfres*
1s produced primanly by 1gmt10n, Ly means of "·hich a detonating impulse
1s set np through the medium of some sPnsitivc suhstancr, such as fulminate
of 1nercury. The impulse: must further he communicated to this substance after a sufficiently long interYal of timf>, nr fron1 such a distance as
to provide for the safety of the opemtor.
.

*

Th apec-ia.l cris-:- of gunpowder, a low e,xplnsiw, is df'scribed in C'ha.p. Y, Se.c. 38.
0
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The principal methods of obtaining this are:i. By safety fuze (time).
ii. By cordeau detonaut (distance).
iii. By electricity (distance).
Hpeeia] methods of firin_:.!: u~e,l in rounrction with land mines and
traps, in the main modifications of the above methods, are described in
C'hap. VIII.
17. Fiti,,y by safety faze.
1. The Service Safety fuze No. 11 (Pl. l, Fig. 1) consists of a column
of fine gunpowder enclosecl in a tube of braided flax. The flax is covered
with gutta-percha protected by an exterior coat of varnished black tape.
Safety fuze No. 11 is 0· 21 inch in diameter, thus ensuring a good fit
when insertct.1 in the Service detonator. Earlier issues of safety fuze
(Safety fuze No. 9 and No. 10) may also still be met with. They are
similar to the safety fuze No. 11, but of larger diameter, and, therefore,
require the black tape coYering to be removed in order to fit the end into
the detonator.
The specification for safety fuze lays down the rate of burning per
yard at between 75 and 105 seconds, or about 3 feet per minute. This
rate, however, is liable to vary considerably if the fuze is old. In hot
climates safety fuze deteriorates very rapidly, and is seldom reliable
after the tin has been opened six months. A batch of safety fuze should
always he tested before use by timing the burning of a measured length.
Safety fuze will burn under water, and has been known to do so at a depth
of 90 feet after 24 hours' immersion.
Joints between two pieces of safety fuzc should be avoided whenever
possible; they are a source of weakness, and may easily be a cause of
failure. If, however, a joint is unavoidahh', the most satisfactory method
is to cut a semi-circular nick (Pl. 1, Fig. 3) in each fuze about one inch from
the end. The two pieces are then superimposed an<l. bound together
with a few diagonal turns of string (Pl. 1, Fig. 4). A Joint exposed to
damp may be bount.l with a few layers of rubber tape and solution after
the manner described in Sec. 20 for electric cables. No joint is ever
permissible in a length which has to remain a long time in position.
Safety fuze is is,ued in hermetically sealed tins containing 8, 24, or
50 fathoms.
2. The No. 8 detonator, Mark VII (Pl. 1, Fig. 5) is the fulminate
container used in the Service when firing by safety fuze. It consists of
a solid-drawn copper tube 2· 2 inches in length and 0· 23 inch in diameter.
The lower end is closed, and 1 · 3 inches of the tube is filled with 2 grammes
of fulminate of mercury composition, the rest of the tube being left open
to receive the safety fuze. It is painted red, and bears on a small label
the number ant.I numeral of the detonator.
Detonators must be handled with care, and never left lying about.
If dropped, they are liable to detonate from the shock. No attempt
should be made to tamper with the fulminate of mercury. Pressure
shoul<l n,,ver be put on the end containing the fulminate, and to bend it 1s
extrt.·n1t-ly dang<•rous. Dduna.tors ::;honlil Lt' stort'd separately from other
explosi VP::;.

I
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The detonators are P"cked in red tin cylinders containing 25.
No. 8 detonators are also issued already fitted with 2 feet of safety
fuze for use by cavalry pioneers. They are packed in tin cylinders
containing 6 fuzed detonators.
Commercial caps (Pl. 2, Fig. 1) are the equivalellt in civil life of
the Service No. 8 detonator, to which they are similar. They are manufactured in ten standard sizes, Nos. 1 to 10, containing from O· 3 to 3
grammes of fulminate composition. Some manufacturers use the terms
triple, quadruple, quintuple, sext11;ple, &c., to denote the strength of a cap,
in place of numbers. Thus, a triple commercial cap 1s of the same strength
as a No. 3. The No. 8 detonator corresponds in strength to the No. 8
commercial cap.
3. The Service primer.-The use of a primer to increase the initial
detonating wave set up by the fulminate has already been explained in
Sec. 5.
The Service primer is made of dry gun-cotton (Sec. 13) compressed
into 1-oz. cylinders, slightly tapered and 1 ·35 inches in diameter at the
laroer end. A circular hole is provided in the centre of the cylinder for the
rec:ption of the detonator. The primer is dipped in acetone to gelatinize
and proof the surface against moisture. Care must be taken that this
waterproofing is intact if the primer is likely to be exposed to damp for
any length of time. Cases of failure have occurred through neglect of this
precaution, the dry gun-cotton having absorbed sufficient moisture from
the air, or from the wet gun-cotton slab in which it has been placed, to
render it insensitive to the detonation of the fulminate.
Service primers are packed in sealed tin cylinders containing 10
primers.
4. Connecting up primer, detonator, and fuze.
i. The safety fuze is cut to the length required to allow time to reach a
place of safety after lighting. The end to be inserted in the detonator is
cut straight across, and the other end on the slant so as to expose a larger
surface of the core. If the fuze is not to be lighted at once, it is preferable
not to sever the scarf-cut encl right through (Pl. 1, Fig. 2) ; it can then be
closed up to prevent powder falling out until it is lighted.
ii. The straight-cut encl of the fuze is then carefully inserted into the
open end of the detonator, and pushed gently home until the end of the
fuze is in contact with the fulminate composition. The Jetonator should
be held by the open end, and with the closed end pointing away from the
body. The open end of the detonator is then gently pinched on to the
fuze to make it grip, and so prevent it being withdrawn. A pair of pliers
may be used for this purpose, or, failing_this tool, a jack-knife (Pl. 2, Fig. 2).
Care should be taken that. no pressure 1s put on the closed end containing
the fulminate.
iii. The primer should then be tested to receive the detonator. If the
hole in the primer is found to be too small, it must be enlaroed by means
of a redijier (a tool of hard wood, the size and shape of a det:inator, made
for the purpose). If this tool is not available, a pencil or any piece of
hard wood carefully cut to the correct size mav be used hut the use of
an iron tool is dangerous. If the hole in the· primer i; found to be too
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large, paper shot!ld be wrapped round the detonator to make it fit firmly.
On no account 1s force to be used t.o get the detonator into position ;
screwing or twisting is particularly dangerous.
5. Lighting safety fuze.-Tbe simplest method is to use fusees
or, failing these, matches. The match bead should be held agair.st the
core of powder exposed at the end of the fuze (which bas been cut on a
slant), and ignited by rubbing the box on it.
Where rapidity in lighting the fuze is of importance, a special igniter
may be used. The Service pattern, Igniter, safety fuze, percussion,
consists of a large and a small brass tube secured together, the former
containing a striker, spring, and cap (Pl. 2, Fig. 3). The smaller tube
receives the end of the safety fuze, which should be cut straight
across. A pin, to which a string loop is attached, passes through the head
of the striker projecting from the larger tube, and holds the spring in
compression over the cap. The withdrawal of this pin releases the spring,
which drives the striker forward, thus firing the cap and igniting the fuze.
The igniters are packed 10 in a tin cylinder.
The igniters are easily damaged by damp, and should be stored in a
dry place. They are not, therefore, so reliable as matches or fusees for
ordinary work, and these latter are preferable where ample time, is available to light the fuze.
If several fuzes have to be lighted in quick succession, a port-fire
may be employed. It is an article of store, and consists of a stick of
slow-burning composition with a wooden handle. It burns at the rate
of 1 inch per minute. It can be lit with a match, and extinguished by
a sharp blow against the boot.

18. Firing by cordea« detoriant.
1. Cordeau detonant consists of a lead tube, O· 23 inch in diameter,
filled with specially prepared T.N.T. It has a detonating velocity of
7,000 metres per second, and is employed as an instantaneous detonating

fuze.

Its principal uses are :To fire a number of charges simultaneously, when firing by fuze.
ii. To avoid excessive lengths of safety fuze, which would otherwise be
required in certain demolitions (e._q., mined charges).
Cordeau detonant may also be used occasionally in conjunction with
electric firing to avoid complicated circuits and connections.
Cordeau detonant is quite safe to handle with ordinary care, but may
be detonated by a severe blow. Being pliable, it can be bent in any
required direction, but sharp bends and Jcinks must be avoided, as the
continuity of the explosive may be broken and failure result from this
cause. For the same reason it should not be subjected to any severe
strain along its length.
Uordeau detonant may be used !or demolitions under water, the metal
covering rendering it waterproof. The core of T.N.T. deteriorates on
exposure to air. Before using, therefore, about 6 inches of the open end
should be cut off, and it is advisable to cap the end inserted ''!- or fixed to
charges with a No. 8 detonator, to which the cordean detonant 1s connected
up in the same way as safety fuze.
1.
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2. To use cordeau detonant it must be detonated : it will not
detonate if ignited. The standard me:-hod of inducing_ rletonat.ion, using
two primers and a No. 8 detonator with safety fuze, 1s shown on Pl. 3,
Fig. 1. An alternative method is to bind three No. 8 detonators firmly
to the cordeau, safety fuze being inserted into one of the three (Pl. 3, Fig. 2).
Cordeau detonant will not detonate wet gun-cotton without the aid
of a dry gun-cotton primer, which, though generally not essential, should
also be used when firing important charges of other high explosives. The
cordeau may be simply passed through the hole in the primer, but close
contact must be ensured by wedging with splinters of wood if necessary.
Pl. 18, Fig. l, shows a method of firing simultaneously several charges
of gun-cotton. In cases where it is not convenient to pass the cordeau
through the primer, it may be lashed to it and to No. 8 detonators. Pl. 3,
Figs. 3 and 4, show two alternative methods. Wherever communication
of detonation to gun-cotton primers is required, it is advisable to make
free use of No. 8 detonators.
3. Junctions in cordeau detonant may be made by means of a
junction box filled with ammonal or simihr high explosive, into which
the ends of the cordeau are led (Pl. 3, Fig. 5). Each should be capped
with a No. 8 detonator. A slab of gun-cotton, to which the ends of the
cordeau detonant are tightly bound, may be used for the same purpose ;
the detonation of the slab hy the incoming end of cordeau being effected
through the medium of a gun-cotton primer as pointed out in para. 2.
Joints soon become defective owing to the deterioration of the core
on exposure. They must, therefore, never be used when the fuze has to
remain long in position.
The severe jerk set up in cordeau detonant on detonation tends to
displace it.. It should, therefore, be firmly secured at interYals tJ,roughout
its length and, in particular, dose to the charge. Lengths of cordeau
in contact or close to each other should be separated by· a board, as one
may cut the other without detonating it, and thus cause failure.
The detonating wave of cordean detonant has a tendency to die out
in lengths of over 100 yards. Hence the intensity of detonation should be
revived by introducing every 100 yards either a junction box of ammonal
or two gun-cotton primers and a No. 8 detonator as shown on Pl. 3, Fig. l,
the time fuze in this case being replaced by the incoming length of
cordeau detonant.

19. Causes of failure 1rith safetyfu:e or cordem, ,letonnnt.
i. The safety fuze may be defective. Parts of the fuze composition
may have become inert owing to moisture getting through the co,,,.er,
or by deterioration through age. The corn position will hum as far as the
faulty part, and then go out. This defect is verv liable to lead to accidents, si~ce the _flax wrapping round the fuze ~omposition may go on
smouldering till 1t passes the fault, when the composition will be,,in to
burn again . This smouldering is so extremely slow that the impr~ssion
)S produced that the fuze is entirely dead. Practically the only safeguard
1s to ensure that the safety fuze used is fresh and in good condition.
ii. The end of the safety fuze may not be inserted far enough
into the open end of the detonator. As a result the flame from the
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luze does not reach the fulminate, and fails to ignite it. To ensure that
the end of the luzc is against the fulminate, the length of open tube
should. first he nwnsnred by_ gently poking a thin piece of stick or grass
down it, and a correspondmg length of safety luze inserted. On no
account, lwwnt•r, must force be used in pusl,ing the safety fuze home.
It oltt•u ha pp,•ns, in the case of ccmmercial caps, that a little of the
eawdn,t, in which detonators of this form arc usually packed, is left in
tlie cop_p<'r tub,· aLove the fulminate composition. It may be removed
by placmg the moutl, of the cap near the lips and blowing across it.
iii. The detonator may fail to detonate the primer owing either
to bad contact between the detonator and the primer (see Sec. 17,
para. 4), or to a faulty primer.
iv. The composition at tbe exposed end of the fuze becoming
inert owing to moisture. This fre11uently occurs after long exposure,
both with safety fuzc and cordeau detonant. If a charge has to be left
long in position, the exposed end of the fuze should be long enough to
allow of 6 inches being cut off immediately before firing. Similarly, the
connection between cordean detonant and safety fuze should not be made
until it is intended to fire.
v. Defective joints in the safety fuze (Sec. 17) or the cordeau
detonant (Sec. 18).
1'he methous of dealing with miss-fires are laid down in Sec. 42.

I
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20. Firing by electricnty.
1. Charges on service are fired electrically by means of electric
detonators (electric fuzes for gunpowder charges)* connected up by insulated cable, the usual source of energy being the Service dynamo exploder.
In the following description it is assumed that the theory of continuous current electricity is understood.
2. The Detonator, electric, No. 13, Mark III (Pl. 4, Fig. 1) consists
of a copper tube containing 2· 8 grammes of fulminate of mercury. This
tube is of the same diameter and similar to that of the No. 8 detonator,
but is enlarged at its upper end to receive an ebonite plug. Two short
copper leads, insulated with a rubber covering outside the detonator, are
passed through the ebon.ite plug ¼inch apart. The _ends of the. l~a_ds
inside the detonator are conuected together with a piece of fine mdwplatinum wire just above the fulminate of mercury .. The fine wir_e. is
wrapped round with a piece of fleecy gun-cotton to facilitate the 1gmt10n
of the fulminate.
On a current of sufficient strength (not less than 0· 8 amper~) being
passed through the copper leads, the fine wire is raised _to a white heat
and fuses, thus igniting the fleecy gun-cotton and the fulmmate of mercury
and causing the latter to detonate. It should be noted, however, that a
smaller current (0 •35 ampere or over) will cause the wire to glow, and
may ignite the fulminate.

* In the following description of electric tiring aud apparatus_ rema~ks made
concerning electric detonators apply, from an electrical point of v1ew, with equaJ
force to electric fuzea.
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The head of the detonator is painted white, and the tube containing
the fulmini;te of mercury red. The detonators are packed in tin cylinders
containing 25 detonators and a rectifier. The upper halves of the cylinders
are painted white and the lower red.
The remarks made in Sec. 17 with regard to the handling and storage
of No. 8 detonators apply with equal force to No. 13 electric detonators.
The Fuze, electric, No. 14, Mark III (Pl. 4, Fig. 2) is similar electrically to the No. 13 detonator, but in this case a cap is formed in the base of
the ebonite plug for the reception of mealed powder which surrounds
the iridio-platinum wire. As with the No. 13 detonator, the latter is
wrapped in a small piece of fleecy gun-cotton to facilitate ignition. The
base of the fuze is closed with a metal cap, and the whole is painted white.
The No. 14 electric fuze is used for igniting gunpowder charges, and is
useless for detonating high explosives.
The electrical constants of the No. 13 detonator and No. 14 fuze are
as follows:Material of bridge wire ...
Iridio-platinum.
·45 grains.
Weight of bridge wire, per yard
Length of bridge wire ...
'25 in.
Diameter of bridge wire
·0014 in.
Resistance-cold (i.e., at about 60° Fahr.)
1 ·05 ohms.
-when just hot enough to start
ignition ...
1 · 3 ,,
,,
-at fusing point
2·6 ,,
Smallest current that can fire
· 35 ampere.
,,
,,
,, fuse ...
·s
firing current to be used in calculation ...
·s
Largest safe testing current when testing
charges...
...
...
...
...
. ..
·12
Testing for over-sensitivenessCurrent to be used
·32
Duration of contact ...
. ..
4 seco~ds.
Resistance when current is passing ...
l · 3 ohms.
Testing for under-sensitivenessCurrent to be used
· 45 ampere.
Duration of contact
.. .
4 seconds.
Resistance when current is passing . . .
l · 47 ohms .
. It will be observed that the resistance of the bridge of iridio-platinum
wrr~ does no~ remain constant, but increases with the rise in temperature
until the fusmg point is reached, at which it is 2 · 6 ohms. In all calculations of firing circuits this fact must be taken into account.
Commercial electric detonators and fuzes may occasionally
have to be used. They are constructed on similar lines to the Service
pattern des?ribed above but are generally of rather rougher manufacture.
A high tens10n type of electric detonator is also used in ciYil life. A sparkgap takes the place of a wire bridge. (See also Sec. 27, para. 2.)
. 3. Insulated cables,-The cable specially designed for demolitions
m the field, and normally available on service, is the Cable, electric, El,
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Mark II (Pl. 5, Fig. 1). It consists of one tinned steel and six tinned
copper strands made into a single core covered with pure vulcanized
india-rubber, an<.l au exterior covering of braided hemp treated with preservati,·e compound. • It is issued in variou8 lengths wound on wooden
<!rums.
Any insulated cable, however, may ue used provided th"t its conductivity resistance is not too great, and that the insulation is adequate.
Certain of the cables use,l hy the Signal Corps may be employed. Of these
the Wire, electric, S11, Mark _III (Pl. 5, .Fig. 2), is specially smtable.
Its covering is similar to the El, Mark II, cable, with the addition of a
layer of primed tape.
The constants of El, Mark II and Sll, Mark III, are as follows:Designation.

I

No. of strands in
conductor.

I

El, Mark 11 .

---16I steel
tinned copper
...

S11, Mark Ill ...

. . 3 tinned copper

. ...

}

Conductivity
resistance per

Weight per

100 yard,.

100 yard,.

Ohms.

Lb,.

1· 31
1·37

7·4
7 .4

Descriptions of other cables supplied in the Service will be found in
the Priced Vocabulary of Stores, Part II, 1921.
Where it is desirable to afford special protection to the conductors, as,
for instance, in important mined charges which are to be left in position
for a long period, armoured cables may be used . Limited quantities of
such cables may usually be obtained on active service from the Signal
Corps.
Circuits.-Under normal conditions the circuit should be insulated
throughout, cable being used for both the out and the return conductor
(Pl. 5, Fig. 3). In emergency, however, an uninsulated conductor may
be used for the return wire provided that the insulation of the out cable
is perfectly sound (Pl. 5, Fig. 4).
Similarly, where old inferior cable has to be used, one main and the
connections b etween the detonators should be composed entirely, if possible, of good cable ; the bad leaky pieces being concentrated in the
other main. A bad leak in one main will not affect the circuit provided
the rest is well insulated .
On account of the high resistance of ordinary earths, earth returns
(Pl. 5, Fig. 5) are not as a rule reliable, and are particularly unsuitable
for use with an exploder. If shortage of cable, however, makes the use
of an earth r eturn necessary, every effort must be made to reduce its
r ..istance to a minimum. The earth pipe employed in the field telegraph
eqi,ipment makes a good earth, as also does a pointed iron pipe driven
well into moist ground and filled with water. Salt water makes a good
earth.
Though in any case a somewhat remote contingency, a firin_g circuit
containing earths is more liable to be exploded by atmospheric discharges
of electricity than one which is insulated throughout.
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Jointing Insulated cables.-The jointing of insulated cables is a
most important operation, since a badly made joint_ may be_ the cause of
failure. It should be carried out as follows. :-Strip off 2 mches of the
insulation of each cable, open out the stranded ,wires and clean each
thoroughly by scraping with the back of a knife ; take great care not to
nick the wires in doing this. Cross the ends of the cables thus cleaned
at right angles, as shown on Pl. 6, Fig. 1, and bend them round each other,
us shown on Pl. 6, Figs. 2 and 3, making three or four complete close turns
with each end . Cut off the spare ends, and pinch them close in with a pair
of pliers (Pl. 6, Fig. 4). Now cut off about 6 inches of india-rubber tape, and
warm it by rubbing it between the hands. Then bind the rubber ta]"le
round the joint, as shown on Pl. 6, Fig. 5; the tape should be stretched as 1t
is applied. When the joint has been covered with one layer of tape, the
rubber should be smeared with rubber solution, and the tape wrapped on
in successive layers until used np, each layer being smeared with
solution. No solution should be allowed to reach the bare wires of the
cables. Pl. 6, Fig. 6, shows the commencement of a three-way joint.
Defects in the insulation of cables may be dealt with in a similar manner.
Rubber tape and solution form part of the contents of the Box, testing and
jointing, carried by engineer field units, and described in Sec. 24.
Where there is no danger of leakage of current occurring at the joint,
and the circuit is to be used at once, the covering of the joint with rubber
tape as described above may be omitted.
Additional insulation and protection to a joint can be quickly and
effectively given by passing a piece of i-inch india-rubber tnbmg over the
end of one of the wires previously to making the joint, afterwards slipping
the tubing over the completed joint and tying the ends tigl,tly to the
insulation of the wire or cable on each side with twine or fine wire. A
piece of india-rubher tubing so secured is always a very good addition,
and is specially useful when a joint is going into deep water, or is intended
to last for many weeks . In a moderately dry situation, the rubber tubing
may be used without the tape and solution in an emergency.
If neither india-rubber tape nor tubing is available, a fairly good insulating covering may be formed by slitting the insulation of a spare piece
of wire longitudinally, removing it, applying two such pieces of sufficient
length to the joint so as to overlap one another, and then binding them
firmly together and to the covering of the jointed wire with twine or
even fine wire from a strand of the spare cable.
. It should ~!ways be remembered that the joint is the weak part of the
circmt. A JOmt should, therefore, never be made at any point, such as
the month of the bag containing the charge, where the wire is especially
!,able to be bent in handling .
. 4. The Service exploder, vocabularized as Explode1·, dynamo, electric quantity, Mark V (Pl. 7), consists essentially of a small series
wound dynamo, of which FF are the field magnets, with pole pieces PP
and the armature M revolving between them. The field magnets and armature are wound with insulated wire, and the armature is provided with a
two part c.olDlliutator, and caused to revoke by n1eans of a pinion which
engages with the rack R, but is proYided with a free whed arrangement
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which ensures that the armature is only rotated on the downward stroke.
The two field magnet coils are normally connected in series through the
contact K (see diagram of connections).
The cycle of operation is as follows. The handle is first pulled up as
far as it will go. On pushmg down the handle the armature is caueed to
revolve, and thereby, owing to the residual magnetism in the field magnets,
generates a current which stiU further excites them, until at the bottom of
the stroke the maximum E.M.F. is developed. The contact at K is now
broken by the end of the rack depressing the short.-circuiting spring S,
and the current flows through the external circuit via the terminals TT.
It should be noted that the maximum effect has to be produced at the
moment o! breaking contact at K, and that the rack should be made to
descend as swiltly and smoothly as possible.
The exploder is contained in a wooden box, 13 by 8 by 6 inches,
painted white, and fitted with a lid that can be locked . A stout leather
strap is attached, to enable lthe box Ito be slung over the shoulder. Its
weight is about 25 lbs.
The power of an exploder is measured in terms of the number of ohms
resistance through which it will fuse one detonator. The method of
ascertaining this figure, and other tests for the Service exploder, are
described in Sec. 26. The Mark V exploder is designed to fuse through a
resistance of 100 ohms. The lower marks of Service exploder, which may
be occasionally met with, are similar but less powerful. The Mark IV
is designed to fuse through 80 ohms, and the Mark I through 60 ohms.
Various other types of exploder are in use. In the German army an
exploder operated by clockwork instead of by hand is employed. By this
means the personal factor, present in the Service exploder, is e!iiuinated.
It is about as powerful as the latter, but, owing to its electrical construction, it can only be safely used for firing single charges. Exploders
designed on the same principle are also used commercially.
Pl. 11, Fig. 1, shows a method by which two Service exploders may be
coupled together in series, where a single exploder is not sufficiently
powerful. The two exploders are fired together by a common handle.
Both armatures, and all the field windings, are joined in series through one
only of the contacts K, so that the common circuit is broken in only one
place at the end of the downward stroke of the handle. In order to avoid
the loss of energy expended in the spark that would otherwise be formed
on break at the contact K, a condenser C is added. Such a combination
of two Mark V Service exploders has been found to fuse through a resistance
of 180 ohms.
For electrical reasons, the explanation of which is outside the scope
of this volume, electric detonators should be connected up in series when
they are to be fired by an exploder.
5. Connecting up and firing,-Brfore the circuit is connected up
the detonators and cables to be used must be tested (see Chap. IV).
Further, the resistance of the circuit must be calculated (Sec. 29) in order
to ascertain that the exploder is sufficiently powerful to fire the detonators
of the circuit.
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These preliminaries having been satisfactorily completed, the following
are the steps to be taken :i. The detonators, previously tested (,ee Sec. 27), 1tre placed in the
charge, and connec_ted up i1; series with short le1:gths of cable.
The precautions laid down m Sec. 17, para. 4 (m) as to fittmg
the detonators into the primers must be observed.
ii. The cables, previously tested (see Sec. 28), are laid out from the
charge to the selected firing point. The ends of the cables
at the firing point should be placed in charge of a N.C.O.,
and the exploder box kept locked.
iii. The cable ends at the charge are now connected up to the two
ends of the circuit containing the detonators.
iv. The whole circuit is now tested (see Sec. 29).
v. The exploder box is unlocked, the handle raised, and the ends of
the cables made fast to the exploder terminals. The connections should not be made until after the handle has been pulled
up.
vi. To fire the charge the handle is pushed down swiftly and smoothly.
21. Causes of failure with electrical firing.

The following are the chief causes of failure when firing by electricity.
i. Broken leads.-The existence of a break in one of the cables
of a firing circuit would normally be detected by testing
prior to firing (see Sees. 28 and 29).
The break, however, may occur after the circuit has been
connected up and tested. The cables should not be subjected
to undue strain at any part of the circuit, especially at joints.
Special attention must be paid to this poiut where cables pass
through tamping or round corners. Leads exposed to shell or
rifle fire should, if possible, be buried: 2 feet of earth is adequate
protection against bullets and small shell splinters, and 7 feet
against shell fire.
ii. A defective joint or partly broken cable in a circuit, causing
a high resistance, and thus preventing the flow of sufficient
current to fire the detonators. The necessity of exercising
care in making joints cannot be overestimated. The methods
of detecting a defect of this nature are described in Sec. 29.
iii. Bad insulation of cable or joints causing a short circuit.It should be noted that this type of fault can only occur
when there is a leakage in both the 0t1/ and return leads. The
method of detecting a short circuit is described in Sec. 29.
iv. Faulty exploder (Sec. 26).
v. Defective detonator.-The bridge of iriilio-platinum wire mav
be broken. This, however. would be detected at once by th·e
continuity test (Sec. 25). Detonators may, although intact,
be a cause of failure through being over or under-seusitiw.
This defect is discussed in detail in Sec. 27.
vi. Failure of the detonator to detonate the primer.

22. Comparison of the rclatfre merits of the metlwds offiring.
1. The choice of the means of firing a charge depends on many factors.

The time availtible for preparation and firing, the degree of exposure to
hostile fire, the length of time that the charge is likely to remain in position,
and the apparatus available must all be considered.
Safety fuze, on account of the simplicity and portability of the firing
arran~ements, and the absence of special apparatus, is generally preferable
for hasty demolitions,* and is practically exclusively used for mobile
charges. For the •ame reasons, it is the normal method employed for
firing a series of small and scattered charges, as, for instance, in the destruct.ion of railway lines. The absence of long lengths, liable to be cut by shell
fire, makes it va luable fur use in exposed situations. In spite of the
drawbacks of deterioration through moisture and the impossibility of
periodical testing, its employment, either alone or in conjunction with
cordeitu <letonant, will be necessary in the large majority of deferred
demolitions, since, under the conditions likely to prevail at the time of
firing, apparatus for electric firing will only be available for a few of the
most important charges.
Cordeau detonant may be employed with advantage in place of
safety fuzc in mined charges, both for deliberate and deferred demolitions,
and generally where an 'undue length of safety fuze must otherwise be
used. It is the only substitute for electricity for the simultaneous firing
of multiple charges.
Electricity normally provides the best and surest means of firing
important delibcmte or deferred demolitions, but the vulnerability of
the leads is a serious disadvantage in situ ations exposed to shell fire. It
possesses the advantages of enabling a charge t.o be fired from any selected
spot, however distant, and at t he precise instant desired. Though the
material and apparatus employed are more complicated and liable to
defects, the possibility of testing from a. distance up to the time of firing
does away with any uncertainty as to tlie condition of the entire circuit.
It is specially suitable for the simultaneous firing of multiple charges.
2. Whatenr method of firing is adopted, every important charge
should be provided with two distinct sets of ignition. In many cases
both electricity and fuze may be advantageously employed. keeping the
latter as a stand-by in case of the breakdown of the electric firmg
arrangement-:.

CHAPTER IV.
TESTING ELECTRIC FIRING CIRCUITS, USE OF CELLS,
&c.
23. Nature of electrical tests.
Testing in electric firing is of first importance, but, for ordinary work
with reliable materials and exploder, need not be of an elaborate nature.
It is normally sufficient to submit the detonators, cables, and finally the
• Definitions of the terms hasty, deliberate, and tie/erred demo1itions, are given in
S.c. 52, para. 3.
(B J5350)Q
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completed circuit to the continuity test de~cribed in Sec. ~5. This test,
however, must be regarded as essential and, _if the apparatus 1s not to hand
or the time not available to carry it out, 1t 1s, as a rule, preferable to resort
to firing by safety fuze. On the other hand\ for very import~nt charges,. or
when there is reason to doubt the reliab11ity of the materials, tests ot a
.more detailed and quantitative nature must be performed.
These tests may be divided into:i. Testing the exploder (Sec. 26).
ii. Testing the detonators (Sec. 27).
iii. Testing the cables and earths, in cases where an earth return is
used (Sec. 28).
iv. Testing the completed circuit when all is ready for firing (Sec. 29).

24, The testing a,ndjointing box.
J. The Box, testing and jointing, is an article of store which is carried
, by all engineer field nnits.
.
.
It is a tin box in a leather cover, measurmg 14 by 8 by 5½ ms.
outside. and holds all materials. instruments, and tools for testing and
jointing electric firing circuits. Its weight is 12 lbs. 3 ozs.
The contents are as follows :For testing1 box of resistance coils (100 ohms).
1 " Q " and " I " detector.
1 cell, electric, dry, "E.''
2 reels (metal) with X!S 0· 0016-in. iridio-platinum wire (4 dwts.).
1 chamois leather.
1 box of plate powder.
For jointing (.see Sec. 20)1 pair 5-in. side-cutting pliers.
2 tubes of india-rubber solution.
4 cylinders of india-rubber tape.
½lb. of cotton waste.
~ 2. The box of resistance coils (Pls. 9 and 10), yocabularized as
Coils, resistance, 100 ohms, Mark V, can be used either as a variable
resistance (e.g., in the testing of an exploder) or to form a Wheatstone
bridge. The coils are made of thicker wire than ordinary resistance
coils, in order that they may not he damaged by the comparatively large
currents they are called upon to carry. The resistances, which are inserted
in the circuit by withdrawing the plugs, are graduated from · 05 ohm to
40 ohms, and so arranged that any multiple of · 05 ohm up to 100 ohms
can be obtained. Two additional 10-ohm coils and a contact key are
provided, so that the box may be used as a Wheatstone bridge. If required,
these two coils can also be used to form part of the variable resistance in
other t,ests. The box is also provided with a pair ,,f clips, ¼in. apart,
for holding the iridio-platinum wire in the fusion test (Sec. 25. para. 4),
and three pillars for the reception of reels of iridio-platinum wire.
When the plugs are inserted, they should be given a slight twist to
ensure that a good contact is made. Cleanliness of the plugs and contacts
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is also of the first importance, especially when measuring small resistances.
The chamois leather and plate powder contained in the testing and jointing
box are provided with this object.
Earlier Marks of Coils, resistance, 100 ohms, may he met with ;
they differ from the Mark V in the following respects :Mark JV.-Firing clips of different design.
Mark JJI.-Firing clips of different design. Different material used
for the resistance coils. The two additional JO-ohm coils can only he
used in the Wheatstone bridge, as they arc made of fine wire, which would
be damaged by heavy currents such as might be passed through them
in the fusion test. No pillars are provided for the reception of spare reels
of iridio-platinum wire.
Marks I and II.-As in Mark III, but in addition, a wandering plug
is used for the resistances under 1 ohm, which are made up of 20 coils,
.
each of ,'0 ohm.
3. The " Q " and " I " detector (Pl. 8, Fig. 1), vocahularized as
Detector, quantity and intensity, is similar in action to a galvanometer, the passage of a current being indicated by the deflection of the
needle on the dial. It has two coils and three terminals. Each coil
is connected with one of the outer terminals and with the centre
terminal (Pl. 8, Fig. 2), the space between the terminals of one coil being
marked with a " Q," signifying quantity, and of the other coil with an
'· I," signifying intensity. The" Q" coil consists of a few turns of thick wire
with a resistance of O· 2 ohm; the "I., coil consists of numerous turns
of thin wire with a resistance of 100 ohms. To detect a current in a circuit,
having a low resistance, the " Q" coil should be used ; where the
resistance is high, the " I " coil. For testing in electric firing, the " I "
coil is normally the more suitable.
An improvised detector may be made with a box compass. Several
turns of cable are taken round the middle of the box, which is placed so
that the magnetized needle and the coils are in the magnetic meridian.
On a current being passed through the cable, the needle" ill be deflected.
Such an improvisation is au efficient substitute for the " Q " and " l "
detector in the continuity test, but it is not sufficiently sensitive for use
with the Wheatstone bridge.
4. The test cell (Pl. 8, Fig. 3), vocabularized as Cell, electric, dry,
E, is a special form of dry Leclanche cell, provided with a resistance
coil (Pl. 8, Fig. 4) wl,ich brings the total internal resistance up to about
12 ohms, thus ensuring that it will under no circumstances send out
sufficient current to fire a detonator. Its E.M.F. is J · 5 volts.
To ascertain that a test cell is safe to use, it should be connected up
through a key to a detonator pluced in a safety box (an iron box constructed
to contain the detonator and localize the effect 011 explosion) or under a
sod of earth, so that if it fires it may do no harm. When the key is
depressed for at least 4 seconds, the detonator should not fire.
The use for testing purposes ot a cell which furnishes a larger current
than a test cell is highly dangerous. If no test cell is available, any
type of Leclanche cell with 12 ohms resistance added may he usc;a
instead, the safety of the combination being tested as descnbed aboYC.
(B 15350)Q
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5. The Iridio-platinum wire is of exactly the same composition
and diameter as that used iu the construction oi the Service fuzes and
detonators. Its diameter is 0 ·00lG inch, and the weight per yard 0· 45
grain. It is issued on metal reels containing about 2 dwts., i.e., 48 grains.
This wire is known in the Service as Wire, electric, X48 irid'oplatinum. Jt is expensive material, and economy should, therefore, be
exercised in its use.

25. Description of the princival tests.
1. The following are the principal tests which may be carried out

with the testing and jointing box :i. Continuity test.
ii. Wheatstone bridge test.
iii. Fusion test.
2. The continuity test proYides a means of ascertaining that no
break exists in a detonator, length of cable, or completed firing circuit.
It consists in sending through the conductor to be tested a cnrrent not
large enough to fire a detonator, but sufficient to deflect the needle of a
detector placed in the circuit. The test cell and '· Q " and "I" detector
are connected up in series to the conductor to be tested (Pl. 9, Fig. 1).
In testing detonators and firing circuits containing them the " I" coil
should invariably be used. On the circuit being closed, the detector should
give a deflection, thus showing that the circuit is complete. By this test the
continuity of a detonator, series of detonators. lengths of cable, or a
completed firing circuit may be verified, but it should be noted that only
a complete disconnection or break will be detected. A deflection will
still be given by the detector when a short circuit, partial break, or bad
joint exists (but see Sec. 29, para. 3).
3. The Wheatstone bridge test provides a means of measuring the
electrical resistance of a detonator, length of cable, or completed firing
circuit. It consists in connecting up the box of resistance coils, "Q"
and " I " detector, and test cell to form a Wheatstone bridge, as shown
on Pl. 9, Figs. 2 and 3. The conductor, the resistance of which is to be
measured, is then balanced on the bridge ia the usual manner, the Yariablc
resistance being adjust.eel until the detector gives no deflection when the
contact key is depressed. When thus balanced, the resistance of the
conductor will be equal to the variable resistance inserted.
The H Q" and "I" detector, however. is by no means a sensitive
instrument. It will, thus, usually be necessary to ascertain the limits
between which no deflection is obtained. The resistance under test can
then be taken as equal to the resistance midway between these two
points .
. •1. 'l'he fusion test provides a me,1ns of measnring the power of the
finng apparatus, normally the Service exploder. It consists in determining
t.hP maximum resistance throngh which the firing apparatus will fuse
with certainty the brid11e of a No. 13 detonator. The box of resistance
coils a.ncl lengths of irid io-platiuum wire are required for the test. The
iridio-platinum wire is placed between the clips pro\'ldcd for the purpose
on the box of resistance coils. As the jaws of the clips are ¼inch apart,
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the bridge thus formed is identical with that in a No. 13 detonator. The
connections for this test are as shown on Pl. 10, Fig. 1. The firing apparatus
is first tested against a low resistance, and this resistance is gradually
increased until the wire fails to fuse. The maximum resistance through
which it will fuse the wire is thus ascertained.

26. Testing the Service exploder.
1. The power of a Service exploder should be ascertained hv the fusion
test on receipt from store, and a record made of the result. ·subsequent
tests should be made whenever there is reason to suspect a decrease in
power. It is unnecessary, however, to carry out the fusion test every
time the exploder is used for ordinary demolition work.
A certain amount of practice and manna! dexterity is required to get
the best results out of an exploder, but with a skilful operator an exploder
may sometimes be made to fuse through a resistance in excess of the
maximum resistance for which it was designed.
In order to allow a good margin of safety, an exploder should not be
required to fire detonators through a circuit the total resistance of which
is more than 80 per cent. of the figure obtained for the exploder by the
fusion test. Thus, an exploder which has been found by testing to fuse
through a maximum resistance of 105 ohms can be relied on to fire detonators with certainty in all circuits the total resistance of which does not
exceed 84 ohms.
If no iridio-platinum wire is available for the fusion test, an exploder
may be considered sufficiently powerful if it is able to fire a detonator through
a resistance at least 90 per cent. greater than the estimated resistance of
the firing circuit at fusing point.
A very rough test to ascertain that the exploder is in working order,
when the apparatus for the fusion test is not available, is to connect up a
detonator to an exploder and fire it. The detonator should be placed in a
safety box or under a sod of earth, so that it may do no harm when
fired.
2. The following are the principal causes of defect in an exploder,
and the method• of remedy :i. Bad contact of brushes on the commutator of dynamo.The brushes should be adjusted to bear evenly on the commutator, and both brushes and commutator should be clean.
ii. Commutator segments short-circuited by fragments of
detached copper.-The spaces between the segments
should be kept clear of metallic dust.
iii. Loose or broken connections.-These should be made good.
but, if the fault is in the windings of the electro-magnet or
armature, the machine must be returned to store for repair.
iv. Dirty contact at K (Pl. 7).-The contact should be cleaned by
passing a piece of clean paper between the contacts ; on no
account should an abrasive substance be used for the purpose.
v. Defective break of the contact at K at the bottom of the
stroke.-The break should be very sharp, and the contacts
should then be separated sufficiently to prevent an arc being
(B 1!'>3!",0~
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formed across them. The contact spring S should be adjusted,
and it may sometimes he advisable to remove the rubber pad
under the short contact piece.
vi. Want of residual magnetism.-The rack R (Pl. 7) should be
forced down to the full extent in order to break the contact
at J(. The terminals of the exploder should then be connected to ,i battery of three or four cells for a few minutes.
The field magnets will thus be re-magnetized. Care should be
taken that the rack is forced down before the circuit is completed, or the battery will be short-circuited.

vii. Defective insulation of field or armature windings.-In
this case the machine must be returned to store for repair.
To locate the fault in a defective exploder, the side of the exploder box
should be removed by unscrewing the screws holding it in position, thus
throwing the mechanism and connections open to inspection. The
terminals should tben be short-circuited, and the handle raised and de·
pressed as in the act of firing. There should be a distinct opposition to
the down stroke, and tbe armature should pull up when it is completed.
If this is not the case, a fault in the internal circuit of tbe exploder is
indicated. The connections should be traced out, and a visual examination made for any of the defects described in (i) to (iv) above. Suspected
breaks in the windings may be verified by the continuity test. If these
measures fail t,o locate the fault, the resistance between the exploder
terminals should be measured on the Wheatstone bridge. This resistance
should be nil, except when the handle is pressed hard down. It should
then be 6 to 9 ohms (2 to 5 ohms for the armature and 2 ohms for each
magaet coil).
If the internal circuit of the exploder is found to be in order, the
contact spring S shonld be examined for the defects stated in (v) above.
A spark should be seen between the contact places at J( at the moment of
break.
A general loss of power is symptomatic of loss of residual magnetism,
and, if no defect is detected in the mechanism or connections of the exploder,
it may be attributed to this cause. The remedy described in (vi) should
be applied.
It is. as a rule, only possible to trace the cause of failure to defective
insulat10n of field or armature windings by eliminating other sources of
defect. The tests to determine the insulation resistance of windings
are too elaborate for use in the field, and their description is outside the
scope of this volume.
27. Testing clctonators.
1. Detonators when being tested should be placed in a safety box, so
that, shoulcl a current sufficient to fire inadvertently be sent through
them, no harm will result..
For ordinary work it is sufficient to ascertain that tbe detonator is intac\~Y ,~ubj_ectiog it to the continuity test. In carr~'ing out. this trst,.
the I c01_l of the detector should inrnriably be used (See. 25, para. 2).
The poss1b1hty, however, of a detonator being onr or under-sensitive
cannot be over]ooked in important demolitions, ,\·here several detonators
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are connected up in series. An over-sensitive detonator may fire and
break the circuit before sufficient heat has been generated in the remaining
detonators to lire them. As a result, only the over-sensitive detonator
will explode. Similarly, an under-sensitive detonator mav not be raised
to ignition point before the remaining detonators in the circuit have
been fired. For very important charges, therefore, the resistance of
each detonator should be measured by the Wheatstone bridge test, and
detonators varying 10 per cent. from the correct resistance (l ·05 ohms)
should be rejected. This test will eliminate with a fair degree of certainty
detonators in which the bridges are considerably over or under-sensitive.
'l'he sensiti veuess of a detonator, however, is not only dependent on
the resistance of the bridge, but also on the temperature at which the
surrounding composition ignites and the nature of the bridge contacts.
The following test has, therefore, been laid down for a batch of No. 13
detonators. Thev should not fire in four seconds with a current of 0·32
ampere, but should lire within the same period with a current of 0·45
ampere. All the detonators of a batch may be submitted to the first
test, and a few to the second. If, in the latter test, they fail to lire, the
whole batch should be rejected. The above test, however, must be
regarded as a laboratory one, and it would seldom be possible or necessary
to carry it out in the field.
It will be observed that, in the case of a number of detonators in series,
if the current is of such strength that it requires several seconds for sufficient heat to be generated in the bridges of the detonators, the most
sensitive detonator will fire first, and, in so doing, will probably cause
the circuit to be broken at that point, thereby preventing the firing of
the remainder of the series. To avoid this, it is necessary that the current
passing in the circuit shall be cousiderahly greater than that required to
fire only. It is for this reason principally that the current to be used in
calculations is that required to fuse the bridge wire ; if the actual current
is greater than this, no harm is done, and the chance of au under-sensitive
fuze failing to lire is still further reduced. Experience has shown that, when
the current is not less than the fusing current, firing takes place practically
instantaneously in all the detonators of the series, and small variations
in the sensitiveness of the detonators ba ve no effect.
2. Great care is taken in the manufacture of No. 13 detonators to
attain uniformity of behaviour; nevertheless, s1uall variations in sensitiveness do occur. The composition becomes less sensitive with time,
and there are unavoidable minute differences in the bridge itself. Provided. however, that the minimum fusing current ( ·8 ampere) is the least
current used for firing, the No. 13 detonator is very reliable.
Where several detonators are to be fired in series iu important charges,
it is desirable that all should be from tbe same box or batch, in order to
minimize the chance of variation in sensitiveness. Under no circumstances should electric detonators of types other than the No. i3 detonator
(e.g., commercial electric detonators) be used in the same circuit with No. 13
detonators. High tension electric detonators (Sec. 20, para. 2) cannot
be tested for continuity; they mu•t be fired in parallel when more than
one is used in a circuit.
Tests for tbe No. 14 electric fuze are identical to those for the No. 13
electric detonator.
(B JG350)Q
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28. Testin,q cables and earths.
For ordinary work with reliable cable the continuity test is normally
sufficient. In all cases, however, cable should be subjected to a careful
(though perhaps necessarily rapid) visual examination whilst being paid
out, with a view to discovering sharp kinks, bare places, and sometimes
partial fractures of the conductor and bad joints. Doubtful-looking
joints should be cut out and remade. Rough electrical testing often fails
to show up such faults. On the other hand, careful electrical testing
will generally detect defects which ttre not visible to the eye. For very
important work the resistance of the cab!<S sl1ould be determined by
balancing them on the Wheatstone bridge. The result obtained should
be compared with the resistance determined by calculation on the basis
of the specified resistance per 100 yards; in the case of El, Mark II cable,
l ·31 ohms.
The position of a bad leak in a cable may be ascertained by connecting it
up as shown on Pl. 10, Fig. 2, and passing it through a tank containing water.
The resistance of an earth rPturn, in the rare cases in which it is necessary to use one in a firing circuit, may be measured by the fusion test as
follows. First ascertain through what resistance the firing apparatus will
fuse tlie standard iridio-platinum bridge on short circuit (the ordinary
fnsion test). Say this is found to be W ohms . Then carry out the fusion
test as before, hut include the earth return in the circuit. Say the figure
then arrived at is lr1 ohms. Then the resistance of the earth return to be
included in the calculations will be W - W1 ohms.
A clean metal plate, 4 inches by 8 inches, immersed in the sea, or
water of equinlent salinity, has a resistance of about 1 ohm, but in ordinary
earth it may have a resistance of 40 ohms or more.
29. Testing the complete firing circuit.
1. Before testing the firing circuit it is in all cases necessary to ascertain
that its resistance at fusing point is not beyond the power of the firing
appamtus. This is calculated from the specified resistance of each
detonator at fusing point (2· 6 ohms per No. 13 detonator) and of the cable
(l ·31 ohms per 100 yards for El, Mark II cable).
If the total resistance thus estimated does not exceed 80 per cent. of
the figure obtained in te•ting the firing apparatus, the latter can he relied
on to fire the detonators in the circuit. If the total resistance o! the circuit
exceeds this limit,, it must be reduced by using cables of lower resistance, or doubling them, or by using a smaller number of detonators .
. Example.-It is required to fire 15 charges simultaneously in a circuit
with total length of El, Mark II cable of 2,000 vards. It is nroposed to
use two detonators per charge. The exploder h;s been tested and found
to fuse through a resistance of 90 ohms.
Hence, the exploder can be relied on to fire detonators in a circuit the

total resistance of which does not exceed 90
Resistance of cables
Resistance of detonators
: . Total resistance

x

SO ohms= 72 ohms
100
.

_ l · 31 X 2,000
100
= 26·2 ohms.
= 2 · 6 X 16 x 2
= 78 ohms.
~ 104 · 2 ohms,
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which is too great for the exploder. One detonator per charge may be,
however, considered sufficient, when the resistance can be reduced accordingly. It then will be 15 X 2· 6 ohms (detonators) + 26·2 ohms (cable)=
65·2 ohms, which is well within the power of the exploder.
2. For the actual testing of the firing circuit in all ordinary work, the
continuity test is sufficient. A break in the circuit may be located by
testing various portions of the firing circuit separately for continuity.
For demolitions of special importance, however, the Wheatstone bridge
test should be used, and the cold resistance of the firing circuit measured
by this means. This result should be compared with the theoretical cold
resistance of the firing circuit obtained by calculation on the lines described
in para. 1. It shouid be borne in mind that for this calculation the cold
resistance of the detonators must be taken (l · 05 ohms per No. 13
detonator).
A considerable excess of the measured resistance over the calculated
resistance probably indicates a bad joint or partial break. The reverse
indicates a short-circuit in some portion of the circuit. If a steady reading
for the measured resistance is difficult to obtain, there is probably a loose
connection somewhere.
To locate a fault other than a break may require much time and considerable electrical skill. The resistance of each portion of the circuit
should be ascertained separately and compared with the calculated resistance for that portion. When spare cable is available, the quickest remedy
is to substitute fresh cables for the faulty ones.
3. The circuit of an important demolition, the firing of which is likely
to be delayed for some days, should he tested for continuity daily with the
same test cell and detector. A diminution of the deflection will then indicate
an increase of the resistance of the circuit, pointing to a faulty joint or
partial break. Similarly, an increased deflection will mean ·a reduced
resistance and the probability of a short-circuit having been formed eomewhere between the firing point and the charge.
It is pointed out, however, that only comparatively large variations
of resistance will be indicated by the " Q " and " I " detector.
30, Other sources of electric energy.
1. While the standard electric firing apparatus is the Service exploder .
other sources of electric energy may be utilized.
In emergency the magneto of a motor car or cycle may be used for
firing. The leads to one of the sparking plugs should be d_ieconnected
and jointed to one end of the circuit, the other end of the cucmt berng
connected to the frame of the car or cycle. Even if the bridge of one ot
the detonators in the firing circuit be broken, the magneto may sometimes
be used with success, since the high voltage current may Jnmp the gap,
and the spark so formed fire the detonator.
For firing circuits of exceptional size and imp?rtan_ce. th.e. c.urrent ma_y

be furnished by a dynamo, or from power roams, 1f fac!hties for thelf
use exist. In such cases it is, as a rule, advisable to obta1n the serv1ces
of an expert electrician.
2. Firing batteries of electric cells are, however, the most important
substitute for an explod,•r.
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The inert cell, owing to its portability, is a most suitable pattern
for the purpose. Chemically its action is prachca_lly the. same as the
Leclanche cell. Any of the four sizes supplied m the Service, and used
chiefly for portable telephone and field telegraph sets, may be employed _to
make up a firing battery. They are vocabulanzed as Cells, electric,
inert, A, 0, P, and S. Their su::es and e1ectncal constants are as.
follows:Dimensions.

E.M.F.

Designation.

Height
overall.

A

0
P, :Ma1·kl

s

I

Inches.

Sl

5!: X 2J
2,i X 2ft
2¼ X 2¼

.5tfr

4\

(ohms).

1 ·53
1·53
1·53
l ·53

0· 10
0·22
0 22
0·30

Weight.

Sides.

Inches.

6¾

Internal
resistanc 3

(volts).

l½

X

l½

lbs.
6
2
1
0

ozs.

O½

12

11
8

The section shown on Pl. 11, Fig. 2, is typical of all four sizes. Such
cells when issued are absolutely inert (the excitant being composed of a
dry powder), and will remain so until water has been added. They can
be stored in a dry state for a considerable period without deteriorating.
They should be filled with water (charged), in accordance with the instructions printed on them, about. 10 hours before they are required for use,
when they can be treated as ordinary dry cells. When charged the label
on the cell should be dated. The cells should be kept as dry as possible,
and placed upright on a dry surface. Particular care must be taken not
to allow any li,1uid or creepi119 near the terminals. The corresponding
patterns of ordinary dry cell, if new and in good condition, may also be
used for firing batteries.
The secondary cell or accumulator offers great advantages in that
its E.M.F. is high (2 volts when charged) and its internal resistance is so
small as to be negligible. It will frequently be available in the form of
portable 2-cell (4-volt), 3-cell (6-volt), itnd 6-cell (12-volt) accumulators.
The batteries of the Service electric hand torch may be used for
firing in emergency. They consist 01 three small dry Leclanche cells
connected up in series. Each, when new, bas an E.M.F. of l ·5 volts
and an internal resistance of O•4 ohm.
Two such 3-cell batteries connected up in series are sufficient to fire 2 detonators (in series) through
250 yards of El , Mark II cable.
3. Given the E.M.F. and internal resistance of the cells to ue used, the
number required to make up a firing battery for any given circuit ma:v be
determined by calculation (Ohm's law, i.e., current

=

Total E.1\1.F. ) ;

Tutal resistance

the prohlelll presented is that of sencling a current of at least 0 -~
ampere througb all detonators in th• circuit.
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A rough rule to determine the number of Leclanche cells for a firing
circuit with all detonators in series is to allow two cells for every detonator
and one cell for every ohm of resistance in the cables.
The required number of cells having been calculated, the firing battery
should be connected up, and its power verified by the fusion test (Sec. 25).
II this is not possible, 25 per cent. should be added to the calculated number
of cells.
4. Comparison of exploder and firin~ battery.-It will be observed
that the firing battery differs in principle from the exploder in that the
electrical energy is latent within the apparatus . Hence, the closing of the
c ircuit is all that is necessary to fire. The use of cells is, therefore, invaluable for electro-contact mines (Chap. YIU), and for all work where the
application from an external source of the energy for firing is impracticable.
Further, the fact that the current supplied by a firing battery is continuous
rench·rs it suitable for firing detonators in di,-ided circuit (Sec. 31).
For ordinary work in the field, however, cells are not so suitable as an
exploder. A firing battery of sufficient power for general demolition work
is ver,' bulky and heavy ; moreover, the electrical energy is derived from
chemical action, and all cells, once charged, deteriorate rapidly even when
not used.
The dynamo electric exploder, on the other hand. is merely a contrivance
for cenverting mechanical energy, furnished by the operator, into electrical energy. The durability, portability, and simplicity of such a
machine renders it in many respects superior to other firing apparatus
for general demolition work under service conditions.

31. Gronping of detonators.
When an explod er is employed to furnish the firing current, it is, as
already stated, essential that the detonators be connected up in series.
In firing with cells, however, since the current, is continuous, the objections to'the use of rlivided circuits do not arise, and such a course may be
Hdopted. provided that the circuits are balanced and that a current of
at least 0 ·8 ampere flows through each.
Pl. 12, Figs. 1 and 2, give typical examples of divided circuits. The
main advantage of such groupings is that t he premature explosion of one
charge does not cause the failure of the remainder, as may happen 1f all
the detonators are iu series. With two detonators in parallel in each
c harge, as shown in Fig. 2, should one of the d~tonators fai]. the charge
will still be fired by the other. The Service electric detonator 1s, however,
so reliable that it is seldom necessary to make use of these precautions
against failure. With divided circuits the calculations_are more involved,
the connertions more complicated, and the locat10n of taults more d1flic_ult
than when all iietonators are in series. Hence, whatever the firmg
a pparatus used, the standard method of connecting up in series should
only be departed from in exceptional circumstances.

I
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CHAPTER

V.

DESCRIPTION AND PREPARATION OF CHARGES.
32. Classification ef charges.
As explained in Sec. 4, the action of all high explosives is twofold ;
firstly, an intense local shattering effect at the instant of detonation,
and, secondly, a lifting action dne to the snbseqnent expansion of the
~ases formed. It follows that economy will resnlt when both these effects
are utihzed. But the preparation of a seatmg for the charge, and the
t:.mping necessary to ensure that the expanding gases operate in the
desired direction, usually require much time and labour. In some demoliiions the shape of the objective will permit of the charge being fired
within an enclosed air-space, and, thus, a considerable proportion of the
lifting effect ol explosive may be utilized without the labour involved
in providing solid tamping, but it is often preferable to rely mainly on
the shattering effect, and to place the charge with little or no tamping
in close contact with the object to be destroyed.
Charges may, therefore, be divided into three main classes:Cutting charges.-The explosive is placed superficially, and acts
chiefly through shattering action at the instant of detonation.
Mined charges.-The explosi,-e is buried within a suitable medium,
which, forming efficient tamping, enables the main effect to he attained
through lift,ing action due to the expansion of the gases.
Concussion charges.--This is a modified form of mined charge, in
which an enclosed air-space replaces solid tamping, and the lifting action
of the explosive takes effect through the pressure of the air on the containing walls.
There is no marked line of division between these classes, and compromises between any two of them will olten occur in practice. For
example, the more a cutting charge is tamped the nearer will it resemble
a mined charge.
The relative suitability of various explosives to produce shattering
and lifting effect has already heen discussed in Chaps. I and II.
33. Ciitting charges.
The main advantage of cutting charges is the rapidity with which
they can be placed in position. Hence, they are well adapted for hasty
demolitions in the field, "·here little time is available to prepare a seating
for the explosive. Hard substances are very susceptible to the sudden
Llow produced on detonation ; thus, for steel-work and sim ilar hard
materials this class of charge is almost invariably used.
Where cutting effect is to be attaine<l, the followin~ points should be
0
observed in fixing the charge :i. All portions o[ the charge must be in close contact with each
other.
ii. The charge should cover the whole surface to be cut, and be in
close contact with it.
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iii. The charge as a, whole must be firmly fixed to the object to be
cut.
·
Any tamping that may he applied will increase the effect, hut its use
is of secondary importance and may be djspensed with in the majority
of demolitions carried out with charges of this class.
Since good contact with the objective is so essential, explosives manufactured in slabs, such as gun-cotton, have a great advantage over those
in powder form, in that the accurate fixing of the charge can be effected
without the use of a container.
Gun-cotton charges for demolishing walls, arches, &c., may often be
made up conveniently by nailing or lashing the slabs to a board which
can be firmly fixed against the object to be desuoyed ; a hole is drilled
in the board opposite the primer to enable the detonator to be inserted
when the charge is in position (Pl. 18, Fig. 2).
Powder explosives, such as ammonal, may be placed in sandbags or
waterproof bags. In certa.in cases a tube of strong canvas may be used,
the fle:ribility of the charge nemg its chief merit. Specially made metal
containers are often nry suitable: a length of iron water-pipe may
sometimes be employed, while for rail or girder demolitions bully beef or
tobacco tins may be used in emergency.
Timber packing and mud or clay are useful to secure the rlose contact
of charges in the destruction of girders, &c. (see Pl. 21). In the deliberate
preparation of girder bridges for subsequent demolition, cement seatings
may be employed; this permits the charges being kept under cover till
the demolition is imminent.
In making up charges care must be taken to prevent any strain, to
which the fuze or cables may be subjected in handling, being transferred
to the detonator, since this might cause displacement and consequent
failure, or the premature firing of the detonator. If any tamping is used,
the detonator must also be protected against pressure from this source.
In the case of charges not requiring a container, the safety fuze or
cables should be securely fixed to the charge 3 or 4 inches from the detonator. Where a, bag container is used, a small piece of stick should be
securely lashed at right angles to the fuze or cables inside the bag (Pl. 13,
Fig. 1), and these should be doubled back outside the bag and lashed
firmly to it (Pl. 13, Fig. 2-).
A length of safety fuze leading to an exposed charge should be light] y
fixed or weighted, so that when lighted it will not curl up and set fire to
the charge prematurely (see Pl. 27, Fig. 1). Special care should be taken
in the case of gunpowder and cordite, which, being easily ignited, arc
very liable to be fired prematurely in this manner.

34. Mined charges.
Explosive is most efficiently employed in the form of a mined charge,
since its full effect is then developed. JI.fined charges may either be buried
in the ground or in the medium, such as masonry or r?ck, whic_h it is
intended to destroy. A great advantage of charges of this nature 1s their
almost complete protection from chance detonation by hostile shell fire.
They can seldom, however, be employed in hasty demolitions owing to
the length of time required for preparation.
!

l
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When lifting effect is to be attained, the following points shonld be
observed in placing the charge :i. The charge should be placed so that the desired direction of action
coincides as nearly as possihle with the L.L.R. (Sec. 4).
ii. Careful tamping.
,. The two principal methods of laying mined charges are:i. By n.ining operations in which a shaft, gallery, and chamber
for the charge are excavated.
ii. By drilling bore-holes.
By the first method a large concentrated charge can be laid in the
position desired, while by the second method , except where very small
charges arc used, the explosive will be extended along a considerable
length of the bore-hole.
Method i. Mining,-The destruction of roads, railways, bridge
abutments, masonry foundations, &c., by cratering effect is, as a rule,
best accomplished by a suitably placed concentrated charge.
A vertical shaft is sunk at the side of the road, railway, or
other objective, if possible at a point just outside the calculated
radius of the crater to be formed. Frorn the bottom of this shaft
a gallery is driven to the position selected for the charge or
charges (Pl. 25, Figs . 1 and 2). At an embankment or escarpment
the gallery may often be run straight in, and the shaft dispensed with. In some cases the celiar of a roadside house may provide
a convenient point from which to drive a gallery. In the case of bridge
abutments it is generally advisable to avoid cutting through masonry by
starting the gallery behind the wing walls, &c. (see Pl. 25, Fig. 2). Th e
chamber for the charge should be constructed off the main gallery and at
right angles to it, in order to increase the effect of the tamping. The
level of the chamber floor should be slightly above that of the gallery.
which should slope down from t-he chamber to . facilitate drainage. In wet
soils it may be necessary to form a sump at the foot of the shaft. Drains
should be cut round the top of the shaft to prevent the entrance of surface
water .

In loading, the precautions laid down in the previous section for fixing
detonators for cutting charges must be taken. The firing cables or cordeau
detonant should be taken out along the roof of the gallery, preferably
by fastening them with string to nails driven into the timbers at intervala
of 2 to 3 feet. If staples are used, care must be taken, when knocking
them in, that the covering of the leads or cordeau is not damaged. The
charge and firing arrangements having been placed in position, Lhe gallery
should be tamped solid with sandbags for a distance equal to three-quarters
the diameter of crater to be formed, or up to the foot of the shaft.
The methods of constructing shafts, galleries, and chambers are
described in detail in Part II, but it may be pointed out here that the
time and labour required are considerable. In fairly easy soil with
skill ed men worki~1g in continuous shifts, a.n average progres3 of not more

than 6 feet per diem for the shaft and 12 feet per diem for the gallery
a.r? good figures to work to, and 1t 1s seldom safe to reckon on laying a
mmed charge of any size in under 5 to 7 days. In most soils a con-
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siderable quantity of timber will be necessary in the construction of the
shaft, gallery, and chamber. The weight of explosive required for-the
charge will seldom be less than a hundred pounds, and may run into
several thousand pounds. Thus, the use of concentrated mined charges,
though most effective, must of necessity be confined to situations where
they can be deliberately prepared.
Method ii. Bore-holes.-Bore-holes provide a means for l«yino mine
charges with the minimum of excavation and subsequent tamping. 0 They
are used extensively in blasting work, the theory and practice of which
is described in Chap. IX, but the extended nature of the charge is an
objection to their general use for ordinary demolitions. With long boreholes the difficulty of controlling operations at the far end of the bore,
and of obtaining complete detonation throughout its length , are further
disadvantages that have to be surmounted.
This method is, therefore, most suitable where an extended mined
charge is required, as, for instance, in demolishing a length of reYetment,
wall or in forming au improvised trench by crnteriug the ground. lt
may also be adopted where lack of time, labour, or materials, or where
unfavourable soil will not permit of the mining operations necessary to
lay a concentrated charge being undertaken. In some cases condit-iont
approaching concentration of the charge may be attained by placing a
series of bore-holes side by side (.ee Pl. 26, Fig. I). The size of borehole used in ordinary demolition work may vary from about 3 to 10 inches.
For small mined charges H.E. shells, owing to their cylindrical form, are
often very suitable, hut for general work an explosive in powder form,
such as ammonal, will be used. It should be made up in metai'cylinde1s,
of slightly smaller diameter than that of the bore-hole, so constructed that
they can easily be rendered waterproof. Pl. 14 gives a typical pattern.
For long bores with heavy charges the bore-hole itself should be lined
with a metal tube in addition. Stove piping, strong enough to resist
bending or breaking, is often very suitable for this purpose.
The following table gives the approximate weight of ammonul per
foot run for various diameters of cylinder, taking the weight of 1 cubic
foot of tightly packed amrnonal as 82·5 lbs. These figures should be
reduced slightly to allow for voids when it is not possible to pack the'
ammonal tightly in the cylinders :Internal

Weight

Internal

Weight

ilia.meter
in inches.

per foot run
in lbs.

diameter

in inches.

per foot run
in !be.

2

2¼

3
3½

4

4½
5
5½
r,

1·8
2·8
4·0
5.5

7·2
9·1
11·2
13 0
lo 2

6½
7

7½
8

Sj-

9
9½
10

19·0
22·0
25 ..:1:
28·8
32·5
30·5
40-G
45 ·1)
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35. Conmtss-ion charges.
The use of charges of this class will naturally be restricted to those
demolitions in which a structural shell enclosing an air-space is to be
destroyed. They are principally empl?yed in the destruction of building~.
Concussion charges, 1n common with cuttmg charges, have the merit

of being easily placed in position, while they combine with local shattering
action the liftin" effect due to the air pressure. An explosive mth a low
velocity of detination should 1?e used. The shatteri~g a_ction will_ be ,
utilized to best purpose by plac>.ng the charge so that rt will cut an important part of the structure, as, for instance, a maill supp?rting pillar

in a building. It is imp0rtant that all apertures through which the confined air can escape be closed. The most ideal con.:!itions for a concussion
charge are where the structura l shell is of uniform strength throughout.
Such objectives are seldom met with in practice, and it should be noted
that where one or more of the containing walls is disproportionately weak
the lifting act.ion will tend to act in this direction only (i.e., the L.L.R.),
and the remainder of the structure may be left almost intact. ThUB, a.
concussion charge used in a building with stout masonry walls and corrugated iron roof will blow off the latter, and do little damage to the remainder
of the structure.
36. Boring machines.
The boring machines described below are suitable for making boreholes in soft and medium soils. The machinery used to drill holes of small
diameter for blasting in rock and other hard materials and its employment are described in Chap. IX.
The Earth auger is a very handy and useful tool for making short
bore-holes in clay, sand, earth, and other soft soils. Its normal function
is to excavate holes for telegraph poles, fencing, &c. ; several patterns,
boring holes from :l to 10 inches in diameter, arc on the market. They are
all similar in principle. A typical example is given on Pl. 15.
It consists of two iron scoops, set slightly eccentrically, and connected
together at their upper ends by a distance-piece. One of the scoops is
fixed and the other, which is slightly shorter, is so hinged to the distancepiece that it can be moved outwards through about 45°. To the
centre of the distance-piece an iron rod 2 feet 6 inches long is fixed, the
head of which is fitted with a screwed collar to receive a further length
of rod with a " T " handle screwed on at its upper end.
The tool, on being rotated clockwise about its vertical axis, screws into

the earth, and the scoops auger out the hole. When the scoops are full
of earth, the tool is withdrawn, the hinger! scoop turned on its pivot, and
the earth scraped out. The procedure is then repeated. Lengthening
rods (see Pl. 15), usually 2 feet 6 mches long, are screwed on as the hole
1s deepened .
. Tl1e ruost suitable_ patterns for general use in laying charges have an
adiustable distance-piece, by means of which a ranrre in diameter of about
2{ inches is obtained. The two scoops are set t~ the diameter desired
by unscrewing the wing nut which clamps tocretber the two arrus composin(T

the ajstance-piece.

0

0

The length of ho!t> that can be hored depenJs upon its diameter. Earth
augers not exceeding G inches in diameter will bore hc>les up to 25 feet
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vertically and rather less horizontally. In very soft ground 6-inch holes
up to 30 feet deep may be bored. In loose or running soils it will be necessary to line the bore-holes with metal pipes as the work proceeds. In
dry or hard clay the addition of a little water will often assist progress.
Earth augers cannot be used in stony soils.
Care must be taken not to put too great a strain on the tool, which should
be ro_tated with a slow and even motion. Th~ torque on the rods in a long
hole 1s very severe, and they may easily be twisted or sheared at the joints.
Continuing to work the tool after the scoops are full of earth is a frequent
cause of damage.
Among its many uses, the earth auger is a handy implement for the
driving of ventilation bore-holes in the roofs of dug-outs and sub-ways
(Sec. 123, para. 4).
Thrust-borers may be used for driving·long horizontal bore-holes
in soft ground. They operate on the same principle as that by which a
hole is made when a stick is thrust into clay; iron piping, fitted with a
pointed pilot-head at the forward end, is forced through the soil by pressure a pplied from the rear.
Machines working on this system, driving 3-inch pipes taking a charge
of 3 lbs. of ammonal per foot run enclosed in 2¾-inch tin cylinders,
were used in the War of 1914-19.
Under favourable conditions
they were successfully employed in the front line for blowing short
lengths of trench to communicate with the enemy trench system
during an attack, and for the destruction of trenches and wire
entanglements in minor operations. Bore-holes up to 300 feet in
length were driven in soft soil free from stones, but 100 feet was about
the maximum distance at which holes could be driven with any degree of
certainty and accuracy. Owing to the lesser density of the upper soil,
the pilot-head tended to turn upwards to the surface, and, in addition,
it was easily deflected by stones and inequalities in the ground. An
improved pattern of machine, The Mangnall-Irving Tl,rust-borer (Pl. 16,
Fig. 1) is manufactured by the Hydraulic Engineering Company, of
Chester, in which these difficulties have to a large extent been overcome.
It will drive a 150-foot bore-hole in clay with considerable accuracy,
and can be relied on for holes up to 300 feet under favourable conditions.
The apparatus is unsuitable for use in soils, such as running sand, the particles of which have not sufficient cohesion to preserve the shape of the
bore-hole intact after the pilot-head has passed on. It is designed
primarily for laying cables or pipes without digging trenches, but is well
adapted for use in demolition work. A short description of the apparatus
is given below.
The pilot-head (Pl. 16, Fig. 2) is 10 feet long, and of special shape to
counteract the rising tendency already referred to. At its rear end is
fitted an enlarging head, on the diameter of which the size of hole depends;
this is normally 4 inches. The pipes are in 4-foot lengths, and of considerably smaller diameter than that of the enlarging head (2½ inches for a
4-inch hole) ; thus, there is little friction created in pushing them along
the bore. They are joined together by muff couplings through whic_h
iron pins are passed. The thrust is applied by mean~ of a hy~rauhc
jack, the pump of which is worked by a small petrol engme. The 1ack 1s
shaped like a gun, and consists of a steel cylinder, down the bore of which
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the ram works, the latter having a stroke of rather over 4 feet. The jack
rests in a steel frame, to which it is pivoted by two trunnions at its rear
end. To operate the machine, the apparatus is placed in position in a pit
dug to suitable dimensions and of sufficient depth to enabJe th? hole to be
driven at the required level. To commence bormg, the pck 1s raised to
a vertical position by turning it about the trunnions, and the pilot-head
is dropped into the cylinder. The jack thus loaded is then lowered to the
horizonta,l position, and the pilot-head forced into the soil, the thrust
being taken up by the back wall of the pit. It is most important that
the pilot-head be accurately aligned before the thrust is commenced.
Adjustments in direction and elevation are effected by means of the siting
vane and clinometer, and the adjusting wires shown on Pl. 16. When the
pilot-head has been forced home, the operation is repeated with successive 4-foot lengths of pipe, which are joined to each other by the muff anil
pin coupling. The desired length of hole having been driven, the piping
is withdrawn (without the pilot-head), leaving a hole 4 inches in diameter,
This can be loaded with explosive, or, if desired, can be enlarged by the
same process to any size up to 8 inches by means of suitable apparatus
supplied with the machine. The Mangnall-Irving Thrust-bore,· will drive
150 feet in half an hour, but against this figure must be set the time taken
to prepare the seating for the jack, place it in position, and effect any
minor adjustments necessary, so that about 4 hours will, as a rule, be required to carry out the whole operation. A disadvantage to the use of
this machine for demolition work is that conditions may frequently
render it impossible to salve the pilot-head.

Other patter11s of boring machines.-0f the numerous rotary
boring machines used in civil and mining engineering practice a few of
the lightest and most mobile may be of use on service for laying charges.
Of these the Wombat Borer (Pl. 17) is a good example. It was used with
success in the War of 1914-19, especially in soils such as chalk, too hard
for thrust-borers or earth augers. Apart from demolition work, it was
frequently used in hard soils for making ventilation bores in the roofs
of dug-outs and sub-ways (Sec. 123, para. 4).
The rotation of the boring rods is actuated through bevel gearing
by crank handles on each side of the machine. The gear-box is held
between two columns, fixed to a wooden sledge or bed-plate, and supported by back stays. The length of each column can be adjusted by
means of a screw (see Pl. 17), so that the machine can be fixed between
the roof and floor if used in a gallery. The machine, the total weicrht of
which is 360 lbs., dismantles into eight man-loads (less pump, hose, c~tters,
and rods) ; the heaviest part can be carried by two men.
To operate the machine, two men work on each handle. The forward
travel_of the boring rods i_s controlled by a friction clutch operated by the
wheel_ m front of the machine, _by which means the feed of the bit is adjusted
to smt the na_ture of the sml encountered. The rods are ll inches in
diameter and m 5-foot lengths; they are hollow, and water is pumped
through them to the cuttrng edge by a small hand pump. In hard chalk
a _G-inch. Calyx cylindrical bit with a 3-foot or 6-foot core barrel (Pl. 17,
Fig. 1) 1s employed, and in softer soils a spirai aucrer with detachable
bit (Pl. 17, Fig. 2).
"
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The plant will drill a hole of 6½ inches diameter up to 200 feet in
lengtl1 at an average speed of 3 to 4 feet per hour in chalk, or 4 to 6 feet
per hour in clay. About 16 gallons of water are used per hour.

37. Detonatian of charges.
l. One point of detonation is sufficient to produce complete detona-

tion in a charge of ordinary size or lengt,h composed of any of the bulk
explosives in common use, but in large concentrated or long extended
charges the tendency of the detonating wave to die out has to be considered.
2. Concentrated charges.-A detonator with primer, buried in a
concentrated charge, may be taken as capable of inducing complete detonation in all explosive within a radius of 4 feet. On this basis one point of
detonation per 12,000 lbs. of explosive is sufficient, hut in practice a
larger number than that theoretically necessary should be provided, as
follows:Size of charge
No. of points of
in lbs.
detonation.
Under 5,000 ...
1
5,000 to 10,000
2
10,000 to 20,000
4
Over 20,000 ...
4 + l*
* For evr.ry addit:onal 10,0UO lbs.
AL the same time it should be realized that a single primer and detonator will generally be sufficient to fire the whole of even the largest charge
of high explosive (except cordite). This course may be adopted on
emergency, but there is great risk of the incomplete detonation of a large
portion of the charge : the use of several points of detonation is essential
to ensure the maximum effect being obtained.
As a further means of ensuring complete detonation more active or
larger priming charges may be used ; the initial impulse of the detonating
waye is thereby increased. Thus, the gun-cotton primer may be surrounded with a ring of No. 8 detonators held in a wooden frame, or a
charge of explosive of high detonating velocity (say 5 to 10 lbs. blasting
gelatine) may be added. Such precautions are only taken, as a rule, in
very important mined charges.
3. Extended charges present a problem similar to that of large concentrated charges. The distance over which one point of detonation
cau be relied on to produce complete detonation will be largely increased
if the charge is enclosed throughout its length, as, for example, in a metal
tube or in a bore-hole. This has the effect of causing the main force
of the explosive wave to act along the length of the charge. Thus, an
extended charge, which is not enclosed, will require one point of detonation
per 10 feet run to ensure complete detonation, but if enclosed this figure
may be increased to 50 feet or more without. appreciable diminution in
explosive effect at the farther extremity. This fact is of considerable
practical importance with bore-hole charges, in which detonation can generally only be irritiated at the loading end. Special measures, however, must
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be taken to promote complete detonation at the_ extremity ?f bore-bole
charges oyer 50 feet in length. Th~ most effecttv~ i:nethod 18 to_ use_ an
increased priming charge, so as to give a powedul m1t1al detonatmg 1_mpulse. A priming charge of 16 gun-cotton primers has b~en used with
success in a 3-inch bore 300 feet long, but a pound of dynailllte or blastmg
gelatine should give more certain results. Further stimulus to the
detonating wave may be given by the msert10n of primers and detonators
as refreshers at every 6 to 8 feet a.long the bore. Alternatively, a length of
cordeau detonant may be run along the inside of the bo,e, but this method
offers considerable practical difficulties with regard to the loading.
Uniform detonation throughout a long bore-hole charge (oYer 150 feet),
even when the above precautions are taken, cannot be relied on with
absolute certainty, and a more or less marked diminution of explosive
effect towards the end of the bore is often noticeable.
4. Sympathetic detonation.-The possibility of firing a series of
charges by sympalhet-ic detonation (Sec. 6) in order to avoid long and
vulnerable circuits has been frequently suggested. Ammonal has been
detonated by sympathy over distances of several feet, but the results
of experiments are not sufficiently reliable for practical use. Ammonium
nitrate mixtures appear to be more sensitive to this influence than the
majority of high explosives. Wet gun-cotton is noticeably unresponsive,
2 inches being about the maximum interval at which one slab will
detonate another.

38. Notes on the detonation of bulk explosires.
Gun-cotton.-A prirner must invariably be used for charges of wet
gun-cotton to amplify the initial shock set up by the detonator. It
should fit tightly in the hole provided for it in the gun-cotton slab.
Cordcau detonant will not detonate wet gun-cotton without the aid
of a primer, with which it must be iu close contact. A simple method of
connecting up gun-cotton slabs for firing by cordeau detonant is shown on
Pl. 18, Fig. 1.
Ammonal may be fired by three methods of detonation ;i. A detonator and primer buried in the charge.
ii. A slab of gun-cotton fixed in close contact with the charge.
iii. Two or three turns of cordeau cletonant bound round a tin of
ammonal.

Method (i) is normally the most suitable. Arnmonal, however, reacts
chemically with copper, and will gradually eat away the tube of a detonator, rendering its withdrawal after any length of time a dangerous operation. Hence, when it is not intended to fire the charge at once, the
detonator _should be protected from actual contact with the ammonal by
enclosmg 1t together with the primer in a small close-fitting waterproof
bag.
In an emergency a detonator without a primer may be used. The
detonat10n of the ammonal 1s, however, not so complete and failure may
result if it is darup.
'
Dynamite and blasting gelatine.-No primer is required for the
detonation of explosives of the dynamite class ; a detonator or commercial cap is sufficient. The paper covering is unfolded at one end,
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and a hole made in the end of the cartridge with a rectifier. The detonator is then inserted in the hole, and the end of the cartridge paper tied
firmly round its base to hold it, in position (Pl. 19, Fig. 2). While it is
important that the whole of that portion containing the fulminate should
be buried in the explosive, care must be taken, when firing by safety
fuze, that the detonator is not pushed so far into the cartridge that the
safety fuze may set fire to the latter before firing the detonator. Apart
from the loss of power caused by such action, the combustion of nitroglycerine in a confined space produces carbon monoxide in dangerous
quantities. About one-third of the copper tube of the detonator should
be exposed outside the explosive.

Cordite.-The difficulty of inducing satisfactory detonation in cordite
has been explained in Sec. 6, but it may be used in emergency for demolition charges when no other more suitable explosive is available. The
cutting effect of a cordite charge which detonates completely is even greater
than that of gun-cotton .
The sticks of cordite mnst be bonnd together ns tightly as possible,
and for all l,m wry small charges several points of detonation should be
provided, each containing a gun-cotton primer and detonator. One
point of detonation for every 2 lbs. of cordite and no portion of the charge
to be more than 12 inches from a point of detonation is a good rule to follow.
Even under these conditions complete detonation cannot always be relied
on.
High explosive shell, when used as demolition charges, should be
prepared for firing as follows. The fuz e or plug should be unscrewed :
this requires great care, especially in the case of fuz ed shell. Spanners·,
specially made for the purpose, which enable a good leverage to be obtained,
should be used. Hitting the fuze with a hammer or wooden mallet to
loosen it is dangerous. The gaine should be removed with the fuze, and a
fuz ed detonator and primer, buried well in the explosive, substituted.
An alternative but less reliable method of firing is to detonate a slab of
gun-cotton fixed against the shell. The detonation of one of a group of
shells placed in close contact is sufficient to fire the whole charge.
Other high explosives.-Special instructions regarding use will, as
a rule, be obtainable for the various other natures of high explosives that
may become available on active service. Some types are normally fired
by a special primer (e.g., melinite and T.N.T.), but in nenrly every case
the gun-cotton primer is an efficient substitnte. and the principles which
have been laid down above will apply.
Gunpowder.- To ignite gunpowder, it is only necessary to insert
the end of the safety fuze, or, for electric firing, to bury a No. 14 fuze
in the bag or box containing the charge. The use of a fulminate detonator
is liable to scatter the powder without igniting it. Where, however,
the powder is placed in a container sufficiently strong to overcome this
effect, a fulminate detonator with primer may be nsed with advantage,
since it will hasten the transmission of the flame throughout the charge,
and thus produce a modified form of detonation by increasing the velocity
of explosion.

T

39. Notes on the handling of Service explosives.
G1m-cotton.-Dry gun-cotton, owing to its inflammable nature, must
be handled with special care. Primers of which the surface has become
frayed, resulting in the accumulation of fine gun-cotton dust,_ are esrec_ially
easily ignited. Dry gun-cotton must never be cut, as the frwt10n 1s liable
to cause ignition.
Wet gun-cotton slabs may be cut provided suitable precautions are
taken. A tenon saw is the best tool to use. Tbe slab should be gripped
6.rmly between two wooden clamps (Pl. 18, Fig. 3) close to the cu.t to
prevent it from flaking. A sufficient supply of water must be kept at
hand ; the saw and the cut surfaces should be frequently wetted during
the operation, and, after each slab is cut, water should be sluiced over the
adjacent ground and the cutting apparatus. As the chips accumulate
they should be gathered up and destroyed.
Ammonal should be exposed as little as possible to the air, so that its
i!'ensitiveness may not be impaired by the absorption of moisture from this
source. Except where special precautions are taken to keep out water
(see Sec. 41), large charges are best made up in the hermetically sealed
tins in which the explosive is issued. The detonating wave will pass
through the thin walls of the tins provided that they are placed in close
eontact with each other.
Dynamite.-Nitro-glycerine explosives, owing to their increased
ilensitiveness when frozen, must in this state be handled with special
care.

Thawing frozen dynamite or blasting gelatine is a dangerous operation,
unless precautions are taken to ensure that no portion of the explosive is
heated to a high temperature during the process. Auy of these nit.roglycerine preparations when heated up to a temperature approacl ing
their explosive point (about 360° Fahr.) become extremely sensitive to
the least shock or blow, and once that point is reached they do not sin1ply
ignite, but explode with great violence.
They should never be warmed on or before stoves and firepla~es, nor
exposed to the direct rays of a tropical sun, but thawed in an empty
water-tight tin placed in a vessel of hot water (heated separately to a
temperature that can be borne by the naked wrist, i.e., about 130° Fahr.),
or in a proper warming pan (Pl. 19, Fig. 1), a special utensil which cannot
be placed on a fire without being destroyed.
Though it is impossible to get complete detonation with frozen dynamite, considerable effect can be obtained. During the Thibet Expedition,
1903·04, ex:teusive road-making operations \\,,.erP in progress at a temperature of_ about zero Fahrenheit. Approximately two hundred pounds of
dynamite were expended during each day in b1,,,tinN, and it was found
quite impossible with the few warming· pans ava1i;hle to soften more
than about one-tenth of this quantit_,. The froze,;, dynamite was, therefore, used as the blasting agent, with one thaw~d cartridge as a primer
!o explode the whole charge. Two frozen cartridge, were first inserted
rn the bore-hole, followed by a thawed cartridge w;th detonator. The
frozen cartridges could not be pressed down to fill the holes. It was found
that the above charge had roughly the same effect as two thawed cartridges properly pressed in and tamped.
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40. lllultiple charges, portable charges, &c.
Multiple charges.-In all demolitions the number of charges should
be kept to the minjmum compatible with economy in explosive and the
attainment of the desired effect. Numerous small charges necessitate
complicated firing circuits, thereby increasing the time taken in preparation and the chances of failure. Moreover, where charges are exposed
to shell or rifle fire, it is important that exposed lengths of electric cable or
cordeau detonant should be as short as possible, in order to reduce to a
minimum the chance of their being cut.. So vulnerable indeed is electric
cable to shell fire that, in the destruction of girders of bridges and similar
work, the use of safety fuze is often preferable.
Portable charges.-C'onditions may often render it impracticable to
make up a charge on the site, us, for instance, duriug a raid into the enemy
lines. Where detailed iuformation of the objective is available, the form
of the portable charge may be adapted accordingly: the Bangalore Torpedq
(Sec. 59), used for cutting a passage through barbed wire entanglements,
is a good example of a charge of this description. Portable charges should,
if possible, be split up into portions that can easily be carried by one mar.
(20 to 30 lbs.). Charges made up in box form are very suitable for general
work ; they should be fitted with a stout handle, and provided with two
or more separate means of ignition by safety fuze. The Service igniter,
being quicker to operate than matches, is a suitable means of lighting the
fuze, but matches should be carried in addition in case the igniter fails.
Pl. 20 illustrates a method for adapting the standard 25-lb. tin of ammonal
as a portable charge by fitting a container in which the portable igniter
set can be placed when required. A group of several 25-lb. tins, each
carried by one man, may sometimes be required for one demolition. They
would then be placed in position in contact with each other, two or three
of the tins being provided with an igniter set, the firing of one of which
would set off the whole charge.
The charge for a deferred demolition (Sec. 52) will often have to be
made up in portable form, since in exposed situations it will frequently
he undesirable to leave the explosive in position, if it is 'unlikely to be
required for some considerable period. A seating is prepared for the charge,
and the latter, having been fitted to the objective, is then dismantled and
kept under cover in the vicinity, so that to place it in position is the work
of a few minutes.
41. Proledion of charges agai11st moisture,
The efficiency of nearly all explosives is adversely affected by exposure
to damp ; even wet gun-cotton will fail to detonate if ~xposed to _moisture
for a long period. Hence, charges under water or in damp s1tuat10ns
frequently require special protection. For this purpose waterproof bags,
vocabularized as Bags, gun-cotton, are prov,ded ; they are issued m
sizes to contain 25 and 5 lbs. of explosive. The 25-lb. bag (Pl. 13,
Fig. 3) is carried by engineer field units, and is the size most commonly
used. It consists of a waterproof bag with a wide mouth provided with
a wooden clamp for sealing it. The clamp bas two grooves cut in it to
permit electric leads or safety fuze being passed into the bag.
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As an alternative, earthenware or metal vessels may be used, the lids
being sealed with pitch or other suitable material. Petrol tins, the mouths
of which are sealed with pitch, make good waterproof containers for
explosives in powder form.
Great care must be taken in the case of charges fired under water that
the insulation of the electric leads, safety fuze, or cordeau detonant is
perfect.
Charges exposed to the weather should be protected against damp
and sun. General protection of a charge can be obtained by enveloping
it in oiled silk or linen; alternatively, a board or a piece of tarpaulin
cover can be used. To prevent damp reaching the detonator and primer,
they should be completely enclosed in oiled silk and securely tied before
insertion into the slab. (Pl. 3, Fig. 3.)
If instantaneous detonating fuze is used, it should be lashed at right
angles to the No. 8 detonator outside the oiled silk, with a foot spare
at the end.
If the charge is to he fired electrically, a No. 13 detonator, also
enclosed in oiled silk, should be similarly lashed at right angles to the
No. 8 detonator.
Similar precautions must he taken with mined charges which are left
in position for any length of time, for even in dry soils moisture will be
formed by condensation in the chamber and gallery. The tins in which
a=onal is issued afford sufficient protection in most cases, but in wet
situations stouter containers such as petrol tins should be used. The
priming charges should be placed in waterproof bags or sealed vessels.
Safety fuze rapidly deteriorates on exposure to damp, especially at
joints (see Sec. 19) ; if possible, it should not be fixed till it is desired to
fire the charge. In the case of large mined charges which are to be fired
by cordeau detonant, the best arrangement is to lead the cordeau beyond
the tamping to the foot of the shaft, but to delay connecting it up to the
detonator, safety fuze, and gun-cotton primers, which should be kept
in a sealed tin close at hand, until the time of firing.

42. !IIiss-fires.
The chief causes of failure through faulty firing arrangements have been
discussed in Sees. 19 ancl 21. Miss-fires, however, may also occur through
defective primers or bulk explosive. Dampness is, as a rule, the cause.
All miss-fires are dangerous ancl a frequent source of accident, while
failure in the presence of the enemy may jeopardize the success of an
operation. The chance of a miss-fire occurring may be minimized by
using reliable materials, by exercising great care in making up ,mc! fixing
charges, and, in the case of electrical firing, by careful testing, while the
provision of more than one means of firing the charge (see Sec. 22) will,
as a rule, render the chances of ultimate failure negligible. With important
ch3:rges that are to be fired at a stated time in the presence of the enemy,
,t 1s usually adv,sable to fire two or more safety fuzes inserted in the
charge (or the alternative circuits in the case of electric firing) simultaneously, so that, 1f orle fuze be faulty, the work will be done bv the
others.
•
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Miss-fires with safety fuze are, as a rule, more dangerons than with
e!ectric firing, since the removal of the tamping and admission of fresh
air ?ften cause a smouldering fuze (see Sec, 19, para. i) to start burning
&j:am and the exploswn to take place. In any case the longest possible
tune should be allowed to elapse after a miss-fire before the charge is
approached. As a general rule, under peace-time conditions, at least
30 minutes should be ginn. The charge should only be withdrawn or
touched when it is absolutely necessary to do so. A charge that has
miss-fired, if accessible. should preferably be rendered harmless by placing
and detonating a fresh charge close to it; this is normally safer than
attempting to meddle with the old one,
When there is no -alternative but to withdraw the charge, care must
be taken that in removing the tamping no strain is put on the detonators
by pulling or jerking the leads or fuze connected to them. Safety fuze,
which is suspected to be smouldering, should be well wetted with water
as soon as it is exposed. Iron or steel tools should not be used for taking
out tamping near the charge.

43. Precautions to be observed when firing charges.
L When a demolition is to be carried out under fire, enry rrecaution
should be taken against a possible failure through casualties. Spare men
shonld be detailed to replace casualties amongst those carrying stores,
and every man with the party shonld have the means of light,ing the
charge, and should know exactly what is to be done and the means available.
2. In carrying out demolitions under peace-time conditions, the person
who orders the charge to be fired is responsible that the surplus explosives,
detonators, &c., have been removed to a place of safety, anrl that sentries
have bee11 posted to prevent people unaware of the place and time of the
explosion from coming with in the danger area.
In this connection it should be noted that in carrying out the destruc,,tion of metallic substances (guns, girders, rails, &c.) the fragments are
liable to be blown 1,000 yards or more away. Experimental demolitions
of this nature should, therefore, if possible, be carried out in a pit or
behind a wall of sandbags. In blasting hard rock, splinters may be thrown
long distances.
In the case of large mined charges, 300 yards may be taken as a safe
distance from the explosion, when this takes place under normal conditions in soft soil. If, however, the surface soil is hard or frozen, or then,
is a high wind, the range to which the debris will be hurled may be increased
by as much as 50 per cent,
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CHAPTER VI.

CALCULATION OF CHARGES.
44. General principles.
It is rarely necessary for the charge required to effect a given demolition
to be calculated with greater accuracy than to the nearest pound (or slab
of gun-cotton) or, in the case of charges of several hundred pounds, to
the nearest tin of explosive (e.g., 25-lb. tin of ammonal). While waste of
explosive by the employment of excessive charges should never be coun•
tenanced, especially where the supply is limited, yet, on the other hand,
to run the risk of failure to carry out a complete demolition in order to
effect the savina of a few ponnds of explosive is seldom justified. The
calculation of cha.rges to such a mathematical exactitude that there is
no margin of safety should never be attempted even under the most "ideal
conditions. Small irregnlarities, which cannot be foreseen, may easily
occur in the strength of material or explosiYe, security of fixing, &c.
For this reason the formulre given in the following sections include a ,
factor of safety to meet such contingencies. Charges should seldom be 1
reduced below the figure arrived at by calculation. The tendency in all I
demolition work should be, if anything, to overestimate rather than under- •
estimate the charge required for any given operation. This principle
still obtains evon when the snpplies of explosiYe are limited and the
strictest economy is called for. Inadequate charges effecting incomplete
demolitions are false economy.
Conditions, for which no allowance is made in the formulre, necess itating a variation in the charge required for a gi,-en demolition, will
often arise in actual practice. In such a case a too rigid adherence to the
standard formulre must be avoided; these often can only be taken as a
guide. Demolitions may frequently have to be undertaken for which
110 formula is directly applicable. The officer in charge must be prepared
to use his own judgment, based on experience and the data given for
demolitions in any way analogous to the oper.. tion in hand, and to err
when in doubt on the side of overestimating the charge required.
45. Summary of formt1la?.
T~e following tables give a summary of the formulae used for the calculation of charges; they are explained in subse<juent sections of this
c hapter.

Table of formulce for cutting charges.
The_ formula, give the weight of gun-cotton or explosiws of equivalent
13hattermg power (such as dynamite No. 1 or gelignite) required. If
mnmonal is usecl the charges must be doubled.
Economy_ in explosive wiU be effected in the case of objects of rectsingular section (masonry piers. baulks of timber, &c.) bv placing the
<'~arge along the longer si<le, as the weight of explosive nec.'easary varies

directly as the length, but as the square of the thickness to be cut

I
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In the formula, usecl :B = length t~ be demolished in feet.
T = thickness to be demolished in feet.

t = thickness to be demolished in inches.
Other symbols used are explained in the column of remarks of the
table.

Remarks.

Charge in lbs.

Object attacked.

Section
in which
details
are given..

0UTTl:N'O CHA.ROES FOR IRON AND STEEL-WORK,

Untamped. A slab of guncotton will cut a steel plate

Iron and steel plate.
girders, &c.

46

1 inch thick.

Untamped. t is diameter of bar
in inches. A slab of guncotton will cut a. lf-inch
steel bar.

Iron and steel !Jars

Guns:Cbarge in breech
Charge in muzzle .

Steel wire cables

4&

.... }Well tamped. Charges may be
halved for howitzers. d is
...
diameter of bore in inches.

4&

Untamped. c is circumference in

4&

inches. 4-inch cables a.od
under require one slab of gun-

cotton.
CUTTINO CHARGES FOR MASONRY.

Untamped. Continuous charge.
The length of breach B not to

Walla

47

be less than the height of wall

Piers
3

Arches at haunch or 4BT 2
crown.
Reinforced concrete

5 to Z0BT3

to be brought down. Walls
under 2 feet thick require 2
lbs. gun-cotton per foot run.
Untamped. Continuous charge

47

Untamped. Continuous charge ..

47

Depending on the amount of reinforcement.

47

CUTTING CHARGES FOR TIMBER.

Cutting charge for hard
woods:-

Rectanp;ular
sec- 3B1' 2
tion, ba.u] ks, & c.
Circular
sel'tion, 3T 3
spara, trees, &c.

1

Untamped.
For soft woods
Untamped.
these charges
T is diameter
may be
of timber in
halved.
feet.
J

4S
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Table of explosives for mined charges.

The formulre (except th"t for timber) give the' weight of ammonal
,equired. They should be multiplied by a corrective factor when other
explosives are used as follows :l ·04
SabuEtc
l ·05
Blastine
l ·15
Permite
1 ·19
Alumatol
1 ·25
Amato!
l ·30
Perdite
(e.g ., the formula for a concentrated mined charge in medium soil uaing
amatol will be O

=

1 · 25

D'
wo/-

The formula, employed for boring and blasting work in rock and masonry,
using dynamite or blasting gel'ltine, are given in Chap. IX, Sec. 74.
The symbols used are explained in the column of remarks of the table.

Object attacked.

Charge in lbs.

Remarks.

Section
in which

detaila
are given.

MINED CHARGES l N MASO).'ltY, ROCK, AND EARTH.

Concentrated
charges:Rock and masonry
Medium
soils.

and

soft

49

D'

50or

ns

L3

100or E

L'

D'

Made ground

L'
(j

:JOO or

Ti

Extended charges:Rock and masonry

Mor L'
6
D•

Medium
soil!!.

1/JO

and

Ma.de ground

soft

n2
L2
-orfl'J

12
£2

°!Of! or

.ti

II

1I

J is clia.mf"ter of cr~ter in fe.:. t.

per
ft.

nm

I

.1

1\IJ:XED C'lUROES 1K T{MBEP..

'""'l\uger hole charges for 1 ·>
spar3, trees, &c.

:S

r~

50

L is L.L.R. in feet.

Using. dynamite No. I, blasting
g:elatinc-.orgnn cot-ton primers.

I

4S

T ls diameter of timber in feet.

Table of formulre for concussiun r/"u;qes.
The_ formulre gi:,e the weight of gun-cotton required. but ammonal.
<lynam1te, or b]astmg gelatine maY he nse,l ·without any modification
of the formula,.
·
·
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The symbols used are explained in the column of remarks of the table.

Object attacked.

Charge in lbs.

Remarks.

Section
in which
deta.ilo
are given.

CONCUSSION CHARGES.

Masonry buildings, &c.

KA.Tt
10

Stn1ctures with thin

walls.

A is the area of internal floor
space in sq. feet. T is the thickness of walls in feet.
,·atues of K are as follows:Mud walls, inferior masonry 1.
Good masonry
2.
Reinforced concrete
4 to 10.
r is volume of enrlosed air-space
in cub. ft.
Yalues of m are as follows : Weak wooden sheds
l to 2.
Corr. iron structures .... 4 to 8.
Stout wooden buildmgs,
6 to 12.
log huts, &c.
Strong steel casLng (e.g.,
armoured car or tank)
20 to 30.
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46. C,drnlation of charges for iron and sleel·tl'ork.
1. The use of gun-cotton only is described in this section, but the
methods employed apply to other explosives.

2. Steel and iron plates and bars.-The formula : Bt'

should

be used in calculating the charge for steel and iron plates and for structures
made up of these materials (girders, roof trusses, &c.). The charge must
extend along the whole breadth of material to be cut: it thus follows
that the minimum charge that can be used is one slab for 6 inches of breadth.
From the formula it will be found that this amount will cut. a plate just
over 1 inch in thickness. Hence, for plates not exceeding 1 inch in thickness, one slab of gun-cotton for 6 inches of breadth is the rule. For thicker
plates the charge must be calculated from the general formula.
1 lb. of gun-cotton will cut steel and iron bars ll inches in diameter
and unuer ; for larger bars the formula

it'

should be used, where t

is the diameter of the bar in inches.
3. Iron and steel girders.-There are so many different forms of
girders in use that it is impossible to lay down rules for their destruction
which will be applicable to all. In calculating charges the engineer must
be prepared to use bis own judgment combined with an intelligent interpretation of the formula

{Et'.
I

I
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All girders are made up of a top and bottom fiange or boom connected
by a web consisting of continuous plates in plate girders, or of open crossbracing in braced girders.
The destruction of the lower or tension flange is the most important,
and that of the web the least ; but to ensure complete demolition of a
girder, it should be cut through both flanges and web.
If the flanges alone are cut,, while it is impossible that the girder could
carry the loads for which it was originally designed, still, since there is
always a large factor of safety in such structures, it is possible that the
web may keep it from collapsing. With girder bridges and similar steel
structures the destruction of the superstructure is also important, hence
the collapse of the girder is essential if the demolition is to be complete.
Moreover, the repair of a girder, if still standing, may be easier than its
entire replacement, or the structure may be of use to the enemy in its
weakened state for the passage of troops or light loads.
In demolishing girders there is, as a rule, difficulty in obtaining proper
contact between the charge and the metal owing to the presence of rivet
heads. The spaces between the rivet heads arc ~enerally filled with clay,
or, for deferred demolitions, cement seatings may be prepared for the
charges. The depth of the filling must be included in calculating the
thickness to be cut.

Plate girders.-The most economical method of destroying an " I "
section plate girder (of which a typical example is given on Pl. 21) is to
place charges across the top and bottom flanges and the web, as shown
in Fig. 1, the amount of explosive sufficient to cut through the metal in
each case being calculated from the formula.
In order to avoid minute and detailed calculations, the maximum
width throughout is taken for the flanges, and the minimum for the web.
This approximation is sufficiently accurate for all ordinary types of girders,
and simplifies considerably the calculations. Thus, in the example given
(Pl. 21, Fig. 1) :i. Top flangeMax. thickness t = ½in. (flange) +½in. (angle iron) +½in. (rivet
head) = l½ ins.
Breadth B = ~ feet.
12

: . ~Bt' =
2

~

2

X

~
12

X (~)' = 4· 2 lbs., or 5 15-oz. slabs.
~

ii. Bottom flangeMax. thickness:=½ in. (flange) +
head) =_li ins.

g in. (angle iron)+¼ in. (rivet
-

Breadth = 12
!:Q feet .

!Bt'= ~ x:~
2

2

12

X

13 '
(8
) = 5 lbs., or 6 15-oz. slabs.
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iii. WebMinimum width of web = i in.
1 slab per 6 ins. will suffice.
Length of web = 33 ins.
33
Charge = 6 slabs = 6 15-oz. slabs.
The charges are then fixed as shown. Care must be taken that each
charge is in close contact with and tightly fixed to the girder, wood packing
and clay being used where necessary.
It often happens, however, that it is not possible to fix the charges in
the positions described, owing to the superstructure carried by the girder
intervening or for other reasons. Moreover, the above arrangement has
the disadvantage of involving the simultaneous firing of three separate
charges.
The following is an alternative method. The charges for web and
flanges are fixed on one side of the girder, as shown on Pl. 21, Fig. 2, but,
in order to compensate for the fact that the flange charges are not then
continuous, they must be doubled. Thus, in the example given 10 slabs
will be required for the top flange and 12 slabs for the bottom flange. This
method may, therefore, be considered universally applicable for an ordinary
plate girder, since one side at least is nearly always accessible. It is, as
a rule, preferable to the first method given, except where a rigid economy
in explosives is called for.
Plate girders of more elaborate section than the example given above
may often be met with. Detailed methods of destruction, which will
be applicable to all cases, cannot be given. The guiding rule in every
instance is to place explosive calculated from the formula

:Bt'

in contact

with the whole of the surface to be cut.

Braced girders differ greatly in their structure and design. It is
impossible to give a general statement which will include all cases. As
a rule, a suitable point along the girder should be selected at which to cut
through all the members (Pl. 22, Figs. 1 to 3). Charges for each member
(i.e., top and bottom flanges and bracing) should then be calculated from
3

the formula 2Bt'.
4. Cast-iron arches should be cut in two places on the slant, as sh?wn
by the lines x x' on Pl. 22, Fig. 4, to allow of a piece falling right out without jamming. As the web is usually very thick in cast-iron arch girders,
it must invariably be cut as well as the flanges.
5. Guns.-The most effective point of attack is the breech. H a
short length of the muzzle is blowu off, it may be possible to use the piece
again either as a howitzer or as a gun of shorter range.
The number of lbs. of gun-cotton required to destroy the br~ech
of a modern long-range gun may be determined by squanng the calibre
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of the gun in inches. Thus, a 36-lb. charge of g1;1n-cotton would he required
for a 6-inch gun. The charge may be considerably reduced for older I
and less powerful weapons. For howitzers it may be halved.
Tbe gun should first be loaded with a shell ; if no shell is avail~ble,
2 or 3 feet of the bore should be tamped with earth. The demoht10n
charge is then packed close behind the shell or earth taml_'ing, and the
remaining space in the chamber filled \\~th earth. The breech 1s the~ closed I
as far as possible, just allowing room for the safety fuze or electric leads. ,
With guns of large calibre it is preferable, if possible, to close the breech I
completely, and fire the charge through the vent tube.
When the muzzle end of a piece is selected for attack, about half the
amount of gun-cotton required for the destruction of the breech will
suffice, provided that the charge is well tamped on both sides. The
charge should be made up in the form of a cylinder of diameter about an
inch smaller than the bore.
If explosive in bulk is not anilable, an alternative but less reliable
method of destruction is to detonate a high explosive shell in the breech
after first blocking the bore.
A gun may be rer.dered temrorarily uselrss witlout the aid of
explosives by carrying off the breech block and sights, or attacking it
with a sledge hammer er any heavy instrument at hand. In the latter
case, the threads of the breech block should be hurred, the breech
mechanism strained, and reco'I buffers dented.
6. Rails.-To cut a first-class steel rail one slab is sufficient, hut care
must be taken that good contact is obtained. It is essential that the
charge be firmly bound to the rail. A good method is shown on Pl. 27,
Fig. 1.
7. Cables.-'rhe charge for steel wire c~bles of 4 inches circumference
and over is calculated from the formula ~,

16

c

being the circumference in

inches. For cables under 4 inches in circumference, 1 lb. of explosive is
sufficient. Where two or more gun-cotton slabs are required, the charge
should be divided into two equal portions placed on opposite sides of the
cable so as to produce a shearing action (Pl. 22, Fig. 5). As much of the
surface of the slabs as possible should be in contact with the cable (Pl. 22,
Fig. 5), to which they should be firmly secured.

47. Calculation of cutting charges for masonry* and reinforced conrrele.
. l. lllasonry is usually most economically destroyed by blasting opera-

tions, _the prmciples of which are described in Chap. IX, but in demolit10ns m the field, where ease and rapidity of laying the charge are of
paramount importance, cutting charl(es, calculated from the formula,
given ;n this serticn, are generally used. \Vher<', however, the thicknee.s
of m~sonry exceeds 5 to 6 feet, the employment of a cutting charge becomes
unrehahle and very extravagant in explosive. Destruction must either
b~ e~ected by boring and blasting, or by burying a series of mined cbarges
w1thm the masonry (.see Sec. 49). Thick piers often offer exceptional
• The term masonry a.a used in tbia section includes Lrickwork and concrete.

u5
facilities for attack by the latter method from tbe top.

1

The formula•

•I for rutting charges for masonry, given in paras. 2, 3, and 4, are suitable
I for good brick or stone-work set with cement mortar, or for concrete.
! For inferior rnasonry (brirkwork loosely set in lime mortar, rubble walls
I ,,it bout mortar, &e.) the Charge may be ri <luct•d by an amount not exceet.ling mw-half.
1

1

1

2. Masonry walls.-Formula 2BT'.

As with cutting steel-work it

js e~R~ntial that the clrnrge be continuous, hence, when using gun-cotton,

a nnrnmum charge of 2 slabs per foot. run must be used for walls 2 feet
thick and under. In order to ensure that the wall is brought down, and
not merely a hole made, the length of breech B must be not less than the
height of the wall.
3. Masonry piers, owing to the greater thrust upon them, require
a l:irger charge than walls.

Formula

iB1''.

The charge should be

placrd on one side of the pier. If time permit,, the effect will be considerably increased by cutting a channel in t,be pier to receive the charge.
4. Masonry arches may be attacked either at the crown or the
haunches (Pl. 23, Fig. 1), the formula

iB1''

beiug used in either case.

,In bridges a traverse trench should be dug (provided that the interrup1tion of traffic is permissible) down to the masonry of the arch, in which
the charge, which should he continuous and in close contact with the
masonry, should be placed. The trench should he filled in, as this tamping
wilJ increase the effect. When time or circumstances do not permit of a
treuch being dug, the crown may be attacked by fixing the charge to a
board and securing the whole firmly to the under side of the arch. In
order to ensure close contact of the explosive along the whole width of the
1rch, the board should be trussed (see Pl. 23, Fig. 2). This method repires considerably more explosive, since the thickness 1' must be tsken
1s tl1e tLirkness of masonry plus tl1at of the material aboYe it.
From Pl. 23, Fig. 3, it will be seen that much greater damage is done
,y attacking an arch at the l1aunches thau '\t the crown. In tLe former
·ase the breach formed would befg, while in the latter it would only be
le. Such a small gap in the case of a bridge could, as a rule, be rapidly
·epaired.

l

5. Reinforced concrete.-Very heavy charges are required to cut
einforced concrete. Since the explosive cannot be placed in aclual
ontact with the steel reinforcement, a considerable proportion of the
battering action on which the rnain effect of a cuttinll charge depends
absorbed before the metal is reached. The material 1s far rnore easily
roken up, however, by longitudinal stresses _tending to pull the _reinfor_ceent frorn its concrete bed ; hence, the tearmg and rendmg action which
sults from the firing of concussion or suitably placed mined charges
cs. 51 and 49) gives much more efficient results. Charges in one of
ese two forms should be used whenever the construction of the objective
d conditions permit.
(B J636Q)Q

0
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Nevertheless when an isolated girder or stanchion is to be demolished, I
there is often no' alternative to the use of a cutting charge. In such a case
formula varying from 5 to 20BT', according to the amount of reinforce- I ..
ment present, should be used. The major portion of the charge should
be placed where the reinforcement is. heaviest (e.l·• on the Jov.:er flange
in the case of girders). The estimat10n of a smtable charge 1s always
difficult and often largely a matter of guesswork. Frequently the only
means of gauging the amount of reinforcement is to ascertain approximat.cly the load which the member to be destroyed is designed to bear.
Reinf~rced concrete in which the reinforcement consists of a large number
of steel bars of small section is usually the most difficult to destroy. Where
one or more steel girders, rails, or large bars are used, great economy in
explosive may be effected, if time permits, by carrying out the demolition
in two operations. A charge BT' is first placed in position with the object
of cutting and shattering the concrete; the steel ,viii then be exposed,

3B'
and can be cut by placing charges, calculated from the formula 2
t,
in contact with it.
48. Caloulation of charges for timber.
I. Timber, owing to its tough fibrous nature, requires more explosive
to cut it than brickwork, and, as a rule, is more simply destroyed by cut.ting
down or burning.
2. Cutting charges. - To cut a rectangular baulk or a wooden
stockade by a charge of high explosive placed against it, the formula is

3BT' for hard wood (oak, teak, ash, &c.), and-{BT' for soft wood (larch,
fir, &c.).

For round spars the formula is 31" and} T' for hard and soft

woods respectively. T is the diameter in feet. Gun-cotton is normally
the most suitable explosive to use. It is, as a rule, best made up fixed to a
board, which is nailed or lashed to the objective (Pl. 18, Fig. 2).
3. Auger holes.--A much more economical method of cutting timber
of cfrcular se_ction is b_y means of auger holes. The hole is bored perpendwularly mto the timber with an auger of about l½ inches diameter.
It should be of such a length that the centre of the charge lies in the
centre of the timber. Where the leugth of the charge is not greater than ,
the diameter of the timber, a sing-J., hole. bored right through the timber ,
if necessary, wilJ suffice, but for IJaulks over 18 incliei:; in <liamder two
or more auger holes will, as a rule, be required (see Pl. 24, Figs. 1 awl 2).
Dynamite or blastiDg gelatine is the most satisfactory explosive for this
form of demolition, but gun-cotton primers or ammonal mav also lie used.
'£he charge using dynamite No. 1 or blasting gdatine ma): be caleulaled
from the formula{-T 2, T being the diameter of timber in feet.

1. Trees may be felled Ly means of auger holes, or 1,y notching the
trunk on the s_1de to whwh the tree is requ.ired to fall and plaeing a guncotton charge m the notch. Ropes, on which a strain is maintained, may
he attached to the top branches of the tree to ensure that the timber i•
felled in the desired direction.
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5. Wooden piles, which are to be cut off under water at their base,
are best dealt with in the following manner. The charge is attached to a
ring of wire rope or hoop-iron encircling the pile sufficiently loosely to
permit the whole to slide down it. A stick, up which the fuze or leads
are taken, is attached to the ring, and the charge is pushed down into
position at the base of the pile (see Pl. 24, Fig. 3). The charge should be
plnced against the up-stream side of the pile.

49. Calculation of concentrated mined charges.
1. The action of large mined charges is analysed in detail in Part II,
Chap. XIII, as in mine warfare calculations to a considerable degree of
accuracy are nli'cessary.

For demolitions, however, only the cratering effect of mined charges
is normally of practical importance. The same precision in calculation
is, therefore, not required, and simpler formulre may be used. In exceptional cases, where it is important to limit the effect, or where a strict
economy in explosives is necessary, the more complicated formulre given
in Chap. XIII may be employed.
2. Formulre in terms of diameter of crater.-If C be the charge of
amrnonal in lbs., and D the diameter of crater required in feet, then :0

= -!:!'. in rock and masonry.
5U

C = D' in soft and medium soils (clay, chalk, &c.).
100
C = D' in made ground.
200
The charge must, be laid at a depth of not less than~ or greater than {;
in general, craters formed by a charge placed at depth equal to

D form

4

the most satisfactory obstacle.
.
Where it is desired to form a continuous obstacle by a cham of craters,
the charges should be laid at intervals equal to }D.
3. l?ormulre in terms of L.L.R.-It may sometimes be more convenient where the formation of a crater is a secondary consideration, as,
for instance, in the demolition of masonry walls or piers by mined charges
buried within them, to calculate the charge required in terms of the
L.L.R.
I£ C be the charge of ammonal in lbs., and L the L.L.R. in feet,
then:0
C
C

L'

=6

L'

= 12
L'

in rock and masonry.
in soft and medium soils.

= 24 in

made ground.

The diameter of crater formed by a charge calculated in this manner
will he approximately 2L,
(B !5360)Q
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Charges, the craters of which arc to connect up, should be spaced at '
intervals of

½L.

4. Roads and railways (Pl. 25, Fig. 1).-To create an efficient obstacle in a road or railway the charge should he calculated to form a
crater of such diameter as to remove the whole of the prepared or metalled
surface.

1

A concrete foundation or heavy soling to a road should he allowed for_ I
1
by increasina the charge calculated from the formula by 50 per cent.
The pres~ncc of water at a short distance below the surface may limit
the depth at which charges can he laid. In such cases, or where the
road or railway is exceptionally wide, two or more mined charges may be
necessary. Normally, however, one charge laid underneath the centre
of the w;,,y will suffice,
5. Demolition of bridge abutments (Pl. 25, Fig. 2).-The charge
should be calculated in the same way as for a road crater, but in this
case the diameter of crater required should be taken as the width of the
bridge abutments exclusive of the wing walls.
When the abutments are faced with masonry, the charge should be
calculated from the formula for masonry (0

=

D'

"Jr;), irrespective of the

nature of the soil in which the explosive is actually buried. The charge
is then rather in excess of that necessary to bring down the abutment,
but the additional explosive will have the desirable effect of thoroughly
shaking and fissuring the masonry foundations which are left.
The charge should be placed at a distance from the external face of

D

D

the abutment equal to between 2 and 4

; the depth

of the centre of the

charge should be about one and a half times the distance of the charge
Crom the face of the almtment, and, in the case of masonry bridges, at
least as deep as the springing of the arch.
Example.- The masonry abutment shown on Pl. 25, Fig. 2, which is
30 feet in width, is to be destroyed.
.
D'
The charge required = 50 = 540 lbs.

It should be placed at a distance of 8 to 15 feet from tl1e external face
of the abutment, at a depth varying between 12 and 23 feet according to
the distance from the external face at which the charge is actually placed.
6. Thick masonry walls and piers (Pl. 25, Fig. 3).-Charges should
be buried in the middle of the wall or pier (i.e., so that they are e~uidistant from both bounding faces). The weight of arnmonal required
L'
may be calculated from the formula O = 6 , L in this case being the
distance of the ceutre of the charge from either face of the wall.

The

charges should be placed at intervals equal to { L.
Where it is not possible to place the oharge centrally, L should be
tal\en as the distance of the charge to the further face, i.e. 1 OB on f). ~.
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Fig. 4. The ratio of OB to OA, however, must not be greater than
3 to 2, or the charge as calculated will break surface on one lace only.

50. Calculation ef extended mined charges.
The me~hod of ~olcul31ting extended charges used in boring and blasting
operations 1s described m Chap. IX. For extended charges laid in horizontal bore-holes made by machines of the types described in Sec. 36, the
approximate formulm following may be used.
JV, the weight of ammonal in lbs. required'.pcr foot run of bore-hole, may
be expressed either in terms of D, the width of gap or trench to he blown
in feet, or of L, the L.L.R. in feet, as follows :-

D'

L'

TV= 5() = 7f in rock or masonry.

D'
L'
TV = 100 = 12 in soft a.nd medium soils.

D'

L'

TV = 200 = 24 in made ground.
When the D formula is used, the bore must be made at a depth between

!!.1. and~}

~

Charges calculated from the L formula will blow a gap of width

approximately equal to 2L.
51. Calculation of concussion charges.
Concussion charges, when:used for;the destruction of masonry buildings,
should be calculated on the basis of the area of the floor space and tho
· tluckness of the enclosing walls. If C be the charge of ammonal or similar
lifting explosive in lbs., A the total area of internal floor space in sc1uere
feet, and T the thickness of the walls in feet, then the charge required
will be given by the formula:-

AT'

C=K7o
where K is a variable depending on the material of the walls, the value
for various materials being as follows :1
Mud walls, inferior masonry
Good masonry

2

4 to 10
Reinforced concrete
Example.-A heavily reinforced concrete machine-gun emplacement
with walls 3 feet thick and internal area of floor space 30 sqnare feet is to be
destroyed.
[( should be taken as 10 ancl-

C = l( AT' = 10 30 l'>< 3' = 270 lbs.

JO
0
The mo;:.;t satiRfactory rcfults arC' grncrally obtajncd by dividing the
rharge into four or more eqnnl portions anrl placing them in the torncrs
of the structure. The whole charge thus su bdivirled is fu-cd simultaneo usly.
The a.hove formula is not upplic:able to wooden or corrugated iron huts
or any structures with thin walls. The charge for these should he calculated on the basis of the cnhic contents of enclosed space, and will vary
(D 15350)Q
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accordin!( to the strength of the structural shell. If O be the weight o[
ammonal in ]bs., F tlw volume of the enclosed air-space in cubic feet,
and 1n the constructional variant 1 tbenV

C=m 100·
The values of m for various structures are as follows : Weak wooden sheds
1 to 2
Corru •a ted iron structures
.. .
4 to 8
Stout ~vooden buildings, log huts, &c.
6 to 12
Strong steel casing (e.g., armoured car or tank)...
20 to 30
Exarnple.-A strongly constructed corrugated iron hut, of which the
contents are approximately 2,000 cubic feet, is to be destroyed.
m should be taken as 8 and]'
2,000
C = 111 JOO= 8 l00 = 160 lbs.
As in the former example, the charge should be subdivided and placed
in the corners or against the main supporting members of the structure,
and all charges fired simultaneously.

CHAPTER VII.

DEMOLITIONS IN THE FIELD.
52. General principles .
1. The nrnin objects of demolit,ious in warfare are : -

i. To delay the advance of an enemy by the destruction of communications over which he must pass, and of material which
will fall into his hands (defensive) .
11. To impair an enemy's power of resist.ance by the destruction of
captured communications which cannot be permanently held,
or materials that cannot be removed, as, for instance, in a raid
(oJiensive).
2. Reconnaissance.-The importance of thorough reconnaissance
in all demolition work cannot be overestimated. Individual objectives
should invariably, in so far as conditions will permit, be carefully examined
before the details of the method of destruction to be employed are decided
on. This having been done, the charge should be calculated, and the
method of firing selected.
,vheneve.r del!lolitions are to be carried out on an extensive sca]e, a
comprchC'nsiYe and well cousidered scheme must be drawn up, in which
due weight is given to both tactical and technical features. Haphazard
and promiscuous methods without a clearly defined plan cannot produce
~ood results. In preparing such a scheme the following points are
important :i. The extent to which demolition, are to be carrie,l out iu an
operation will be laid down by the General Stall.
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ii. The complete demolition of the communications at a few poinls
where there are no alternative routes will deby the enemy far
more than a number of demolitions which can be quickly
repaired or circumvented.
iii. The possibility of effecting destruction by means other than the
use of explosive should not be overlooked. This is especially
important where the explosive available is limited. Wooden
bridges and stores may be burnt ; certain materials rendered
unserviceable with water; machinery disabled with crow -bars.
iv. Where the disablement only of machinery, &c., is aimed at,
the same essential pa rts should be removed or destroyed
throughout. This will prevent the formation by the enemy of a
few complete units from parts of the damaged ones.
v. The se,1uence in which the destruction of communications is to
take place during a retirement must be carefully laid down and
co-ordinated. For example, the premature demolition of all
railway bridges on a disused section of line may block roads,
still in use, over which it passes.
vi. Delay action and contact mines may often be used with advantage
in conjunction with, but supplementary to, ordinary demolitions (see Chap. VIII).

3. Deliberate, hasty, and deferred demolitions.-To effect a
complete and economical demolition requires careful reconnaissance,
ample time for preparing and laying the charges, and conditions that
permit of placing and firing the latter without serious enemy opposition.
Where such conditions do not prevail, procedure on these deliberate lines
cannot be carried out. It will not then, as a rule, be possible to aim at
effecting such complete destruction, a more rapid and more easily
executed method of attack having to be adopted in preference to that
which will cause the most damage.
The quantity of explosives available may also prove :1 determining
factor as to the method of destruction adopter!. '!.'he problem presented
in all cases is tbat of effecting the maximum damage to the objective in
the time available, and with the means at disposal.
Demolitions may, therefore, be classified broadly under the headings
of:Deliberate demolitions, for the preparation of which ample time
is available, and which can be fired deliberately at a prearranged time.
Hasty demolitions, m the preparation of which economy of time is
of primary importance; the laying. aud firing of t!1e charg_e,
for which elaborate stores are not likely to be available, ,nil
frequently have to be carried out in the face of the enemy.
Deferred demolitions, for which ample time for preparation is
available, but the time of firing is unknown.. '!.'he charge
may have to remain in position for a long perioJ, and then
finally be fired under hasty conditions.
(B l53fiO)Q
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The preparation of deferred demolitions will, therefore, be generally
similar to that of deliberate demolitions, but the final steps necessary to
make the charge ready for firing may, to a greater or lesser degree, be
postponed until firing is imminent. The firing arrangerne_nts, except fo 7".ery
important charges, will resemble those of hasty demoht,ons. Demoht10ns
prepared as a precautionary measure against retirement generally come
under this heading.
The main points in which these three classes of demolition differ may
be illustrated by the following example. The destruction of one or both
abutments by mined charges is normally the most important operation
in the deliberate demolition of a girder bridge, but time may only permit
the destruction of the main girders in the case of a hasty demolit,ion.
Again, if the demolition is to be deferred, it will probably be advisable
to excavate the seatings for the mined charges and collect. all stores on
the site, but to postpone connecting up tllc firing arrangements until the
time of firing.
4. The responsibility for giving the order to fire a charge,
when in the presence of the enemy, must be vested in an officer on the
spot. An officer in charge of a demolition party should see that the orders
he has received include clear and definite instructions as to when the
charge is to be fired. He should ensure that the officer or N.C.O. under
him, who will have to take charge in the event of hi s becoming a
casualt.y, is thorouglily acc1uainted with what is to be done.

53. Demolition of bridges.
1. The deliberate demolition of a masonry or girder bridge, provided
an adequate supply of explosive is available, will inrnlve the destruction
of one or both abutments, the piers (if auy), and the main girders. In
single span bridges the destruction of the abutments is generally the most
important operation ; since by demolishing t.hese, not only will the bridge
he wholly or partially wrecked, hut it will also he difficult to obtain footings for the foundations for a 11ew bridge on the same site. In viaducts
and bridges of several spans the demolition of the intermediate piers is
usually equally as important as that of the abutments. The destruction
of the abutments and piers of girder bridges will bring down the main
girders, but it is advisable to ensure, by cutting thorn, that they shall not
be of nse in the construction of u new bridge.
In suspension bridges the rnarn steel cables should be cut, and the
suspension towers and their footings should then be destroyed with mined
charges: The cables are best attacked wht'rc they pass over the top of the
•nspens10n towers, as they are more easily cut at a poi.nt at which thev
are firmly supported, while the top of the tower will be blown off by the
same operat10n .

. Light wooden trest,le bridges constructed of scantling up to 9 inches by
3_ mches may be bu_rnt b;r using petrol or tar. Heavy wooden bridges with
tnnber of larger d1rne11s1ons are more easily destroyed with explosives
(Sec. 48).
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2. In hasty demolitions only the destruction of the girders, arches, or
cables of a. bndge can, as a '.ule, be attemp.ted, but occasionally conditions
may permit of more extensive d>image bemg effected by the destruction
of one or more piers.

Although time may not permit of the d_estru.ction of bridge abutments
bJ: heavy mrned charges on the Imes de~cnbed Ill Sec. 49, para. 5, it may
st1H be possible to damage then: considerably. The firing of a charge
of. high explosive placed on or aga1~st the abutments without any tamping
will cause considerable havoc, provided 1t be large enough. It is, however,
difficult, as a rule, to obtain a hole in or behind the abutments whereby
damage may be effected by a charge of moderate weight. Bore-hole
chaiges, the cavities being made witb an earth auger, can often be quickly
put in and arc very effective. An alternative method is to blow a hole
for the main charge in tlrn abutment with a small initial chambering charge
up to 50 lbs. in weight. Although the whple operation is thus performed
in two stages, it nectl not take more than half an hour to carry out if
the charges are prepared beforehand.
54. Demolition of tunnels.

The best. points of attack are places wl1ere the tunnel passes through
loose or shifting ground. The brick or masonry lining should be destroyed
for a length ol 15 to 25 yards, ii possible by a series of small mined charges
placed behind it. Where the use of mined charges is impracticable, a length
of the lining may be cut by fixing a continuous charge of gun-cotton, calculated !ram the formula~ BT' (T being taken as the thickness oi the lining),
against the internal face.

It is often sufficient to destroy one side of the

arch-ring iu this manner : the pressure of the overburden will bring down

the roof ancl fill up a section of the tunnel.
In firm soils and solid rock the destruction of the lining will often have
li,tle effect, and heavy mined charges must be used.
A very rlkcli,·e block may be made by laying three mined clrn.rg<'S,
as :-iliown on l)l. 26, Fig. 2, but rnueh work is entail('cl in obtaining a seating
for the ch,irgcs. The use of ventilating shafls, off which" chamber for the
charge may be cut, will often save much labour.

In such cases t.amprng

ean be effected by shovelling <lawn earth from the surface.
lf the supply of explosive is limited it is, as a rule, better to create
1:wvera.l small blocks in the tunnel th~tn one htrgc one.
\Vlwn the pcrmancut <lestruction of a. railway tunnel is not desirable,
an effective obstruction may be made by causing the derailment or collision

of rolling stock within it; any axles left intact after the collision should
be broken. The removal of wreckage within the cramped space of a tunnel
is a difficult and knJthy proccc<ling.
55. Demolition of roads.
1. Apart from the demolition of important bridgee, a roacl ;s most
effectively blocked by means of mined charges (.<ee Sec. 49, par~. 4) at

suitable sites, i.e., where the greatest expendjtµre of labour and time ,nll
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be required to re-open comm_unica.tion eit~er by a de~•iation or by ov_er-

coming the obstacle. Such sites, roughly lll order of importance'. are . i. Bridges.-Provided that the stream or gap forms a considerable
obstacle. At small shallow streams the approaches are
frequently more important.
ii. Escarpments or sleep hillsides.-In such cases the charge should be
calculated so as to blow out horizontally as well as vertically.
iii . Embankments .-Labour may often be saved by making use of a
culvert, hut care must be tnken to safeguard the explosives
against, water.

iv. Causeways over marshy ground.-Charges laid in bore-holes will
generally have to be used, owing to the wet nature of the
ground (see para. 3).
v. Outtings .-In deep cuttings with steep sides a more troublesome
obstacle will usually be formed by blowing in the sidea of the
cutting than by cratering the road.
vi. Woods.-At points where the undergrowth is so thick, or the
trees so close together, on both sides of the road, that to cut
a deviation through them will entail considerable labour.
vii. Oulverts.-With less than 4 feet of cover they are rarely worth
demolition.
vEi. Cross-roads, road .iunctions, and level rrossings are mentioned as
providing a means of blocking two communications by one
operation.

ix. 1'owns and villages sometimes afford good sites, but, even if all side
streets are blocked as well, a way round may often be quickly
made by demolishing the walls of a few houses, and there is
always ample hard material on the spot to fill in the crater.
The difficulties of repair will generally he much increased if the site
selected for the demolition is chosen so that the crater formed will fill with
water, as it will usually be necessary, under these circumstances, to pump
the crater dry before a solid foundation can be prepared for the new
roadway.

Schemes for blocking the communications over a length of front should
Le carefully co-ordinated to ensure that all roads crossing a given line
(preferably a natural feature presenting defiles, such as a river or line of
hills) in the zone of demolitions are obstructed. This will prevent
traffic being temporarily diverted along side roads while the obstac-les
on the main roads are being dealt with.
Roads giYi □ g access to important demolitions should, if possible, be
themselves blocked, so as to delay the transport of materials for repair
to the site.
. 2. 1:,oad cratt'rs are normally deferred demolitions, since communications will usuall}'. have to be kept open as long as possible. Their deliberate
preparahoni ,vh1ch must not interfl-'re with traffic, will entail much time
and labour,_ and considerable quantities of explosi,-e will be required.
~V~len condition~ onl~· permit of hasty demolitions heing carrit>d out.
lt 1s sdrl<>m vossil,le to do rnnch damage to roads except at brdge, am!
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culverts_. It will, however, frequently be possible to arrange obstacles,
as, for mstauce, by felling trees (most effective in a cutting) across the
road.

3. Where the ground is wet, or the means for constructing a shaft
!'nd gallery are not to hand, a mined charge may sometimes be laid
beneath the road in a series of auger holes, charged with high explosive
in waterproof tin cylinders, and fired •imultaneously. Pl. 26, Fig. J,
shows a charge of 600 lbs. laid by this method. In boring the holes
their direction should be gauged by means of a tern plet.
56. Demolition of railways.
1. Bridges, viaducts, and tunnels are obviously the most vulnerable

points. Their destruction bas already been discussed in Sees. 53 and 54.
Much damage may also be done by blowing craters by mined charges at
suitable points. t>uch points are generally sunilar to those laid down for
roads, but it should be noted that the blowing of a culvert in a high embankment will sometimes cause a serious inundation, and that to re-open it
is always a tedious operation. Delay action mines arc specially suitable
for employment against railways, and are very effective when used in
conj unction with bridge demolitions (see Chap. VIII, Sec. 66).
The complete demolition of a railway will also include the destruction
or removal of the permanent way, the water supply (Sec. 62), and all
signals, both electric and visual (Sec. 61). Stores of fuel should be removed
or burnt.
Station buildings, as a rule, are not indispensable to traffic, and therefore not worth destroying ; but workshops and repair shops should, if
possible, be burnt out,, and their fittings aml machinery, together with
a ll other technical tools or apparatus, removed or destroyed.
2. Permanent way.-The first step in every case is to interrupt the
main liues of rails. If explosive is available, the most economical 111Pthod
of effecting wholesale destruction of the rails is to fire a charge at altr·rnate
joints. By this means one end of each rail is damaged. If possible, tl,e
fi shplate bolts should first be knocked off with a sledge hammer or unscrewed, and the fi shplate removed, in order to provide a good seating
for the charge, which should be placed on the inside of the rail. The
charges should be staggered as shown on Pl. 27, Fig. 4, so that the maximum number of sleepers may be destroyed at the same time.
A length of railway may be thus destroyed at a very rapid rate by
making use o! trollies loaded with slabs of gun-cotton, primers. prepared
lengths of saiety fuze inserted into detonators, I ort-fires, and lengths of
wire for binding the slab against the rail. A party of eight men is required
of whom two push the trolley, while two sit on the trolley and prepare the
charges and binding slips, handing tliem out to another two, who place
them against the rail. Tbe remaining t wo men follow at,_400 yards
distance with port-fires, :1nd fire the charges as they pass. ,, 1th a little
preliminary drill a length of line can be destroyed in this manner at
the rate of 3½ miles per hour.
.
In 1917 a raiding force of cavalry and mounted engmecrs succeeded,
after a forced march of 40 miles across the desert, m dcstroymg 12¼ nules
of single track line and demolishing 52 masonry bridges in l l hours.
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The objective was the Auja railway, Southern_ Palestine, i~ possession of
the Turks. Engineer detachments were orgaruzed and t_ramed to destroy
2¼ miles of rail in half an hour, working at a steady Jog-trot. Special
squads destroyed the bridges. Gun-cotton slabs had bee_n ~reviousl_y
cut on the bevel to fit the rails accurately ; they were earned m h1scmt
boxes lined with damp blanket material. The safety fuze was cut so that
the charge fired 80 yards behind the last man ; this gave an incentive
to speed. The explosives were supplied from pack animals and limbered
G.S. wagons brought to within about 100 yards of the railway. The
squads detailed for the destruction of the rails consisted of 15 men organized
as follows:No. 1.-N.C.O. supervised.
No. 2.-Canied slabs and clips, and placed l slab auJ dip on site.
No. 3.-Fixed slab to rail with clip.
No. 4.-Inserted primer.
No. 5.-Inserted fuzed detonator.
No. 6.-Cut end of fuze.
No. 7.-Lighted fuze.
Nos. 8, 0, 10, and 11 kept Nos. 2, 1, and 5 supplied from pack animals
or wagons and replaced casualties.
Nos. 12, 13, 14, and 15.-Horse-holders.
When steel sleepers are used in the construction of the permanent
way, a good method of destruction is to place charges under the centre
of the sleepers at suitable intervals. Their effect will be to twist tLe
rails, and make them unserviceable.
3. There are numerous methods of destroying the permanent way without explosives. A track laid wit.h douhle-headcd rails in cast-iron chairs
can be very rapidly destroyed by knocking o,,t tLe oak keys and breaking
off the outer lip of the chair with a side blow of a sledge hammer. Four
men can destroy about ¾mile of first-class track by this method in one
hour. The fishplate bolts should he left untouched, as all t.Le nuts will
have to he removed hefore the rails can be separateJ and fitted into new
chairs.
When plenty of men are available and time is short, sections of the
track may he torn up and turned bodily o,·er, down au emLankment if
possible. All the intcrmc,liate fastenings should Le ldt intact. The
longer the length the harder it\\ ill be to replace without complete separation of the parts. To carry out this operation, two men per yarJ are
arn11lc for the hea,-iest track, of wLom one man per two yarls should
work a crow-bar or lever to a.id the lift. There is no 11e~U tu remon!· tLe
balla st.
Hail., may be rendered useless Ly placing tLem on fires made with
wooden sl<-q,crs, and twisting them wl,en hot. Hails which are onlv beut
,·an b,, straightcncJ on the spot, hut if t\\isted tLcy nrnst he re:rolleJ
at lJ11, mills Lefore they can Le used again.
II time and conditions permit, the track may be taken up and remo\'eJ
botlily ju trai_us. This, however, requires careful organization and la1ge
work1,:g pa~t1es, anJ woulJ, as a rule, Le unJertaken Ly the railway
adnnU113tration.
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When the wholesale destruction of the permanent way is not possible,
points and crossings, as being the most difficult parts to replace, should
first he attacked (Pl. 27, Figs. 2 and 3). Portions of the track, at curves
in preference to straight stretches, should be destroyed or removed at
intervals, by one of the methods described above.
The deliberate destruction of sleepers and rails in stacks will require
special measures. Sleepers and baulk timber should he destroyed by
fire. Draught holes should be clug underneath the stacks, ancl oil poured
over them. I gnition will be best effected with thennit or incendiary bombs.
Stacks of rails must be destroyed with explosive. This should ·be fixed
to boards, and passed in between altemate layers of rails. Gun-cotton
slabs used in ,con junction with high explosive shells will form a Sllitable
charge.
4. Rolling stock.-'l'he prevention of serviceable rolling stock,
especially locomotives, falling into the enemy's hands may often be of
more importance than the destruction of t he line itself and its accessories.
Locomotives may be put out of action with explosives by blowing in
the fire-box or boiler, or attacking other vital parts. A simple method of
causing extensive damage, when no explosives are available, is to drop
two or three bolts, stones, or other hard substances und er¼ inch in diameter
clown the blast pipe, to which access may be gained by opening the door
of the smoke-box in front of the engine. When the engine is set in motion
the obstruction will be drawn into the mechanism, and cause damage
which will , as a rule, necessitate the removal of the engine to repair works
before it is agai n serviceable.
Carriages and trucks are best destroyed by burning; in addition, tho
, axles aml wheels shou ld be also broken . Trains may be derailed, preferably over an embankment or in a tunnel, by tuminf( a rail.
Locomotives may be rendered useless hut still repairable by taking off
the inj ector, the connecting rods, piston, or valve; . carriages may be
similarly disabled by removing the springs, so as to let the body fall on the
wheels and axle.
5. Electric railways and trams.-The disablement of the pO\,erstation from which the electricity is derived is the most important step
to take. Prime-movers, generators, s.witchboarcls, &c., should Le <lc·stroyed
or put out of action by r<•moying indispensable parts. Demolitions of
rolling stock and permanent way should then proceed on the lines laid down
for other types of railway.
57. Demolitions-rfrers and canals .
Steamers, harg,·s, and other craft may he scuttled hy firing a charge
in them, placed against one of the siJes bc]ow the watcr-lme. A ~barge
of 20 lbs. of gun-cotton will be ample to bole an iron or steel shlJ! not
protected with a double bottom or wing compartments : 5 lbs. will be
sufficient for wooden vesEels.
The obstruction of canals and navigable rivers will generally be automatically effected by the deatruction of the road and railway bridges
pa88ing over them, but, in exceptional cases, it may be necessary to block
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the fairway by sinking vessels, filled with stone or concrete, across it.

It is important that the vessels should sink as rapidly as possible, in order
not to be displaced by the current, and that they should settle down on
an even keel. The bull should be holed at several points on both sides
by charges fired simultaneously, but care should he exercised to cause
the minimum of damage to the main structure of the vessel, in order
that no risk may be run of its being broken up by the explosion.
Damage, of a more or less permanent nature, may be effected by
attacking lock gates, weirs, and sluices with mined charges, and hy smashing the machinery for working them. In cases where the water level of
the canal or river is above that of the surrounding country, the banks may
be breached with mined charges, thus reducing the depth of navigable
channel and at the same time creating a formidable obstacle by flooding
the surrounding country. The subject of Inundations is dealt with in
IILE., Vol. II.

58. Demolition

of buildings.

1. Wooden buildings are generally most easily destroyed by fire.
If petrol or pitch is not available, gun-cotton primers, which should be
ignited (not detonated), may be used to start the conflagration. Masonry
buildings may be gutted by fire, but, if they are to be razed to the ground,
explosive will he required to deal with the walls that remain standing.
2. When explosives only are used, buildings may be destroyed :i. By concussion charges.
ii. By attacking the main supporting walls with cutting charges.
iii. By mined charges placed beneath them.

3. Houses, huts, &c., which are sufficiently small, or are so subdivided into rooms that high air-pressures can easily Le created ·within

them, are most economically destroyed by concussion charges.
charges should be calculated from tl1e formula C'

=

n·'

I,:·]{) or C'

Th<'

r
= ,,, JO/,'

according to the nature of the structure (see Sec. 51). All doors, winJows,
chimneys, and other apertures should be closed and blocked up with sandbags or other suitable mati>rial. Where this is not possible, the calculated
charge must be increased.

When the bujlJing consists of several rooms

in more than one storey, the charge, calcuJatcd from the formula O

=

KAT 1
1/)

for the whole structure, should be divided up into proportions correspoudin~ with the size of each room on the ground floor. The charges thus
subd1v1<lc<l. are best placed rn t]w t·onwrs of the rooms, if po~~ibJ~ against
the main supporting walls. They should be fin•d simultaneously.
4. Lecture halls, theatres, &c., and all rooms of large cuLic contents
Rl!ou ld,. as a n~lc,

?c clest~oyc·d Ly attacking tbe main supporting walls and

pill_ars 111 detail _with cutt111g charges. These sl1oul<l, if possible, be phtc,•d
rns1de the bmldmg, and fire<l simultaneously in order that the air pressures
produced may mcreasc the effect. Buildings in which it i• impracticHble
to produce conditioOB approaching a confined •pace, or where the roof
or one of the walls is disproportionately weak compared with the remainder
of the structure, should also be treated in this way.
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5. Buildings may also be destroyed by placing beneath them one or
more mined charges of sufficient strength to blow out the foundations.
Cellars may often be utilized. The destruction effected is thorough, but
the e;<peudi!ure of explosives is heavy, and considerable time for preparation 1s required. The employment of this method will, therefore, be con·
fined to d•liberate and deferred demolitions.
Towers, such as those constructed on the North-West frontier of
India with walls usually 3 to 4 feet thick built on a solid base about 15
feet high, are gencrnlly best destroyed by mined charges buried iu the
latter, which will bring down the whole structure.

59. Demolitions ill trench warfare.
l. Earthw9rks and stockades.-The size of cutting or mined
charges required to breach stockades and earthworks may be calculated
from the formula, given in Chap. VI. The following data, however,
may he useful. For a stockade of earth between sleepers, the total
thickness of which does not exceed 3 feet, a charge of 4 lbs. of gun-cotton
per foot run of breach untamped and fixed against it will suffice. For a
•tockadc formed of heavy steel rails laid touching one another, a similar
charge of 7 lbs. per foot run of breach will be required.
2. Wire entanglements.-For cutting passages through wire entanglements a form of portable charge known as a Bangalore Torpedo may be
used. It consists of a pipe filled with explosive, and is closed at its extremities with wooden plugs, through one of which a hole is made for the
safety fuze or electric leads. The other plug is rounded off and smoothed
so as to slip easily through the barbed wire. The internal diameter of
the pipe should be at least 2 inches, preferably 2½ inches, to cut a passage
practicable for infantry in single file. The torpedo, which must be of
length equal to the width of entanglement to be cut, should be laid in
the wire, at a height equal to about half of t!,at of the entanglement.
Pl. 28 shows a typical form of Bangalore Torpedo made up in three 10-foot
lengths.
3. Trench shelters made of corrugated iron and sandbags or similar
materials may be destroyed by concussion charges c11lculated from the
formula C

= ]{~:.

taking K

=

l (see Sees. 35 and 51).

4. Reinforced concrete pill-boxes, machine-gun emplacements,
&c., may be destroyed by the same method, 1{ in this case being taken
as 10 (see Sees. 35 and 51).
5. Mined dug-outs can seldom be completely destroyed by a hasty
demolition. A portable charge of 20 lbs., tluown down an incline and
exploded at the bottom, will, as a rule, be sufficient to kill or pla_co out
of action the occupauts of the adjoining chambers, but to break the timbering, and so bring down sufficient earth to seal the .entran?e to a dug-out
effectiYely, an un'.,uuped charge of at least 50 lbs. 1s re<:[uired.
In deliberate demolitions, where conditions permit of the charg•'S
bPing buried in tl1e walls, floor, or roof: the following method may ?e
employed. Charges of :30 t,o 50 lbs. (according to the nature of the s01l)
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are buried 5 to 10 feet in, at intervals of 10 to 20 feet, and fired simultaneouslv. The use of earth augers and cylindrical container, (brass
cartridge cases are very suitable) to facilitate placing the charge will save
much labour. It may often be sufficient to fire such mined ch><rges at
the foot of each incline to render a dug-out useless.
An alternative method is to remove the timbering eit,her by hand
(starting from the extremities and working back to the entrance) _or by
burning it out. In the latter case a little paraffin or petrol will be
required to start a fire, but once properly alight the timber will be completely gutted throughout, provided there is more than one entrance to
create a good draught. With the timber removed, a charge of 25 lbs.
of explosive will in most cases bring down sufficient roof and sides to make
reclamation impossil,le.
The destruction of dug-outs tunnelled out of eolid rock is difficult
to effect. The entrances may be closed by heavy mined charges laid on
the lines describeil for the destruct.ion of tunnels (Pl. 26, Fig. 2). It is
seldom possiblr, howe1·er, to rffcct such a thorough demolition that the
workings cannot he reelailllcd by the enemy.
6. Mine shafts.-Jn tbc destruction ol l,ostile rni nc shafts and
inclines dudng a raid on enemy trenches, t,he same difficulties are cncoun•
tcrcd as in the hasty demolition ol dug-outs. It is seldom possible to
cause serious damage with small portable charges uuless they can be
buried behind the timbering. A charge of at leas, 50 lbs. is required to
attain any measure of success with untamped explosive. The limited
time usually available during a raid will be in most cases far more usrfully spent in reconnaissance of the mine system.
In the exceptional case where the mine sh•ft attacked is known to
pass through loose or shifting soil at a certain depth below the surface,
it, should he wrecked by clestrn\'ing the lining at this point; the charge
is lrt, down on a rope t.o t.he corrf>d. position.
I\Iin,~ RhaftR and incliuc.:: ::;boulrl, c1s a nil". hf' prPparPd fnr demolition,
so that, thP,· r.an be dPRtrnvPrl at, a. fp"- 1110111,..nts noti1'f' in thP P\-Pnt of .t
fill('.<'N1Rful l~oRt,il,· :.it.,tal'k. · 1\finPtl ('hnrg,>.-s Rhould hP hnriPrl in fllf' wull;
hPhincl tlw linin.~, HR dP:--crilwd for tlH' rl,·lilwrat.P fl<'molitinn nf well,._ :m,l
<lug-outs. 1'1w fii·ing arrang,'1111'nf:.:1 slwuld he i-w·h that th,• dPmnliti,1n
clwrgeR l'<tn I)(' firr<l from n. po~ition in rear .i( ~o desin·<l.

7. Shells, explosives, &c.-H.E. shPJIH and l,omhs ma\' li" ,l,•~tron•<l
as rfo_Rr.ril~r<l in 8£>.e. 38. '~'hry Rhoulil be b11rif'1l or plarr<l i;t a d1•c·p tr,•;lf'h
to mLrnm1zf' t 11<' n:-.k of fl)7ng splintt->l't:L
eapt,m·Nl eharges of high t:xplosin.' rnav often lie ,l<'stroye1l L,· hurninir
hut if the tire gets tuo finrf', the TL'ma.inin°g f'xplosive is liahle to· detunat~:
To a.void this, the material, which shoukl br. rarcfulh· searched for loOHl'
ddona.tors sraU1•rr,l l·hr11uµ:h tlw c-hargr to Pxeitc ;letonation, rnav Jw
spn';Hl o:1t in _a thin_ lint>, aud iµ-.n.it.t,,_l at tlw dnwnwin1l en1l. A little p·••trol
or paraffin_w1II HRsJ ~ rornhu:;.t1nn if thr ronAa.~r.-itirin i:-; :...lug~isl1. 8nm"
forms ol high _explosiw, especially if damp, "·ill not burn; the charge,
1n such cases: 1s best rendered harmles_s by scattering it over the ground.
W:tste explosive should not be thrown mto ponds or down wells, as it mav
p01son the water.
·
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60. Demolition qf motor Iran.sport and tanks.
1. Cars and lorries.-The destruction of the engine of a motor car
or lorry presents little difficulty. A few well directed blows in the vital
p:irts (radiator, magneto, crank case, &c.), or a few pounds of explosive
detonated on the cylinders, will suffice. The wheels, axles, and girders
of the chassis should be broken, the petrol tank pierced, and available
petrol poured over the body which should be set alight. Cars can be
quickly disabled by the removal of the magneto and carburettor and
cutting t,he tyres.

2. Tanks.-Tbe engine ol a tank may be rendered useless in a similar
manner to that of a car. Two or three pounds of explosive detonated
on the engine will render a tank useless to the enemy.
The sides of a tank may be blown out, so that it may offer no protection, by a concussion charge of ammonal calculated from the formula
V
.
C = "' JOO' "'bemg taken as 30 (see Sec. 51 ).
The dernolit.ion of derelict tanks causing an obstruction in roads, &c.,

may often have to be undertaken. The sides should be blown out in the
manner described above, and the shell then broken up by means of suitably placed cutting charges, calculated from the formula

}Et',

into

pieces sufficiently small to be easily removed.

61. Demolition of telephone and telegraph systems.
The destruction or removal of apparatus in the event of a retirement,
to prevent it falling into the enemy"s hands, will, as a rule, be carried
out by the Signal Corps, and, in general, it is only durjng offensive operations, such as a raid into hostile territory, that this work will fall to the
lot of engineer demolition parties, to ~vhirh, if possiblP, one or mme
expert Jinemen a11d electricians should be attached.
Exchanges and central offices, being the moi::t Yuln"rable portions
of a syi:-te1n, should be a..ttackC'd if poi-~ible. 1111-,trumcnh:, hattericR,
exchangP boards, &c., shoulll be remo,·ccl or Rrnasht>cl, and wires cut
and ta11glcd together. All papors and records of messages should be
preRrrve<l anrl forwarded to the General Staff.
Aerial lines may he dcRtroycd by Uringing down the polv:'-\, cutting

all the wirrs or cablPs at inten·als, a11<l twis1 iug thrm up RO as to rendPr
them useh:ss. Porcelain insula.torH should be brok<'n. Jf explosivP is

not available, wooden poles may be felled as follows. A rope is first fixed
to the top of t,he pole or thrown over the wires. The pole is then partly
cut through with a saw or axe at about 4 feet from the ground. The st,ay
of the pole is then cut by one man of the party with a file or pliers, and
th~ rcmaiodt•r strain on tLe rope ;ind bri11g the pole dow11. Ir011 poles are
best attacked with explosive, but they may he brokeJ1 with a sledge
hammer.

'!'he time available during raids will seldom permit of extensive damage
of this description Leing carried out. Small gaps in_the line can be quickly
bridged by cable, and even the complete restoration of poles and wires
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should not take very long to accomplish. Often more delay may be
caused by placing skilfully laid faults on the line, in the sha~e of di.,connections, leaks, and contacts. For technical operat10ns of this nature
the services of expert linemen are necessary. Even where faults are made,
however it is, as a rule, desirable to cut down portions of the line as well.
The faults may then escape detect.ion at first, and a second examination
of the line by the restoring party will be necessary. It may sometimes
be more advantageous to intercept messages by tapping the wires than
to effect destruction.
When, in the case of a premeditated retirement, wholesale destruction
is to be effected, a good method of preparing the line for demolition is to
fix Mills hand grenades, or bombs of similar time fuze patt,ern, to the
poles. One bomb is sufficient to cut most types of poles in use, provided
it is tightly bound on. When the demolition is to be carried out, all
stays are cut, and the bombs are fired by a man running along and releasing the striker of each in turn, the time fuze allowing him to get clear
before the explosion takes place. The poles should be cut about halfway up, as the broken lengths will then be too short for use as poles
in the repaired line.
·
Subterranean lines.-• The site of buried cables may often be detected
by tbe marks, generally blocks of wood or stone spaced about 100 yards
apart, used to indicate the position of the test boxes. Lengths of the
line should be dug up, and the cables cut to pieces. Iron conduits should
be cut, bent, or otherwise rendered useless. lf possible, the treuch should
be filled in, and all traces removed.
Subaqueous lines are most easily attacked at the cable landings, if
the site is known and accessible. They may also be picked up under
wo,ter. by dragging with a grapnel. As large a piece as possible should be
cut out of the cable. This should be cut into smaller pieces, and thrown
into deep water.
62. Demolition

ef water supplies.

If the system of supply comprises a pumping station and reservoirs,
these are, as a rule, the most vulnerable points of attack. The machinery
should be destroyed or disabled,
Reservoirs, if with earth walls, are best destroyed by mined ch>trges
placed in the latter.
. Water tanks may easily be rendered useless by knocking holes in the
bottom and sides with a sledge hammer and cold chisel, or riddling them
with rifle bullets. If explosives are used, a charge, calculated on the
basis _of _l 1~. of high explosive per 100 cubic feet capacity of the tank,
fired rnside it when full of water, will be sufficient. The water provides
good tamping.
Pipe-lines, if unburied, are simple to demolish : junctions and bends
11re the most suitable points of attack. If wholesale destruction is to be
carried out, charges should be placed at alternate joints. Lengths of
buried ptpe-lme may b~ d_estroyed by running off the water and firing
a charge of explosive within them, or b;- d,g.ging them up and smashing
t,hem by hand. In general. lww,·n-r, the labour involwd is seld.,m
justified hy the damag<' that can l.,e inflicted.
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Wells sunk in shifting or friable soils may be damaged beyond repair
by placmg smtable charges so as to cut the lining. If time permits, the
well should be filled with earth prior to firing the charges.
Wells in hard soil or rock having little or no linin" are best dealt
with by exploding a mined charge, sufficient to blow a crater 20 to 30 feet
in diameter, at a depth of 10 to 15 feet and about 10 feet from the edge
of the well. The exact position of the well is thus obliterated by the
crater, and it will be difficult to recover. Logs of trees, machinery, agricultural implements, or any bulky articles at hand may with advantage
be thrown down the well before blowing the charge. Their removal will
be difficult, as they will jam against the sides. In a heavily shelled area
it may ofteu be advisable to use a smaller charge at a lesser depth, in
order that the crater formed may pass for an ordinary shell-hole.
In some cases, where it is unlikely that the enemy will obtain information
of the existence of a well at a certain spot, it is preferable to conceal it
by filling it in and disguising the surface, rather than to draw attention
to the presence of water-bearing strata beneath the site by an obvious
demolition.

Deep bore-holes may he effectually put out of action by firing two
or three dynamite cartridges in the lining at a considerable depth below
the surface, but above the natural water level. When possible, the rising
main and pump rods should be disconnected and dropped to the bottom
ol the bore-bole.

CHAPTER VIII.

LAND MINES AND TRAPS.
63. Deji11ilion and general descriJJlion of lawl m-iucs.
Lan<l mines are cxplOf,;ive charges laid in the ground with the object
of delaying the advance of an enemy by impairing his morale, destroying
his personnel and transport, or interrupting his commuuications after the
evacuated terrain has fallen into his hands.
'l'he quantity of explosive required may he calculated from the formula,
already given for mined charges. The depth of a Janel min' will depend
on the purpose for which it is laid, and thus the charge may vary from a
few pounds to several hundreds. High explosive shells and trench mortar
bombs may often be suitably used in place of bulk high explosive.
The making up an<l laying of all land mines is a dangerous operation,
and should he carried out by expert,s.
"\\1 herever lan<l rniues are to be used on an extensive scale, a considered scl1erne, which should be drawn up in conjunction with that for
ordinary demolitions, must be prepared. Careful records should be kept
of the position and nature of all mines laid. It may often be necessary
to mark the position of contact mines with notice boards, pegs, or flags,
to safeguard our own troops and vehicles ; these marks must be removed
before the retirement has been completed.
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Concealment is essential to the successfnl employment of land mlues.
The surface of the ground disturbed in the course of laying a mine must,
be restored to resemble as far as possible the surrounding soil, and all
marks which might arouse the enemy's suspicious must be removed.
It should also be borne in mind that excavations, &c., carried out durmg
the preparation of the mines may be revealed by aeroplane reconnaissance.
Precautions should be taken accordingly.
Land mines may be divided into three classes according to the method
by which they are set in operation ;i. Contact.
ii. Observation.
iii. Delay action.

Anti-tank mines.-A type of land mine, either contact or obsen,a~ion
in principle, specially designed for the destruction of tanks, also came mto
prominence during the War of 1914-19. Contact mines were generally
used, an essential feature of their construction being that the mechamsm
was only set in operation by a tank, wbile troops and transport might pass
over them with impunity. The most suit:ible form of anti-tank mine for use
in future wars is now under consideration, and no details can be given at

present.
64. Contact mines.

A contact mine consists of a charge of explosive buried below the surface
of the ground, as a rule, at a depth of a few inches only, and contained in
a specially designed box (or a shell) fitted with some form of contact
firing arrangement. The latter is so constructed that pressure on tLe
surface, caused by the passage of troops or vehicles, sets it in operation
and fires the charge.
Numerous designs of contact firing arrangements may be employed ;
in most forms tLey function hy percussion or friction, but in some cases
may be electrical in action. Ju the former the release of a striker fires a
percussion uap or ignites friction composition. 'rhe igniter, safety fuze, percussion (Pl. 2) is useful for this purpose, the contact mechanism being
so designed !,hat pressure on the surface withdraws the safety pin of the
igniter.

Pl. 29, Fig.], shows a contact mine dcsigneJ on this principle.

With shells the special type of fuze shown on Pl. 30 may J.c used. The
safety pin prcn_:.11ts the mushroom-headed striker from Lcing forced lwme
Ly an accidental blow in store or trausport, anJ rnust be withdrawn to
make the mine ready for firing. The action of the fuze is tlu:n as follows.
Pressure on the top of the striker forces it cluwn, shears the shearing pin, antl
ea.uses the form(~r t,o sh'ike the prrcu::Bion cap; t}IL' explosion of the cap
passes ~own the tube. lgnitiug the relay detonator, wh.i.cL ju turn th•ton:.ifra
the ma111 charge through the nwdinllt uf the pri1,wr.
Electro-contact mines n·guin• a. battery of cells. The elertrical runncctions and. contatt mrchanism are ::;o llesigne<l that the fu-ing (•.ircuit is
completed wLen surface pressure is applied. A Utsiun of tread circuit~
closer, similar to that of the orcliuary bell push, is shu1~n on Pl. 31, Fig. 1.
In some cases it ma.y be convenient to use a common fi.riug battery to serve

a group of electro-contact mines, the electrical connections being so
a.nangcd that each mine can be fired Ly the closing of its own contact
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only (l:'L3J,. Fig. 3) .. With all electro-contact mines there is a danger 0£
a hurt-c1rcu1t occurrmg, thus cuttmg out the contact-closer and causing
the premature firing o[ the charge. The fuina circuit should be carefullv
tested f,,r tliis defect before the final conu;rtions are made, and the
apparnl11s sl1011hl be protected as far as possible, when it is being laid,
frorn flo,>cliug <lue to heavy rains, or from dews.

Pl. 31, Fig. 2, shows an electro-contact mechanii:nn for railwav 1uines ·
I it was used with success in the campaign in Syria, 1915-18, and is described
I in detail as follows. The deflection of the rail as the engine passes over it
I 1s utilized to make the electro-contact of the mechanism. This deflection
I is usually small (¼ inch or less), and the object of the apparatus is to
I multiply lliis mowment so as to obtain a safe :rnd reasonabl\'
rertuin dect.riea.l connectiun.
The tlevice is contained in a c·ircular
metal !,ox, with Sl'rewecl lid, about 3 inches in dianwter and 1£ inches
deep, arnl is thus of a size which can be insl'rted under the rail without
likelihoo,l of detection. A plunger A, extensible by an adjustable screw,
protrudes from the top o[ the box, and bears at its lower end on a s1·stem
of !Cl'ers, at the en,! of which is a contact piece B. Immcrliatel;· aborn
the c-ont11ct piece are two fixed insulated terminals C, connected bv means
of a. plug D to the two leads of the firing circuit. In placing the a1,paratus
in position, the top of the plunger is just made, by means of the screw
adjustment, lo touch the under surface of the rail. The contact piece is
normally kept dear of the fixed contacts by means of the clock spring E,
but wl,eu tl,c rail is deflected the stud Fon the plunger actuates the leYers
which multiply the 1uotion about 8 times, and raise the contact piece into
contact with the fixed terminals. The firing circuit is thus completed, a111I
. the mine fired. When the direction of approach of the train is known
it is ucst to )'bee the charge about 10 to 15 feet on the near side of the
circuit-closer; in these circumstances the apparatus will be actuated by
the leadin g wheels ol the engine and the mine "~11 explode under the driving
■ wheels or tire-box.
The cooceahnent of contact mines is generally more difficult than that
I ol other types, since it is essential that at least the contact firing arrangeI ments shall be near the surface of the ground, in order that it may be
set in operation by the objective. There is much scope for ingenuity in
the skilful selection of sites where traffic is likely to pass, and yet where
the mines are likely to escape detection. The mines are, as a rule, sow,i
in fields or belts, often ol considerable extent, and so spared as to render it
practically impossible for a body of troops or for vehicles to pass through
the !id<l without exploding at least one of their number. 'J'his may be
effected uy plul'ing two or more lines of miues at about 6-foot intcrrnls
iu starrgcrcd formation (Pl. 32, Fig. 1), or by connecting the mines together
by p!o'.'nks o[ wooJ concealed beneath the smface (Pl. 29, Figs. 2 an,13). The
charge of explosive is usually comparatively small (Ii to 20 lbs.). It 1s,
as a rn!P, dillicult to conceal contact mines in the metalled surface of roads.
They may sometimes, however, be placed with advantage on the edge
of roads where traffic may still pass, and where the surface is, as a rule,

more muddy and thus affords greater facilities for concealment. A ruse
often adopted is to place an obstacle across the road, and to lay a minefield
on e..ch side ol it, where a deviation would normally take place, A crater
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forms a specially satisfactory obstacle in such cases, as the earth scattered
by the explosion serves to obliterate any traces on the surface of the
existence of a minefield (Pl. 32, Fig. l).

65. Observation 111ines.
Observation mines are land mines which can be fired from a distance
when the enemy is seen passing over them. Electric firing is the normal
method employed, but for short distances cordeau detonant may be
used. The mines may be laid in front of a defended position in ground
over which the enemy is likely to advance or where he is likely to mass
for attack. Occasionally billets, &c., may be mined with charges of this
r,ype, and fired as soon as the enemy is known to be in occupation.
The use of observation mines is limited as compared with contact
mines.

'l1he great length of cable required, which, as a rule, must be

buried to protect it, is a disadvantage. Moreover, observation mines
can seldom be opemted with success in a fog or smoke cloud. 'l'he progress
recently made in the development of wireless telegraphy renders it probable that observation mines may be fired by its agency in wars of the
future. One of the main disadvantages of mines of this class would thus
be removed, and their field of application much increased.
The size and depth of charges will, of course, vary with the purpose
for which the mines are laid, but, in general, they will be larger than
contact mines and laid at a greater depth. The destructive effect is
sometimes increased by using stones as tamping.
A Fou!),asse, a special form of mine embodying this feature, is shown
on Pl. 32, Fig. 2. A low explosive must be used for the charge, the arrangement being an improvised fonn of mortar. An excavation is made in
the forrn of a frustrum of a cone, and a charge placed in a recess at the
bottom. Over this is set a wooden platform 3 inches to 4 incbes thick,
on which tlie stones and other missiles are piled. The axis of the cone
Rhould be inclined at about •l0° to the horizontal, varying a li!Lle more or
less as the ground in front is ascending or descending. The sides ,hould
form an angle of about 12° with the axis. The L.L.R. must be so arranged
tbat, when the excavated earth is piled on the back edge of the (ougasse
(as shown on the plate), the charge will act in the direction of the axis.
A fougasse of the form shown, charged with 80 lbs. of gunpowder, should
throw 5 tons of bricks and stones over a surface about 160 yards long hy
120 yards wide. Fougasses are difficult to conceal, and, therefore, advantage should be taken of bushes, undergrowth, and broken ground.
'l'hey may sometimes be fired automatically by a contact device instead of
by observation.

66. Deloy action 111ines.
. In this typ:' of mine i;omt: dl'vicP is employed lJy means of which tlw
time of l'Xplos10n may he· ddayNl for a p·riud varyi11g from a ft·w liuurs

to several weeks or even months aft,-r tlw charge Las been laid.
Thi,'i prirn·ipk is invohTd iu £ri11g by safoty fuze, but an inon]jnate
length of this material would be required to produce a delay of even half
an hour. A crude form of d_elay action device, actually used in the War
of 1914-1919, consists of a lighted candle with a train of powder at its
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base : the charge is fired when the candle has burnt down to the powder.
The presence of smoke may leaJ to the detection of delav devices which
depend on slow combustion for their action, while, in the case of the
candle, the necessity of an adequate supply of air to support combustion
i is a further disadvantage.
Where great, accuracy in the time of delay is not essential, a suitable
device_ may be bas~J on some slow chemical_ action, s~ch as the dissolving
1 of a disc of celluloid by acetone, or the erosion of a Wife by acid.
Pl. 33,
Fig. 1, shows a section of a device in which the latter principle is used ;
it was employed extensively by the Germans in the War of 1914-1919.
The striker is held up against the spring by a fine steel wire. Prior to
placing the device in the charge, the copper containing vessel is filled with a
corrosive liquid composed of glycerine, copper sulphate, sulphuric acid,
and water. This liquid gradually eats away the steel wire until it can
no longer restrain the striker: the wire breaks, and the striker flies forward, firing the cap and thus the charge. 'l'hc period of delay is regulated
by varying the proportions of glycerine and water ; to increase the delay
more glycerine and less water is introduced.
It is important to note that an electrolytic action is set up between the
copper walls of the containing vessel and the steel wire. Under the
influence of this action the erosion of the wrre takes place with greater
uniformity and regularity than would otherwise be the case. Great
accuracy of delay cannot le obtained with deYices of this type, and they
may vary individually by as much as 100 per cent. The rate of erosion
of the steel wire is considerably less at low temperatures.
Pl. 33, Fig. 2, shows the same device applied to high explosive shell.
This form is practically identical in size, shape, and external appearance
with the ordinary German H.E. shell fuze, and may be screwed into a
H.E. shell in place of the latter. One of its chief uses is to explode abandoned shell dumps after they have fallen into the hands of the enemy;
the dose resemblance to the ordinary fuze renders detection among a large
number of fuzed shells exceedingly difficult. Owing to the ease of fixing,
it is also very suitable !or use in ordinary delay action mines composed
wholly or partly of shells.
Where extreme accuracy of delay is required, some form of clockwork
mechanism is most suitable. Devices of this nature are used comlllercially
in connection with autoU1atical control in the lighting of streets and
factories. The mechanism of such apparatus is 11cccssarily rather
complicated and expensi,·e, and the possibility of the noise from the
ticking of the clock (which can be muflled but not completely silenced)
leadina to detection is a further disadvantage. Thus, such apparatus
should only be useu for important work where the more simple, noiseless,
but less accurate. chemical devjc<.·s are unsuHable.
The Venner time switch (Pl. 34) is a typwal clockwork mechanism
of this class, and provides a means for closing the firing circuit _at any
desired time on any desired day up to seven days from the tune of
setting. The circuit is electrical, and the apparatus m~st be used in
conjunction with a firin:, battery of cells . The clock 1s set by unscrewing tLP, ,hal c:lmnpiny n1.1t. and reYolvmg the dta! till th~ c~rrert
tirn• is read oppo,ite the time ]'Oi;iter. The day and tune of fir10g 1s set
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by means of the star wheel and the time setting arm of the revolving dial
respectively. The movement of the bell crank lever 1s actuated by a stud
bearing against the cam of the star wheel, and kept up to its work by
the contact spring. Normally the circuit 1s broken by the end of the lever
raising the spring, thus separating the platinum contacts; at the time set
for firing, however, the deep notch m the cam comes oppos1tc the sturl on
the lever, thus allowing the lever to revolve slightly in a clockwise
direction under the action of the spring, whith then closes the contacts.
Delay action devices may often he improvised from material on the
spot. Thus, a clock may be made to complete an electric fhing circuit at a
gi,·en time on the same principle as the Venner time switch, or water
dripping into a vessel may complete a fhing circuit when it reaches the
level of the electric contacts. A device hased on the same principle co11sists
of a mixture of chlorate of potash and sugar surrounding a vessel into
which strong sulphuric acid drips; when the acid overflows, its action
on the mixture is so violent that spontaneous ignition results.
Delay action mines may he used with success in buildings, dug-outs,
&c., w!iich the enemy is likely to occupy, and in abandoned shell dumps.
They are specially suitable for laying in the permanent way of r"ilways,
in bridge abutments, and in roads, with a view to ea.using intermittent

interruption of communications after the damage effected by ordinary
demolitions has been repaired. Charges of several hundred pounds buried
at a suitable depth may often he used.
Mines of this class offer special facilities fo1' concealment, since, unlike
contact mines, no 1nechanism is required near the surface to sr.t them in
operation. Unlimited scope is provided for cunning and skill in deceiving
the enemy so that he may fail to locate them. The methods employed
should be as varied as possible: but any sign on the surface which might
lead to detection must br ohliteratrrl as far as is practiral,le (.,cc Sec. 68
for methods of dPt.f'f•ting mine~).
It will frequentlv be possible to conreal a delay action min e' under
covn of an ordinary demolition.

Thus, the gallcrv to a rh lr:-~c 1tndt~r a.

roa,l may hr- rlri\'t'll from an acljacent. hou~e, whiCh is ~1£tt>nY:trtls hlnwn
down to hide the mark:; of t.hr ex,·,tval.ion. In this eun1wdinn 1 d,•lay
adion minf'S, ww1l in conjunction ,vit.h tlv• rkstrnetion of tlw ahntHir'n1.s
of bridgrs by an ordinary demolition, are often partieularly 1•fi,_.dive. Tlie
d0la.y a.ct.iuu 11tine shou ld be so pla.cerl tha,t it i.'{ not d:unagl'J hy the

ordinary demo Iii ion cha.rg-c•, hut yet so that its cx11losion will Ut•::c:t.wv
the foot,ings of a temporary Lri,lge Cfi•('b'(l oo the same sitl'.
On railway Jinrs tbr. employment of numerous small 1l1_•L.iy act:on
mi1ws with varying periods of cli•la.y, causing fre11urnt brcah::1 in the 1wr1na11cnt way at irregular intervals, wilt often br man• rffect.iw~ tl1an a. f1·w
lar!se ones,. though the htt~er. may Le usrd with advantage at irn portaut
points. Mmes, C'ach cons1stmg of one H-inch or 8-inch shell, t.1n lw
ra.pirlly lai,l and c1mccal ◄>(l in lhf': following ma11nrr, so that d1•h.·etion
is _a ma.lkr of Uic greate~t 1lillit-ulty. T!J,,- rnin.eg arc trans11orkrl on a
raLl\,·ay trolley! and a, Yert1cal bolt', :1 to 1 fret. deep and of corrn:t <lhrneter
for the shell, 1s bored by means of an earth auger. The ruiue i• laid
and covered with the surrounding ballast. All surplus earth ex,·avaled
is placed on the trolh~y. :1nrl rPmovPd from tlw site RO that no dut" 1)13.'V h~
given by its presenc,• on the surface.
·
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67. Traps.
The name is descriptiYe of the nature of these devices, which are
essentiall y improvised contact mines placed with the object of making
the occupa 1 i,m of abandoned buildings, dug-outs, &c., dangerous. They
will usually consist of comparatinly small charges, and are seldom ver·y
deslruclil'C of personnel. They create, however, an atmosphere of micertainty, which has a considerable moral effect on advancing troops,
anrl may deter them from using much valuable shelter.
Tl, e action of tmps is based on similar principles to those already
described for Janel contact mines. Designs must be adapted to suit tl,e
local features of each particular case, and, in general, the more varied their
form the more difficult will be their detection. Cunning and ingenuity
must be employed in their construction.
The following are a few typical instances of traps :-a loosened board,
so arranged that when stepped on a charge is fired; an attractive souvenir
or trinket, so attached to a concealed charge that it fires the latter on
being mol'ed ; a charge placed in a chimney, so that an explosion
occur; aa soon as a fire is lighted. Charges may he so connected up that
they n,e fired by any of the following actions :-opening a door, window,
cupboard, drawer, &c. ; switching on electric light; liftiug a telepl1one
recci1 er; pl,,ying a piano; pulling the plug of a water-closet; cutt.ing
or tripping over a wire.

68. The detection of land mines and traps.
Minc'B and traps laid by a skilful enemy are most difficult to detect,
~ and their successful action can only be circumvented hy a thorough and
~ conscientious search.
During an advance the country must be systematil'ally examined whenever the enemy is suspected to have employed
these clovices. Specially trnined parties of engineers, acting in close coD operation with the infantry, should be used for this purpose; they should
he l'<]Uippcd with probing bars, electric torches, and wire-cutters.
Mines 1.uiy be detected from the following indications:i. Disturbed appearance of surface soil, breaks in the continuity
of weeds, irregularities in the timbering of dug-outs, &c.
ii. Small subsidences in the ground; these are likely to be accentuated in rainy weather.
iii. Presence of spoil, explosive wrappings, boxes, &c.
iv. Footprints in soil foreign to the surface of the ground, e.g., chalk
marks where no chalk exists on the surface.
v. l'cgs or other marks placed in the ground without any obvious
reason.

Wh ere I he enemy is using shells for the explosive charge, the deflection of a magnetic needle by the iron shell case may someti1'.'es be a valuable aid to detection, especially in searching walls of buildmgs and dugouts. In such cases search parties should be provided with compasses
and dip needles.
Search parties should be carefully instructed in the v~rious types of
mines :,ud traps that are likely to be encountered. The d_,scovery of any
new form should be immediately reported, and a descnpt10n rendered of

I
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its salient features. By this means all troops can be quickly warned,
and other search parties placed on the look-out for devices of the same
kind.
The removal or rendering harmless of mines and traps is a dangerous
operation which should be carried out by experts. Most explosives are
rendered inert by moisture. Any charge, therefore, found by the troops
should be drowned, when it will become reasonably safe, and may be left
for removal by experts.
The extraction of the firing arrangement and detonator of many
types of mines and traps may be effected in safety provided reasonable precaution.,; are taken. Some mines and traps are so designed,
however, that any attempt to dismantle them will set them off ; the wlhole
charge must be carefully removed intact and destroyed iu a safe place.
The wires of the circuit of electro-contact mines should be cut, and the
electric detonator removed. Delay action devices should be removed
immediately they are discovered. Particular care must be exercised in
removing those of the chemical type, since, if the period of delay has
nearly elapsed, the slightest jar may send them off.
Some notes on the disposal of high explosive charges will be found in
Sec. 59, para. 7.

CHAPTER IX.

BLASTING.
69. General z,rinciples.
Blasting is the operation of dislodging by means of explosives a mass
of material from its bed or position.
Vast quantities of explosives are expended every year commercially
on blasting operations, wliich may Le undertaken with one of two
objects:-~- To obtain material for some purpose, as in mines and quarries.
To remove m_aterja], as in various engineering works such as the
construct10n of tunnels, and road, railway, and canal cuttings, &c.
The principles are the same and the procedure similar in both cases,
but, when the dislodged material is to be used, itttention must be paid
to_ its ~oudit,ion aft.er blasting, i.e., size of pieces, &c. For instance, dynamite, if used for blasting coal, would shatter the major portion dislodaed
to fine_ dust. It _is mainly for this reason that gunpowder and similar low
explosives (blastmg powder, boLbinite, &c.) are used extensively in coal
mines an<l. quarries.
Except in obtaining stone for road making, &c. (for details of which
see 1\1.E., yo!.':'), blasting on active service will practically be confined
to ope,ra.t1011 (Jl)_, when the removal is required of rock, masonry, and
h,1rCl ground wluch cannot, l,e efficiently dealt with by pick an,l shovel
nna1decl.
For such work a powerful sl,attering explosive of the
11.
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dynamite or blasting gelatine class is normally 'suitable, hut occasionally
t.hc use of a slower high explosive in cartridge form, such as ammonal,
may be more advantageous in dealing with certain natures of soft rock.
Blasting is usually carried out by means of numerous relatively small
charges placed in prepared bore-holes of small diameter. The boreholes may he drilled either by hand or machinery.

70. Hand d,-i/ling.
l. The principal tools used in hand drilling are boring-bars, scrapers,
hammers, sledges, and wedges.
Borin~-bars.-These implements are, as a rule, forged out of octagonal
cast-steel bars, though occasionally round iron hars with hardened cutting
points and heads may be met with.
The cutting portion of the boring-bar is termed a bit. A flat chiselpoint (Pl. 35, Fig. 1) is the most common form, but crown drills, of which
a few patterns are shown on Pl. 35, Fig. 2, are sometimes used in soft
rock. The angle between the faces of the cutting edge of a chisel-pointed
bit varies with the hardness of the rock it is to be used in, but should not
exceed 70° (Pl. 35, Fig. 3). The width of the bit may vary from 1 to 4
inches, and is slightly greater than the diameter of the bar, so as to enable
the tool to free itself readily in the bore-hole; thus a boring-bar having a
bit 1 inch in width is made from at or ¾-inch bar. The cutting edge may
be made straight or slightly curved (Pl. 35, Fig. 3) ; the straight cutting
edge, although working more freely than those of cnrved form, is somewhat
weaker at the corners and liable to fracture in hard rock.
Bits require frequent sharpening, and in hard rock the operation
must be carried out, roughly once for every foot of hole bored. 'l'he
services of one or more skilled smiths with a field forge will, therefore,
always be required whenever boring operations are to be carried out
on a large scale. Care must be taken that the st.eel is not burnt in forging,
and in tempering it should be let down to a bright straw yellow; a rather
softer temper should be used in cold weather.
Boring-bars are made in varying lengths to suit holes of diffe~ent
depths; 7 to 8 feet is about the maximum length. The following sizes
of chisel-poiutecl boring-bars, vocabularized as Bars, boring and jumpin~, are supplled in the Service :r.~;~h ~In

~~e~n

inches

I~-1 !t•IY I I I~11 ~t•l !i I I~}
~i ~!

~½

• Chisel-pointed both ends.

Scrapers (Pl. 35, Fig. 5) are required to remove tho dust and
chippings produced by the drilling. They are vocabularized as Scrapers,
miners ; they are supplied in two sizes, one with a 2-rnch scraper at
each end, and the other with a 1-inch; they are both 6 feet long.
Hammers, which preferably should be made of cast-steel, va_ry from
4½ to 9 lbs. in weight. Two p~tterns of Hammers, mi~ers, bormg _arc
issued in the Service, 7 lbs. and 5 lbs. in weight, provided with 30-mch
helvea.
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Sledges may vary in weight from 10 to 16 lbs. They should also
be made of cast-steel. The Service pattern, Hammers, miners, sledge
(Pl. 35, Fig. 4), weighs 14 lbs., and has a 36-inch helve.
Steel wedges are very useful for work in rock that has been loosened
and fissnred, but not completely broken down, by explosive.
2. Method of work.-In mining work single-handed boring is fre quently adopted ; that is to say, the miner manipulates ?oth _the drill and
the hammer himself. In work above ground, where there 1s ample room for
free movement, parties of two or three men usually work together, one
man manipulating the drill and one or two striking with sledges.
The first step in putting in a bore-bole is to flatten off tho surf~cc of
the rock at the point to be drilled; a hole is then started car~fully rn the
exact position and direction, and the strength of the blows 1s grndually
increased until the bole is deep enough to guide the drill properly. After
each blow the drill is slightly lifted and turned (about one-eighth of a
revolution) in order to produce a round hole: this is called sellin.9 the drill.
The dust produced by drilling must be frequently removed from the borehole by means of the scraper, so that the effect of the blow may not be
impaired by cushioning. Water should be poured into the bore-hole
nt intervals. By its use the rate of drilling is considerably increased ; the
cutting edge of the tool is kept cool, the dust being converted into sludge
causes less obstruct.ion, and the injurious effect of stone dust on the lungs
is obviated. To prevent the water splashing about, straw is wrapped
round the drill at the level of the rock surface, or a perforated india-rubber
washer is used.

In hard rock light boring-bars, struck by light hammers, give better
results than b>Lrs of larger diameter, struck by sledges or heavy hammers.
It is seldom practicable (except by churn drilling, described below)
to drill bore-holes of over 7 feet by hand, and with those of over 4 or 5
feet it is usually best to drill tapered holes, the diameter of the bit being
reduced by about ¼inch every 1 or 2 feet bored. In this connection it
will be noted that the Service boring-bars provide for boring two holes each
7 feet long, one tapering from l½ inches to 1 inch and the oilier /1om
3} to 21 inches in diameter. Vertical holes up to a maximum depth of
10 feet may be drilled by a method known as chum dr,1/ing. The horingbar used is. as a rule, chisel-pointed both ends, as no sledge or hammer is
used; the blow given to the rock being obtained by the direct impact of
the falling drill, which is raised by two men to a height of about I loot and
then allowed to drop. To obtain additional weight the shorter bars
used for boring by this metl1od may have a bead or swelling nn the stock
between, but at unequal distances from, the extremities, as shown on I'I. 35,
Fig. 6. The 5½ and 7 feet Service boring-bars are intended fo1 churn
drillini(, anrl are chisel-pointed both ends.
!l. The rate of work depends on the nature of the material to he
~ored, the _size of the bore-hole, ancl its clirection. Work proceerls fastest
Ill holes drilled vertically downwards; it is about half as fast in horizontal
holes ; if the direction of the hole ascends, the rate of progr('!-<S is very
slow.
The amount of drilling performed is best measured in cylindrical inche•,
11• the figures stated are then independellt of the diameter of the uore-hole.
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The followin~ tab!~ gives the ~vcrage rate of work for bore-holes vertically
downwards "! vanons mater11tls that may be expected from skilled men,
one man mampulating the drill, two men striking with sledges.
~foterial.

Progress per
honr in cylindrical inches.
16 to 24

Granite
Whinstone
21
Slate
24
Limestone (hard)
28
Handstone
32
P.O. concrete
50
Good brickwork
80
In brickwork a 2-incb bole is best, as the smaller sizes become clogged with
,lust. It should be noted that the depth driven per hour in inches for
any given diameter of bore-bole may be obtained by dividing the figures
giveu in the table by the square of the diameter in inches.
4. Twist drills.-For tunnelling in soft rock, twist drills, mounted in
hanLl-horiug machines weil.gcd between the roof and floor, provide a more
rnpid method of boring. Of these the Acme hand-boring machine (Pl. 36,
Fi~. 1), manufactured by the Hardy Patent Pick Company, is a good
example. This pattern was used extensively during the War of 1914-19
iu the construction of galleries in hard chalk. The machine is designed
to take drills rnrying from 1 to 2 inches in diameter, the larger sizes being
for use only in the softer rock.

u

71. JJ1~chine drilling.
Powcr-,lriven mechanical drills, if available. will invariably replace
hand rlrilling w hcnevrr boring and blasting operations on an extensive
scale :ire to be carried out.
There are numerous patterns of pcrcussi,·e rock drills of various sizes
aad capacity on the market,, a detailed description of which is beyond the
scope of this book. The act.ion of al!, however, is similar, and consists
in a mpid reproduction of the cycle of operations carried out in drilling
by band. A succession of hard blows is given to the bit, between each
of which the tool is automatically given a partial turn. In the case of the
larger drills the turn of tbe bit is combined with a reciprocating motion,
so that the bit is slightly withdrawn from its seating betwee~ each blow;
but in some ol the smaller patterns, known as hammer drills, the turn
given to the bit is entirely rctary.
A brief description of an example of each of these types will illustrate
the manner in which the majority of machine drills work.
The Ingersoll-Sergeant (Pl. 37), a reciprocat,ing drill manufactured
by the Ingersoll-Rand Company, consists of a cylinder A in which the
piston D is driven, in a manner similar to that of a clouhle-actmg_ steam
engine, by compressed air or steam admitted t~roug_h the mam and
auxiliary valves Band C. The shank of the dr11l-b1t K 1s attached_ to the
e;,-te11sio11 E of the pistol) by the c4uck L, SQ th11t t]je b1t moves w1tli tlie

I
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piston. The head of the pi~ton is rec;ssed to receive a rifled bar F, working
in a nut G screwed to the piston. 'Ihe rifled bar actuates at its upper end
a pawl and ratchet mechanism (see Pl. 37, Fig. 2), by means of which
a partial turn is given to the piston on each re,tnrn stroh. The feed of the
drill is controlled by turnmg the crank J. rhe machme 1s fitted to the
tripod or other mounting by means of the spigot M.
The Butterfly Jaclr-lwmmer drill (Pl. 38) is similar in actio": to reciprocating drills with the difference that the shank of the bit 1s not
connected to the piston. The piston B is driven, in a like manner to that
of the Ingersoll-Sergeant drill, by compressed 'e.ir or steam, the _supplY: of
which is regulated in this instance by a butterfly valve H. This consists
of a single piece of steel having two wmgs and a central trunnion, which
oscillates to and fro according as the pressure becomes greater or less on
either wing, one of which controls the inlet and the other the exhaust.
As the downward stroke is completed, the end of the piston B strikes the
top of the drill-bit L. Thus the drill-bit does not move with the piston,
but is given a blow on the completion of each cycle of the latter. This
is an essential feature of all hammer drills. The rotation of the drill-bit
is effected by the combined action of the pawl and ratchet at D and the
rifling on tlie front end of the piston B working in the rotating sleeve J,
the lower part of which holds the drill-bit.
Reciprocating drills require a firm support to take the intense vibration
set up, but the lighter patterns of hammer machine normally require no
support, other than that furnished by the operator. In the open, reciprocating drills are, as a rule, mounted on tripods (Pl. 39, Fig. 1), furnished
with telescopic legs each carrying a heavy weigl1t to ensure rigidity.
For drilling a number of vertical holes in the same plane a mounting,
known as a quarry bar (Pl. 39, Fig. 2), is sometimes used; this consists of
a long horizontal steel tube mounted on weighted legs. The drill may be
clamped to the tube at any point along it., so that one setting of the
mounting will suffice for the drilling of several holes in the same line.
When reciprocating drills are used in galleries, they may be fixed to a
column wedged between the roof and floor, as shown on Pl. 36, Fig. ~A large variety of shapes are used for the cutting edge of bits : a few
representative patterns are shown on Pl. 40, Fig. 2. The spiral section
steel (illustratrd in the last two examples given) plays the part of a conveyor,
the twist on the steel being made in such a way th:tt it draws the cuttings
from the nose of the bit to the mouth of the hole. The plain chiselpointed bit usually adopted in hand boring is seldom used, as it is liable
to jam or break in fissured rock. Many patterns of bit have a hollow
centre through which water or a blast of air is forced to cleanse the hole.
Water has also the advantages of increasing the efficienry of the tool and
allaying the dust, but it is not generiilly used with the smaller patterns of
ha_mm~r drills. Too much ~are cannot l,e exerciRrd in thf" tPmpering- of
clri II-bits : the degree of hardness required will depend on the quality
of the rock and the weight of hammer used. The cutting edge should
be made as hard as possible subject to its retaining sufficient toughness
to prevent crackingior breaking.

Com_pressed air is the ';Ilotive power usually employed, but most
mechan10al dnlls are so designed that, they can be operated by st.eam ii
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desired. The main objections to the nse of the latter are the loss of power
due to condensation-a serious drawback if the drill is to be worked
at any distance from thu boiler-and the humidity created by the exhaust
steam when the drill is used in a confined space. With compressed air
there is little loss of power in transmission, while in tunnelling work the
exhaust air assists the ventilation considerably. The use of compressed
air, however, necessitat.es the installation of compressor plant, and for
tliis reason it may sometimes be preferable in above-ground operations to
drive the drills by steam from a portable boiler. The compressed air
or steam is conveyed to the drills by means of iron pipes, which vary in
size according to the distance of the drills from the power installation
and the working pressure (40 to 125 lbs. per square inch). The machines
t,hemsclves are connected to the supply pipes by flexible armoured rubber
hose piping capable of withstanding the pressure.
The horse-power required varies with the size and the number of
machines; rather less power is necessary to drive by steam than compressed air. With the latter a 12 h.p. compressor set is sufficient to drive
one small hammer drill, but the horse-power required per drill is proportionately reduced as the number of drills operated by one set is increased, and a 100 h.p. compressor set will drive 15 hammer drills. Air compressor plants of several hundred horse-power may often be installed where
prolongccl and extensive blasting operations are to be undertaken, but such
conditions are seldom likely to arise on active service, where the demand
will principally be for light portable sets capable of operating one or more
small drills. A 13 h.p. compressor set, driving one Butt.erfly jack-hammer
drill at a working pressure of 60 lbs. per square inch and using bits
up to 2-inch, was employed with success in the construction of dug-outs
in rock on the Italian front during the War of 1914-19. The whole equipment weighed under one ton, and was easily transported on a G.S. wagon.
Pl. 40, Fig. l, shows a portable compressor set (manufactured by the
Ingersoll-Rand Company) designed to drive four jack-hammer drills. It
is driven by a -10 h.p. petrol engine. The total weight of the plant, which
may be either horse or tractor drawn, is 4,000 lbs. A smaller portable
set designed to drive one hammer drill is also made by t,his firm.
Holes up to 30 feet or more in length may be bored with mechanical
drills, but with the lighter machines 10 to 12 feet is about the limit, and
it is seldom that holes of a length greater than this are required in 01dinary
work.
The superior rate of progress of machine as compared with band
drilling may be gauged from the fact that many machines are desi_gned
to give a blow to the bit 600 times a minute and few less than 200 times.
A rate of advance of 4 inches per minute in hard granite is by no means
excessive. Against this must be set the time taken to insert fresh lengths
of drill clean the hole and when a new hole is to be commenced, remove
the ma'chine and set

ii; up

in the new position.

Even so machine drilling,

especially in the case of boles of large diameter, may often be as much as
ten times as fast as hand drilling, and in hard rock an average ovnall rate
of progress of about 5 feet per hour may be expected.
(For instructions on the application and use of compressed air and
steam power reference should be made to l\l.E., Vol. VIII).
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72. Position of bore-holes.
1. General principles.-As the major portion of time and labour in
blasting operations is spent on the drilling of holes for. the blasts, it is
most important that these should be placed so as to obtain the best effect.
To determine the position of each bore-hole, it is necessary to consider
the effect of the explosion in relation to the other bore-holes and the
bounding faces. When several free faces arr within the range of one
blast, the bore-hole should be so placed that the effect of the charge is
about equal in the direction of each face, otherwise nearly the whole of
the explosive force may be expended in the direction of the weakest face
(the L.L.R.), and a minimum of material will be dislodged. The ratio of
the s},ortest to the longest line of resistance should not exceed 2 : 3 if
the maximum effect is to be obtained. Broadly speaking, the greater
the number of free faces exposed the larger the amount of material that
can be dislodged by a given 4uantity of explosive, the limit being reached
on the ooe band in the case of an unattached block, or so-called freestone,
in which all six faces are free, and on the other in the case of an untouched
breast of solid rock, as iu a vertical cliff.
In general, a few long bore-holes are more efficient than a l:1rger
number of shallow ones. A consideraLle amount ol time is spent in
setting up drills, moving tools tc a new position, and starting a fresh
hole. Moreover, the amount of material detached increases with the
cube of the depth of the charge. Thus, within limits, the deeper the
holes the smaller will be the number of fret drilled per unit of volume
excavated. The most convenient length of hole for prnctical work in open
excavations using machine drills is 8 to 12 feet. It is, as a rule, preferable
in tunnelling work to use boles of rather shorter length (5 to 10 feet).
Another point that shoulo be given consideration is the placing of
bore-holes so that the dislodgement of material may be assisted by gravity,
and thus a minimum of the explosive force is expended in lilting the rock
to be broken down. In opeu excavation work it is generally best to drill the
bore-holes vertically downwards, and to place them so that the shortest
line ol resistance is horizontal aud the longest wrtical, as then the weight
of the rock assists the Lreaking down.
The possibility of firing the whole series simultaneously is a factor
affecting the distance apart at which the bore-boles should be spaceu.
For example, suitably proportioned shots placcu at A and Bon Pl. 41,
Fig. 1, if fired separately, would form the craters CAD and EBF,
but, if fired simultaneously, their combined action would remove the
section GDE H in addition.
All blasting operations must be carried out on a defiuite system based
on the principles stated above. If boles are drilled in a haphazard manner,
the waste of labour and explosive may be enormous.
2. Open excavations, such as cuttings through rock, will normally
have two free faces, the top and the breast of the rock. The bore-holes
should be driven vertically downwards, as shown on Pl. 41, Fig. 2, the depth
of the bore-hole varying from once to three-quarters of the depth of the face
A~. The distance of the bore-hole from the face should vary from twoth1rds to t.hree-quarters of its length, according to the toughness of the rock
and the diameter of the hole. The spacing of the bore-holes will depend on
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these factors and on whether the shots are fired separately or simnlta,ne•
onsly, and may vary from two-thirds to twice the depth of the bore-hole.
The most sat.isfactory distance can only be determined by trial and error.
Breast-holes may sometimes be driven as well to blast out the rock at
the base to formation level (see Pl. 42, Fig. I).
When the depth of the cutting is beyond the capacity of the drilling
machines, the face shoulJ. he divided up into a series of stepped workings
known ns benches. The depth of the benches will vary according to the
rlepth of holes that can be drilled with the plant available ; 10 to 12 feet
benches are very suitable for machine drilling, while for hanJ. drilling
they should be about half this depth. The width of the benches should
be ahout JO or Hi feet. Pl. 42, Fig. 1, gives an example of the arrange·
ment of benches and bore-holes in driving a cutting through homogeneous
rock under ideal conditions.
3. Tunnelling and shaft sinking.--Jn tunnelling work there is
normally only one free face; the amount of drilling necessary and explo1 sive useJ. per ton of rock are thus considerably greater in comparison
to t-hat in open excavations. In very soft friable rock one or two shots
fired in the vertical face may loosen the rock sufficiently to enable the
pick to complete the work without further aid. Tbe holes for the shota
1 should, if possible, be drilled at au angle between GiJ 0 and 45° to the
vertical face (Pl. 41, Fig. 3), but in small headings the boundary walls
j may only permit of the use of the drill at a slight inclination to t,he face.
1 In harJ. rock, on the other hand, a large number of bore-holes must be
p drilled. The method employed is to drill some of the holes (called the
p cut or cut holes) in such a manner that they will remove a core of the rock
~ from the solid face of the heading, thus exposing an additional free face~ for the remaining bore-holes to work 0,1. The V and the pyra11iid cuts,
shown on Pl. 42, Figs. 2 and 3, are the most common forms employed.
Toe breaking-in shots AA are fireJ. together first, anil then the remaining
l bore-holes BB also simultaneously. The spacing of the bore-holes and
I the number required will, of course, depend on their diameter and the
~ nature of the rock. In very hard rock or large headings it may be necee~ sary to fire more than one series of shots in addition to the breaking-in
11 shots, those nearer the cut being fired first.
The method followed in sinking shafts through rock is similar to that
~ adopted in driving headings, but rather heavier charges will be re'luired
~ owing to the additional force required to lift the rock.
4. Fissured and stratified rocks.-The presence of natural backs
II anJ. fissures in the rock may play an important part in determining the

most advantageous position of the bore-holes. Before commencing
drilling a very careful examination of the lie of fissures and the stratification of the rock should be made. Their effect can only be gauged by
experience and careful ob.':!ervation.

Rocks having a pronounced stratified formation are often difficult to
blast, as the gases produced by the explosion tend to leak away along the
junctions of the strata before they can exert their full _effect. Generally
speaking, a bore-hole should not be drilled across the JOl!lts of the str!'-ta.
If the individual strata are thick. the bore-hole may be dnven at right
'• 15350}Q
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angles to them, but should be wholly in one stratum. As the surfac~•
of the strata cohere much Jess strongly than the mass of each one, theu
junction is nearly equiv<>lent to a fr_ee face. Thus,.cn_Pl. 41, Fig. 4, the
bore-hole AB will dislodge the sect10n ABDE, while 1f the bore-hole be
deepened to C a larger charge must be used, but the action of the shot
IJ.red will still be practically confined to the section of rock ABDE, and
part oi the effect of the explosion will be wasted. If the strata are thin,
the bore-hole should be driven parallel to them, so that it is entirely in
one stratum (Pl. 41, Fig. 5).
73. Nature of charges, and loading and tamping.
1. Extended charges are normally used in blasting operations. They
a,re naturally suitable for this work, since the diameter of the bore-hole
is always very small in comparison with its length. Generally speaking,
the charge should not occupy more than two-thirds to three-quarters
of the length of the bore-hole, but within these limits it is, as a rule, advantageous to fill as long a length as possible with explosive. If the charge
to be used is small, this can be effected by using a smaller bore-hole, or
by loading with a lower grade of dynamite or blasting gelatine.
Concentrated charges, on the other hand, may be preferable under
certain couditions, especially where very deep bore-holes are employed
and there u,re several free faces. The space for the charge is obtained
by firing a small cb.ambering charge, usually two or three dynamite
cartridges, at the bottom of the bole. It is important that the charge
be well tamped. If a large chamber is required, it may be necessary to
fire two or three chambering charges in succession, using a slightly larger
amount of explosive each time. The bore-hole should be nrtical or nearly
so, as otherwise it is difficult to fill the chamber with explosive. The use
of an explosive less rapid th:;n those of the nitro-glycerine class is, as a rule,
preferable for charges of this nature, and loading will be facilitated if it
is iu powder form. Ammonal or amatol is very suitable.
2, Loadin~.-The normal method of loading bore-holes is as follows.
The size of the 2-oz. cartridges, in which dynamite and blasting gelatine
are generally issued, is 3½ inches long by finch in diameter. For small
bore-holes the cartridges should be inserted one at a time, and for the
larger ones two or more should he tied together according to the diameter
of the hole. Each cartridge or bunch of cartridges should be gently
squeezed home with a wooden rammer (Pl. 19, Fig. 3) ; an iron implement
should never be used for this purpose, and on no account should undue
force be exerted. The preparation of the cartridge containin~ the detonator has already been described in Sec. 37, para. 3; it should be inserted
last, and should be in close contact with the remainder of the charge, but
must uot be squeezed home. The procedure is similar when other natures
of explosive are used.
3. Tamping .-Dry s:;nd forms the most suitable tamping; about
S to 12 mdws of this material, which should be placed immediately above
the explos1n:•, but not ramn1ed, is suffi.eient. Failing sanll, damp clay or
mud, gently rammed home, may be used. Tamping in the case of nitroglycerine explo~ives is by no means essential, and manv authorities recom•
mend the ad,lition of an extra cartridge (two or three for bore-holes of
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large diameter) in its place. Tamping, however, mnst be used for
plosives less rapid than dynamite.

ex-

74. Calculation of blasting charges.

It is quite impossible to determine by calculation the exact charge
necessary, as this will depend on many factors which may vary with
each successive blast. The number of free faces and their relative position
to the charge. the presence of fissures, &c., whether the charges are fired
simultaneously or separately, are all points which have a direct bearing
on the explosive effect, as explained in Sec. 72. The toughness of the
rock, the strength of the dynamite or other explosive used, and whether
the charge is concentrated at the bottom of the bore-hole or extended
along the greater part of its length, are. further important factors. A
more or less correct estimate of the charge required can only be gauged
by general experience and a special knowledge of the peculiarities of the
material in which the blasting operations are undertaken.
All that can be done here is to give, as a guide, formula, for average
conditions, which must be modified to suit the circumstances by the
process of trial and error. Except where the condit,ion of the dislodged
material has to be considered, as in quarrying building stone, it is seldom
that any harm will result from the use of a charge rather in excess of that
necessary, while, on the other hand, if the charge employed is too small,
the time and labour expended in drilling and loading the hole may be
entirely wasted. Hence in excavation work, when in doubt as to the
correct charge, the tendency should be to overestimate rather tban
underestimate the exact amount of explosive required
In the case of extended charges the amount of explosive necessary
varies directly as the length of the bore-hole, and as the square of thelength of the line of least resistance from the bottom of the bore-hole to
the face (i.e., AB on Pl. 41, Fig. 3). Thus, if C be the charge in ounces, and
L the length of the L.L.R. in feet, then-

C =kvL'
where k is a constant depending on the nature of the rock and the explosive
used, and v is a constant depending on the number of free faces.
k will, of course, vary considerahly under different conditions, but in
hard rock, using 80 or 75 per cent. gelatine or dynamite, it may be taken
at the start as equal to 1 ; the value can be adjusted, if necessary, as experience is gained from the results of the blasts.
When there is only one free face, v = l should be taken in ca_lculating
the charge for the breaking-in shots. For the subsequent enlargrng shots
working to the cut, v = ¾should be taken. If there are two free faces; as
on Pl. 41, Fig. 2, v = ½, or in other words half the charge ~equ_ired for one
free face is sufficient when there are two. Hence, for blastrng rn hard rock
with dynamite No. l , if no definite yalue fork has been determined by
trial and error, the following simplified formula, may be used :C = L' (one free face. Breaking-in shots).

C

= ~

C=

4

L' (one free face.

Enlarging shots).

L'
2 (two free faces).
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Charges may be still forthcr reduced when there_are ~ore th_an two free
faces, but the condit10ns vary so much that 1t 1s 11nposs1ble to give
definite values for v.
The size of charge required will also be dependent on the other variants
mentioned in Sec. 72, such as presence of fissures, stratification of rock,
&c., but it is impossible to give formula, which take these factors_into
account. Modifications in the charge must be rnade based on experience
and trial and error.
It will be noted that one of the ruling factors determining the size of a
charge is the length of the bore-hole, although, as a rule, the explosive will
only be distributed along a portion of it . It is clear, however, that, ii
this factor were omitted. the same charge would be required for the borehole AC as that for AB (Pl. 41 , Fig. 6). If the charge were correct for AB,
it would probably be inadequafe in the longer bore-hole, producing only a
crater of ECF in the face DF and failing to break through to the face DA.
A larger charge than would otherwise be necessary must be used for
material under exceptiona.l pressure, as for instance a pil1ar of rock or
masonry supporting a heavy overburden. A charge half as large again is
usually sufficient, but, where the pressure is very great, it may be necessary
to double the charge.
For concentrated charges in hard rock, using ammonal, the formulre

£6 or C =!!'.,where
C is the total charge in lbs. , L the line of resistance
50
in feet, and D the diameter of crater to be formed in feet (see Sec. 49), may
be employed when there is only one free face. The approximate dia111eter
of crater formed when the L' formula is the basis of calculation will be 2L.
The corresponding formula, for an 80 per cent. dynamite or blasting

C=

gelatine are C =

L'

D'

10 = 80 .

Where there are two free faces, the charge, which should be calculate<l
from the L' formula, may be halved, provided that the ratio between the
lines of resistance to the two faces does not exceed 2 : 3. L should be
taken as the longer line of resistance. A fnrtber reduction in the amount
of explosive may be made where the number of free laces exceeds two.
Concentrated charges used for blasting rock under heavv pressure must
be increased as for extended charges.
•
75. Miscellaneous blasting operations.

_l. Blasting may sometimes be of assistance in stony or frozen ground
"hwh 1s too hard to loosen easily with a pick. A series of holes should
be macle in the ground with a jumping bar, and charged in the ordinary
way. The charges ~1ay be calcidated from the L' formula already given,
a,bout_ Lal£ the c1uant1ty of explosive reqmre<l for hard rock being sufficient.
The distance apart of the holes should not be more than twice their depth.
D~·narn1te or bl_a strng gel~trne shou_ld not be used in frozen ground if other
smtablc explos1Ye 1s available, owrng to the liability of nitro-glycerine to
freeze.
2. The following metho~ of djgging an emergency trench in easy soil
under heavy fire m,y sometunes be employed. A furrow about 12 inches

,.
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deep and 4 inches wide, conforming to the shape of the trench in plan
is dug by men lying prone and using scoops or entrenching tools. I~
this a charge of ammonal of about 3 lbs. per foot run contained in a flexible
<Janvas pipe is laid and fired. A crater trench providing 3 to 4 feet of
<Jover will be formed, under protection of which the remainder of the
excavation may be completed.
The levelling of breastworks and similar mounds of earth may sometimes be most economicallr carried out with the aid of explosives. The
charges are laid in bore-holes, spaced at suitable intervals and excavated
,vith earth augers (Sec. 36).
3. Explosives may sometimes be used to clear a passage through
thick ice. In the case of an ice-bound river, operations should be commenced, if possible, at the down-stream end. a, the detached ice will then
be carried away by the current. A series of bore-holes should be driven
through the ice, the interval between each being from three to five times
the depth of the ice, so as to break it up into slabs some 20 to 30 feet
square. A charge similar to that used for frozen ground will suffice. The
effect will be increased if a series of bore-holes is fired simultaneously.
A powerful shattering explosive gives the best results, but the liability
of nitro-glycerine explosives to freeze in contact with the ice, even · if
thawed just prior to lo~ding, is a great disadvantage to their employment.
Blastine is very smtahle; the cartridges should be waterproofed by being
d.ipped in melted paraffin wax.
4. The yield of a well (or bore-hole) may sometimes be increased by
firing at its base a few sticks of dynamite, which has the effect of tapping
a larger area through fissuring the water-bearing strata. Small charges of
explosive may also be employed in some cases to drain a water-logged
and impervious stratum overlying porous strata; the fissures pr0duced
by the explosion disintegrate the soil, and proYide channels by means
of which the water may escape.

I
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PART II-MINING.
CHAPTER X.

MILITARY MINING TACTICS.

76. Historical sketch.*
Military mining belongs to the oldest application of engineering to the
nrt of war ; underground attacks during sieges, as well as the compleIDf'Utary operations of defensive mining, were used at least four centuries:
before the Christian era. It is recorded that long before the use of gunpowder many places were captmed by gaining access either through minegalleries or through breaches m the walls made by underm,mng. Gunpowder was first used in mine warfare in 1487. After this date underground attacks became more common, for mining was a more direct and
effective application of explosiYes than that employed by means of the
crude artillery of this eady period.
The effectiveness of artillery gradually improved, but, up to the time
of·the introduction of rifled guns during the American Civil War, it was
not powerful c,nough to breach the masonry fortifications then used,
except at comparatively short range. Mining, therefore, continued t<>
be an important weapon of siege operations, and was effectively employed
during the Crimean War. At the siege of Sehastopol over five miles of
galleries were driven by the opposing armies, and the French aloneconsumed over 130,000 lbs. of black powder. The scale of these operation,;
far exceeded that of any pre,~ous wars.
With the exception of the C11mea, the campaigns of the latter half of
the nineteenth century afforded practically no instances of military
mining, and it began to be held by many tliat, with the improvement illl
artillery, mining had become of little importance. Though some military
engineers continued their study of mine attack and defence, this matterin general was given little attention.
Mining, however, was again reviYed in the Russo-Japanese War ..
Underground operations played an important part in the siege of Port
Arthur, when for the first time modern high explosives were used for minecharges. 11-Iore significant in this war was the attack ancl defence of
trenches by mines in the Chaho Valley-the first instance of the employment of mining against field fortifications .
The use of mines in the Russo-Japanese War seems to have excited,
little interest among European staffs. This was, no doubt, largely due t<>
the fact that it, was generally helrl that any Eurnpean war of the Great
Powers would be quickly ended by one sl10rt decisive campaign. Few
LelicYed that a war with modern weapons and armit.·s could last Jon(• enouah
to make. possib1c the protracted sieges in will eh underground attac:ks would
be useful. For the same reason, the ernp]oyu1ent of mining in trench
warfare appears to have been givc,n little consideration.
• Numerous ext,rac-ts from a ]lllJ•er entitled •• Military l\fin.iu~~n Ly Alfred H ..
Brooks, for1'?erly L1eut?i:1nnt-('olonel of Enginee,r11, U.N. Anny and Chief Geologist,
of the American Expcd1tiu11Bry Forc:e, arc contained in this s~ction.
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Hence military mining had.come to be regarded as of small importance,
and at the outbreak of war m 191-! none of the European armies had
received much training in the art,. Underground defences were, of course
still used as a part of strong fortificatiou,s, and, in their construction'
troops like the German fortification engineers received training in under~
ground work. There were, however, hardly any trained miners in
European armies, though, in theory at least, the pioneer troops of all
<Countries had had some practice in the art.
The long period of position warfare which obtained on the Western
front during the War of 1914-1919, p :oduced conditions which, up till
then, had been associated only with fortress warfare. Improvements in
weapons during the years preceding the war had conferred advantages on
the defence, the consequences of which it was difficult to foresee; the
strength of entrenched positions behind wire entanglements had become
almost the equivalent of that of permanent fortification of an earlier
period. The two great opposing systems of field-works extended almost
unbroken from the English Channel to the Swiss border, and, therefore,
presented no vulnerable flanks. It soon became evident that decisive
results could not be obtained by frontal attacks delivered on the then
accepted methods of field warfare. A deadlock had been reached, in which
many of the features peculiar to siege warfare were reproduced on a vast
scale.
In many places the trenches were but a few hundred feet apart, and the
tactical situation was favourable to mine attacks. In these the Germans
were the first aggressors. The attack was apparently part of a general
pl/tn, for in December, 1914, German mines were exploded in a number of
sectors extending from Lorraine to the plains of Flanders. As a resnlt,
the Allies were compelled to take underground defensive measures. Soon,
mining operations cleveloped on so large a scale that a great force of special
troops had to be organized for the purpose. Both the Allied and the Central
Powers were obliged to fall back on the skill of men trained in mining
during civil life. By the middle of 1916 the British Expeditionary Force
alone had some 25,000 troops employed in underground work, and it is
probably a conservative estimate that at least 60,000 were em played by the
opposing armies on the Western front.
•
The Germans made their most vigorous attacks in the British sectors.
The first of these found the Bdish unprepared, but this condition, as has
been shown, was overcome, and by the encl of 1915 they were ready in
many places to take the aggressive. During 1915 and 1916 mining and
,countermin'ng continued on an unprecedented scale without notable
gains on either side, but eady in 1917 the British had in most places gamed
,control of the underground situation. After this, _the Germans contented
themseh·es with maintaining their defensive positions.
Some brilliant mine attacks were also made by the French Army, but
owing to their inability to spare the large number of men required and to
the less favourable geological conditions, underground warfare eh~ ~ot
develop on so large a scale on their front. A few instances of mmmg
also occurred on the Italian front and during t,he Dardanelles campaign.
Aggressive mining by the British finally culminated in the attack on the
Messines Ridge, where, on 7th June, 1917, 1,000,UOO lbs, of explosives wera
(B 15350)Q
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discharged on a front of 10 miles (see Pls. 43 and_ 44). This is the greatest
mining operation in the history of warfare, a1_1d with 1t undergro_und attadra
practically ended, though both sides con_tmued to hold therr defensive
positions until the close of trench ,rnrfare lil 1918.
The decline of mining activity in the latter period of position warfare
on the Western front may be traced to the gradual chang~ in the conduct
of the defence. In the earlier stages of the campaign, conclit10ns conducive
to the maintenance of a strongly-held front line obtai~ed, and sui~able
objectives for mining enterprises were presented. With _the contmual
!!fowth of armament and increase in shell power of both sides, however,
the tendency to rlevelop defence in depth became more and more marked.
The continuous front line was replaced by weakly-held forward observat10n
posts, supported by ,trong positions situated well to the rear. By the
close of 1917 it had become a recognised principle that the main centres
of resistance must be sited beyond the range of hostile trench mortars
and, incidentally, that of underground attack. Further, the isolated
front line posts did not create those fayourable conditions for the execution
and concealment of mining operations which bad been a feature of the
solidly constructed forward trench systems of the earlier phase. Thus,
the trend of evolution which position warfare tactics had taken tended
more and more to discount the value of mining as a means of assisting the
infantry assault.
Though the primary purpose for which mining troops had been organized
gradually clisappeared, the same conditions which eventually led to an
almost complete cessation of mining act-ivity called for skilled underground
work in another direction. Underground protection on an ever-increasing
scale was required as a counter-measure to the beayy bombardments to
which all positions were liable ; the bulk of the mining personnel during
the position warfare period of 1917-18 were employed in fulfilling the
insistent demands for dug-outs, sub-ways, and similar mined works.
In view of the probable increase in the range and power of heavy
artillery, and of the offensive power of bombing aircraft, the demand for
underground protection in civilized warfare is certain to render necessary
the _inclusi?n of a strong mining force as an integral part of moderll
arnnes, qmte apart from considerations as to the recurrence of mine
warfare.
Those who directed the active period of mine warfare generally concede
that the results achieved were seldom commensurate with the expencliture
of_ personnel, _material, and time, and it is improbable that military mining
will ever agam be employed so indiscriminately as it was during the ,var
of 1914-1919. The latter stages of position warfare in this campaign
clearly demonstrated that, given large resources of artillery and tanks,
nnmng ceased to play a useful part in assisting the assault. It would be
unwrne, however, when forming conjectures as to the utility of mining in
futu_re wars, to draw sweeping conclusions from this fact. It is clear that
armies cannot commence a campaign with a store of the vast quantities of
;1ar mate!1al that were gradually amassed in France and Flanders. Thus,
it 1s not improbable that, whenewr position warfare deYelops in future
wars, the co1;1cli_tions at the outset will be of a comparatively primitive
nature and s1nnlar to those which obtained in tbe earlier phases of the
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deadlock on the Western front. Under these circumstances the occurrence
of favourable opportunities for underground attack are not unlikely.
llfining, be it remembered, though slow, is simple to carry out, because
elaborate apparatus is not required ; the pick and shovel are the only
essential tools, and all auxiliary plant can readily be improvised. The
repe_ated use ~f mining from earliest times to the present may largely be
ascribed to this mdependence of the products of the foundry and machine
shop, an inherent advantage which still obtains.
The utility of mining for the destruction of strong points favourably
located for underground attack and not easily reducible by other means
cannot be denied. Compared with artillery, its weak points are the tima
required for preparation and the very limited extent to which a chanae
in objective can be made. On the other hand, artillery produces results
by cumulative effect; the defence may have been able to prepare alternative defences meanwhile, and the damage inflicted cannot be known
with certainty. A mine, given that its preparation has not been detected,
operates without warning, and completely demolishes at one blow everything within its radius of action, while, apart from the material damage,
the moral effect produced by the explosion and earth tremor is a potent
factor in disorganizing the defence. Thus, though favourable opportunities for military mining may seldom occur, it is an effectiYe weapon that
every army must be prepared to employ, both for the offence and the
defence.

77. General considerations.
1. The role of mining in war is to facilitate the advance of the infantry

against fortified positions by the destruction of defences and personnel
and by the moral effect on the garrison. Conversely, its employment is
necessary in warding off an enemy mining attack.
!\fining may b e classified as Offensive mining, that is, operationo
against the enemy's surface defences (used in the broadest sense of the
word to inch1de personn el, machine guns, dug-outs, &c.), and Defensive
or Countermining, that is, operations against hostile underground
workings. DefensiYe mining may further be divided into Protective
mining, un<lertaken as a precautionary measure at localitie3 exposed to
underground attack. and Mine fighting, active operatiom against hostile
m.inina.
Both offensin ancl defensive mining may sometimes be combined in
one operation ; the enemy being engaged by some galleries, while others
are pushed forward to the objective.
2. The principles of mine warfare are the same as those of surface
warfare, and differ only in their application and in the relative values of
the factors under the altered conditions. For example, protect10n from
surprise can only be secured below ground by listening. The ear replaces
the eye as a means of obtaining information ; listening instruments take
the place of field glasses. Bad listening ground may be compared to forest
or enclosed country, and good listening ground to an open pla111. Agam,
the ratio of time to space is altogether altered, for progress 1s very much
slower; an advance of one foot underground may be taken as roughly
equivalent to a mile on the surface.
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3. Conditions rendGrino nYi.uincr possible will occur only <lurln~ "ar of
position, and even then suitable i:aterial objectives are unlikely to pres~nt
themselves until the enemy has been driven back on the centres of resistance of his main defensive position. Siege warfare, however, may differ
in certain characteristics from other natures of position warfare. In
siege warfare' ground is of far ip:eater imrortance, and the objecti,:es. are
likely to be more material, wlnle, 1f the mvestment be complete, l1m1ted
resources of explosives, timber, &c., may hamper the defence and thus
rencler a break-through more feasible. On the other hand, surprise will
be more difficult, since probable objectives will be more clearly defined,
and protectiYe systems will generally have been constructed in advance
by the defenders. Against field defences the moral effect of a successfuJ
mine explosion will frequently be out of all proportion to the material
damage done, and the main object of a mining offensive should, therefore,
be so to demoralize the enemy as to render a surface attack overwhelming_
4. Again, geological conditions must be favourable. Some soils,
water-logged strata for example, cannot be mined with the apparatus
available on service, and some only by means which preclude any reasonable
hope of effecting surprise. The value of an accurate geological survey is,
therefore, apparent.
Success in mining depends almost entirely on surprise and speed of
",orking. These two conditions, though frequently antagonistic in practice,
are both primarily based on good organization. Generally speaking,
surprise is essential in offensive mining, so much so that it will not usually
be worth while to continue an attack if the enterprise is discowred, while
in defensive mining speed becomes more and more important as the opposing galleries are located.
The rate at which the spoil (i.e., material excavated) can be cncnated
1s frequently the determining factor in the progress of the galleries.
Yery
careful organization and supervision are, therefore, necessary, not only
in ensuring silent and efficient tramming and hoisting in the· ruines, bu·t

also in regulating the transport to the dumps on the surface.
The concealment of spoil and all surface works connected with rnininn
is always important, an<l is generally vital to the success of offensi,e of
operations.

Good ventibtion (Sec. 97) in the mines is essential: not only do men
work slowly in a vitiated atmosphere, but, in mine fighting, the galleries
must be cleared quickly from mine gas (the products of mine explosions,
<ee Chap. XIV) in order to permit of a speedy resumption of work. The
deadly nature of this gas, of which carbon monoxide is the most important
constituent, must be.unpressed on all ranks. The difficulty of dispersin~
mme ~as 111 some smls ml! frequent!" have a marked influence on mine
fighting tactics.
·
The tirnl~cring, clrainage, and lighting of underground system~ are

problen1s wluch must be p;iven careful consideration.
are described in Chap. XII .

Details of rnethocl,

. The importn!1ce _of listening in al1 mining opC'rations has betn referred
~o 1n para.~;_ sc11•nhfie rnethods must bP employed if the full~st information
to h.e obtumed from this sou ·re; it is the rrincipal 1m·a11::i of <kterting
the existence and nature of ene ny underground actiYity (C'hap. X\).

ts
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6. Besides being a very slow process, mining absorbs a large number
of men, not only in the actual tunnelling, but also in the transport of material and the disposal of spoil. Offensive mining should, therefore, never
be undertaken except as part of a definite tactical scheme in which the
-effect of the explosions will be exploited by the infantry. The blowing of
isolated mines in order to assist a trench raid, or merely to cause small
,casualties (but without a permanent advance being intended), is never
justifiable in view of the time and labour involved. Further, such enterprises will almost invariably result in the formation of an active mining
front, on which the mine fighting assumes dimensions altogether incoml'atible with the results obtainable. These objections, however, do not
apply with equal force to sectors where mine fighting is already in progress,
when opportunities may occur for small offensive enterprises without
undue labour.
Against an underground attack the only defence of the point threatened
as eountermining, and the significance of the mere threat of hostile mining
is frequently sufficient to make protective measures advisable at localities
where such an attack may reasonably be expected. Mine fighting, how-ever, rarely leads to decisiYe results, and should be avoided when possible,
unless for the attainment of some definite object.
It must never be forgotten that mining is a means to an encl, ancl not
,m end in itself. Undergrouncl tactics ancl strategy, therefore, must be
suborclinated to surface requirements. Co-operation with the infantry
in clefensive work is essential, ancl they in turn must be acquainted with the
,capabilities ancl limitations of mining before it can be employecl to the
fullest aclvantage.

78. Ojfensive mining.
1. Given the two essential conclitions of sufficient time ancl mineable
ground, the chief requisites for a mining offensive are " soft stratum that
can be excavated with little noise, and facilities for the concealment of
surface works (spoil clumps, shafts, &c.). Other advantages are a short
distance to tunnel ancl aclequate objectives. It must, however, be remembered that the more obvious the aclvantages the more likely is the enemy
to have taken protective measures. Physical difficulties, providecl they
can be overcome, are not always clisad vantages.

2. Surprise, the essence of an offensive, depencls very largely on the
possibility of silent work ; the soil must be of a consistency that will
permit of reasonable progress without picking or blasting. It may be
possible without quiet methods of excavation to surprise a careless _or
tmsuspicious enemy by cleep mining (or by confusing allll decuvmg him
with other workings), but the chances of detection are enormously increased.
No grouncl can be minecl absolutely silently, and the more that n01se 1s
unavoidable the greater the clepth at which the offensive galleries must be
driven, if they are to escape cletection; hence the value of a cleep workable
stratum. Soft ancl, therefore, favourable strata "~II frequently only extend
a short clistance below the surface; shallow galleries, however, run greai
risk of cliscovery (as the souncl of work can be beard above ground or from
dug-outs), ancl are liable to clestruction by shell fire (see Sec. 120, pa;"· 4)-
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]further, should the objectives be reached, shallow mines have a coml'aratively small radius of destruction.
3. The concealment from ground and aerial observation of all surface
works that may give a clue to the existence of mining operations is equally
important, if surprise is to be attained. Every advantage must be taken
of accidents of the ground, and skilful use must be made of camouflage.
This concealment, which must cover all stores of timber, spoil dumps,
tramming, &c., and must precede the actual commencement of work,
demands the most constant attention and careful organization.
4. The galleries will usually be directed straight for the objectives,.
unless there is less likelihood of detection by the adoption of a more
circuitous route. Branches will, as a rule, be driven at the further end of
each main gallery, so that two or more mines may be fired off it (Pl.44J.
The vulnerability of these long isolated galleries to flank attack is.
obvious. The galleries, however, are not designed for mine fighting;
the objective is to be gained by stealth and not by force. The provision
of flank protection will only increase the chances of discovery. Should
it be necessary to engage the enemy underground, the operation should
generally be confined to a separate defensive system.
The disadvantages of shallow galleries have been stated in para. 2_
The amount of explosive required, however, to produce good surface
effects with mines much over 100 feet deep is ordinarily prohibitive. A
depth of 50 to 60 feet is a good figure to aim at. On the other hand, itmay sometimes be necessary, physical conditions permitting, for galleries
to descend to depths considerably over 100 feet in order to escape detection
by an enemy defensive system, and then to rise to a suitable distance from
the surface when nearing the objective (Pl. 45, Fig. 2).
In the selection of objectives, points should be chosen which will
cause the greatest dislocation and demoralization of the defence. The plan
should he prepared in close co-operation with the General Staff, by whom it
must be finally approved.
Precautions must be taken against the enemy gaining information
of offensive mining operations through his agents. A policy of secrecy
must be adopted with regard to all schemes, which should only be made
known to those directly concerned. Personnel should be warned against
irresponsible talk.
5. In the preceding paras. offensive mining has been considered in
which surprise is a condition of success. It is possible to undermine
a position by forcing a way underground by mine fighting (Sec. 80), but,
with the adaptability of modern methods of defence, an objecfo·e can rarely
be of sufficient value to compensate for the heavy expenditure of personnel,
time, ancl material mYolved by such tactics. As a means of assisting the
assault, mines laiJ under these con,litions are of little Yalue. The enemv
must know of their existence, and will, therefore, hold the threatened are;.
hghtly and consolidate positions to the flanks and rear. Further, no reliance can be placed on the aYailability of the mines for use at the time
fixed for _the attack, for they cannot be held indefinitely against enemy
counternunmg, and must e1tht:r he exploded as a <lefensive measuri:- or be
destroyed by hostile action unJergrouwl.
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79. Defensi1. e mining.
1

1. The physical conditions favourable to the defensive will obviously

be the reverse of those required for offensive mining, that is to say, a shallow
mineable section and hard strata which transmit sound well are to be
desired.
The concealment of spoil and all surface works must be given careful
attention, for, though absolute secrecy is not so vital as in offensive mining,
hostile shelling will cause confusion and delay.
The circumstances calling for underground defence will vary from
those in which an exposed position is of sufficient importance to warrant
protection against underground a.ttack, alt.hough no hostile mining has
taken place, to the extreme case in which hostile galleries have been driven
under the position to be defended. Defensive systems may, therefore, be
classified under two headings :i. Protective systems, the primary function of which is to give warning
of underground attack.
11. Fighting systems, designed to engage and drive back hostile
galleries by mine fighting.
The dividing line between these two classes of defence is by no means-.
clearly defined, and it is obvious that a fighting system must take the place
of a protective system should mine fighting subsequently develop.
2. A protective system may be compared to the forward elements of
surface defence, which are sited for observation rather than resistance..
It will consist of a series of mined listening posts, so disposed along the
threatened front as to give warning of attack. At the same time, it
will often be necessary to fire mines from these underground listening
posts in order to check an attack and, thus, gain time for the constrnction
of a fighting system to meet it. It follows that the scheme of active
defence must be settled in some detail, and the listening posts sited to
work in with it.
The degree of protection provided will depend to a large extent on the·
nature of the soil. In soft bad listening ground the approach of enemy work
may only be heard a short distance away, and will be an indication of
immediate danger ; in hard ground the increased range of hearing should:
give time to intercept an advancing gallery. The necessary work "ill,
therefore, vary from a partially developed fighting system, of the lateral
type described in para. 3, to detached listening galleries at intervals along
the exposed front. The latter form of defence will usually be of the herringbone type (Pl. 45, Fig. 1), in which a series of independent galleries are
driven more or less in the direction of the enemy, and forked at their
extremities in order to cover the maximum of ground for listening and
fighting.
The interval between listening posts of protective systems will naturally
depend on the range of hearing in the soil in which they are constructed;
it must be such that an enemy gallery cannot be driven between any two
posts without being heard from one of them. Where the mineable section
is deep anJ the range of hearing short., it may be necessary to construct
listening posts at more than one level.
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Galleries should only be pushed out sufficiently far to adequately
safeguard surface defences; if unduly advanced, they may come in
contact with an opposing protective system, and unnecessary and undesirable mine fighting may develop in consequence.
The flanks of an active mining front should always be covered by
protective systems.
3. For fighting systems, capable of offering a protracted resistance,
the lateral type of defence must be adopted. This consists of two or more
entrances connected up by a gallery running parallel to the front defended ;
from this gallery, which is termed a lateral, galleries for fighting and
listening purposes are driven (Pl. 46).
The provision of a lateral underground may be compared to the creation
-0f adequate communications behind the battle front in surface warfare,
for it enables concentration of effort at any threatened point along its
length. A factor of almost equal importance is the improvement in
ventilation which it affords (see Sec. 97).
The lateral should be situated sufficiently far in rear of the mine fighting
area to render it safe from damage by the explosion of mines. This distance
will naturally vary with the radius of rupture of mines likely to be fired,
which in turn. depends on the depth of the system. In deep systems
it may be necessary to site the lateral behind the front line of the position
defended, but, provided it can be protected, the further advanced the lateral
the better.
The spacing of the fighting galleries, driven forward from the lateral
to form the first line of defence, should be such that all groun<l between
any two adjacent galleries can be covered by maximum camouflets
(Sec. 100) fired from them (PI, 46). The problem is three dimensional
in character, for the depth at which an opposing system can be driven
must he consiclered in determining a suitable interrnl. This shoul<l newr
be as much as twice the depth of the system, and, where the section to be
covered is deep, may be even less than the depth of the system. Backingup galleries, forming the second line of defence or attack, are pushed
out from the lateral in the intervals between the fighting galleries of the
first line. The backing-up galleries should be driven just short of the
radius of action of charges fired from the first line galleries. Their function
is to take up the advance when a mine is fired from the first line, and thus
permit of the resumption of work without loss of time.
Pl. 46 shows a plan of a fighting system in which the abo,·e features are
demonstrated.
The exigencies of the situation will sel<lom permit of the
construction of a system on such ideal lines ; the position an<l direction of
the galleries must to a large extent he governe<l by enemy acti \'ity an<l other
factors. Nevertheless, the priuciples laid down must he closelv followe<l.
Pl. 92 shows a typical fighting system, which was developeJ in actual
practice ,luring !ho War of 191-1-1919.
. The r.<lius of rupture of a miue of given in<lex is a direct function of
its depth (•ce Chap. XIII). It is clear, therefore, that the a<lrnnta_~.,
of fightmg range will always lie with the deeper system. Fi.,htin~ aallerie;
shotdd, therefore, be driven consi<lcrably below the estiu:'ate<l "'<l';,pth uf
hostile workings, or, where this is not possible, at the lowe,t practicable
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level. Frequently, the construction of fighting systems at two separate
levels will be the most effective means of gaining ground. The shallower
system will be employed to engage the enemy and clear the ground of his
advanced workings, in order to permit of the pushing forward of fighting
gallenes from the deeper system.
Where a protective system of the herring-bone type has been provided
prior to the development of mine fighting, this may preferably be kept
separate from the fighting system subsequently constructed at a lower
level, and used for listening only or for surprise blows.
Listening, whid1 must cover the whole front, is carri .. d out from both
first line an,l hackinl(-Up ~alleries, and, where the distance at which hostile
work can be recognized is short, this may be the ruling factor governing
the spacing of the latter. Thus, deep systems in bad listening grouncl
may rerp1ire a larger number of backing-up galleries than fighting considerations alone would dictate, and under similar conditions systems at
more than one level may be required when the whole dei,th of workable
grouml cannot be cowretl by listening from a single system.
4. The emergency defence.-The preceding paragraph has dealt
with the deliberate preparation of a typical fighting system. The situation may, howewr, arise where a hostile nnning attack is not suspected
until the surface defences are found to be already in danger.
The primary object then becomes to dislocate the enemy's plans by
compelling him to fire before he is ready. It will be necessary to sink
down from the forward defences of the position, and reach the level of the
hostile workings as rapidly as possible ; shafts should generally be used.
If the enemy is already under the defences, the shafts must be sunk dowJL
on to his galleries, a proceeding that will almost inevitablr involve casualties. Should the enemy refuse to fire, clearing ,nines must be exploded
as soon as the enemy is within effective range. These tactics may often
necessitate the destruction of the shafts ; fresh ones must be sunk to replace them.
',Vhile the enemy is thus held, listening posts should be established
along the remainder of the threatened front, and a fighting system, if
possible deeper than the hostile galleries, developed in rear. From this
system galleries should be pushed forward, and the enemy driven back
by mine fighting, the tactics of which are outlined in Sec. 80.
80. Mine fig/,l;n_q.
I. For the reasons given in Sec. 78, para. 1i. mine fighting w_ill be
confined practically to defensive mining. Disrega1,.i11,~ smJa.ce cons1clerations, however, and examining mine fighting solely in the li~ht of its main
object, i.e., the defeat of the enemy underground, oficnsn·c action ·must
be a predominant feature of the tactics of this form of warfare, _iJ success
is to be att.ained. Not only is it necessary to take the offensive where
ground bas to be gained and the opponent driven back, but it is impossible
to hold an underground position in the face of an aggressive enemy by
merely passive methods. The explosion of a mine by t_he defence may
shatter the attack gallery and check the advance, but, 1/ tins 1s not•fol!owed
up by pushing forward fresh galleries, the enemy ,rill CYentually reach
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his objective by driving through or round the shattered zone . By making
sufficient sacrifice, almost any underground system can be penetrated
'lnless the opponent also assumes t~e offensi "': ; while, on the other ha_nd, if
the defence be condncted on the nght Imes, 1t can be rendered practically
impregnable.
2. The immediate aim of the commander directing mine fighting must
be so to manceuvre that the firing of a mine by either side will cause more
damage to the enemy's operations than his own. Damage may be inflicted in two ways; by casualties to personnel (caused directly by m!ne
explosions or indirectly by the mine gas produced), and by the destruct10n
of workings. The former is the more important owing to the moral effect
produced, and will generally outweigh considerations of material damage,
which, however, cannot be wholly disregarded.
The firer, by withdrawing his miners, arnids the possibility of casualties,
but be cannot gain a similar immunity from material damage. The
explosion of n mine destroys everything within its radius of action, and
it is clear, therefore, that a portion of the system from which it is fired
will always be destroyed. Hence, to blow before the hostile gallery is
within range will not only cause no casualties to the opponent, but will
be to his material gain. The tendency to fire too soon, a most common
fault, must he guarded against. In exceptional cases, where the situation
is uncertain and the enemy is suspected to be lying in wait with completed
mines, it may be necessary to fire clearing blows. Generally speaking,
however, tbe adoption of hit or miss methods is unsound, and there should
be a reasonable certainty that adequate damage will be inflicted before
a mine is fired.

3. It is impossible to give precise rules by which the correct moment
to blow may be determined. This will depend 011 so many varying factors,
.not tl,c least of which are the psJchology and habits of the enemy.
The most favourable conditions will obtain when hostile work approaches
-a completed gallery, o{ the existence of which there is reason to believe
the enem)' has no knowledge. In this case a mi11e should not be fire-i until
the hostile gallery has passed, or, if there be danger of the enemy breaking
thrnugh, is within a !ew !eet of the head of the gallery which is lying in
wait. It WIii, however, usually be necessary to load and tamp the charge
when the enemy 1s still so far away that he cannot hear the noise calll!ed
by tbis opemtion. Subseque11t listening must be carried out behind the
tamping and with the aid of electrical listening apparatus tamped in with
the charge (Sec. 114). Bv - Jopting these tactics excellent effects will
be obtained, for the en °, .y gallery, being untamped, will form a line of
least resistance a Ion,: which a large proportion of the force of explosion
will pass. C'es• s haw occurred in which over a hundred feet of gallery
have been 1ncckecl under these circumstances, and the whole of the workinl(S flooded with gas.
On the other hand, if, when two opposing galleries are approaching
each otl1er, the _s?und of work ca11 he heard mutually by both sides, they
may reach a entiral distance apart at which it will be to the advantaae
o( either si,le _to Llow. The situation mlll!t be judged to a nicety, and,
1[ also appr<rialccl correctly by the enemy, a successful issue mav be
clepcndc11t un rapidity of loading and tamping.
•
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4. Not infrequently good results may he obtaiued by misleadin" the
listeners of a nervous ~nemy an_d indu~ing hill: to fire short. Work0 may
be stopped, and the noises associated with loadmg and tamping simulated.
after which the ~iners, with the exception of a listening patrol, are withdrawn. Alternatively, loud methods of work may be adopted to make
the gallery sound nearer to the enemy; in some cases the use of borin" tools
or the firing of a round of blasting shots has produced the desired r:sults .
A dummy pick {Pl. 49, Fig. 1), operated by a string from a distance to
simulate ordinary pick-work at the face, may be an effective ruse, but its
regular beat and the abseuce of the accompanying sounds of shovelling
will seldom deceive the trained listener.
Against similar enemy tactics the only counter is careful and methodical
listening and a correct appreciation of the results thus obtained. Bluff
euters largely into the tactics of mine fighting, and the cooler head will
have the advantage. When the situation is obscure, it is well to realize
that the enemy is probably labouring under similar difficulties. A bold
policy will often pay, and big risks must be taken. On the other hand,
the moral effect of underground casualties on the miner is out of all proportion to that produced by casualties on the surface. Losses incurred
through the unexpected firing of mines will make men nervous, and
will destroy their confidence in their officers' knowledge of the situation ;
these conditions will be deterrent to the speed of working. It will,
therefore, often be necessary to cease work and withdraw the majority
of;personnel when a hostile blow is thought to be imminent. In some
cases the enemy may evince a tendency to fire at a definite time of day
(e.g., at sunset or sunrise); the hours of shifts may be regulated
accordingly.
So long as the enemy can be heard at work (the dummy pick, as already
described, can generally be distinguished from honest work) there is little
cause for apprehension; it is during the periods following the cessation
of work that the closest scrutiny is required. The value of being able to
predict an enemy blow by good listening is inestimable. To reduce
casualt.ies the minimum number of men should be employed in the danger
zone. The worst time to be caught by a hostile blow is when in the act
of tamping, owing to the increased number of men usually required for
this purpose.
From the foregoing remarks it will be obvious that the time for firing
mines to destroy the enemy must be carefully chosen. Every endeavour
should be made to inflict underground casualties on the enemy at the same
time as his galleries are destroyed ; electrical listening intruments may be
tamped in with the charge in order to ascertain that the enemy is at work
at the moment of firing. For a similar reason, the time of firing mines
should be varied as much as possible.
5. Too much stress cannot be laid on the importance of exploiting
without delay the zone cleared by the explosion of a mine by pushing forward backing-up galleries. It is evident that this work can be performed
in comparative safety during the period immediately following. a blow,
for no enemy galleries can remain within tbe shattered area. Qmck work
is, therefore, essential, and the more rapidly the gallenes can b~ pushed
forward the more ground will be gained before the enemy gallenes agam
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become a menace. Difficulty will frequently be enc01mtered in drimg
through shattered ground; in some soi_ls pockets of. mine gas may b~ a
source of much delay, and a more rapid advance will be made by gomg
r01md the ruptured zone. On the other hand, it may be po_ssible to
adopt silent methods of work i1;1 shattered ground, where the virgm s01l
is hard, and thus to effect surprise.
6. The break-through.-The listening organization should be so
complete that there should be no chance, even in soft soils, of the enemy
actually breaking into a gallery of the system. Should this occur, howeYer,
he must be vigorously attacked with revolver, bomb, or bayonet, and driven
out of the system or captured. His means of entrance shoul<l then be
sealed by blowing an emergency charge (Sec. 99, para. 5). All lig_hts c_arried
will form a taraet in fighting of this nature, and should be extmgrushed;
the enemy, bei~g in a strange gallery, will be at a disadvantage in the dark.
When an enemy system is broken into, opportunity should be taken
to gain information of the lie of the hostile galleries; a rough survey
of as much of the system as can be explored without detection should be
rapidly made with the aid of a compass. Communication should then be
broken off by blowing emergency charges ; the break should, if possible
be made within the enemy's system so that a portion of his defences may
be captured.
7. In the description of fighting systems (Sec. 79, para. 3), the range
of the maximum camouflet was taken as a basis of design. The range of
such charges will normally be sufficient in deep systems, but larger charges
should be used where this is not the case. They will haw the disadvantage
of forming a crater, which may ilislocate the surface scheme of defence
by obstructing the field of view, &c. ; they may also cause additional
work in necessitating the consolidation of crater lips. Further, the firing
of a heavy charge may do considerable structural damage to the system
from which it is fired. The necessity for causing seYere damage to the
enemy, however, will usually far outweigh these disadnntages. The
employment of inadequate charges will only be to the detriment of the
firer, and will raise the morale and confidence of the ovponent. These
remarks apply especially to shallow systems where the use of heanly
overcharged mines will be the rule rather than the exception.
8. Surface considerations .-It has been explained in para. 7 that
cratering charges will frequently be used; indeed, the deYelopruent of
mine fighting "·ill almost invariably result in the formation of a chain of
craters b_etween the opposing lines. The crater lips (Sec. 100, para. 5),
which will often form the forward defences of a position in the mine
fightmg area, may ha,·e to be consolidated. Under these circumstances
the most farnurahle time of day for carrvinN out this operation mav be a
ruling factor in fixing the time for firing t"hc ~ine. In an} case the ~losest
touch must be maintained with the garrison, in order that thev mav have
the necessar)' working party and material readv for consolidation. ·
As a rule, imminent risk of destruction f;om a hostile mine will be
run on the far J_ip of the crater, auJ. only the near side lip can be held.
Thus, a crater with a high hp on the near and low lip on the far siJe will,
generally, be the most des1ral,Je form. The miner, howewr, can exercise
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no control ove~ the configuration of crater lips, though their height is
governed to a hm1ted extent by _the size of charge used (Sec. 102, para. 2).
The removal of the far lip by mmes or explosive charges applied from the
surface 1s very difficult to accomplish, though its height may frequently
be reduced by these means.

CHAPTER XI.

RECONNAISSANCE AND CONTROL OF
OPERATIONS.

MINING

81. Mining schemes.

I. Mining operations should never be undertaken unless and uutil
a definite scheme has been worked out and approved by those in authority.
In ,JJreparing schemes the value of reconnaissance cannot be overestimated;
nil available information with regard to tactical and physical conditions
must be collected. It is only after the careful consideration of this information that a definite plan o·f action can be prepared.
Data must first be obtained under the following headings :i. Surface fea!tues ; a rough survey of the locality including enemy
positions will be required (Sees. 82 and 84).
11. Geology (Sec. 83).
iii. General facilities for concealment of operations (Sees. 85 and 86).

2. Offensive mining.-Assuming that the physical conditions
favourable to an offensive have been found to exist, the engineer officer
carrying out the reconnaissance must then determine in what way the
employment of mining can be of most assistance to the assault. He
must, therefore, be informed of the nature of attack in outline and the
approximate date. He must be possessed of a knowledge of the enemy
defences in order to guide him in the selection of suitalile objectives.
In formulating his plan of action he must take into consideration the
possibilities of the existence of enemy protective systems and the chances
of detection from other sources.
The outline scheme drawn up must include an approximate estimate
of time, personnel, and material required. A rate of progress in excess
of G feet per diem for sinking and 15 feet per diem for drh·ing (see Sees. 92
and 93) should rarely be taken as a basis of calculation, as allowance must
be made for unforeseen delays. The time available for carrying out the
work may be a limiting factor in the extent of mining operations th~t can
be attempted. In this connection it should be noted that mines blown
just short of an enemy position may still assist the attack by masking
machine-gun and rifle fire and by their moral effect.
.
The final decision as to whether the results likely to be obtamed are
commensurate with the expenditure of labour and material must rest
with the Gener:11 Staff, to whom the engineer officer charged with the preparation of the scheme will act in an advisory capacity.
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3. Defensive mining.-The first duty of the engineer officer carrying
out the reconMissance will be to establish the necessity for the adoption
of defensive measures. Defensive mining, though frequently a most
necessary form of insurance against underground attack, should be avoided
whenever possible. It will always involve a heavy expenditure of !about
and material in what must be, at least in so far as the main issue is concerned,
purely passive defence. Furthermore, protective systems, when completed,
will always involve the permanent retent10n of a staff for hstenmg and
maintenance purposes; unused listening galleries not only afford no
protection, but are a source of danger to the defence owing to the possibility of the enemy breaking into them.
Definitely located sounds of mining (see Sec. 116, para. 3) or other
unmistakable signs may place beyond doubt that a hostile underground
attack has been launched. Often, however, the evidence will be of an
inconclusive nature, such as :-enemy surface works suspected to be mine
entrances; large spoil dumps (especially if of a colour foreign to the surface
soil) ; abnormal activity in enemy lines; the bringing up of large quantities
of timber; sounds of pumping or other machinery; sudden disappearance
of water in previously wet trenches or ditches. These signs, though frequently indicative of mining, may originate from other causes; the first
four items may he due to dug-out construction, and the last to natural
phenomena. Where the existence of a mining attack is suspected but
cannot be proved, the engineer officer, in coming to a decision as to the necessity of defensive measures, must to a large extent he gu.ided by the geological conditions, the distance apart of the opposrng trench systems,
and the value of the threatened position. An objective must normally
be of outstanding importance to warrant mining operations from a distance
of over 300 yards.
Even when the existence of a mining offensive has been clearl y established, it is for consideration whether immunity would not be better
attainecl by :i. A small permanent advance in which the hostile mine entrances
are captured. Raids in which the ground is not permanently
h_eld can only be palliative; they may delay mining operatwns, but will not avert them. The same remark applies to
the heavy bombardment of the surface works connected with
mining.
ii. A withdrawal from the threatened position to positions in rear.
The advisability of adopting either of these alternatives to defensivi,
mining must be decide<! by the General Staff. In order, however to assist
them in arriving at a decision, the engineer officer must furnish ~n out]ine

scheme, which will include an approximate estimate of the labour material
and time required to render the position secure against undergrou~ attack~

4. Detailed reconnaissance.-Preliminary work, in the nature of
preparing the site, &c., will frequently have to be commenced as soon as
the outline scheme has been approved ; meantime a detailed scheme must
be drawn up which should include the following :1. Accurate sm·,•py arnl .!!l'Olngiral sectinn of lfX'~lity. (': ,_ 83
and 84.)
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ii. Position and design of mine entrances and galleries. (Sec. 85.)
iii. Method of soil disposal and concealment of all surface works.
(Sec. 86.)
iv. Personnel required, their accommodation, and the system of shifts
in which they will work. {Sec. 88.)
v. Tools and material required and method of transport to site.
{Sec. 87.)
_An accurate survey of the site will generally take some time to prepare.
H 1s important, however, that this should not delay the work, for in the
initial stages very precise methods of orientation are not essential.

82. Surface features.
The topography of any given locality in which mining is to be undertaken may exercise a strong influence on the methods employed. If, for
example, the opposing lines are situated on a plain, mining works must
generally be initiated with the sinking of deep shafts or inclines with the
attendant difficulties of hoisting and possibly pumping. {Pl. 47, Fig. 1.)
On the other hand, if the enemy position be located on higher ground,
shallow entrances may be suitable, since the amount of head-cover will
increase as the enemy lines are approached. In ei..-treme cases the galleriei;
may be commenced from the surface, with a slight upward slope to facilitate
drainage and evacuation of spoil. (Pl. 47, Fig. 2.)
The advantages of a site inferior to that of the enemy are, however,
frequently more than counterbalanced by his increased facilities for
observation. Under such conditions the concealment of work and movement likely to betray mining activity will often present problems of great
difficulty.
83. Geology.
1. The physical character of the formations to be penetrated by a mine
system will control speed of excavation and type and quantity of timbering.
It will also indicate the equipment required. The underground transmission of the sound of excavation, always a consideration of tactical importance in mine warfare, varies with the nature of the strata. The level and
quantity of water likely to be encountered may be a ruling factor in determining the practicability of a 1uining enterprise.
It is evident, therefore, that a knowledge of the local geology is essential
before a scheme of mining can be planned. A general idea of the lie of the
strata may be gathered from observation of outcrops 011 the surface, and
from examination of we11s, escarpments, &c., in the vicinity. Reference
should be made to any available geological maps of the locality. In man)'
cases, however, it will be necessary to supplement such information by
data obtained from small trial bore-holes drilled on the site. The services
of an expert geologist will frequently be required.

2. Some of the more common geological formations are grouped below
in accordance with their relative ease of excavation under conditions
imposed by military mining :i. ExcaYatecl witl1ot:! picking (see Sec. 92)-Soft ,an,! and allm·ium,
some forms of clny antl gra-,·el.

r
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ii. Excavated easily with pick-Tough clay, soft sandstone, shale,
soft and medium chalk.
;ii. Difficult to excavate with pick without the aid of blasting, but
hand-drilling not so slow as to be impracticable (Sec. 70)Hard chalk, sandstone, conglomern.te, schi~t, limestone, &c.

iv. Blasting, using machine drills, necess~r}'. if reasonable progress
is to be made (Sec. 71)-Gramte, d10nte, hard lnnestone, &c.
From the standpoint of ease of excavation, the first two groups afford
suitable conditions for mining. The third group is practicable but unfavourable, while the fourth is ordinarily prohibitive.
3. Attention has already been drawn to the importance of carrying
<Jut work with as little noise as possible, in order that the position of
galleries may not be detected by the enemy. It is evident that the
audibility of minincr operations will depeml on the hardness of the stratum
and the method of° working it, and that sound will be transmitted more
readily by solid formations than by those which are less solid and in-coherent. In general, the above grouping of the rock formations, aeeorcl.ing
to relative ease of excavation, also sen~es as a rough classification of the
relative distance at which the sound of excantion can be heard. (Sec.
115.)
Since success in offensiYe mining wilt as a rule, be dependent on

-effecting surprise, the scope of such enterprises against an alert enemy will
normally be confined to the soils enumerated in para. 2 (i).
4. When the geological formation consists of a series of thin beds of
varying consistency, the angle of slope may prove an important factor.
If the strata are tilted and the galleries have to pass from one bed to
another, excavation and timbering ,vill, as a rule, be more difficult than if
the strata lie horizontally, thus making it possible to follow an incl.i,·idual
bed. Further, when the dip of the beds is pronounced, a favolll'aLle
working strata located at a suitable level may either rise to the slll'face
before the objective is reached or sink to impracticable depths.
5. Water is one of the most serious obstacles with which the miner
has to contend. Information on this head may be obtained by studying
the sequence of strata, the distribution of springs and seepages, and bv

direct observation in wells and shafts or in bore-holes sunk fur the purpose.
The varying circumstances under which water is encountered are
to a large extent governed by the presence of superimposed pen-ious and
impervious stra.ta ('i.e., porous or non•porous to water). The eonditions
imposed may rougl,ly be grouped under three headings :i. A skatum, pervious throughout the whole range of depth in which
m1n_mg op~rat10ns can take place, containing watt·r (held up
by 1mperv,ous strata below) at a more or less defined le,·el.
Below this level the dri,-ing of galleries will seldom be practicable. It should also be noted that in many regions the
water level has a seasonal fluctuation of se\"Nal feet. This
must be taken into account when deci,ling on the levels of
galleries.
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The chalk beds in which mining took place on the Somme
front during the \\"ar of 1914:1919 afford a good example
of these cond1t10ns. Pl. 48, Fig. 1, shows the maximum and
minimum water levels found to exist on a certain section of this
front. Here the water level was at a minimum in Novemberand a maximum in May. It follows that galleries constructed
in dry chalk during the autumn below the manmum Jin<>
will be flooded in the spring.
ii. A shallow pervious stratum lying over an impervious one. The
water held up hy the impenious layer will often render th<>
upper stratum saturated and unworkable. In this case the
obvious procedure is to get down into the underlying impervious
bed, in which galleries may be driven under dry conditions.
If, however, the water-logged stratum is thick, considerable
difficulty may be encountered in sinking through it. (See
Sec. 93.)
iii. An impen-:ious stratum lying over a pervious one. Under these
conclitions an artesian effect may be produced, water under
pressure being encountered in the lower stratum (see Pl. 48,
Fig. 2). Provided mining is confined to the impervious heel,
the wor1.-:ings will be dry, but if the saturated stratum below
Le penetrated, the water will rise to its natural level and flood
the galleries.
Conditions (ii) and (iii) may often be combined. An example of such
is shown on Pl. 48, Fig. 3, being a typical section of the geological formation which obtained on portions of the Flanders front during the War
of 1914-19.
Water forced through the fissures of an otherwise impervious stratum
may sometimes he encountered. Natural underground springs of this
nature are most common in rock 1 but in mine warfare seepages may oft.en
be induced in normally dry soils by the fissures caused by the explosion
of mines.
84. Survey.
1. Reference should be made to the Text-book of Topographical Surveying.
1913, for information on the principles and methods of survey. This
section ,,;n be confined to a short description of their special application
to mining work.
2. Surface survey.-For the preliminary reconnaissance an existing
trench map or, failing this, a prismatic compass traverse sketch will
suffice. For the working plan, howeyer, an accurate survey of the trench
system from which mining operations are to be conducted will be reqmred.
A theodolite trianrulation or traverse, or a combination of the two, must
be carried out. The position of mine entrances must be fixed with precision
in order that projected underground work may be properly co-related.
A periscope attachment will often be found of much service in theodolite
work. Survey over exposed ground may be carried out at night with the
aid of lights screened from enemy view.
.
.
The enemy positions are best plotted from au photographs. This
requires very careful work. Air photographs are generally more. or less
distorted, mainly owing to the fact that the face of the camera 1s, as a
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rule, not quite horizontal when the_ p\cture is taken .. Th~ method of
making the necessary cor1;ect10ns to elnnmate e,~rors of_ d1stort10n,_ together
with other hints on plottmg, will be found m Mapprng from Air Photographs, 1920," issued under the auth_ority of the General Staff,_War Offic_e.
In offensive mining the accurate fixmg of the pos1t10n of obJect1ves will
naturally be of first importance.
3. Underground survey.-The procedure below ground is similar
to that adopted in ordinary surface survey, but special short stands
(I-foot 6-inch to 2-foot 6-inch legs) will be required for tripod instruments.
A prismatic compass or pocket sextant may be employed for rough
work; good results may be obtained with a 4-inch prismatic compass
mounted on a tripod. For important work, however, a 3-inch or 4-inch
theodolite or a Miners' Dial (Pl.50) will be required. The latter instrument is an accurate form of compass for measuring magnetic bearings.
The circular compass box is connected with the plate that carries it in
such a way that it can revolve on this plate. By this means the instrument can, when desired 1 be used to measure angles in a similar manner to

a theodolite. A telescope and sight vane are provided ; the instrument
is fitted with a vertical arc to enable readings to be made down inclines
of all grades.
The miners' dial, though not quite so accurate as the small theodolite,
is the most suitable for all-round work underground, since it can be used
to take compass bearings (loose needle method), or as a theodolite to
measure angles (fixed needle method).
It is most important that the underground survey should be accurately
tied in to the surface plan. No difficulty will be presented in doing so
where there are two or more entrances, the positions of which haYe been
accurately fixed. Where, however, access to the mine system is gained
by a single shaft, the only method is to ascertain the azimuth of a length
,of underground gallery by a carefully checked compass bearing.
For further information on mine survey, reference should be made to
a standard text-book on this subject. The following is recommended,. Mine Surveying," by Bennett H. Brough (Charles Griffin and Co., Ltd.).
4. Levelling.-This is always important.
A Dumpy level or other similar instrument should be used for accurate
work both above and below ground. A short staff, preferably telescopic,
must be used iu both instances ; a long staff visible above the parapet is
likely to invite hostile attention.
In preliminary surveys the Abney \eye] may be used.
The depth of galleries should be referred to a cotl\'enient datum on the
surface . The position of this datum shoulrl be clearlv marked on the
mine plan. Gallery depths should be shown at floor level.
The configuration o{ the ground aboYe a mine s,•stem shoulrl be indicated
on the mine plan by contours, referred to the s,.11;1.:" datum as that used for
the galleries (see Pl. 92). A wrtical interrnl of li l feet will generally suffice ;
mdeed, cond1hons w,l] seldom permit of the plottin)( of c·ontours at closer
intervals with any accuracy. The contourin~ nf .to
. m1rn's fond antl th~
enemy position will be difficult. The h,·ights of prumin,.:-nt feature~, th,-:positions of whic.h have lwen fixt'll from air phu•,Jg:-aplu, nuy Le obtained
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by angle of sight obserrntions with a theodolite ; they should be shown
as spot levels. Approximate contours may be interpolated from these
data and from any information furnished hy existing contoured maps.
By referring the surface contours and depth of mine galleries to a
common datlllll, the approximate depth of soil covering a gallery at any
point in the system may easily be read off on the mine plan. These data,.
are always required in the calculation of charges, and for important mines
must be determined as accurately as possible.
5. Cartography .-The scale to be adopted for mine plans should be
laid down. The use of different scales by various mining units tends to
confusion.
The most satisfactory method is to take a scale which is a simple
multiple of that nsed for trench maps of the locality (usually 1/10,000
or 1/20,000). A scale of l/500 (41 ·7 feet to 1 inch) will be found a coll'venient size for record plans. 1/1,000 or 1/1,500 may be used to show
extensive fronts. The following points should be observed in the preparation of mine plans :i. Scale to be shown and north point if the grid is omitted. It will
frequently he conYenient to give comparative scales (e.g.,
metres and feet) to facilitate comparison with trench maps.
ii. The British lines should he situated at the bottom of the plan
(see Pl. 92).
iii. The plan should be gridded. It will be an advantage if the grid
nsed corresponds with that of the trench map of the locality.
1v. The map co-ordinates of at least one point on the plan should be
shown.
The standardization of the conventional signs used in plans of min<0
systems is essential. The use of colours, to differentiate between workings
at different levels and between British and enemy work, will be of great
assistance in rendering plans readily intelligible. The following conventional signs have been found to give clear results when coloured inks are
available. :Item shown. •

surface works

2.

4.

6.

British.

Enemy.

Single continuous line in
black
and
marked
" Enemy Linea."
Cha.in dotted in burnt
Contours of sur- Chain dotted in burnt sienna
sienna.
face
Thick continuous line in colours Definitely located :-Thick
Galleries
continuous line in red,.
according to depth.
Surface to 25 feet deep .... Ye1low irrespective of depth.
25 feet to ,50 feet deep .. Green Conjectured :-Dotted line
in red.
50 feet to 100 feet deep ... Blue
Over 100 feet deep
.... Violet
Destroyed or abandoned galleries are crossed out in correct.
colour (see Pl. 92).
I
. .
Rectangular outline in black
.... Rectangular outhne m relL
Shafts ....
Winzes (internal Rectangular outline in colour 1
corcsponding to depth of top of
ohafts)

1. Trenches and all

3.

I

Single thick line in black and
marked " British Lines "

winze.
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Item shown.

~. Inclines .. ..

'1. Mine9 .. ..

'8. Camouflets

9. Spot levels

10. Grid lines

Enemy.

British.

As for galleries, but the gradient
should be shown (see Pl. 92).
i. Solid square h\1-inch sides) of i. Solid circle (Tu inch diacolour corresponding to depth 1 at
meter) of red, at the esti•
position of charge. Date fired
mated position of charge.
and nature of charge.
Date fired.
ii. Hatched outline of crater formed ii. Hatched outline of
in black (see Pl. 92).
crater formed in red.
i. Charge as for mines above
i. Charge as for mines
above.
ii. Dotted circle sho'Wi.ng radius of ii. Dotted circle in red
showing estimated radius
rupture and of colour corresponding to depth.
of rupture.
By a dot with the depth against it
in correct colour.
Thin continuous line in black.

When coloured inks or pencils cannot be obtained, the following
-conventional signs, using black ink and pencil, are recommended
{see Pl. 92) : Item shown.

British.

Enemy.

l. Trenches and all
surface works.
'2. Contours of surface.
:3. Galleries

Single thick line m:l.rked "British
Lines"
Chain dotted.'iine

Single thick line marked
" Enemy Lines."
Chain dotted line.

Surface to 50 feet deep:Dou hie continuous line batchP.d
in !Jencil thus /j II II I/ II I II: I ii
Over 50 ft. deep : Don ble continuous line with enclosed space thus~~-~Destroyed or abandoned galleries
(,ee Pl. 92).
Rectangular continuous outline

Defi.nitelv located : - Contiuuou~s line.
Conjectured : Dotted
line.

1

4 . Shafts ....

~

--5. \Vinzes (interval Rectangular dotted line ....
,
shafts)
'6. Inclines
As for galleries. but the gradiP.ut
i
should be shown.
7. Mines
i. Solid square 11u•inch sides at.
position of chargo. Da,tc fired
u.ud nature of charge.

are crossed out
Rectan~Jar
outline.

continuous

1

8. Camouilets

circl•~
radius of rupturo.

, 9. Spot len·ls

1 \ 1 inch dia.metl:'r, at the estimated
p. ,sition of t'barge. Date

fin,d.
ii. ~kdet-on hatched outline of t'rat-er (au Pl. 92).

ii. Solid hatched outline of crater
(•ee Pl.92).
i. Charg0 as for miut:s nb,Jvo.
ii. C~ntinuous

10. Grid lines

i. Solid circle

i. Charg1 as for

sh,Jwing

I

mines

above.
ii. D1tted circle !,lhi"JWing
estimated radius
of
ru1Jture.

By a d.1t wit.h t.he dPJJth ag.1insr
it (see l'J. 92).
Ctmtinu,1u3 lim•~ in pencil.

Ii
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85. Site and nature of mine en/ranees.
1. The selection of the sites for mine entrances will always require
very careful consideration. Ideally, a mine entrance should fulfil the
following conditions :i. Be within reasonable mining distance of the objective or area in
which mine fighting is likely to take place.
n. Be sufficiently retired so as to be well outsicle the destructive
area of any mine likely to be fired, and to be reasonably safe
from capture and damage by enemy raids.
iii. Be inconspicuous and accessible without coming under enemy
observation.
iv. Be close to the site selected for soil disposal.

(i) and (ii) are two conflicting conditions, and the result will often be
a compromise between them.
Access to the mine entrance will either be gained from an existing
trench or from a trench specially constructed for the purpose. The latter
alternative, though entailing more work, is often preferable ; the continual
passage of minin~ personnel along a main trench may hamper and interfere
with the work of the garrison. A trench dug specially to serve a. mine
entrance must be designed and carried out with great care, in order that
the enemy may haYe no clue as to its real nature.
2. Nature of entrances.-The relatin merits of shafts and inclines
are discussed below.
A shaft provides the quicker method of getting down to the desired
depth. In wet or shifting strata it is the only practicable method of
sinking.
Inclines, when they can be used, afford greater facilities for the haulage
of spoil than shafts ; they can be descended with greater rapidity and
ease, and are better for ventilation. A length of incline can be constructed:
at a greater rate than an equivalent depth of shaft, but, measured solely
from the point of Yiew of the depth sunk, shaft sinking is the quicker.
It is important that the foot of an incline be well outside the area iD
which mine fighting is likely to take place, for, should the defenders b&
driven up the incline, they will be forced to fight the enemy from increasingly shallower levels the further they have to retire.

86. Disposal of spoil.
The disposal nnrl concealment of the spoil hoisted to the surface is oneof the most difficult problems encountered in military mining. A conspicuous spoil dump will at once reveal the fact that mining is in progressr
and may aid the enemy in locating the site of the mine entrances. Where
the colour of the spoil mined differs from the surface strat": (e.g., blue clay
with loam on surface), the difficulties are increased. White chalk shows.
up most conspiruously in air photographs.
.
The quantity of spoil to be dealt with is often not appreciated (15 to
20 cubic feet of earth will be mined per foot adYance of an aYerage gallery,
•~ Sec. 95, para. J ), and a complete scheme of disposal should be

.
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worked out beforehand in detail. 'rhe following are the principal
methods of concealment that may be employed :i. Gradually filling up natural or artificial depressions, aerial observation on the same being prevented by the use of camouflag~.
Craters and shell-holes are specially well adapted for spoil
disposal, and the former may sometimes be blown deliberately
at suitable points behind the lines for this purpose.
ii. The construction with mine spoil o( dummy breastworks which
to the enemy will appear as part of the surface defences .. In
order to permit of a straight run through of the trams carryrng
the spoil, and yet to maintain the appearance o( an ordinary
trench, flying traverses should be constructed, as shown on
Pl. 47, Fig. 3.
iii. Dumps camouflaged with suitable materials such as surface soil,
sods, or painted canvas. The usuoJ camouflage practrne of
avoiding steep slopes or strong shadows must be adopted.
The methods of spoil disposal anrl concealment not only require most
careful forethought, but also most constant superdsion in execution. A
few hours' careless work by the dumping party may render nugatory all
the measures taken to conceal a dump. Difficulty of supervision will
often be increased by the fact that in many places dumping of spoil can
only be carried out at night.

87. Tmnsport of stores.
l. The quantity of stores and material required in even a small mining
operation is large. Materials for the construction of the penthouse and
the approaches to it will have to be brought to the site before work is
commenced. Hoisting and ventilating apparatus must be installed during
the initial stages of the work. Trollies and trolley track, mine rescue
apparatus, explosives, &c., and in many cases pumps and lighting plant,
will have to be brought up as the work proceeds. The main item, howe,·er,
will generally be timber required for the lining of entrances and galleries.
The weight of timber required in difficult soil may be as much as 120 lbs.
per foot run (i.e., 4 man-loads).
It is thus essential that all stores be brought as near as possible to the
-site by mechanical or animal transport, in order that the carrying parties
required may be reduced to a minimum.
The nearest point to which G.S. wagons can be brought at night in
reasonable safety should be carefully investigated. The use of pack animals
•hould also be considered. Trench tramways and similar transport
facilities should be made use of to the utmost possible extent. It may
be worth while, if the operation is on a large scale, to construct a tramway
specially for the transport of mining stores. It is rarely possible, however,
.to get stores to the site without man•handling them over the last. stage,
but every effort must be made to reduce this distance to a minimum.
As soo~ ~s the existing transport facilities have been thoroughly investigated, pos1t10ns should be selected for clumps of material. Suitable sites
withm about a hundred yanls of the mine entrances, where carrying parties
may dump the stores at night and from which the mining personnel at
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work can fetch them in daylight, should be reconnoitred. Sites for
dumps at the maximum distance to which G.S. wagons or trench tramways can be advanced should also be investigated; similarly for lorry
transport, if used. It is, of course, important that dumps should be
concealed from direct enemy view, and as far as possible hidden from the
air by the use of camouflage, &c.

88. Organization of personnel.
l. Iu order to give a guide as to requirements for mining operations in
the future, the composition of mining units (tunnelling companies) during
the War of 1914-1919 is outlined below.
The establishment laid down for tunnelling companies was 15 officers
and 325 O.R. During the period in which mining activity was at its
height, however, the strength of tunnelling companies was considerably
augmented by infantry attached to them, so that these units frequently
consisted of over 700 all ranks, including over 20 officers .
A company was organized into headquarters and 4 sections. It
was commanded by a major assisterl by an adjutant; the former was
th,,s relieved of the bulk of administrative and routine duties, and able
to concentrate on the direction a cd control of the mining operations.
The remainder of the headquarter staff of 15 consisted of :-1 company
serjeant-major, 1 company quartermaster-serjeant, 1 serjeant (foreman
carpenter), 2 fitters, 2 miscellaneous trades, 1 tailor, 1 shoemaker, l surveyor, 1 storekeeper, 1 orderly, and 3 batmen. The personnel for transport
consisted of 3 N.C'.Os. and 13 men. A medical officer and 2 R.A.M.C.
orderlies were also attached to headquarters.
The establishment for each section was 3 officers and 73 O.R., but,
as already explained, these figures were geuerally considerably exceeded.
A section was commanded by a captain ; in addition to miners, it contained
the following personnel :-1 serjeant (for executive and administration
duties), 1 blacksmith, 1 carpenter, 1 storekeeper, 1 cook, and 3 batmen.
The mining personnel consisted of 9 N.C'.Os. and 56 men.
The transport of each company consisted of :--3 three-ton lorries, 1
thirty- cwt. lorry, 1 box-car, 1 water-cart, 2 G.S. wagons, 2 limbered G.S.
wagons, 11 motor cycles, 6 bicycles.

2. Work "~II normally be carried out throughout the 24 hours; 8 hours
will, generally speaking, be found to be the most satisfactory period of
shifts.
It will be found essential to ha Ye the headquarters of the unit situated
well to the rear, from three to five miles, or even farther from the forward
defences, according to the conditions. By this arrangement officers a.nd
men returning to headquarters from work will ba able to get complete
rest, and transport can be parked and stores and workshops installed
without undue risk.
Thus, a return to company headquarters after each shift will generally
be impracticable. The most suitable arran 6ement will be to accommodate
the men in advanced quarters, preferably dug-outs, a short distance fro?'
their work. This accommodation should be situated sufficiently far m
rear (l to 1 mile) to enable the men to live under conditions of moderate
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comfort when not on shift. Pl. 49, Fig. 2, shows diagrammatically a
system of reliefs that has been found to work well when advanced billets
are available. The hours of work of A, B, and C shifts are :-A, 00010800 hours; B, 0800----1600 hours; C, 1600----0001 hours; D shift rests
at company headquarters for 4 days, during _which the men get a bath,
and receive pay and a change of underclothmg. At the end of 4 days
D shift relieves A shift, who return to headquarters for 4 days' rest, and
so on.
Under this scheme each man averages 6 hours' work per diem. It will
seldom be possible to attain a larger number of working hours per day
from each man over a long period, and conditions may often render it
impracticable to maintain this standard. For instance, under some conditions it will not be possible to obtain suitable advanced quarters, and
the men, when off shift, will have to live in the front trenches. When
such is the case, they will usually require longer periods of rest at company headquarters, and a different scheme of shifts must be organized.
Sometimes the trenches from which mining operations are in progress
cannot be reached in daylight, and reliefs can only be carried out at
night. The conditions must be carefully studied, and a system of shifts
and reliefs got out which will best suit the circumstances and attain
the maximum efficiency with the men available.
Each man should be relieved actually at the spot where he is working;
thus a man working at the face should not quit his post at the exprration
of his tour of duty until he has been relieved by a man of the incoming
shift and has handed ove-r to him. The practice of bringing the shift,
which has completed its tour of duty, to the surface before the relie,ing
shift descends should be discountenanced.
It will be realized that, whatever system of reliefs is adopted, a careful
tally must be kept of each shift so that they may be equalized in strength,
and so that each may contain a proportion of the more skilled miners for
working at the face. A card index system or some similar method installed
at headquarters will be found of great assistance.
Work on a section basis will almost invariably be found the most
satisfactory organization; a section should be allotted a definite sector
in which mining operations are in progress. The number of faces that
can _be worked by one section will naturally vary with the conditions. A
sect10n 70 strong may, under ideal conditions, drive 3 or 4 headings simultaneously, provided it receives assistance with the disposal of spoil on the
surface. The actual footage driven by a section of given strength will
always d_epend on the number of men required for the auxiliary service"
of _pumpmg! .ventilation, tramming, hoisting, &c., and on the system of
reliefs m which the section is organized for work. This last factor, as
explained above, will be dependent on the local conditions. It is thu&
impossible to giv? definite figures. The whole of one section will generally
~e absorbed In drnmg a long offensive ga11ery where a rapid rate of 11rogress
1s of paramount importance .

The section co_mmander will normally live at the headquarters of the
company, and VlSlt the work of his section daily. He will thus be able to
keep m close touch with the O.C. company, supen-ise the arran.~ements
for the supply of bis section with rations,' materials, tools, &c.; and at
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the same time direct and control the work in hand. One subaltern of
the section should always be on duty on the site of the work. As a rule
the best system of reliefs will be found to be 4 days in the trenches and
4 days' rest at the company headquarters, the two subalterns of the section
relieving each other alternately.
Although each section of a tunnelling company organized durin" the
War of 1914-1919 was more or less self-contained and could be se;t on
detachment, it was found advisable under normal conditions to retain
the carpenter and blacksmith of each section at central workshops established at company headquarters. The shops were placed in charge of
the foreman carpenter; orders for carpenters' and smiths' work were
given to the central workshop by section commanders as required.
3. The services of the skilled miner to perform the more important
mining work are practically essential. Experienced men, accustomed to
working in the cramped and often sparsely ventilated galleries, must be
<imployed in excavating at the face and timbering, if sound workmanship
is to be combined with good progress. For shifting spoil, pumping, and
similar underground work unskilled labour will serve the purpose, but the
advantages will be considerable if this labour also is accustomed to the
<Jonditions of pit life. Many men experience an inborn abhorrence and
dread of confined spaces, which long usage to underground work alone can
overcome. Good work cannot be done while the subject is prone to this
indefinable sensation, and, under conditions of stress, panic may easily
set in.
It may, therefore, be assumed that, whenever mining operations are
<Jarried out on any scale in future wars, a large proportion of the personnel
<imployed will be recruited from the ranks of the civil miner. The
best work can only be obtained from men whose peculiarities are understood, and a few notes on the special characteristics of the miner will not
be out of place.
The influence of the ri_gidly-enforced regulations, so necessary in
<Jivil miners to promote safety and facilitate organization, induces an
instinctive respect for authority. Brought up in this school, the pitman
readily accepts the yoke of military discipline, and knows how to obey.
Developed by the nature of his calling, he also brings with him from civil
life many of those other qualities invaluable in war. He is inured to
danger by the frequent accidents inseparable from his trade,. and accustomed to working in gangs where comradeship and lea~ership count for
much. As with sailors on the sea, a fine bond of fellowship ex,sts between
all underground workers : a sound foundation on which to foster CS]Jrit de
corps. Thus the average miner makes a good soldier with the mmimum
.
of training. He has a stout heart, and is a born fighter.
Physically the miner is tough and strong; he can stand hardship well
and his output of work is phenomenal. At home he is accustomed to
£trenuous labour below ground and to complete freedom to do what he
likes once the pithead has been quitted. He is apt: by th~ process of
analogy, to consider the circun1stances similar on active_ser~'ICcl w~en h_e
has left the trenches for a period of rest. Tactful hand.l_mg 1s reqmred 1£
good discipline is to be maintained, but at the same time it should be
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remembered that the nearer conditions can be brought to approximate
to those at home the higher will be the output of work. The miner has
a prodigious appetite, and requires plenty of meat and other nouri~J:i-ing
food, if he is to give his best work. Drunkenness 1s a common fa1lm~ ;
proclivities in this direction must be curbed, but there 1s some truth m
the statement that the best workers are sometimes the hardest drinkers.
In general, the miner does not march well ; work will suffer if the men
have to walk much more than a mile before going on shift.
Miners are liable to be affiicted with certain diseases seldom occurring
in other walks of life. Miners' worm disease, an infectious illness, may
sometimes be met with ; miners' nystagmus, an affection of the eyes,
is a fairly common complaint; carbon monoxide poisoning, so prevalent
in mine warfare, requires special treatment. The men should, if possible,
be attended by medical officers who have practised in mining districts
and are accustomed to the idiosyncrasies of the miner and bis ailments.

89. Control

ef mining operations.

I. A definite organization for the control of mining operations wiU
always be necessary whenever mining operations on a large scale are likely
to develop. Without experienced direction mining personnel are liable
to be employed on unprofitable enterprises, and often to the furtherance
of small local schemes. The futility of desultory underground attacks
and the danger of wasting time and labour in constructing unnecessary
defensive systems have already been explained. Centralization of control
is essential if the best results are to be obtained from mining units.
Moreover, it is important that mining units should remain more or
le_ss permanently in the sector in which they are engaged. The conditions and previous history of mining operations in a given locality take.
considerable tirne to learn, and, even when complete handing-over notes
have been prepared, points which may subsequently be of significance
may be missed. Relief of units should, therefore, take pi.lee as seldom
as possible; they should work under an organization which, during position
warfare, is likely to be stationary (e.g., a corps or army).
During th~ War of 1914-1919, tunnelling companies were army troops.
and the followmg was the staff organized for their direction and control :-

At General ll eadquarlers1 Insvector of Mines (with the rank of Brigadier-General).
2 Assistant Inspectors of Mines.
1 Mechanical and Electrical Engineer.
1 Geologist.
1 Clerk, 1 typist, and I draughtsman.
At each Army lleadquarlcrs1 Controller of Mines (with the rank of Lieut.-Colonel).
I Assistant Controller of Mines.
1 Clerk and 1 draughtsman.
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The Inspector of Mines at General Headquarters was charged with
the following duties :i. Preparation under the instruction of the General Staff of mining
schemes which were intended to have a bearing on the principal operations of the campaign, and the examination of
mining schemes prepared by Armies.
ii. Inspection for the information of the Commander-in-Chief of the
progress of all mining work.
iii. Advising the Engineer-in-Chief on general questions affecting
personnel, organization, and equipment of the tunnelling
companies.

The Controller of Mines at an Army Headquarters was the principal
executive officer for mining operations, and was responsible for : -

i. Preparation, under the instructions of, the General Staff, of all
minin!\ schemes initiated within the Army, and the distribution
and direction of the work of the mining personnel allotted to
the Army. Preparation of important dug-out and sub-way
schemes, and the general supervision of all underground work
on the Army front.
ii. Co-operation with the Inspector of Mines in preparation of mining
schemes connected with the operat.ions initiated by General
Headquarters.
iii. Advising the Chief Engineer of the Army on all questions connected with the promotion of officers and the selection of
officers and men from other arms for transfer to mining units,

so far as the Army to which he was appointed was affected.
iv. Advising the Chief Engineer on all questions connected with
changes in and additions to the approved equipment, or
special stores supplied to tunnelling companies from engineer
parks.
The following was laid down with regard to mining schemes:i. No mining operations could be initiated without Army sanction.
ii. Important offensive mining schemes required approval from
General Headquarters.
2. Progress reports were rendered weekly by units to Controllers of
Mines, who collated this information and forwarded it to the Inspector of
Mines. A facsimile of the form used for progress reports is given at the
end of this chapter.
Mining plans were kept up to elate by means of slip tracings forwarded
with the progress reports. Progress in dug-out work was shown by
means of sketches.
The firing of a mine, British or enemy, was reported by wire immediately to the Controller of Mines who retransmitted the inforrnatwn to the
Inspector of Mines. Details of the result of a blow were forwarded lat~r
on a special form, a facsimile of which is also shown_ at the _end of this
chapter. One side of the form is prepared for reportmg Bnt1sh and the
other for enemy mines,
(1153(l())q
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3. A mine school, under the direction of the Controller of Mines, was
formed in each army, as it was found that mine rescue, listening, &c.,
could not be conveniently taught in the front trenches. The functions
of these schools were :i. The training of all tunnelling company personnel in mine rescue
and mine listening.
ii. The training of tunnelling officers in mining tactics and allied
subjects.
iii. Training of personnel in dug-out construction.
iv. 'Testing and reporting on new explosives, instruments, and
engineering appliances, with instructional demonstrations in
the use of the same.
v. Supervision of miue rescue stations in the trenches, and the repair
and issue of all apparatus for same.
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SECRET

Arm y Form W 3404.
Date 16/5/17.

Strength of Company.

g

,5

WEEKLY MINE REPORT.

I

-·ps.
R.E.

24th Tunnelling Company, R .E.
ivision.

(From A.F. B ?1.'3.)
Officers.

I

0.R.

15

291

Permanently Attached Infantry

1

56

Temporarily Attached Infantry

1

34

17

381

Totals

;::

Shaft or Gallery.

Designation Trench No. or
Name.
of ,vorking.

,lap
Reference.
Depth.

.
~

I Size
inside I
Timbers.

Nature of
Ground.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

C24d2.5 ...

38

0' 0.., X 3' 6"'

384

120

7

C24a9.7 ..

52

152

52

3

''

Cl6c!.8 ..
G 1 a 2.51 ..

41
84

240
580

97
165

6
7

"

C2
Main lateral
B 3 ..

No.
Footage
of
Days
for
Total
Footage. Week. \Vorked.

Ham Street

I.

A (left)

REPORT.

"
H2

"

"
4'

o· ;::

2· o·

Circumstances affecting progress.
Results of listening. Mines and
camouflets. General information.

9.

10.

Blue clay

Clay becoming tougher, rendering
progress slower.
No work since enemy blow of 12.5.17
owing to mine gas.
Lateral completed on 15.5.17.
Conditions normal. No enemy mining
heard.

"

Strength of Company.

SECRET.

WEEK LY PROGRESS REP ORT .

(From A.F. B !13.)

(Services other than Mining.)

-Date 161 51 17.
R.E.

II Corps.

Totals

PERSONNEL.

1-icdion

Da\·s
Shift.:,
\\'orke<l. per Day.

Em-

).lap
Reforence.

pJ.,yed.
No.

Per Shift.

R.E.
J.

0

3.

4.

I
Dover TwmcJ Sul,way from Piera- D 73
dilly to Trench R V.
A3
Prt>parntion railway ~ 20 c 4.:;
bridge for demolition
1
(mined. charge).

I

6~

,;,

G.

,.

'

3

IS

3

0

I

28

IP.A.!.*

0.R.

291

15

---I

....

I

I

56

I

Ii

34

---38 1

>-'

REM.ARKS,

Probable Circumstances affecting Pro{2Tess (\\'orking Parties,
Date of
:Material,
A-..erage ComEquipment,
\\'orking plction.
Transport. Enemy ActiYity, &c.),
Party.

8.

9.

8

10

30.5.17

10.

-

14.[>.17

11.

I

5

-

(Dug-out progress to Le shown by eket<:h.)

* P.A.I.

I

---Temporarily Attached Infantry

4th Division.

Nature of Work or
Service.

O.R.

Permanently Attached Infantry

24th Tunnelling Company.

Designation
of
Working.

I Officers. I

= Permanently aflaclicd infantry.

\York much dela.\'e<l on 14th
and 15th by hostile shelli ng.
5,000 lbs. n.mmonal. Com•
pleteJ.

""'"'
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SECRET.
(FoR E~'E•IY MINE, UsE OTIIER SmE.)

Army Form W 3376.

MINE EXPLOSION (BRITISH).
FOURTH ARMY.
III CORPS.
211'R TUNNELLIN<l COMPANY, R.E.
DATI~: ~.Hl.l6 .

2rm DIVISION.
SECTOR: CARENCY.
TIME : 0830 HOURS.

Location and depth of charge

0 6 C

Nature of ground

Chalk.

Details of Charge :

1,81:iO lbs. ammonal, in ti0-lh. tins.
Gun-cot.ton primer.

(Size, class of cxplosi vo, form of
packjng an1l printers use<l)

7.8

32 feet.

Tamping:
(Lenl'(ths of Soliil rmd Air-spaces)

Reasons and Authority for Mine

60 feet solid ; no air-spaces.
ConTo destroy hostile l'(allery.
troller of Mines, Fourth Army.

Effects of Explosion :
Dimensions of Crater
--

Diameter of surface level, 60 feet.

- - - - - - - - - - - - 1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Underground Effects

40 feet of gallery destroyed; no
damage to remainder of system.

Estimated H.R.R.

48 feet.

Smface Effects

Average height crater lips 5 feet.
Slight damage to trench C 2.

Gas Conditions

Slight.
Work was resumed in
gallery on following day.

If against enemy gallery, esti-

10 to 15 feet.

mated distance
Infantry action regarding
Crater:
(Particularly stating whether any
new positions occupied appear
adequately protected underground)

General Remarks

Rear lip of crater consolidated.
Adequately protected umlerground.

The full force of explosion must havo
penetrated enemy gallery. Enemy
was haril at work just before
firing. No enemy work has been
heard in this vicinity since.

(Sketch attached)

Date ................. .
(B 15360)Q

Signe.d, ................................... .
B3
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(FoR BRITISH

MINE, UsE

SECRE'l'.
Smi,:. )

OTHER

MINE EXPLOSION REPORT (ENEMY).
III CORPS.
FOURTH ARMY.
24m TUNNELLING COMPANY, R.E.
DATE: 12.10.16.

2ND DIVISION.
SECTOR : CARENCY.
TIME : 1656 HOURS.

Location of Blow

0 7 d 9.1.

Nature of Ground

Chalk.

Probable Depth of Charge

40 feet.

Probable Object of Mine

Destroy our gallery, A 2 (left).

Underground Damage

10 feet of end of A 2 (left) destroyed.

Surface Effects

Crater lips average height 7 feet.
No damage to our trenches.

Dimensions of Crater (if any)

Approx. 90 feet.

Infantry Action regarding
Crater:

Nil.

(Particularly stating whether any
new positions occupied appear
adequately protected underground)

Gas Effects Underground
Casualties : Underground
Surface

General Remarks

A 2 (left) full of gas.
2 men killed hy explosion, 1 gassed .
Nil.
Tbe explosion of the mine lias not
nmterially altered the tactical
situation underground, which remains satisfactory.

(Sketch attached)

Date ................................... .

/'i1f7ned ............ , .................•• .
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CHAPTER XII.

METHODS OF CONSTRUCTI0:'11.
90. Introductory remarks.
From the standpoint of technique, no branch of military nrt has changed
less, during the many centuries of its use, than mining. For reasons that
will be discussed below, mine galleries are still lar~ely oxcrwaterl hy hand
tools, as they were in the days when all civil mining was carrier] out by
the simplest methocls. Various types of excavating machinery have heen
introduced from time to time with, on the whole, disappoint,ing results.
Although power-driven plant has now reachecl that stage of ptirfection
which may render it of service in the construction of sub-ways and dugouts in rear zones, machinery in its present form is quite unsuitable for
mining work in the front line. Power excavators are heavy to transport
to the site, cumbersome t-0 install, liable to frequent breakdowns, and,
worst of all, noisy in operation. They require specialists to run them,
and a large supply of spare parts. Though the rate of progress of such
machines, when actually in operation, may considerably exceerl that
attainable by hand, the average footage will, as a rule, be far below the
latter, when the time expended in installation and all stoppages are taken
into account.
The bulk of the work of excavation is still performed by the miner with
pick or grafting tool and shovel, and, with the sole exception of boring
machines (see Sees. 36, 70, and 71), modern science has made no important
addition to the excavating tools at his disposal.
The methods of construction employed in military mining differ little
from those adopted in elementary civil practice, except in so far as they
are modified to meet tactical requirements, among which the performance
of work with the minimum of noise is often a prominent feature. Under
these circumstances screws should be used in place of nails to dispense
with hammering. Timber should, when possible, be forced and not knocked
into position. Frequent use of screw jacks may be made for this
purpose, as also for removing broken or disused setts.
Front line conditions will not permit of the adoption of elaborate
methods, necessitating ample transport facilities and the erection of
conspicuous and vulnerable surface structures. Projects must be simple,
straightforward in execution, and frequently perforce of an impro,~sed
nature. The technical problems encountered will often bear a close
resemblance to those with which the mining pioneer ancl prospector has
to contend in remote corners of the globe.
The importance of carrying out work strictly according to design cannot
be overestimated. A twisted shaft or a crooked and undulating gallery
may hamper the whole of the subsequent development of the system
from the point of view of haulage, ventihtion, and drainage. Hasty and
scamped work never pays, and may prove disastrous.
Space will only permit of a brief des_cr_iption in this chapter of the
more common methods of sinking and dr1vmg. For further mformat10n
reference should be made to standard text-books on mining dealing with
this subject. Competence in the execution of undergrounrl work can,
however, only be gainecl by practical experience.
(B \5350)0
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91. Materials.

Timber .-A sett is the collective term applied to 4 pieces of timber,
suitably framed or jointed together, placed in position to support the
walls and roof of a gallery or shaft. They may give support either direct
or through the medium of 1 to 2-inch boarding, known as lagging or
sheeting, running parallel to the direction of drive (see Pia. 51 and 52).
In the former instance the setts are termed cases, and in the latter frames.
Since cases in addition to affording the main support also furnish the
lining, the width of the timber used will normally considerably exceed the
thickness; 9-inch by 3-inch or 9-inch by 2-inch scantling is very suitable.
For frames rather stouter timber of square or rounded section will,
as a rule, be required, since they will not form the lining, but will have
to take the pressure on the surface of the boarding which they support.
The roof member of a gallery sett is called the cap or top-sill, the floor
member the ground-sill, and the two side members side-trees or stanchions.
'l.11e 1-inch spreader, fixed as shown (Pl. 51), has been found the most
satisfactory method of framing setts for use in galleries. It transmits the
side thrust well, and permits of the placing of the top-sill in position with
the minimum of work.
Setts used in shafts and similar work should be framed with suitable
carpenters' joints. The halved joints may be used for rough construction,
hut the halved and mitred joint is preferable in important work as it gives
additional strength. It may sometimes be advisable to support the
joints of setts in shafts with angle iron brackets.
Large quantities of timber will be used in all soils except firm rock;
in loose and heavy soils the expenditure will be very high (about 3½ cubic
feet of timber will be used per foot run of an ordinary gallery close-timbered with 9-inch by 3-inch).
Practically any nature of bard or soft wood is suitable. Its condition,
provided its strength is unimpaired, is of no conseriucnce; green unseasoned wood lasts well in damp galleries.
Economy in timber, in so far as it is consistent with sound work,
must always be studied. Unsawn timber should be used wherever it will
serve the purpose. For lliis reason frames for galleries will frequently
be made of pit-props (Pl. 51, Fig. 4), i.e., rough poles of 4 to 6 inches
cliameter, while for lagging 1-ineb to 2-incb boarding sawn ont of logs will
be usecl. The sides of the boarding are usually left untrimmed with the
bark on, thus saving labour in preparation. Gallery cases may be made
011 simila~ lines. A projlortion of sawn timber will, however, always be
reqmred Ill the constructwn of shafts and other special work.
The size of gall eries and inclines should, as far as possible, be stanclardized, in order~that the setts may be manufactured on a large scale
at the Base.
Corrugated iron and expanded metal make excellent b~i,in" in
firm soils, au1l nrn.y he used in pJace of Loardin~.
c--. 0
Girders will occasional ly be required in the construction of chambers
and where exceptionall y heavv pressures are encountere<l (for furth•r
details of their use see Chap. XVI).
Sandba~s will he used in large quantities for the removal of spoil.
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92. Driving.
1. Size of galieries.-The larger the section of a gallery the more
timber is required, and the greater is the volume of s1>oi l to be removed.
Galleries of small dimensions are, therefore, desiiable; on the other band
a limiting size will be reached, beyond which men will not have enouvl;
room to work efficiently at the face or to pass one another in the c01~pleted gallery.
4 feet 3 inches by 2 feet 3 inches is about the minimum convenient
section ; it may be adopted in soils requ.iring close-timbering. Rather
larger galleries may Le constructed with advautage in soils which stan,l
well; 4 feet 10 inches Ly 2 feet 9 inches was the stan,lard size adopted
for use in chalk during the War of 1914-191U ; 6 feet 4 inches by 2 feet
9 inches was the size employed for galleries sufticiently large to permit
of men walking upright (mZ1.inly used in dug-out construction, see Chap.
XVI). The figures given above are in each case internal dimensions.
2. Timbering.-Cases or, altern,ttively, frames and sheeting may be
used according to the nature of the soil (see Pl. 52).
Cases make a strong neat lining, and are specially suitable for use in
soils which develop pressure after the gallery has been constructed. They
may be placed together (close-timbering) or, when the grnund permits,
at intervals up to about 1 foot apart. Cases should be at least 7 inches in
width. Timber 2 to 3 inches thick is generally sufficient, but, where
exceptionally he(\\')' pressures are encountered, thicker wood may be
required.
•
Fl'ames and sheeting are, as a rule, a more economical form of tin1bering
for galleries in hard soils. The frames should be placed at intervals
varying from 1 to 6 feet, according to roof and side pressme encountered.
This is also the system of timbering ttsmilly adopted when galleries are
clriven by s piling, as explained in para. 4.
The amount of lagging required will depend on the firmness of the
ground, and in good soils, such as hard chalk, it may only be necessary to
Jag the roof. In rock, timbering may frequently be dispensed with. The
roof should be cut in the shape of an arch to clistribute the overhead
pressure on to the sitles (Pl. 52, Fig. 2).
3. Methods of work.-In nearly all soils the work of excavation is
most efficiently prr!orme<l by working to a cul, that is to say, a narrow
channel cut in the face, to which the remainder of the face is broken.
The method of excavation known as kicking is the most rapid means of
progress in certain kinds of clays and sand. It has a great advantage
over pick-work, in that the ground is broken away comparatively silently.
Galleries shordd, therefore, whenever practwable, be driven by this means
when in tl1e vicinity of the enemy. Work is carried out with the grafting
tool (Pl. 53, Fig. 1). The miner lies down face uppermost, and with Ills
back supported by a board, termed a kiaking board, fixed across the
gallery. He then digs, as it were, horizontally, giving the thrust to Lrn
tool by pushing his back against the kicking board and working to a cut
made at the bottom of the face.
The pick must always be used in hard and tough soils if reasonable
progreBB ia to be made. The sound of picking is audible over a wide
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range, and detection by an alert enemy is almost certain. Pl. 53, Fig. 2,
shows a design of miners' pick suitable lo~ aU-round work.
The miner kneels to his work when p1ckmg, and excavates to a cut,
usually formed on one side of tJie face. Picks require frequent sharpening
when tl1e ground is l1ard; the face-men should he supplied with several
spare sharpened pick-heads.
It may be necessary in very hard ground to assist progress by blasting
(Chap. lX).
.
.
.
Push-picks (Pl. 53, Fig. 3) may be used for comparatively silent work
in soils too hard to be excavated by kicking "~tb the grafting tool, but the
rate of driving is slow. 'l'he sl1ape ancl size of the blade used will be varied
1o suit the nature of soil worked.
Pl. 53, Fig. 4, shows the Sel'\·ice pattern of miners' shovel employed
for removing spoil.
In placinl( cases in position, the ground-sill is first laid level. Grooves
are then cut for the side-trees, and finally the top-sill is placed in position ;
no more ear1h than is absolutely necessary should he cut away above the
top-sill to do this. Except where tl1ere is no doubt as to the soliclity of
roof an<l sides, galleries should never be pushed forward ahead of the
timbering with a view to inserting several setts at a time. This endangers
the Jives of those working, and, if the face or sides begin to run. involves
an irumPnse amount of labour.
4. Spiling must always be ad~pted in bad and doubtful ground
liable to ?Wt. It consists in driving boards to support the roof (the sides
as well in son,e cases) 0,head of the excavation. Pl. 54 illustrates the
method. The whaling board of 4-inch hy 2-inch ti10ber is placed on
cl1ocks resting on the top-sill uf the ordinary frame; there is thus enough
i,pact• tu allow tl 1l' Mpi ling hoards to be forced through Letween the whaling
hoard nrnl tlit• top-i;iJl. The RJJiling l,oards are maintained at the correct
angJe hy a llishn1ce-]!i1•ce hearing on the spi lin g lJuards o( the sett behind,
ns Hhown.
Ju very 1tl.'avy ground the- Rpiling boarJs may bend with the weight
Lef<,n~ th1•y (':1n be driv<:n lwme; iu olH.:h cases intermediate setts, Pl. 54,
Fig. ~, mus_t h0 UHNL The forward sett suppo1ts the end of the spiling
boards, wlnle tlw bad; one sern:s as a tli!itance-J_Jiere to maintain the
angle of drive. The Lon.nls n.rc dri,,en from underneath the cap. This
nwtliotl ncce1::1Hitatt>s the exrrwation of ground Letween setts in two distinct
op< rations ; first to place the intcrmediu.tc 1:1ett, and then to place the
]H-·1 n1anent se1 t .

.J_( it i1:1 n'.·r~·R~ary to pjrk out Uie gwuud all<'a<l of the spiliug boards to
fac1htatc dnv111~. only enough should be rcIHoveU to t·naLle ont boanl to
Le diiv<·n at a ti1n1•.
It may be nc•ce~~~ary in extreme f•ast·::i (1' ..t/,, louse saml) to uae faceho:.trds to support the fal'e, wl111c the roof and si<les of tL.e gallery are
c,Ha rntl'd (l'l. 54, Fig. :J).
ii. Breaking-away galleries.-A false frame should be use<l in
breaking away a_ gallery from the l1ottum of the shaft. This is placed
ngamst the wall m wl11ch the gallery is to b • driven. The side-trees are
slrutl,J as shown on l'I. 52, Figs. 4 an<l 5, in order to take the thrust of
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the side walls of the shaft. The removal of sufficient timbering to enable
the placing of the first sett can then be proceeded with. This sett should
be firmly fixed to the s_haft timbering, so that the sides of the shaft may
have a_bearmg agamst 1t and be prevented from collapsing wLen the false
fram e 1s removed.

In breaking out one gallery from another, the top-sills must be strutted
with a false frame before the side-trees can be removed to form the opening
for the new g•llery. The work is then similar to that described above.
In changing the direction of a gallery the bend should be made gradually, when using cases, by fitting them close together at one sirle and leaving
intervals at the other.
6. Direction and ~radient.-The direction of a gallery will be laicl.
out by compass or theodolite (Sec. 84) ; great care must be taken to
ensure that it is maintained. The best method of doing this is to hang
two plummets, inclicating the required centre-line of the gallery, from the
roof (Pl. 55, Fig. 1), and to take a shot on each case or frame as it is r,laced
in position. The centre-line should be marked on each ground-sill, and,
if the sett is found to be out of alignment, its position must be acljusted.
The gradient of a gallery should frequently he checkecl. with a level
and templet cut to the correct slope.
7. Footage driven per shift will depend on many factor.', of which the
most important are :i. Nature of soil.
ii . Number of men employed at face.
iii. Necessity for quiet work.
iv. Facilities for removal of spoil.
The number of men actually employed at the face in excavating a
gallery of normal dim0 nsions will vary from 3 to 1 per shift, according
to the necessity for making rapid progress. Three men will he re'}uired
at the face if the gallery is to be driven at a maximum speed, i.e., 1 man

I
I

I

pirking or kicking , 1 man bagging the spoil , anrl l man preparin~ timber

and resting.

Work at the face must be carried on continnou.sl_y at hil(h

pressure, the men relieving each other at the faca ever~, 20 minutes to

half an hour. When it is not essential to push forwarrl the gallery at
high speed, one man, who does the entire work of exraYating, bagging:
spoil, and timberin~. may he emplnyP1l; thi 1 will bf' m11<·h m0r~ eco1~0mical in labour, but the footag" attainrrl prr shift at ,·,H·h hr:t1l111½ wil l,
of course, be comparatin-ly sm:ill. In the lattPr inl'it~ 1v·f.~ it will oftr_n .be
ad,,isable in order to obtain reasonable footage, to give a man a <lcfimfo
task to perform. Where, however, a gallery is to br <lriwn forward at
maximum speed and t hree men are employed at the. foce, the best method
of obtaining good progress is to encourage a wholeson~e r1val_ry be~wee1~
each shift as to which can attain the hest footage dnrmg their })PflOll of
work. Tenrlency to scamp work, however, nrn-;t be rigo!·ons_ly checked.
Progress at the rate. of 40 feet per <li':'m ha~: _hel'n maint,a.1!wtl over a
period of a week in hard chalk with the pick asmstl'(l by l~la:-,t mg, a_rnl a1~
11verage speed of 30 feet per diem has been recordecl clunng '' perwcl. of
14 days in blue clay with the grafting tool., unJe: con<l1t1011s 1wce~s1bttu~g
quiet work. 'fhe above, however, are except10nal figures: they will
only be achiever! by shifts of sk illrfl men t1",111ied tu work together,

.l..
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An average progress of at least 15 feet per diem may be expected in
good ground, but where the soil is difficult the rate of advance may be much
slower.
For methods of chamber construction see Sec. 122.

93. Sinking.
l. The dimensions of shafts will be governed by the depth to be
sunk and hy the amount o( spoil to be dealt with. It is obvious that a
larger liaulage-way will he re'luirerl for a sh,.ft serving several headings
worked simultaneously than for one through winch little spoil 1s to be
evacuated. It is always better to err on the large side. A shaft of inadequate section will hamper the subsequent progress and restrict ventilation.
A 7-foot by 5-foot shaft (internal dimensions) is a convenient size for
deep work. A 1-foot by 3-foot section may suffice for a shaft constructed
merely to furnish an exit, but this size should be regarded as a minimum.
When spoi l is to be evacuated in any quantity, the shaft should not be
smaller than 6 feet by 4 feet.
2. Timbering and design.-A good type of shaft timbering is shown
on Pl. 56. It consists of setts placed at every 3 to 4 feet, hung from each
other by iron hooks, and strutted by distance-pieces placed at the corners.
The interval between each sett is lagged with boarding.
It is preferable to divide deep niain shafts, 7 feet by 5 feet in size and
over, into two by a strut placed across each sett (Pl. 56). This sen-es the
double purpose of strengthening the longer side of each sett and of enabling
two separate compartments to be formed, one for the ladderway anrl the
other for l1aula,:(e. The larlderway shoulrl be m1tde in stages as shown,
so that, should a man slip, he cannot fall far.
Cases, in pJace of frames anrl lagging, may be used for short shafta.

The cases should be held in position by battens nailed across them (Pl. 57,
Fig. l ). This mcthorl has the arkantage of being simpler for unskillerl
men to carry out.. The shaft constructed, however, is not so strong,
anrlit ir; difficult, wJt('n Rinking to :1nr rlPpth, to maintain a vertical rlirectiOn
arnl lo avoid hvist,

3. Method of work.-The sit<• for the shaft shoul,l first he lewllecl
and a pent}1ouse constructed over it to afforll protrction and concealment
from aerial observation. Alterna1ively, the shaft may be commence,l
from a cliamhcr constructed at a short depth below the surface and with
inrlinrs lradin~ into it (Pl. 57, Fig. ]). Ml'asures sl,onlcl be taken to
pr<•vC'nf flooc.ling from

f.11rfar('

water.

Thr collar sett, t~P frame from wl1ich the shaft timlJ(•ring is lmn_~.
shoul«l thrn hr hr<lcl('(l Jn and levelll'1l. In some cases it ma\'" be nc·CPssarv
to plar0 1hr C'ollar :,.pt,t on rroRs-hNirers to ohtain atl1lifjonal bearin'rr
Rttrfacc (Pl. 56, Fiµ. 1). Hinkin!.!; op,•ratinns are thpn commenced fr(ln~
the colhn sett, anrl tlw timheriu_!.!; lixt••l jn positjon as thi· work procrrrl.-,_
A_ plu~nh-~mli R_hou l.(l he llSl'd fro1n time to time to l'Jl'.';llfl' that a yerfical
<.hrec~10u rn mu.111tamcd ; C':lrt• lllu~t al.su he tak1·n to H'l' that t·ad1 ~ett or
case .1s p1a.?ecl square with the one ahoYf•, utherwise tlw i-:,}1;1ft mav ,levdup
a twist as ,t descends.
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"'hen the _groull(l is not sufficiently firm to permit of the lagging being
placed m position after the lower sett l1as heen hung, the laggini! boards
may be spilcd clown ahead of each sett. PI. 57, Fig. 2, shows a shaft
constructerl. in this manner.

One or two men, according to the size of the sha,ft, will be required at
the shaft bottom to carry out the excavation and timbering. Two men
will normally be required for hoisting, and they should relieve the men
at the shaft bottom at interv~ls of half an hour ·or so.
Rpeeial mctho,ls o( siuking will ha11e to be adopter! when running sand
or very loo~~ ~oil of more than a few feet in thickness is encounterecl.
Spiling may he employed to get·through the shifting stratum or steel
tubbing may he use,l.
4. Spiling.---The method of spiling employed in sinking throu!(h running soil is similar to that adoptnrl in clriYing, but longer spiling hoards,
extending O\'Pf seYrral shaft setts, arr nsed.
'l'Jw hoards arc ,!riven down behind a collar sett of special design
(Pl. 58, Fiµ:. 1) as far ah,,a,l of the excavation as thc_v will go . A portion
of the Ntrth is th1·n rxran1.ted, and th~ spiling boar<ls are thPn driven in
again; setts are fixed in position to take the thrw~t on the spiting boards
a8 the work proceed::..
The srcrrt o[ success lies in excavating only small

quantities of spoil o.t a time and in driving the boarding as far ahead of
the excavation as posr.ible. This applies particularly to sinking operations
in running sand 1 which is in a semi-fluid state. If too much soil is taken
out, the floor, which is under pressure from the surrounding sand, will

rise up in the shaft. This will cause the formation of cavities behind the
shaft timbering and the subsequent settlement of the groun<l surrounding
it ; the foundations of the colhtr sett will be disturbed, very heavy pressure
will he set up, nnrl the shaft will be lost.
The spilin f( hoards should not he less than~ inches thirk. Thry should
be fmnisherl with a rutting rJge at the lower f·ncl. The- hoards should, if
11ossible, he rathtr longl'r-1ha~ thP dPpth of thf' rnnnin;? strnlurn to be
i_ravrrsul. ,YJwn this is i1npractir:1blr, a frpsh srt of spilin g bnards m11.-.t
l1r lhi,·t'n i1widl' the firRt, ours. 1'Li:; will nwte,riallv rcduec thr si1,e of
tlze shaft, arnl m11Rt be taken iutn a.rcount in df'1•idi1l~ on till' clim4.:•nsio11s
at s.urLU'(' len'I. Thus. in th<' exampll' ;:ri\"l'Jl (Pl. 58, F'ig. 2), a ~haft 7 fct't
b,· !i fret at surf a,·,· 1,•vel 1,rrnmes 6 feet by J feet at a ,lrpt h of IO fort, a ml
for each fresh set of spilin.g boards inserted a. reduction of l font each way
will take pJare. Genf'rally speakin:t, it is n0t prattira.hl,~ to sink by
spiling tliroug:h more than 20 feet tJiickness of running :-;arnl.

5. Steel tubbing (Pl. S9, Fil!- l ). if ohtainahle, affords the most satisfactory mrans of sinking 1hrough running san1l. Jt is nuufo up in panels
wl1ich are bolted together; an angle iron cutti11g edge is fixed to the base

of the first ring of tubbing, A hole is du!'( to take the first section of tubSo long ns the soi l is firm it is rxca.vatrd just aliNtd of thr c:uN mg
ed•,e and t}H' tubbi 11 ~ is forreil <l0\n1 bv mean::,; 1J{ jacks working agaim;t
th; penthouse roof. ~ As the ,York proceeds, fre sh rings of tubbing are
bolted on as requin•d. When the running sand is _rea~hed, the tubbing is
jacked down into the semi-fluid stratum as far as ,t will go .. The ro~f of
the penthouse must be loaded with rails or sandbags to obtam the weight

hin_!!.
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necessary for this purpose. The subsequent procedure is similar to that
adopted in spiling; it is essential to keep the tubbmg Jacked down as far
ahead of the excavation as possible (Pl. 59, Fig. 2).
A stratum of 25 feet of running sand is about the maximum depth that
can be traversed with tnbbing. Cementation and freezing methods are
frequently adopted in commercial undertakings for sinking _through thick
layers of running soil, but the large amount of plant reqmred precludes
their use on active service.

6. Footage.-Progress will vary considerably with the nature of the
ground, and will necessarily be very slow in sinking through bad soils
such as running sand, for which it is impossible to give figures. An
average advance of 6 to 8 feet per 24 hours may be expect.ed in good
ground. The latter has often been exceeded, but the importance of
putting absolutely reliable timbering in all shaft work renders it seldom
aclvisable to attempt sinking at abnormal speeds.
94. Incline.,.
J. Size and design.-1:nclines used as mine entrances will generally

be rather wider and higher than the galleries they serve. A vertical section
of 6 feet by 4 feet 6 inches 1s a convenient size for '1 main incline through
which much spoil is to be evacuated.
The angle of slope will vary accorcling to conrlitions ; it should never
be greater than 60° to the horizontal. Slopes of 1 in 2 or 1 in 3 are
generally arlopted.
Precautions must always be taken to prevent flooding from surface
water. A good methocl is to dig into the parapet a short passage, at the
encl of which the incline is commenced (Pl. 60, Fig. 2). This passage
should be at least 5 feet long and about 1 foot above the level of the trench
floor. It should be roofed over and camouflaged. As in the case of shafts,
it will frequently be preferable to start deep inclines from a chamber con•
strncted a short distance below the surface (see Pl. 57, Fig. 1).
Large inclines may be clividecl iuto two by vertical struts, as shown on
Pl. 60, Fig. 3. A ladclerway is fitte<l in one of the compa.rtmeuts thus
formed, and the other is used £or tbe haulage of spoil.
2. Timbering.-Cases or frames and sheeting are used for the lining.
They are placecl in position as alreacly describer! for galleries. The uprights of the setts should, as a general rule, be placed normal to the slope
(Pl. 60, Fig. 1). An alternative method, when cases are used, is to place
the uprights vertical (Pl. 60, Fig. 2) ancl step them clown. This design
has the advantage of provicling steps, but the timbering is not so stron-g,
ancl l_onger si,le-trecs must be used; those shorter than 6 feet give insufficient head-room.

It is advisable, even in hard grouncl that stanrls well, to close-timber
at least the first 15 feet of inclines driven from the surface, in order to
provide additional stren;,-th against shell fire.
3. Details of work are similar to those aheady described for galleries.
The slope of the mchue shoulrl fre11uentlv he checked with l&vel and
templet. Footage will dc•pend to a Jar~e extent nn the angle of slope M
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which the incline is driven, and will in anv case be less than that attained
in galleries under similar conditions. An average progress of about 10 feet
per diem may be reckoned on in good soil, when the slope does not exceed
1 in l.

95. Removal of spoil.
l. The spoil at the face must be placed in receptacles which will facilitate handling at the face and transportation along the galleries, up the
shaft or incline, and finally to the spoil dump. Sandbags are the most
suitable form; they may be used several times until worn out. Failina
sandbags, wicker baskets or wooden boxes will serve the purpose, but they
are far less satisfactory.
In order that the capacity of the tramming and hoisting systems
installed may be sufficient to deal with the output of spoil, it is
advisable first to wo1·k out the approximate volume of spoil that will
have to be dealt with per foot advance of a gallery. In doing this,
allowance must be made for the fact that the excavated earth, owing to
voids, occupies about one-third greater space than the virgin soil. Thus,
when 3-inch timbering is used, the volume of spoil excavated per foot
advance of a standard gallery, 4 feet 10 inches by 2 feet 9 inches
internal dimensions, would be as follows :Volume of earth excavated per foot advance=(4 feet 10 inches+
8 inches) (2 feet 9 inches+6 inches)=l8 cubic feet .
.·. actual volume of spoil=l8 X } =24 cubic feet.
A sandbag holds approximately ½cubic foot, of spoil, hence about
48 sandbags must be removed per foot advance of the gallery.

2. Tramming.-The best method of transporting spoil from the face
is to load it on small 40 cm. gauge trucks (miners' trucks), which are run
along the galleries on wooden track; this operation is usually termed
tram,mi11g.
The design of Mine..-s' truck supplied in the Service is shown on
Pl. 61, Fig. 1. The wheels are rubber tyrecl to lessen no;se, and the wheel
bearings must be kept well greased to prevent squeaking. 'rhe 40 cm.
gauge wooden track, a suitable design of which is shown on PI. 62, is
screwed to the floor of the gallery.
The bags of spoil are dragged a little distance from the face and loaded
on the miners' truck which is pushed or pulled by hand to the bottom of
the shaft or inrline. A truck will take 6 to 8 bags, and thus loaded r·an
easily he manipulated on the level by one man.
It will be necessary to have several trucks at work simultaneously in
long galleries through which much spoil is trammed. Passing-ways must
be formed at intervals along the gallery, and a traffic system mst1tuted.
It should be organized on the principle of making trucks returning empty
to the face get into the passing-ways, so that loaded trucks may have a
clear run from heading to hoist.
3. Hoisting.-Economy in man-power is always the chief factor to
study in preparing a hoisting scheme. Vertical hoisting (i.e., in shafts)
has the advantage of reducing friction to a minimum ; on the other hand,
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inclines gi\'e a mechanical advantage varying with the slope at which they
are laid.
Hoisting will invariably be by hand-power; the type of plant installed
will naturally depend on the rate at which it is necessary to evacuate spoil
and the depth of shaft or incline. Direct haul, a rope running over a smgle
pulley block (Pl. 61, Fig. 2), may suffice for a shallow shaft or short mchne,
but, generally speaking, it will be necessary to install a windlass or winch
giving a suitable mechanical advantage.
Such apparatus should be placed clear of the top of the shaft or incline,
in order that traffic may not be obstructed. For shafts, the best arrangement is to set the windlass back a little distance from the collar sett, and
to pass the haulage rope through a pulley block attached to the roof of
the penthouse CPL 61, Fig. 3). For inclines, a separate chamber for the
windlass or winch may be constructed (Pl. 60, Fig. 4).
Wire rope (1 inch to 2 inches circumference) should be used for hoisting;
cordage will not stand tbe we11r, and soon breaks.
In shafts, the most satisfactory method of attaching the bags to the
rope of the hoisting apparatus is to splice an irnn hook to the encl of the
rope, and to take a turn round the two or more sandbags to be raised
(Pl. 61, Figs. 2 and 3). Jn inclines, the same method may sometimes be employed, a smooth board being used for the bags to slide on (Pl. 60, Fig. 4),
or, alternatively, mono-rail haulage of the nature shown on Pl. 63 may be
installed. In large inclines dealing with much spoil, however, labour will
often be saved by hauling the truck loaded with sanrlbags to the strrface,
although the ratio of nett to gross loarl will be clerreasecl thereby. This
last method is specially suitable where 40 cm. track can be run direct from
the head of incline to spoi l clump, as Ly this means handling of bags will
be reduced.
Friction ju inC'1ines through whirl1 J1eavy truckloa<ls art1 hauled to the
surface will be much reduced by the use of steel rails fixed to sleepers.
Pl. 65, Fig. 2, shows a mino:-rs' truck adapted for incline work under these
conditions; the spta,q, which must be hooke,l up wL.en the truck is running

down, provides a safety device against the hoisting rope parting.
Tbe Windlass is the most generally useful apparatus for mine haulage;
it may be 11:-1ed for eithrr Hhaft or indine. The diameter of the drum will
vary from 6 to 12 inclws, ancl the radius of the crank-lianille from 1 Lout
2 im·hes to] foot O inches. The machine, whfrh Rho11 lrl he c·on~tructed
for do~blr mannin:4 (one man each side) , m'ly he dt·Ri;.!"llL''l tu give a
n1echamcal a,lvantage varyin,g from 2 to G arcording to re<1uirements. A
good design of windlass is shown on Pl. 64.
.

Tl~c Winch (Pl. 65, Fig. 1) gives a gn--a.h•r merh1nir,1l alh·antagL' tl1an
the w111dlass; 14 or 15 to 1 is a suitable ratio. \Vml'h,•:::1 will be in~talleJ
where !wavy loacl -1, beyond the J_Jower of the 2•m u1 wind]a-.;~, are to be
~le:1lt ~vith. TLH•ir use will mainly be confined to thu~e i1wlit1"':::I in which it
1s desired to haul hea vy truck-loa<ls of bags to the su, face. Thev will
se.ldon1 be of service for shafts, as the rate of hoi:::1tinJ is t. o sluw con;pared
wtth the load normally lifte<l.

r1. 66 shows an improvisc<l double drum winch g vi
a<lvunlage of 10 to 1.

"

0
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'l'hc fol!olving is l1 sumtnary of results obtained from hoisting experi1n,nts curried out during the War of 1914°1919.
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Approximately l ,100 bags per 24 hours will be produced from a gallery
rlriven at the rate of 30 feet per diem. Thus, in the case of shafts not more
than 100 feet deep, a two-man windlass working at high pressure will be
able to deal with this amount of spoi l. '!'he winch and truck is the most
efficient hcisting apparatus for inclines. On the other hand, the windl ass
has the a<hantagt:"' of being easil y manufactured loca.ll y; the capacity of
the windlass and truck system will be sufficient to meet requirements under
norrnal eonditions o{ progress.
For rlisposal of spoil see Sec. 86.

II

96. Drainage.
1. The practicability of mining in water-hearing strata has been

discussed in Sec. 83, para. 5; this section will be confined to a description
of the methods employed to evacuate water when encountered.
Wattr, evfn in smaH quantities, is always a serious hindrance to
propress, and will usually necessitate the permanent employment of one
01 more men per shift on (he unproductive work of pumping.

II
I
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The drainage scheme o! a mine system should be designed on the
principle of leading by gravitation all water from the galleries to a sump
formed at the bottom of the shaft or incline, where it may be dealt with by
one central pumping installation. For this reason galleries in soi ls likely
to contain water should be driven with a slight upward gradient (l in 50 is
sufficient) from the bottom of the shaft or incline. All water encountered
in the galleries will then flow down by gravity to the bottom of the shaft
or inc]ine, where a sump is formed.

The collection of water into small sumps at various points in the galleries
of a system should be avoided whenever possible, for a larl(e amount of
unproductive labour will have to be expended in emptying these sumps
into the main sump from which the water is pumped to the surface.
2. Pumps.-Occasional baling with a bucket, which is hoisted to the
surface, may be the most efficient method of dealing with water when the
yield is very small (a few gallons per liour). Hand pumps, however, will
generally be the most satisfactory method of evacuation.
A detailed description of the Service pattern hand lilt and force pump
will be found in M.B., Vol. VI, Sec. 28. Two men are required to work
it for lifts over 20 feet. The pump is designed to raise water 60 feet, but
for mining work it is not advisable to rely ona combined lift and force of
more than 40 feet.
When large volumes of water beyond the capacity of hand pumps have to
be dealt with·, power pumps, usually electrically driven, must be installed ;
several suitable patterns are described in 1\1.E., Vol. VI, Chap. VIII.
Water from mine workings will, as a rule, contain much mud in suspen-

sion. A sandbag should be placed over the strainer with which the Service
lift and force pump is provided. Even when this precaution is taken,
the valves are very liable to get clogged with mud and grit, and loose
threads and strands from the sandbags themselves may give much trouble.
Pumps will invariably require frequent overhaul and cleaning. The same
difficulty will be experienced with power-driven pumps, and, if possible,
the type inst,alle<l should be <lesigned for dealing with sludge water.
It will usually be necessary, when pumping by hand, to raise the water
from shafts over 40 feet deep in two stages. A second pump is installed
in a chamber constrncted off the shaft about half-way up (Pl. 67].
Deep shafts, sunk through a water-logged stratum to an impervious
stratum below, should be provided with a water-ring just below the junction
between the two strata (Pl. 67). The bulk of the water which cannot be
kept out by c11u lking may then be collected in a chamber formed in the side
of the shaft. 'l'hc advantages of the water-ring arc that the height through
which the bulk of the water has to be pumped is reduced and that the
lower portion of the shaft is kept much drier.
'

97. l'e11tilalion.
1. 'l'.he two main sources of contan1 inatjon of the air underb,roun<l are

exhalat10ns from the human lungs and the gaseous products of the explosion
of mmes.

Of the former little need be said by way of explanation; the conditions
under which the arr deteriorates do not differ materially from thooe in
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a_ny other confined space occupied by animal life. Unless the air is contmually changed i_t is gradnalll:' exh~usted of oxylfen, which is replaced
by the carbon d10x1de and other 1mpunt1es expelled m breathing. Carbon
dioxide alone, however, 1s not an active poison ; air containing a far larger
percentage than the normal can be breathed without serious ill-effects but
the subject will become enervated and disinclined to exertion. D~rina
strenuous labour at_ the face the miner will exhaust the air more rapid!;
than would otherwise be the case. Hence an ample supply of fresh air
is essential to efficient work.
More_over, althou!\h excess of carbon dioxide is not actively harmful,
long per10ds spent Ill 1ll-vent1lated galleries are most deleterious to health
and may seriously increase the sick-rate of personnel.
'
Mine gas is far more lethal. Its principal and most danaerous constituent, carbon monoxide, is so poisonous that the breathing of air
containing O·5 per cent. or even less of this gas may cause death (see
Chap. XIV). Specially rigorous methods of ventilation are, therefore,
necessary to rid galleries of carbon monoxide before work can be res1tmed.
2. Ventilation beneath the surface will be effected by :i. Natural methods.
ii. Artificial methods.
Every effort should be made to encourage the former, since forced
ventilation will always entail additional labour and plant.
3. Natural ventilation.-If two mine entrances are connected up
underground by a gallery, a continuous current of air is forthwith induced
throughout the whole length ; one of the entrances becomes an upcast,
and the other a downcast (Pl. 68, Fig. 1). This is the basic principle of
mine ventilation by natural means. The value of a lateral in a fighting
system as a means of assisting ventilation is therefore apparent.
Even under adverse conditions disturbances in the atmosphere on the
surface will always induce currents in the air of the mine system, once
a through connection has been made. On the other hand, the desirability
of creating a strong through draught should always be borne in mind when
designing a mine system, and galleries should be made as straight as possible
wherever tactical cornlitions will permit, in ordrr not to obstruct currents
of air. It is preferable that the mine entrances should not be sited at the
same level, ancl that they should face opposite direct.ions; by this means
the fullest advantage will be taken of wind on the surface. A goocl draught
in the upcast may be fostered by creating a strong cross current of air at
the entrnnce (Pl. 68, Fig. 2), much the same as a cowl is used on a
chimney. The draught in the upcast may also be assisted by placing a
brazier at the foot of the shaft or incline. This method, however, is
only recommended in casrs of emergency; there is a danger of poisonous
fumes (containing carbon monoxide) from the fire penetrating the
system.
The air in the galleries driven out from the lateral, though far from pure,
will generally be sufficiently good to permit of the galleries being used by
listening patrols. If, however, strenuous work is to be performed, or there
is any suspicion of the presence of mine gas in the galleries, forced ventilation of the nature described in para. 4 must be proVJded. The ventilat10n
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of two adjacent galleries drinn out far from the lateral may be improved
by connecting them mth a cross-cut (Pl. 68, Fig. l}. . .
.
Natural ventilation may sometimes be effected m smgle gallenes, to
which there is only one entrance, by dividing the entrance and gallery into
two passages with bratticing (air-proof canvas), one passage so formed
becoming an upcast ancl the other a downcast (Pl. 68, Fig. 2). Generally
speaking, however, it will be easier and more efficient to install forced
ventilation in single galleries.
4. Artificial ventilation will almost invariably be required in
driving headings, for the air i_1: galleries 1nore than ~O f~et from a sou~cP
of pure air (i.e., a lateral with good through ventilat10n or the outside
air) becomes so bad as to prohibit work. Shafts can, as a rule, be driwn
to a depth of 100 feet from the surface before it is necessary to employ
artificial ventilation.
Tlie following apparatus may be used:i. Bellows.
ii. Air-pumps.
iii. Fans.

Bellows, about 5 feet in length ancl similar to those used in smithies,
give a good supply of air up to distances of 1,000 feet : Pl. 55, Fig. 2, shows
1he method of mounting. The weight of sandbags placed on top of the
bellows must be adjusted to suit th,, pressure against which it is required
to work. The apparatus is worked by one man. Using 2-inch hose anrl
worked at the rate of 15 strokes per minute, it will deliver 18 cubic feet of
air per minute to a distance of 1,000 feet.
Air-pumps.-PI. 69 shows a useful type of pump manufactuncl
hy Messrs. Holman Bros., Ltcl., of Camhonw. This pump wiIJ dciiwr a
larger volurne of air to long distanceR than bellows, but re<1uires two men tn
operate it. Whrn workecl at the rate of -15 cl.ouhle strokes per minute-.
it. will clr}jver 18 cubic feet of air pf'r minute thruuah :2-inrh hoRe to a
distance of l,fiOO Jert.
~
Fans.- Harn.1 -driven g,•an•,l rotaJT fans will st"ldou1 he used. Th,-,.
l'Nlllire large diarnd<·r pipmg whi('h t~lkrs HfllllP finw tn install: tht>Y a,·"
also inclincil to he noisy j'.1 npcrat_ion. 1£/ntri,·a!J_y dri,·,·n pm\n fam,· "ill,
howev0r, be of great. HRRu,fa.ncr m gaRR," gc.tllrri,•:-, ,d1,TP a largl' Ynluml'
of air is rcqnirccl to dil':ipCrRe tlw carbon rnow1xi1k.

Piping.-.Armonr<'il ruhber hoRc J1as hPrn [oun1l tht: most Rati.-;fadPI'\"
method of air dC'liYrry for the follnwin~ ft':l:·mns : i. Ease o[ j11:::1tallation an,l extension without noise.
ii. Freedom from leakage.
~ii. FIPxi~ilit;v, allm\in_g sim~lr a~lj_ustment to bends an,l irregulariti,·s.
iv. Orcas10na.l value 111 mamtammg air connection with entu11dwd
mrn through hlown ground.
Th~ size of hose 1:1sed wjll Yary from 2 to 3 inl'hes in diamett>r. ~~in•·h
hose will generally give an adequate supph· of air up to diotances ul I Cw
feet, provided m.ine gas is not encounterel
'
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Faili:°-g l1o~r, or whrrc 1m~g~ Yohnnes of air areronsta1.t]y necessary,
4} to 6:mch diameter stove p1pm~ may be employed. TJ1e joints may be
made air-tight mth putty o,·cr which a rubber band is sfreh-l1cd. The old
Bliler tubes of motor-car tyres, cut up into su itable lengths, form excellent
bands for this purpose.

5. Gas doors.-Altl1ough a through circulation of oir is to be encouraged in mine systenrn, this feature will have obvious diRadvantages

should a gallery he flooded with gas after a blow, for, if good natural
ventilation exists, tl,c whole of the system may rapidly become filled with
mmc gas. The best method of overcoming this difficulty is to provide aas
doors (Pl. 70) at suitable intervals in the system, so that a gassy gall;ry
can be slrnt off from the rest of the system 1/ desired. In some cases it is
a good plan to place a gas door in the fighting gallery at its junction with the
lateral. The gas door will normally be left open, but will be so adjusted
that, sl1ou!d _a hostile blow penetrate the head of the gal lery, the gas door
,nll automatically be closed by the subsequent rush of mine gas.

98. Ligl,ti11g.
l. Electricity, supplied from a petrol or oil-driven set situated in a
dug-out near the mine system, is the most satisfactory source of illumination.
Electric light is clean, and does not vitiate the atmosphere. Direct
current is preferable to alternating current; the latter should never be
used in offensive operations which it is desired to conceal, as the surging
of the current is liable to detection by the enemy, and to arouse his
suspicions.

2. Candles should be used where the magnitude of the operations does
not permit of the in stallatiou of elect.ric light. Candles will not burn in an
atmosphere containing more than 10 per cent. of carbon dioxide. This
fact is a useful indicator of foul air due to inadequate ventilation. Circumstances, howeYer, may occasionally necessitate work being carrier! out in

an atmosphere which will not support the combustion of a canrlle.

In such

cases portable accumulator lamp:':. of the types described in para.. 3, mui:;t

be used, or, if these are not available, acetylene flares.
3. Portable accumulator lamps.-Thc danger of intro<lucing uakc,l
lights into galleries in which minP {!as may be prcsf'nt in qmmtitics ~ullir·ient

to produce an explosion (Sec. 105) has led to the use of portahl,· elt·ctric
lamps, in which the current is supplied from u. small sccond_ary battr.ry.
They arc principally used in mine rescue wo.rk. _A lamp of smtahlc d~i:i~gn
is shown on 1'1. 71. It weighs G} lbs., and 1s switched on o.r off by g1vrn.g

a partial rotation to the top part, keeping the bottom part rn a fixecl position. The makers (The Thor Electric Safety Lamp Co., Ltd.) claim that
a lamp with fully charged battery will give 10_ hours light. A fe~tme of the
lamp is that it is so constructed as to be practically unbreakable 11 dropped.

4. Hand torches.-Officers and shift N.C.Os. should be provided with
hand torches of the dry cell type ; any of the mo!e reliable vatterns _on the
market are suitable. The torches are not designed to give contmuous
light, and should only be used intermittently for inspection work, &c.

j
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99. Laying mines.
1. The laying of mines will involve : -

i. The construction of mine chamber.
ii. Loading of explosive.
iii. Tamping.
2. Chamber .-The cubic contents of the charge will govern the size
of chamber to be constructed. The charge must be concentrated ; as a
rule, the length of chamber formed should not be more than twice the
breadth.
Chambers of a cross-section approximating to that of an ordinary gallery
may be driven for charges not exceeding 5,000 lbs., but? to a:void spaces,
the dimensions should be a multiple of those of the contamers m whwb the
explosive is packed. The chamber should be driven at right angles to
the direction of the gallery in order to assist tamping.
Special chambers must be constructed for very large charges ; Pl. 72
shows a suitable design, of which the following features should be noted :i. The chamber is constructed by driving two headings, each
4 feet 6 inches wide, side by side.
ii. The chamber is dimensioned to suit the dimensions of the
explosive containers (50-lb. ammonal tins) .
iii. The points of detonation are evenly distributed throughout tho
charge.
iv. Simplicity of wiring arrangements for firing. The electric
detonators and leads are inserted from the central compartment,
as shown, after the two outer compartments have been filled
with explosive. When this bas been done, the central compartment is loaded. By this means all jointing and preliminary
testing of leads and detonators can be carried out prior to
placing them in the chamber.
It will frequently happen in mine fighting that there is no time to make
a chamber for the charge, which under these circumstances must be laid
in the existing gallery. Care must be taken that spaces into whirh the
explosive containers cannot he fitted are tightly packed with sandbags.
3. Loading.-Thr explosiYe is hest transpnrtecl to the chamher on
miners' trucks. The gallC>riPH :.rn,l charnLer shQt:l<l be lighted hv electric
lamps during the op(•ration; thr trne of nakf'cl lights Rhotilrl he. p;ohibite,1.
Electric firing will normally be employed for firing n1i1ws; two or three
HC'paratc cireuits shoul_cl he inserted. Large eharges should be provi<lc,l
with several points of detonation (.,er Sec. 37).
4. The tamping used consists of sandbags well bonded together. or
rammed earth. Tlw length o( tamping should not be less than[½ times the
ratlrns of rupture of the mi,w.
H ci~cumstanc.es permit, thC' tamping of thl• chargl:' may be improve1l
by makmg two right-anglerl bends 111 the gallery leading to the charge
(see Pl. 92). Econom)' of Jabour may be effected h_v u.sin~ air-spaces in the

latter half of the tamping. Each air-space should not be more than 1()
feet m length, and an equivalent length of tampino should be iruerte,1
"'
before another air-space is commenced.
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It will sometimes be advisable, in order to have a supply of tamping
ready to hand, to stack sandbags on one side of the galleries in the vicinity
of the chamber.
5. In emergency, as, for instance, when the enemy has broken into a
gallery, 1t may be necessary to fire small charges with little or no tamping.
It IS preferable that the portable charges, kept for use in eventualities of
this nature, should be in the form of cylindrical torpedoes 6 to 8 inches in
diameter. These can be inserted in a bore-hole, made in the side of a
gallery with an earth auger; by this means a certain amount of tampiu"
0
will be obtained.

CHAPTER XIII.

CALCULATION OF CHARGES AND THEIR EFFECTS IN
MINE WARFARE.
100. Explanation of terms, &c.
1. The calcnlation of concentrated mined charges for use in demolition

work has been desrribed in Part I, Sec. 49. Concentrated charges of
explosive are almost invariably used in mine warfare, but in these operations it is necessary to predict with far greater precision the surface effects
that will be produced, and also to estimate as accurately as possible the
range of the internal pressures created beneath the surface by the explosion.
To do this, the action of a concentrateil charge exploded underground must
he analysed in some detail.
2. Consider the explosion of n charge O (Pl. 73, Fig. I) buried in homogeneous soil at such a depth that its action cannot reach the surface. A
spherical chamber of compression* V will he formed by the expanding gases,
and in the earth surrounding this chamber compressive stresses will be
set up, the limit of which are approximately defined in the section by the
circle HKL (for further details see Sec. 103).
3. Now consider the case ir, which the charge is sufficiently near the
surface for the effects of the explosion to reach it (Pl. 73, Fig. 2).
A chamber of compression will be formed as before, and then the
explosive force acting along the line of least resistance OA, which, except in
cases where the surface of the ground departs considerably from the horizontal, corresponds with the depth of the charge, will break through to the
surface forming a crater circular in plan and of radius AB.
. AB
radius of crater .
.
.
4. The rat10 OA or
L.L.R.
1s called the mdex of a mme,
a numerical factor of first importance in mine calculations. A mine of
index= 1, that is to say one in which the radius of crater formed is equal
• The roof and sides of the chamber of compression usuaUy fall in after the explosion
baa spent itia force, but in very plastic BOila it may occaaionally remain iutact.

I
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to L.L.R., is termed a common mine, :Mines of index greater than
nnity are termed overcharged mines, those of less undercharged
mines. A charge of the nature considered iu para. 2, so small in comparison with the L.L.R. that it will not break surface, is known as a camouflet.
The largest charge that can be blown at a given depth without breaking
surface is termed a maximum camouflet.
5. Craters are frequently referred to in terms of the ratio of their
diameter to the L.L.R., when they are known as one-lined, two-lined, threelined, &c., according as to whether the length of the diameter is one, two,
or three times that of the L.L.R. Thus, the crater formed by a common
mine is a two-lined crater.
Immediately outside the circumference of the crater proper, the diameter
of which, as already explained, is that of the actnal hole formed in the
earth measured at surface level, mouncls of debris, termed the crater lips
(shown by BDF and CEG in section on Pl. 73, Fig. 2), will be thrown up
by the explosion. In acldition, the grouncl in the vicinity of the crater
edge will be shaken ancl fissured. Thus, on level ground the zone, within
which all personnel will be killed and defences crushed and buried, wi ll be
a circle of centre coinciding with that of the crater, but of larger contents.
The radius of this circle is termed the radius of destruction.
6. As in the example of a camouflet (discussed in para. 2), compressive
stresses will be set up in the earth sunounding the charge, but in this case
the horizontal force will be greater than the vertical force, since a large
proportion of the latter will be expended in the formation of the crater.
The limit of the ext.ent of these forces is thus approximately definecl in
section by the ellipse QH [( LR (Pl. 73, Fig. 2) with centre at O and major
a nLl nunor axes OH ancl 0/( (for further details see Sec. 103).

101. Calculation of clw,yes for ,nines.
1. The size of charge required to proclure a crater of given rarlius dcpernls
on the clepth at which it is laid (i.e., the L.L.R.), the nature of the soil,
and the nature of explosive used. Ifn = inclex of the mine (Radius of crater)

L.L.R.

e

=
=
=

C

= charge ol ex1,losive in lbs.,

L
s

'

depth of charge or L.L.R. in feet,
soi l factor, a variable clepcnclt>nt on the nature of the soil,
explosive factor, a variable deprndcnt on the nature of explosive
used,

the relation between these variables is expressed by the equation

C

=

8

lUeL' ( JI

+ n' -

0·41)'.

This formula gives accurate result~ for mines of index ranainir botween

0 and 3. The values of the expression ( Jl
and 11 = 3 are given in the following table.

+ ,.• -0 •!!)' 1i:tw:en n = 0
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,.
0
0·10
0·20
0·30
0·40

0·50
0·60
0·70
0·80
0·90
l ·00
1 ·10
I ·20
1·30
1 ·40
1·60

( ,h + ,., 0·20
0·21
0·23
0·26
0·30
0·35
0·43

0·53
0·66
0·82
1·00
l ·25
l ·62
l ·86
2·25

2·69

0·41)'.

n

1·60
l ·70
1·80
1·90
2·00
2· 10
2·20
2·30
2·40
2·50
2·60
2·70
2·80
2·90
3·00

1 ( J1

+ ,., _ 0·41)•.
3·22
3·80
4·50
5·2fi
6·08
7·00
8· JO
!l· 25
10·50
11 ·86
13·40
15·07
IG·SO
18·75
20·80

2. The explosive factor is expressed in terms of the number o! times
the power of an explosive exceeds that of Sen·ice black gunpowder 11·hcn
used in a mine. Thus, taking the explosive factor o! Rervice black gunpo\\'der as unity, the !actors of the following high explosives likely to be
used in mine warfare are : Ammonal
3 ·0
Sabulite
2 ·9
2 ·8
Blastine
2 ·6
Permite
2-5
Alumatol
A t l (80Amm. nitrate ·)
2 ·4
ma 0 .
20 T.N.T.
2 ·3
Pertlite
2 ·l
Donaritc
1
.7
Tri-nitro-anisol
3. The soil factor cannot be stated with the same precision as the
explosive factor, as the Yalue for the same kind of soil varies in different
localities according to the lie of the strata, amount of water present, &c.
Below· are given the average values of s for various soils, obtained experimentally from the results o! a large number of mines.
0 ·7
Made ground
Light sandy soil
0·9
(embankments, &c.)
Heavy clay soil
1 ·O
Soft sand
1 ·l
Hard sand
1 ·3
Gravel
l ·4
Sandy loam, clay
l ·5
Blue clay
Virgin soil
l ·6
Soft chalk
1
.7
Hard chalk
1 ·8 to 2 ·5
Soft rock ...
2•5_to4·0
Hard_rock or masonry

l

lM
Where great accuracy is desirable, these figu_res should only be taken
as an initial guide, and the actual value of the soil factor for the parttcular
locality should he ascertained. This can be done by measuring t~e diameter of crater formed by a given charge at known depth, and solvmg for
s in the formula.

+

4. Common mines.-It will he noted that ( J l
n' - 0 ·41)' = 1,
when n= 1. Hence a simplifiecl formula may he used for common mines,
viz.,

C = _!_L'.
10"
The depth L at which the charge C, of a mine of index" "t depth L,,
will form a common mine is given by the formula£

=

Lt ( Jl

+ n' -

0 ·41),

for by the general formula

V

C l~e

=

L,( J1 +n•-0·41)1

and by that for a common mine

: ;C l ~e = L.
The above equation is of importance in calculating radii of rupture
(Sec. 103).

5. Maximum camouflet.-When n = 0, ( , 11 +
thus the equation for a maximum camouflet is

11' -

0 ··H)' = 0 ·20

C=_!_0·20L'
llle
.
In other words, at a given depth one-fifth of the charge of a common mine
will just fail to break surface. This result has been found to be correct
in practice.
The depth L,, at which the charge of a common mine of depth L will
form a maximum ramouflet, is approximately 1 ·7 L.
For from the formula given in para. 4
L = L 0 ( ,11 + n' - 0 ·41)
and here n= 0,

. ·. L 0 = 0 L5 = l ·7 L {approximateh·).
. ~J
102. Calculation of depth of era/er and other surface effects.
l . D_epth of crater .-The wedge of earth thrown out by the explosion
of a mme will approximate in shap,, to that of a blunt inverted cone
(with apex below the centre of the charge), of which the figure B.ll N PC
(Pl. 73, Fig. 2) is a section; but thi~ void is partially filled up again by the
earth which falls back under the artton of !(Yavity, so that the figure BSCA
represent<! a section of the fin,.! shape of the crater. In an urnlercharl'(ed
mme the proportion of earth which (alls back into the crater is high, an•! ib~

I
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h depth of the crater is thu_s considerably less than that at which the charge
Ii 1s Ia,cl, but as the charge 1s mcreased a larger proportion of earth is thrown

1, outside the crater, while the void formed below the charge by the chamber
I , of compression is correspondingly greater. As a result, the depth of the
I, crater of a heavily overcharged mine exceeds that of the charge.
The depth of the craters of mines of indices between O ·5 and 3 may be
I, calculated from the formula
p
1,

=

L

.

3(211 - 1)

where p is the depth of crater in feet.

lr It will

be observed that when :11= 2 the depth of the crater is equal to

It the L.L.R., and that mines of index greater than 2 form craters of depth
l greater than that of the charge.

.. L

11 nune is 3.

When 11=

½, then

The depth of the crater of a common

p= 0, or, in other words, the hole formed

Ii

by the explosion is completely filled up by the earth which falls back into
h it. This is found to be approximately correct in practice.

2. Crater lips.-The height of the crater lips is frequently of considerh able importance in mine fighting, since the field of fire of our own or of
hostile troops and the amount of cover afforded may be dependent on this
factor (see Sec. 80, paras. 7 and 8). It is not possible to give a formula
for this dimension, since it varies so much with the nature of the ground.
The debris of mines blown in rock and compact soils are scattered over a
larger area than in the case of friable soils the cohesion of which is comparatively small ; thus, under similar conditions, the looser the soil the
higher will be the lips formed. Generally speaking, a three-lined crater
gives the highest lips. In friable soils, such as sand or clay, the average
height of the lips of a three-lined crater blown on level ground will be about
t ¼the L.L.R., and that of the lips formed by a common mine about f. the
L.L.R. These figures can only be taken as a rough guide ; if the surface
I> of the ground is tightly compressed so as to form a crust, the height of the
I I lips will be reduced in consequence. This is a marked feature of craters
If blown in ground the surface of which is frozen.
The height of the crater lips of mines blown on a slope will always be
!~ greater in the direction of the downward slope, and, where the inclination
I• exceeds 1 in 15, practically no lip will be formed on the upper edge of the
I, crater.
The width of the base of crater lips is also very variable. The width
l:i in the case of a three-lined crater blown in soft soil on level ground is
a generally about equal to the L.L.R. ; it is rather greater than this dimension
,j for more heavily charged mines and slightly less for a common mme.
3. Radius ol destruction.-Iff is the radius of destruction in feet,
' then for mines of index between ½and 3

f= LJ 1 + 2n'.
Thus for a common mine

f= LJ3.

I
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103. Calculation of radii of rupture.

l. The pressure created in the soil at any given point by the explosion
o[ a mine varies inversely as the square of the distance from the centre of
the charge. Thus, the locus of equal pressures set up will_ b~ tLe _surface
of an ellipsoid (see Sec. 100, para. 6), of which the maior axis 1s hor1zontal.
In the case of a camouflet the axes are approximately equal, and the locus
of equal pressures is a sphere (Sec. 100, para. 2), but the heavier the charge
used at a given depth the greater is the difference between the major and
the minor axes of the ellipsoid.
The effective radius of rupture in any given direction is the greatest
distance from the centre of the charge at which an untamped gallery will
be destroyed by the explosion.
The maximum radius of rupture in any given direction is the least
distance from the centre of the charge at which an untamped gallery will
be undamaged by the explosion.
It is clear that, to ascertain whether a hostile gallery at known distance
will be destroyed by a given charge, the effective radius o( rupture must
be determined, and that the maximum radius of rupture will be required
in estimating the damage likely to be caused to galleries of the system
from which the mine is fired. In either case it is generall y sufficiently
accurate to c,,lculate either the ho, izontal or the vertical radii of rupture
(i.e., the major and minor axes of the ellipse), and, where great accuracy
is required, to interpolate for intermediate positions. The horir.ontal
radius of rupture and the vertical rnwus of rupture will be referred to hereafter as the H.R.R. and the V.R.R. respectively.

2. Calculation of radii of rupture.-The effective H.R.R. of a
common mine may be expressed in terms of its ratio (K) to the depth (L)
of the charge; that is to say
Effective H.R.R.= KL.
The effective H.R.R. of undercharged and overcharged mines is approximately equal to that of a common mine of the same charge. Hence hy
the formnla given in Sec. 101, para. 4, the effective II.R.H. o( any mine
of depth L and index n will be given hy the equatiou :-

+ n' -

Effective I-I.R.R. = RL ( , 11
Since L ( J l

+ ,.• -

O•41) =

.
v

O•41).

; ;JUe
0-

also be expressed as- Effective H.R.R.

, the efiective H.R.R. may

=R

o ~-

. The effedive V.R.R. and the maximum II.R.R. and V.R.R. of anr
mme vary directly as the eflective I-I.R.R., an,l may be expressed in krnIB
of this distance as follows :Effective V.R.R. = 0 -7 effective H.R.R.
Maximum H.R.R. = 1- 2 effective H.R.R.
V.R.R. = 1- 0 effective H.R.R.
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Thus, the following is a summary of the formula, : Effective H.R.R.

=

Y.R.R.

=

-+

liL ( Jl

11' -

0 ·7KL ( Jl

+ ,,, -

0·7KL
Maximum H.R.R.

=

0 ·41), or KL

J')"o;;
C-;.

0 ·41), or

✓ Ol~e.

l ·2KL I ,11

+ n' -

0 ·41), or

l·2KL,V 0 106 .
8

Maximum V.R.R.

=

1 •0l(L (

1.0KL

JI+n' -

0 ·41), or

✓ Ol~e.

The value of K is highest in soft friable ground.
values for the following soils are :Rock
Hard chalk
Soft chalk
Blue clay
Loa1n ...
Sand
Made ground

The approximate
l ·<l
l ·5
1·6tol·7
1 ·9

2 ·0

I

t

2 ·l
2 ·Oto 2 ·3

The above table should onlv be taken as an initial guide pending the
determination of a more accurate value for [(,-based on the observation of
a series of results obtained in the soil in which mine fighting is taking place.
Raclii of rupture can seldom be calculated with great precision. The lie
of the strata, planes of cleavage, and the proximity to the charge of ground
shaken by a. previous mine are factors for wliich it is impogsible to make
allowance in fonnuhe, ancl their influence (often very considernble) on the
range of the underground pressures is largely a. matter of guesswork based
on experience.

I

The forrnulro are frequently most unreliable for mines of exceptionally
large charges (20,000 lbs. and over). The vast upheaval and shaking effect
produced by the explosion is often sufficient to cause small lancl-slides and
snbsidences, with the result that the radii of rupture in the direction in
which these take place are far in excess of the normal. The maximum
H.R.R. of several of the large mines fired during the battle of the
Messines Riclge in 1917 was found to be more than double that which had
been anticipated.

I
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CHAPTER XIV.

MINE GAS AND MINE RESCUE.
104. General.
Mine gas is the term applied to the gases pro~uced by the explosion of
a mine, and refers iu particular to carbon monoxide (CO) which 1s its most
dangerous constituent.
.
'l.'he importance o[ a study of the nature and effects of mme gas may be
gathered from the fact that in mining operations during the War of 19141919, casualties due to CO poisoning alone far exceeded those caused_ by the
direct action of enemy mines, while the explosion of mme gas, which has
flooded a system. subsequent to a blow, may also be a source of heavy
casualties. The nature and danger of CO poisoning must, therefore, be
impressed on all ranks; special precautions must be taken in galleries in
which the existence of this gas is suspected; adequate mine rescue apparatus must be installed, and measures must be taken to reduce the risk of the
ignition of mine gas penetrating a system alter a blow.

105. Explosions of mine gas.
I. The inflammable gases generated by the detonation of a high explosive vary in quantity and composition according to the explosive used,
its quality, and other conditions. CO will invariably be present and, as
a rule, hydrogen and methane (firedamp). All these gases are combustible
and, when mixed with the air of the galleries in the right proportions,
explosive.
The tendency of tl1e gase~ to explode will depend on certain factors :i. The amount of gas present.
ii. The initial velocity of the gases issuing from the seat of the explosion.
iii. The size of the galleries.
The greater the density and velocity of the gases, tl1e greater will he
the liability to explode ; small galleries will increase the pressure and
concentration of the gas.

. 2. Naked lights should never be carried in galleries where mine gas is
likely to he encountered in large quantities. :Mine gas may collect in
explosive quantities in the bljnd encl of a gallery; it may· also be encountered in opening up disused workings in the neighbourhood of which
a mine has been exploded. Generally speaking, however, explosions of
nune gas are most to be feared immediately after the explosion of a mine
before the hydrogen and methane have had time to disperse.
It should be impressed on all men that when an enemy blow occurs,
all naked hghts must immediately be extingu'shed. Explosions have
fre9-uenUy occnrred through miners endeavouring to re-lioht candles
which have been extinguished by a blow.
"'
. Whe~ e".plosive gases are ignited, they do not, as a rnle, exiilode at the
pomt of 1gm~10n, but at a certain distance away. The flame paases down
the gallery till 1t reaches a point nt which, if there is sufficient gas to

I'
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feed it: vibrations are set up, and these become more and more rapid until
explosion ~ccurs. Where the gas is not in st1flicient quantity or is in a
non-explosive percentage, the flame becomes spent. The result is that
evi?ences of damage. done to a gallery 1\~ll seldom be found at the point
of 1gmtion, but some distance away, and men in the vicinity of where the

gas h~s been fired suffer from burns and not from injuries caused by the
force of the explosion.
One of the gravest dangers to which men are exposed by a mine gas
explosion is due to the partial vacuum induced in the mine system after
the explosion. Tliis will result in the flooding of the system by fresh
supplies of gas from the vicinity of the exploded charge. This eecond
flow of gas will, as a rule, consist mainly of CO ; a number of the casualties
from explosions of gas in mines may be found, therefore, to be due to CO
poisoning.
106. Mine gas poisoning.

I!

l. Casualties from poisoning are liable to be far more frequent than
those due to the explosion of mine gas. As has been explained, the latter
are only likely to occur immediately after a blow, while the former may arise
weeks or even months after the charge, which generated the mine gas,
was fired. Cases of poisoning from nitrous fumes have been known to
occur, hut, in general, poisoning will always he due to CO.
The other constituents of mine gas disperse rapidly after a mine has
been fired. CO, however, is of approximately the same density as air,
and practically insoluble in water; it is thus most difficult to evacuate from
galleries. The clearing of CO from a gallery is further complic~ted by the
fact that t,his gas is driven into the fissures and pockets formed by the force
of the explosion from which it graduitlly oozes out. This feature is most
marked in porous soils, such as chalk, in which galleries may take weeks
to clear, only to he filled again with gas as soon as work is resumed and the
ground in the affected area is disturbed. In some cases pockets may be
encountered when working through blown ground; the gas may break
through into the gallery in distinct puffs with a hissing sound, showing
that it is escaping under pressure.
·
Galleries which have been freed of gas may again suddenly be flooded
owing to:1. Sudden settlement of the ground above an l\rea impregnated with
CO forcing the latter into the gallery. Such settlements may
be caused by a blow (frequently quite distinct) or by natural
forces (rain, &c.).
ii. A fall in the atmospheric pressure.
iii. Rise of water level.
Gas percolating through the ground may take peculiar dir_ections, and
appear in a gallery unconnected with and at a considerable chstance from
those affected by the explosion. Fumes from explosives frequently lose
their distinctive odour after percolating through the soil (CO is it.self odourless), and become consequently much more insid.ious. Cases have occu~red
in which the miners working in neiahbo11rincr galleries have been so httle

disturbed by a blow t hat they have ~ontinued at wo_rk. In course of time
the mine gas has penetrated these galleries, and poisoned the men. Men

IJ
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must therefore be warned to come to the surface immediately they hear
a blo:v, no matter how distant. They should not return to their work till
the workings have been reported clear of gas..
.
Though CO will invariably be formed in all mme exploswns, the proportion generated is largely dependent on the amount of free oxygen present
at the instant of detonation. If there be excess of ox_visen, the tendency
will be to form more carbon dioxide and less CO. The amount o! CO
created may, therefore, vary with the nature of explosive used and the
conrlitions under which it is fired. Gun-cotton always gives off large
volumes of CO, wlii le the gaseous products of ammonal may contain
comparatively little ol t,his gas. Charges, which through age or dampness
tend to burn instead of detonating, usually produce CO in abnormally large
quantities ; in wet sites trouble from this cause may be frequent.
The soil and workings are rnore liable to be impregnated With CO after
a carnouflet has been fired than alter a mine, for in the former ca.se the mine
gas bas not the same opportunities to escape to the surface.
107. Nature of 00 poisoning.
1. The affinity of the blood to CO is very much greater than to oxygen.

Hence, when an atmosphere contaming CO is breathed, the oxy/l'ell in the
hlood is gradually replaced by CO, so that all the tissues of the body suffer
from oxygen starvation.
The action of CO is cumulative; that is to say, it will g-radually be
absorbed by the blood, although there may be onlv a small percentage
present in the air. Air in which only O·l per cent. CO is present must be
regarderl as dangerous. It is this cumulative action which makes CO
such a dangerous and insidious poison.

]?or example, when a man has bf'en

obliged to come out of the mine owing to feeling the effects of gas, his bloorl
is already dangerously saturated with CO, so that, shoulrl he again descend,
only very short exposure will be neresea.ry to tf'JHler him unronscious.

A man at work absorbs morr ( 10 than when at rest, awl the morr
strenuous the work the more CO will he absorb, and the more rapidly will
symptoms of poisoning develop. For instance, at rest O ·l per cent. CO
will cause symptoms to appear in about two hours, whereas at work only
40 minut<'s exposure wou ld be necessarr. 0 -~ pt-r cPnt. ca.nses Joss 0£
consciousness in 20 to 30 minuteR in a man at work, anrl 0 ·3 prr cent. in

10 to 15 minutes. If CO be present in large <jliantity, loss of consciousness
will develop suddenly within a few minutes. Where ventilation is
d~frctivc, the action_ of CO is intensifircl, and symptoms oI poisoning
mll appear more rapidly.
When ex~1osed to gas, men should proceed out of tlie galleries as r1uietly
as poss1Ule, 1:11 or<ler !o coul-lervc the small oxygen snpplr avaihtble in the
bJoO(l. Anxiety, exmtemC:'nt, or markl'cl mental effort act in the same wav

as mnsrular Pxertion.
.,
Unless a nu1;n is removed from an atmosphere containin,!.{ CO Hoon a{tPr
11e loses consc10usness, death ·wi ll ensue . Hence the ncces~itv of the
provii::i.ion of mine rescue apparatus within eaiw reach nf the min; system.
Pr_oJ~n~C'd rxposure to air containing 8m1il quantities of CO is· mm·b

more lllJurwus to the human system thn short exposure to air co11tai11ing
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large quantities. It is after prolonged exposure to comparatively small
percentages of CO that relap3•s, after apparent recovery, are so common,
"?d serious after-cf!t;cts rlc.-elop; whereas after short exposure to a very
high_ percentage, complete recovery is generaliy assured, once the patient
r~ga1ns consc1ousnesR.

A certoin degree of tolerance to CO may become established in some
jndi viduals; s01ue men are much 1nore susceptible to CO poisoning th:111
others. No man, l10wever, is immnne against it.

. '.l. Symptoms of CO poisoning.-When CO is present in large q1iantit1cs, loss of consciousness will develop in a few minutes with practically
no warning syrnptoms. " 7hen present in smaller amounts, the onset is
gradual arnl insidious. The first symptom generally complainecl of is
slight giddiness, accompaujcd sometimes by noise.s in the ears.

Shortness

of breath and palpitation of the heart, which are eXAggerated by the
slightest exertion, and slight confusion of the mind then develop ; these
symptoms are quickly followed by a characteristic loss of power in thelimbs. When this stage is reached, very little exertion will produce loss
of consciousness.

In some cases the above-mentioned symptoms are absent, and the
fust indication to attract attention is the feeling of utter powerlessness in
the legs. In yet others the onset is still more insidious, the man either
dropping without any warning, or becoming languid and drowsy with
an irresistible desire to rest ; the mind also becomes so quickly blurred
over that unconsciousness develops before the man is able to appreciate
the danger. Men should, therefore, work in pairs wherever there is a
suspicion of gas ; listening, especially, should be carried out in parties of
two.
When "the percentage of CO is very small and its effect only comes out
after prolonged exposure, headache, noises in the ears, and giddiness arethe most prominent symptoms.
The cheeks of those overcome bv CO frequently assume a pink
hue, and the lips a ,;vid carmine" tint; to those who h,ve died
of CO poisoning this sometimes gives the face a wonderfully life-bke
appearance.
The characteristic powerlessness of the limbs produced by CO poisoning
has important bearings on mine rescue work.

"rhen a man lrns been gassed,

he should not be allo"·ecl to make his way to the surface unaided. The
exertion of walking or crawling and of climbing the ladder of the shaft _or
incline may bring on powerlessuess of the limbs and feehlencss of gnp,
with the result that he may fall to the bottom unless roped. In some
cases CO also causes sensory distm-bances. Miners who have been slightlv
gassed will declare that, when ascending the ladder, the run~s felt as if
they were twice their normal size, and that it seemed to them as 1f they were
putting their feet on some yielding substance .. A man who Jut~ been gass~d.
no matter how slightly, should not be permitted to make Ills way to the
surface without being roped. It has also been founcl that exposure to
fresh air often renders a man unconscious after he has been gasgod. Great
care must thcreforP be taken at the mine entrance to prevent acci,lents
to men th;ough su,lci'rnly falling back as they reach the surface.
(B 15350 jQ
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108, Detection of C 0 .
CO is a colourless, odourless, and tasteless gas. Further, its pr~sence
cannot be identified by any simple chemical test . which can easily be
applied to tlte atmosphere of a mine syst~m. The effect of CO on small
birds and mice is the best method of detectmg the presence of this gas.
Canaries or white mice are generally used; the former are preferable.
These absorb the poisonous gas much more quickly than man, as their
rate of breaHtino- and circulation is much more rapid. A canary or mouse
would he affect;d in about two minutes in an atmosphere containing a
percentage of CO which would begin to produce a noticeable effect on a
man in half au hour. They may, thus, give warning of danger before
JJOisonino- of the human system sets in. Birds and mice, when not being
used as det,ectors, should always be kept in good air. If they are kept in
the tainted atmosphere of mine galleries, a certain tolerance to CO may
become established, and they become less efficient detectors.
Canaries are more sensitive to CO than mice. JIIoreover, the fall of a
canary from its perch can readily be seen, while a mouse will, as a rule,
huddle up into a corner, and may require prodding to ascertain whether
it is still alive . The earliest sign of distress in a canary is a ruffling of the
feathers of the breast; then the wings move in a restless manner, it sways
and assumes a position of roosting, and remains so till it falls. In higher
percentages it flutters its wings, pants, and quickly falls from its perch.
A mouse, when affected, becomes restless, pants, and, after staggering
about, rolls OYer. The cages in which animals are carried should be wired
on three sides, so that the air of the gallery can always reach them at once.
109. l11ine re.scue.
1. Breathing apparatus.-The box respirator is an efficient counter

to poiwn gas of the nature used in gas shells and other forms of gas attack,
because it contains chemicals which absorb the poison with which the air
is laden-. There is, however1 no known substan-::e which, when used in
the filter of a box respirator, will a't as a satisfactory eliminator of CO.
Hence box respirators afford no protection against air containing
CO. Many deaths have been caused through an erron,,ous impression
that a box respirator would furnish at least partial immunitv from CO
poisoning. Ahnos]Jhere containing CO in a dangerous quantity cannot
be ent_ered without self-contained oxygen breathing apparntus, by means
of which the wearer is independent of the nature of the snrroun,ling
a tmosphere.
The " Proto " solf-contained breathing apparatus was the standard
cqmpmen t used dunn,g_ the War of 1914-1919. It is designed to supply
the wearer ,nth a !actit10us but respirable air, entirely indspendent of the
sunoundmg atmosphere, for fully two hours at a time. The "Salvus "
apparatus, a smaller and Iighter"breathing set, was also used; it will provide the wearer with air for abJut half an hour. The principle of both
the Proto _and the Salvus equipments is the same. The wearer breathe•
the same air ov,•r and over again ; the carbon dioxide is absorbed from the
a_ir after each ~~pi ration ?Y passing it through caustic so,la, and at t.he same
time the reqmsite quantity of o:s.7gen is restored to it from small oxygen
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cylinders, thus ren<lering it pure and fit to he again inhaler!. Pl. 74 shows
a diagram of the Proto apparatus, and Pl. 75 shows the apparatus in use ·
'
the m.-ygcn cylinders are strapped on to the back of the wearer.
Space does not permit of a detailed explanation of the working parts,
method of re-chariing apparatus, &c. For instructions on the care and
maintenance of Proto and Salvus sets, reference should be m::tde to the
handbook anrl pamphlets issued by the manufacturers, Messrs. Siebe,
Gorman and Co., Ltd. Much Yaluable information will also be obtained
from " Recent practice in the use of self-contained breathing apparatus,"
by Rex C. Smart (C. Griffin and Co., Ltd.). This book deals with the
experience gain°d in mine rescue work during the War of 191-1-1919.
2. Rescue apparatus.-Pl. 76 shows a type of mine stretcher used
for removing from the galleries men overcome by mine gas. It is so coustructed that it can be dragged along the floor of a gallery or hauled up
a shaft.
The administration of oxygen is of the utmost value in cases of CO
poisoning. It drives out the CO from the blood five times more quickly
than air. The " Novita " oxygen reviving apparatus (see Pl. 77) was
usecl for tlus purpose during the War of 1914-1919. It comists of a cylinder
of oxygen to which an india-rnbber bag is attached. The flow of oxygen
into the bag, which should be kept about half full, is adjusted by mean~
of a valve. The oxygen is applied to the patient by m ans of a mask
which fits over the mouth.
0

3. First aid treatment.-The patient must be treated immediately.
The points to aim at are :-first, the restoration of hreathi,lg, anl secondly,
after breathing is restored, the promotion of warmth an I circulation.
Artificial respiration should be applied (Schaefer's method) in conjunction
with the oxygen reviving apparatus. The efforts to restore life must be
persevered with for a considerable time; a number of cases have occurrcd
where life was thought to be extinct, and yet energetic tre1.tment was.
successful in restoring animation.
Schaefer's method of artificial respiration is as follows :i. Lay the patient face /lownwards with the arms extended. Turn
the face to the side. Kneel astride or on one sicle of the patient.
ii. Place the hands on the small of the patient's back, one on each
side, with the thumbs parallel and nearly touching (Pl. 77,
Fig. 1).
iii. Bend forward with the arms straight so as to allow the weight of
the opera tor to bear on his wrists, and thus make a steady
fum do,rnward pressure on the lower part of the patient's
back (the loins and lower ribs), as shown on PI. 77, Fig. 2.
(This part of the operation should occupy the time necessary
to count slowly-one, two, three.)
iv. Immediately after making the downward pressure, the operator
should S\I ing backwards so as to relax the pressure, but w,thout
lifting his hands from the patient's body (Fig. I). (This part
of the operation should occupy the time nec,ssary to count
slowly-one, two.)
(B 15350)Q
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v. Repeat the forward and backward movements (that is, the

pressure and relaxation of pressure) without any marked
pause between the movements. The downward pressure
forces the air out of the lungs, and the relaxation of pressure
causes the air to be drawn in again.
vi. Continue the movements at the rate of about 12 per minute until
natural breathing has recommenced.
vii. When natural breathing has fairly begun, cease the movements.
Watch the patient closely, and, if natural breathing become
shallow, very slow, or ceases, repeat the movements as before.
The supply of oxygen to the patient should be continued for some time
after natural breathing has been restored ; this will have the effect of
lessening the severity of the after-effects, which in some cases are very
-distressing.
Owing to the action of CO in reducing the temperature of the blood,
warmth is essential in the treatment of all gas poisoning cases. The patient
should be wrapped in dry blankets, and warmth in the body promoted by
means of hot water-bottles applied to the pit of the stomach, the armpits,
the sides of the chest, and the soles of the feet. Energetic friction of the
skin of the chest and of the limbs in an upward direction will also increase
body heat, and stimulate the circulation. When the patient is able to
swallow, hot strong coffee may be gi-en ; no other stimulant should be
administered without the authority of a medical officer. Phenacetin,
asperin, &c. should never be given to •relieve headache; serious cases of
heart failure have followed the administration of such drugs in gas poison.ing cases.
Rest is absolutely essential to successful treatment. Under no circumstances must the patient be walked about after he has corne to. Muscular
,exertion means the needless expenditure of the small arnilable supply of
oxygen in the blood, and attempts at walking rnay lead to Joss of consciousness. Jf possible, no man who has Leen gassed should be permitted
to march back from the trenches. Men who haYe been unconscious should,
if possible, not be rcmoYed to the dressing station for at least two hours
after they have come to. It will be found that, if rest is insisted upon,
recovery will be greatly accelerated, and serious after-effects avoided.

110. Mine rescue stations.
1. A mine rescue station shoulrl be installed in close proximity to all
mine systems in a dug-out constructed especially for the pUipose. Its
position should be known to all ranks. Where conwnient one station
may serve a group of workings. but, i[ possible, it should be situated u,t
more than 200 yards away from any n1ine entrance.
The rescue dug-out should a]wavs be isolated from the mine svstem.
Acci,lents have occurred by gas penetrating the dul(-OUt after a· blow,
where this has not been done. Stations should be ma,le as clamp-proof
as possible. They should not contai,1 any material other than rescue
apparatus, and no rescue material other than life lines (kept at mine
entrances) should be store,! elsewhere. Stations must be kept scrupulous!\·
clean and tidy, so that all equipment can be got at without delay. Breath-
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ing apparatus should be coupled up ready for immediate use and hung
up on pegs; 1t should never be kept in the boxes in which it is packed.
3. Rescue stations during the War of 1914-1919 were organized as
follows: -Two trained n1iu~ rescue me 1 were on constant duty at a
station; these mea had a thorough knowledge of the position of each
mine served, ancl were familiar with the various workings.

To prevent

tampering with the apparatus, only authorized persons were allowed to
enter the rescue station.
The amount of apparatus kept at a station clepeucled on the extent of
workings served and the prevalence of mine gas. The following may be
taken as a guide :-

Breathing and revivi;ng apparatus.
4 Proto sets.
4 Salvus sets.
4 Novita oxygen reviving sets.

6 spJnge rubber goggles.
Spare oxygen cylinders, tins of caustic soda, and small spares for
apparatus, such as washers, nose clips, &c.

Other rescue stores.
6 blankets.
1 primus stove.
6 hot water-bottles.
2 tins cafe au lait.

10 miners' electric lamps.
1O spare accumulators for same.
1 trench stretcher.
2 mine stretchers.
3 life lines.
1 hand-saw.
1 hand-axe.
6 canaries or white mice.

4 small testing cages.
2 large living cages for mice or canaries.

111. Organization of ,nine rescue work.
l. The following orders should be clearly impressed_ on all ranks and

immediately complied with on a mine explosion occurrmg : i. All ranks working below are to come to the surface at once.

ii. All naked lights are to be extinguished.

.

.

iii. No man is to desCend to the mine workings without self-contamed

breathing apparatus till they are reported clear of gas.
2. The rescue men at the station should be warned immediately an
explosion occurs, ancl informed as far as possible of its location. They
should put on the breathing apparatus, descend to the locality at once, and
examine the d,mage clone. No naked lights are to be used ; the rescue
(B 15350;Q
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men must be equipped with miners' electric lamps (Sec. 98, para. 3).
The rescne men should 1,roceed with the eYacuation of any men they may
fu1d overcome with gas. No man who has been gassed is to ascend the
shaft or incline without being roped. When an explosion occurs, all fit
men who have been trained in mine rescue work should, on coming to t he
surface, report at the mine rescue station. Here, the senior present "ill
issue them with breathing apparatus, and organize further mine rescue
parties as required.
3. On completion of rescue work, all apparatus must he thoroughly
cleaned and overhauled; the empty cylinders of oxygen must he replaced,
and the caustic soda renewed; equipment and spares must be replenished
from company headquarters, where a store of apparatus should he kept;
defective apparatus sl10uld be sent for repair (normally to the mine school,
sec Sec. 89, para. 3). The officer m charge of the section where tlie explosion occurred should see that the above is carried out immediately rescue
work is over, so that the apparatus may be ready for use again at once.
NOTE.-For further in formation on the &ubjects dealt with in this chapter rPkrence
shou ld be made to Mine Rescve }i"ork on the Wesfan Front ard to CJ aps. XJX . XX.
and XXI, Vol. II (Diseases of the War) of· the Official M£dical Bish ry of the War~
pulJJii:ihed by HM. Stat ionery Office.
·

CHAPTER XV.

LISTENING.
112. Theory of li,trniug instru,11c1ds.
. 1. The importance of list~ni~g in mine warfare has already been empha-

sized .. It_ pro: ides tl,e 1mnc11,al, and frequently the only, means of
obta1mng rnh'111gcnce of l'lltmy mining actiYitv. Much information can
he gained witl1 the unaided ear; indeed, at dose ranges this is often the
most satisfactory method of !ish-ning.

Various instrnmC'nts, howt·Ver:o

are employed underground to mc-rrnse the distance at wliirh sounds can
be hear<l , and to assist in asce1tainin~ their nnture anrl. dir.,.,ction. just os
fipJd g1asses arc used ahoYc-groun<l to mcrease the range of visiu11.

2. Sounds transmitted through the earth and listened to in the air are
usually of small intensity. This is due to the great difference in the
Yeloc1ty_ of propagatwn of so1!nd in earth and in air respectively. Round
travels m earth with a velocity ,·ar}sng from l ,COO to 3,000 metrc-s per
second, accorclmg to the nature of the soil ; in air the velocity is about
330 metres per second. As a result, the sound waves are for the gnater
part reflcc~ed at the surface dividing the two media, which are, therefore,
almost entirely separated acoustically.

If
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. It is for _this reason that earth sounds will be picked up more easily
m a gallery 1f the ear be placed against the wall or floor. By this means
the sound waves reach the listener clirect from the earth, and by avoiding
passage through the air are not reduced in intensity. It is true that a
small air-space exists between the earth and the drum of the ear, but this,
bemg a•1 endosed column, oscillates with the vibrations of the surface in
contact with it, anit under these circumstances actually assists in the
transmission of the sound waves.
The passage of sound vibrations from the earth to solid or liquid
substances with which it is in close contact takes place with very slight
loss_. Hence, if an iron bar be driven into the ground and the ear applied
agaillst the free encl, hearing will be improved, for the bar will collect sound
waves over a large area. A more sensitive device may be constructed by
burying the base of a bowl, filled with water, in the earth, and immersing
the car in the liquid.
The iron bar anl the water bowl constitute primitive listening apparatus, and clepen 1 on a principle on which the action of all listening instruments is basecl, viz., the collection of sound vibrations direct from the
earth.
3. The obvious inconvenience of placing the ear against an iron bar
or in a bowl of water may be owrcom' by two m,thoJs :i. The stethoscop,.
ii. Electrical means.
i. The stethoscope method.-The property possessed by an enclosed
column of air of accurately tran,mittinJ sound waves, received from the
material enclosing it, has been referred to in para. 2. The stethoscope
is a practic<1l application of this pheno.nenou. The device, as used in listening apparatt1s, con;ists merely of two len.;ths of rubber tubing, each
connected at one encl to the instrument and fitted at the other with suitably
shaped ear-pieces.
If the water bowl (described in para. 2) be replaced by a bottle to the
neck of which the stethoscope tubing is attached (Pl. 78, Fig. 1) a stethoscope listening instrument will be constructed. The columns of air enclosed
within the tubes will, pro,icled the latter forms the only exit from the
bottle, com-ey to the ears even the most minute Yibrations of the water.
In fact, the Water-bottle is a very sensitiYe listening apparatus, and 1s
a useful makeshift :in default of more suitable eqttipment.
To prepare the bottle for use, fill it completely with water and place it
on the ground. Blow gently down the n<1rrow neck A until a little water
flows out of Band air bubbles appear at the stuface. The water 1s then at
correct level. Close B securely with a stopper, anl inaert the stethoscope
tubing in A. The apparatus is then rea-:ly for use.
ii. The electrical method consists in the use of telephone apparatus
specially adapted to trausm:t the sound waves received by the instrument
to the listern•r, This system is adopted in .nmn~rous forms _of hs~enmg
instruments of which the Seismophone, Jescnbecl m Sec. 114, 1s typwal.

4. Quality of sound.-A field glass or telescope of high power is of
little value if the definition is poor and the field of V1ew blurred;
(B 15350,Q
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the observer will experience difficulty in identifying and ascertaining the
nature of objects portrayed. Similarly, a highly sensitive listening instrument falls far short of what is required if the sound waves are much
distorted in transmission. The sounds beard will be confused, and the
listener will not be able to identify their source. Picking may sound
similar to footsteps or talking, and, in general, it will not be possible for
the brain to vis1.1alise the nature of sounds.
The perfect instrument would be one in which all vibrations, though
intensified, are identical in quality with those which reach the naked ear.
This ideal cannot be attained in practice, but it is essential that the sound
waves transmitted should suffer the minimum of distortion.
Water, judged from this standpoint, gives exceptionally poor results.
The vibrations transmitted lose much in quality, and noises are hard to
identify : hence, the unsuitability of tLe " Water-bottle " for general use.
Of the numerous substances which give favourable results with respect
to the actual transmission of sound, mercury bas been found to gi,·e the
most accurate and faithful reproduction of sound waves. This is the meclium
used in the geophone described in the following section.
113. The geoplwne.
1. The geopbone is the most suitable instrument for all-round work

that bas been devised. Its sensitiveness is excellent, and the range of
hearing is at least double that attainable with the unaided ear. The
superiority of this contrivance over other types of listening apparatus,
however, lies mainly in the good quality and comparatively clear definition
of the sound waves reproduced. The accuracy with which, under farnurable conditions, it enables the direction of sound to be gauged is also an
asset of first importance.
The action of the geophonc is identical in principle with that of the
stethoscope water-hottle, but mercury enclosed between two 1nica diaphragms replaces tlie water. The details of construction of the geophone .
J,Oi are clearly shown on the plan and section on Pl. 78, Fig. 2.
Geophones in which lead held between ( wo rubber rings replaces the
mercury mass have also been used, but the quality of sound reproduced
is comparatively poor. They haw, however, the merit of cheapness of
manufacture,
A complete gcophoue set consists of two pots, a stethoscope, and a
small compass (Pl. 79) .

. One_ geophone )!Ot (a. tube of the stcthosc,,pe being attached to each
mpple) 1s suffic1ent, if the 111strument is to Le used only to identify sounds
and gauge their distance. Two pots must h·e used, however~
when it is desired to determine the direction of the sound as described in
the following para.
2. Determination of sound direction. A man of normal hearin~
wh~n spoken to, is able without visual aid to gauge the direction fro~
which he ~as been ~<1dressed. TJ1is instinct, which is not possessed by
people entirely deaf m one ear, seems chidlv due to the fact that a sound
made either to the right or left dovs not ;each tlw two ea1·s at precisely
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the sa1),e time. The brain is able to appreciate this sm,11 difference, and
estimates instinctively the direction from which the sound comes. It
is this same faculty of the brain which is employee! to determine the direction of sound transmitted through the ground. With a geophone pot
connected to each ear, the listener is in a position to apply to earth-borne
sounds that sense of direction which he employs subconsciously in everyday life to sounds in the air.
If the geophonc pots be placed on the ground at about the same interval
apart as the ears, and the ground be tapped gently at various points a little
distance away, the listener, with his eyes closed, will be able to tell instinctively whether the blows are made to his right, left, or front.
There is a close analogy between this sense of sound direction and that
-0f stereoscopic vision. Just as the latter is improved by binoculars with
object glasses spaced further apart than the width of the eyes, so sound
direction may be determined with greater accuracy, if the geophone pots
be placed at a greater interval apart than that between the ears. It should
be noted, however, that, if the pots be placed too far apart, the brain
will be unable to superimpose the two sounds. They will then be heard
as two separate sounds, and all sense of sound direction will be lost. With
trained listeners the most satisfactory interval for the pots has been found
to be the width of the shoulders.
The procedure adopted to ascertain the direction of a given sound is
as follows :-The pots are placed in the position (say) Ll Rl (Pl. 80, Fig. 1),
and the sensation is experienced of a sound coming from the right. The
pots are then placed in a second position (say) L2 R2 in which the sound
appears to come from the left. A bracket has thus been obtained, and the
direction of the sound must lie within the angle L2 ORl. By a system of
trial and error the size of this angle can be reduced till finally a position
L3 R3 (say) is obtained at which the sound appears to be immediately
in front; that is to say, the direction of the sound is approximately AO.
'l'o obtain an accurate reading, the pots should then be placed rather
farther apart, and positions L4 R4 and L5 R5 found at which the sound
can just be distinguished as coming from the left and the right respectively.
The mean of these two positions will be the direction of the source of the
sound, a compass bearing of which is then taken. Working with the
geophone pots in a vertical plane it is also possible by this method to ascertain whether the sound is above or below the listener. It is much more
difficult, however, to obtain accurate results than by observations taken
on the horizontal plane.
It is obviously of first importance that the pots and stethoscope tubes
of a geophone set should be identical if accurate direction readings are to
be obtained. The following points must be looked to.
i. The pots should be a pair (to ensure this the box and the two pots
of a set are marked with the same number).
ii. The rubber tubes of the stethoscope must be of equal length.
iii. The stethoscope tubes should ee attached to the lower nipples of
the pots, the upper nipples being in each case plugged. Rubber
stoppers are attached to each nipple of a geophone for this
purpose.
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iv. The tubes, ear-pieces, and nipples of the pots must be free from
obstruction. The nipples, wh,·n the pot 1s not m use, should
always be plugged to prevent dirt getting in .
The geophone being a delicate instrument, its efficiency is easily
impaired by rough treatment.
114. Electrical listeniiu7 instrumenls-T/1e seismoplume.
The special feature of all electrical list_ening instruments is. that they
enable listening to be carried out from a distance. The transIDJttmg portion of the apparatus may he left in a gassy or otherwise dangerous gallery,
or be tamped in with a charge, while the listener is situated in a safe position some distance away. 'Ihe installation of central listening stations
is also rendered possible.
Electrical instruments are inferior to the geophone both in sensitiveness
and accuracy of sound reproduction, but their use is invaluable under
conditions for which the latter is unsuitable.
Of the numerous electrical listening instruments designed during the
War of 1914-1919, the soismophone, mainly owing to its simplicity and
reliability, gave the most satisfactory results. It increases the range of
heaiing of the unaided ear Ly about 50 per cent. The quality of sound
reproduced, compared with other instruments of its class, is good.
In principle the seismophone is merely a specialized form of telephone.
The transmitter or detector (Pl. 81, Fig. 1) consists of a lead mass M isolated
from the brass base AB and the cover CD by two rubber rings, shown in
Two carbon discs E1 and E, are attached
section by R1, R, and R,, R 4•
to the cover CD and the mass 111 respectively. They are separated from
each other hy carbon granules, and thus form a microphone similar to that
used in the ordinary telephone. The cover CD contains two terminals T1,
T 2, the latter being insulated from the cover and connected to the mass JI
by a flexible insulated wire. These two terminals are connected by leads
to the terminals H 1, H, outside the wooden box enclosing the instrument.
The receiving portion of the apparatus consists of a double ear-piece telephone receiver. A diagram of the connections is shown on Pl. 81, Fig. 2.
The action of the seismophone is identical with that of the ordinary telephone. Vibrations of the mass 111 will be recorded Ly the microphone
E1 E,, and "~II , Ly Yirtue of the current furnished by the battery included
in the circuit, be transmitted to the receiver. The sen~itiYeness of the
microphone may be a<ljuste1l hy slightly screwing or unscrewing the nut F,
by which means the pressure 011 the carbon granules is altere, l. The seismophone is easily affected by moisture, and in damp galleries
should be enrlosed in a water-tight box <lesig1wrl for the purpose (Pl. 81,
Fig. 3).

115. Range of sounds-Jwlyiny di,lance.
The distance over which sounds can be hrar.l varies 1-7eatly with the
acoustical properties of the soil. Thus, picking can be heard with the aid
of the gcophone at a distance of over 500 feet in hard rock, but at less than
l 00 feet in some rniieties of soft sand am! dav. Naturallv the ranae of
hearing also depends largely on the nature of the sound; picki~gis gen,.;ally
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the fir•t s?und to be heard,_and talking the last. In clays, which permit of
the ado_pt1011 of the more silent method of kicking (Sec. 92), timbering and
shovellmg are generally the first audible indications of work. The followmg table gives approximate maximum distances in feet at which varioW1
sounds can be heard in a,·erage chalk, blue clay, and sandy clay.

I Naked car. I Seiamophone. I Geophone.

Nature of sound.

AVERAGE CHALK.

Picking
Shovelling
....
...
Walking (tirubored floor)
Falling enrth .... .. .
Dragging sandbags

Talking

....

Picking

....

....

.. ..
···•

....

..

I

..

.

I

Feet.
150
70
50
35
30
12

Feet.

Feet.

200
70
70
50
45
40

300
120
80
60
5.,
50

140
75
50
45
25
15

160
110
60

70
25
20
15
12
10

100
30
25
20
18

,I

BLUE CLAY.

···1

Shovelling
Walking (timbered floor)
Falling earth ...
Dragging sandbags

Talking

....

....

•···

....

I

II

125
50
40
30
15
6

50

35
30

f3ANDY CLAY.

Picking
Shovelling
\Valking (timbered floor)
Falling earth
....
Dragging sandbag::i
Talking

II
'

50
10

....

..
..

10
5

5
5

16

The above figures can only be taken as a rough guide ; a local range
table, based on experience and experiments, should always be prepared
for the soil in which mining operations are in progress.
It will be found that the audibility of sounds in strata of varying
consistency flucturrtes considerably from point to point. For instance,
if picking in chalk through which a bed of hard flint runs be listened to,
the sound will be much more intense when the pick strikes the flint than
when the softer chalk is stmck. Sound travels more easily along strata
beds than across them. Thus, if the flint bed just referred to also outcrops in the listening gallery, the sound vibration will be much more
intense than otherwise. The dip of the strata and the relative depths of
the listener and the gallery in which work is proceeding mu·it, therefore,
be studied. Audibility in blown and shaken grouud varies enormously ;
it is usually far below that in virgin soil. Much depends. on the way
fissures run ; the transmission of sound between two galleries connected
by a fissure may be 'luite goocl, and under these conditions sounds may

I

1 i2

frequently be heard more clearly with the naked ear than with the aid of an
instrument.

The energy with which a tool is worked will, of course, have considerable
effect on the range at which picking can be heard. In the case of such
sounds as falling earth, dragging sandbags, tramming, &c., the timbering
of a gallery in which the sound originates may he an important factor.
The floor of a dose-timbered gallery frequently acts as a sounding board,
anrl materially assists the propagation of the sound waves. The range at
which walking can be heard will, in addition to the above, depend much
on the footwear of the suhject.
It will be realized from wl1at has been stated tliat judging the distance
of underground sounds is an art, ae'luired by much practice and experience,
rather tlian an exact science. Some men have the gift of estimating distance with astounding accuracy, while others, of similar experience and
endowed with equally acute hearing, are entirely at sea. Doubtless the
secret lies in the possession of a mental capacity to gauge the various
factors bearing on the situation, and of a painstaking temperament that
does not tire in making frequent observations anrl averaging the results.
The approach of a hostile gallery once indicated must be listened
to at irregular and frequent intervals during day and night, and the progress
noted from day to day. In this connection often one of the most satisfactory checks on distance is to note when a particular sound just becomes
audible, anrl to c-ompare it with the sound range table. Thus, in average
chalk when the sound of falling earth can just be beard with the gcophone,
the gallery should be about 60 feet away (see table). Nearly all listeners
are inclined to undncstimate the distance of a hostile gallery; this
tendency is especially marked at close ranges.
116. Practical application of liste11i,1!J.

I. It ],as been explained that the geophone an,!, at dose ra11gPs, the
unaided car furn~sh thf' princjpal mPans of obtaining information~ of tLc
nature and Jocat1on of enemy work, wh_ilc the seismo11hone is specially
~uitalJJe_ for positions to whfrh accPsB with the gr•opho,w is dangeruua or

m1prar!Jcahle (gassy galleries, tamped-in charges, &c.), and for cPntral
listening systems (Sec. 117).
The amount of listening necessary will naturallv nry with the conditio!l~· Two Rhort listening periods daily will. gPnPrally suffif'e at
Jocaltttes where no enc1ny work ha~ 1Jl'(•11 n·porh•<l. ( )n tlll' other haml,
t]w enemy nrnst 1,e krpt nndt-r ran•ful ohservation from all 11alleries
,~jtl1in fo1te!1i11g rangP, nnd it may lir achi1:1al,l1_• to carry out Jistf'nit1g contrnuously throughout tl1r: !.! 1 hours. 'l'he hours of ,·i~iting a listeningpost shoul<l be changed from clay to d,w, in orcl••r tu n•cluce tb,, lik,,Jihood
t.1f failure to <letect tlw approach of a i:.i lh•ry throu11lt tl11• C'fll'lllY workin1r
during certain prrinds o( tlw 24 hours onlv.
e
•
~
1:iisteninff should normalJy he carriN( out hy patrols of two or more
sprc1a1ly trainr1l nwn, thC' numhHs dPp1•nclin~ on the f'Xtf'nt of Hw ~n1tt·m
nn,1 tli1~ aniou.n1 of l1rn1tilr work. Tl1Nl(' patrols should hi• plU('Pil i11 t~hargL•
of a Tf•liahJ,, 1'.f'.O., <Jr nn a lar'...C and n<'t in• front it JJJ;l\· h,• 111•1•p.:.;sary to
d<·fail m1 offinr fc,r tliiN duly.

·
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Each listener, furnisheU with a geophone. slwulcl b,-. given a series of
posts to ,~sit during his tour of duty. He will record the result of his
obserrntions on the prescribed mine listening report (see end of this section),
and will also give inforn1ation immediately of any sounrhi of special irnportance which he may hear. Listening posts should, as a general rule,
be constructed off the main galleries; they should be made as comfortable
and as dry as possible. The approaches of posts in close proximity to the
ene~· should be conred with straw or old sandbags to deaden the sound
of walking. The listener should not wear equipment or articles liable to
produce creaking sounds ; the slightest noise is disturbing, and leads to the
production of inaccurate results.

Silence must be maintained in listening

posts, and not more than two men should be allowed in together. They
should commmi.icate with each other in a low whisper.
It will generally be necessary, when listening is in progre:;s, to cease
any underground work in the Yicinity. Surface noises may also interfere
seriously with listening in some localities, and it may be necessary umfar
these circumstances to draw up, in conjuncrion ,vith the infantry garrison,
a programme of listening periods during which work, rifle fire, ancl all
walking ceases. The hours of these periods shoul<l be varied from clay to
day, lest the enemy should ascertain when they occur, and arrange to cease
work underground during their duration.

The most accurate method of locating a sound is to determine its
direction with the geophone from two or more galleries (Pl. 80, Fig. 2).
The results giwn should be fairly accurate if intersections can be obtained
at a favourable angle. The position of listening posts, however, will often
be unsuitable for the adoption of this method; in such cases the direction
having been clcterminecl, the distance of the sound mtLst be estimated
by its intensity, &c. (Sec. 115).
The difficulty of estimating direction ancl distance will be much
increased when the sound of seYeral headings working simultaneously is.

audible in one locality, ancl great skill is re'luiretl to pick out and concentrate separately on each sound in tum.
2. .A careful record should be kept of all listening carried out; an
example of the form of ni.ine listening report used during the War of 1911
1919 is given below.
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MINE LISTENING REPORT.
A.F. W 3379.

Date.

27/11/17.

Listener's name-Sapper Evans.

Naroo of

gallery.

Time.

1400 to 1615

Al ....

hours.

heard.

Estimated
distance
in feet.

Picking

40

Sounds

Estimated

I direction.
N.30° \Y.

RemaM:s.

Continuous

work.

·an<l

shovelling.
A2 ....

....

l400 to 1615

Picking

120

E.15° N.

hours.

1400 to 1800

B4 ....

Nil.

-

Walking

50

hours.

B5 ....

·•·

1530 hours

Not
determined

Same gallery
as in 1.

Probably
enemv
listeni~g
pa.trol.

These reports were made out in duplicate daily to cover the pre,~ous
24 hours ; one copy was retained with the officer in charge on the spot,

and the other sent to the headquarters of the unit.
The correlation and plotting of listening repor ·s is of great importance.
A plan of the mining front should be used for this purpose on which the
position and progress of enemy galleries are recorded. Small flags (separate
colours being used to differentiate between hostile galleries under construction and those completed, &c.) pr0Tide a good method of showing
the situation at a glance. Separate listening post diaries should be kept
for individual posts of special importance ; in these diaries entries of all
sounds that liaYe been heard during the previous 2,1 hours should be made
daily. Nil reports should be recorded.
3. Listening, in adJition to being an important and indispensable

adjunct to all mining operations, proTides one of the means of detecting
suspecled l10stile mining (see ~ec. 81, para. 3) where no defensive system
exists.

lo such cases, a deep dug-out is the most satisfactory point from which
to listen. Where such facilities do not exist, a hole at least 4 feet deep
should be dug in the gro,md. The geophoue is the best instrument to use,
but 1 if not aYailable, listening may be carried out }Jy Lurying a bowl of
water in the ground and immersing the ear in tht.> water. 8urface sounch
are most dcccpti ,·c when listening is cnrri,~d out from thl' ~urfacr. and evl'ry
cll(kavour must he mad·• to eliminate them. The groun,1 shoul,l Uc cleared

of a11 mC'n within at I.:..•ast 50 ,·arJs radius, anJ all work in th,.• vfrin.itv
slopp,•,I.
·
·
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On a front where mining attacks are prevalent, reports lrom the infantry garrison of sounds of hostile mining are likely to be frequent. The
untrained, h_oweve~, are very liable to attribute surfac~ sounds to mining,
and even skilled nuners are easily deceived. The engmcer officer detailed
to investigate a report of hostile mining should, therefore, first collect
all the available information which has given rise to the suspicions, and
should endeavour to trace the reported sounds to their source. It will
frequently be found that the sounds which have caused apprehension
may he accounted for by causes other than mining. Suspicious sounds
have been traced to driving in pickets, hammering sandbags, noise of feet
on cluckboards, wind in telephone wires, rats, moles, &c.

117. Central listening systems,
The necessity of reducing to a minimum the large personnel, that must
be permanently retained for listening duties in extensive mine systems,
has led to the introduction of central listening. By this means often as
much as 50 per cent. of the listening staff that would otherwise be required
may be dispensed with. Central listening systems are best suited to wide
fronts on which enemy activity has more or less died clown.
A central listening system, briefly described, consists of a series of
seismophone detectors distributed in the main listening galleries and
connected up to a central listening station on lines similar to a telephone
exchange.

Detectors.-The seismophone is the most suitable, hut other electrical
detectors may be used. The sensitiveness of each cletcctor should be
standardized before it is installed.
Buzzer sets.-The detectors must frequently be tested to see that
all is in order. This can be clone by sending a man to tap each in turn,
but labour will ho saved if a small buzzer set is placed near and in the
circuit of each detector. The buzzer is adjusted so that it will only
operate when a current of increased strength is sent tl1rough the circuit.
In addition to providing a means of testing detectors, the buzzer sets
enable the listener at the central station to signal to the geophone patrol,
as will be described later.
Wiring.-Particular attention must be paid to wirin~, both in the
central station and throughout the system. Insulat10n of all cables on
small bobbin insulators is the most satisfactory method; failing this,
they should be cleated to the mine timbers. Staples should on no account
be ~sed. As it is not required to listen to more than one rost at a time,
a smgle weJl-msula(ed main runmng to each detector and a common
return will suffice.
El, l\Iark II cable used in electric firing is quite satisfactory, or, alternatively, signal cable of about the same cond1)divi_ty may ho usrd. Considerable Jabour will be saved in installation 1f twm cab le 1s used for the
portion o( the circuit between the detectors and the lateral.

o!

Cells.-A very small current is sufficient for good reproduction
sound if the circuit is well insulated throughout. Tl1c two Loclancfie
cells, provided with the orclinary seismophone set, will he satisfactory
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for posts not more than 1,200_ to 1,500 feet from the ~entral station, but
additional cells must be put m for longer distances. Cells are m more
or less continual use as each post is connected up in turn at the switchboard.
It is, therefore, advisable to haYe two on three separate batteries which
can be used in rotation, in order that the polarized cells may regain their
strength. A switch with suitable connections is placed on the switchboard for this purpose (Pl. 82) .

Central station.-This should be situated under coYcr, preferably
in a dug-out, in the centre of the system and some little distance behind
it. The station must be roomy, furnished with the necessary table, chairs,
shelves, cupboards, &c., well lighted, and kept scrupulously clean. Given
these conditions the listeners will have reason to take a pride and interest
in their work. No matter how keen a man may be, results will not be
of the best, if the shift is spent in a cramped chamber among a tangle of
wires, old apparatus, and candle grease ; moreover, under these conditions

much unnecessary work is involved in locating the defect in a faulty circuit.

Switchboard.-The connections to the various posts should be of the
wandering plug and socket type. Pl. 82 shows a satisfactory type of switchboard. It consists of a diagram of the mine system with sockets at the
points on it corresponding to the position of the detectors. The listening
apparatus switches, cells, &c., are installed on the table below. A galvanometer is provided to test the various circuits.
The plan of the system should be diagrammatic only, so that it may
·be useless to the enemy if captured. On the other hand, it must be suffi. ciently clear to enable the listener to retain the entire system in his miners
eye, and to keep in mental touch with his work. With the ai<l of the diagram he will be in a better position to reason for himself whether sounds
l1eard emanate from ,...-ork heing carried out '\\ithin the system 1 or whether
they merit further inYestigation by the geophone patrol as explained below.
Receivers.-The double ear-piece type of receiYer, supplied with the
seismophone set, is r1uite satisfactory, but the receivers used in civil telephone exchanges also give good results. The station should be equipped
with two or more receivers connected up in para11el.

This enables an

officer to listen in with the central observer and check his obserrntions,
when desired.

Mode of work.-The method of operation is as follows. The central
listener puts the battery in circuit by means of the battery switch. He
then inserts the wandering plug in the socket on the plan corresponding to
the post at which he wishes to listen. If he wish<lj! to test the circuit,
he connects up the gah-anometer b,- means of the switch prov:i<le<l for the
purpose. He signals. when required, by depressing the buzzer keY; this
au tomatically places in circuit the additional cells to operate the bi,zzer.
It cannot be too strongly emphasized that central listf•nin,, svstems
do ~10t entirely rephu·e the listening patrol. The former 1nust b:' regar•lt:·cl
111amly as detectors of sound, the source and nature of which, as soon a.::1
rt·ported, must
investigated with the geophone. Ct'ntral listening
systems, on the othl'r hand, })ermit of the maintenanct> of general obsnvation over the whole mining front, "ith the result that the efforts of the

he
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listening 11atrol may be directed and concentrated on threatened points.
Thus, economy in the numbers required for patrol work is effected.
As the final verification ancl location of enemy work must rest with
the patrol, using either the geophone or the unaided ear according to local
conditions, the responsibility of the central listener for observation of
any given sound shonlcl cease as soon as he has called the attention of the
patrol to it ancl received an acknowledgment. For communication between
the central station ancl the listening patrol the following has been found
the most satisfactory arrangement. The patrol is provided with a watch,
which is placed on the detector of the post where listening is in progress.
On hearing a sound that needs closer investigation, the central listener
runs rapidly over his board till he picks up the sound of the watch. He
then, by a prearmngecl dot ancl clash code, signals through on the buzzer
I[ key to the buzzer at the post where the patrol is situated a request for the
I[ patrol to visit the post near which activity is suspected. The patrol
II ackno,Yledges the message by light taps on the detector. Having noted
I, the time of receiving the acknowledgment, the central listener carries on
I• ,rith listening at the remainder of the posts.
A listening report, similar to that already described for listening patrols,
1, should be made out at the central listening station.

118. Traini11g.
It will be realized, from what has been said in the previous sections
of this chapter, that proficiency in listening can only be obtained .after
careful study ancl much practical experience. It is essential that a proportion of the officers and other ranks of mining units should receive
special training in this branch of underground warfare .
Listening formed one of the principal subjects in the curriculum of
Mine Schools, instituted on the Western front during the War of 19141919, ancl, whenever mining warfare develops, it will be found necessary
to provide facilities behind the lines for training.
The potential listener, apart from being possessed of unimpaired
hearing, should be of a calm, steady, and unexcitable disposition. In
the silence of an underground gallery the beating of the heart or heavy
breathing heard through a sensitive instrument may easily be attributed
by the imaginative and nervy to hostile work. The excitable man will
be too apt to jump to conclusions, and liable to furnish exaggerated
reports based on insufficient data.
Training should aim at enabling the listener to say what the enemy
is doing and where he is. First with the nnaidecl ear, ancl after\\'ards
,rith the gcophone ancl seismophone, the student should be taught to
identify picking, walking, dragging of sandbags, and the numerous other
sounds connected with undergrou nd work. As he gains in proficiency
he should be given instruction ancl frequent practice in estimating the
distance of sounds. He 1nust be trained in determination of direction
by the l(eophone. The course should also include instruction in electrical
apparatus and central listening systems.
Pl. 83 shows a convenient system of galleries for practical listening
instruction and testing; it will he seen that the lay-out furnishes a large

'
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variety of distances. A central listening system. should. be install~d _in
a portion of the listening gallenes and practwal 1DstructJon given ID its
use.

The listening circle (Pl. 84) is a valuable aid in the elementar:r stages
ol training to find direction with the geophone .. The central shaft 1s about
9 feet deep, circular in plan, and about 5 _feet 1_n diameter; 1t 1s covered
in to exclude surface sounds. The tapp1Dg c1rcle consISts of a trench,
about 5 feet deep and 3 feet wide, dug on a ci~c)e of _25 to 30 feet radius.
The instructor taps the ground at selected pos1t10ns ID the tapp1Dg c1rcle,
and the listener in the shaft estimates the direction of the souncls. To
facilitate the checking of results, the circumferences of the central shaft
and tapping circles are divided up. A convenient method is to split
each into 36 equal parts (i.e., arcs of 10°) ; pegs, numbered consecutively,
are placed at each division. The numbering on the pegs in the shaft is
rotated through 90° (see Pl. 84) . If the direction of the tapping has been
determined correctly by the listener, the number of the peg opposite
the right-hand geophone pot wiJI give the number of the peg in the tapping
circle at which the sound was made. A trained listener should not make
an error exceeding 10°.

CHAPTER XVI.

TUNNELLED DUG-OUTS AND SUB-WAYS.
119. Use of underground protection.

The devastating effects of the intense and prolonged bombardments,
to which defences are likely to be subjected in position warfare, are best
countered by the provision of ample shell-proof accommodation for the
garrison. This will generally, when the soil permits, take the form of deep
dug-outs with frer1uent exits to the surface and intercommunicating
passages. Suh-ways (long underground passages replacin.~ surface communications) are alsq invaluable. They provide at all times a safe means
of access to the positions they serve, and during an attack enable reinforcements, ammunition, and supplies to be pushed up unhind... red by the
hostile barrage. In adclition, the replacement of lengths of communication
trenches, suhjrrt to intern1ittent <lestructive trench mortar bom1Jardn1Pnt,
by sub-ways will enable the large working partirs, rerp1iret! to repair and
keep open tlie former, to he dispensed with. Dug-011ts will also he reql~lftil in hark areas, at rai1-heads, bases, &.c. to afford sh£'1ter during air
raids or long-range bomhardmr-nts.

Hence the construction of dug-outs and sub-ways may often constitute
the main fit•J<l of actiYity of mining units. All tu.nndieJ work, however.
takes considerah]c tirne, and neressitn.tc~ the expenditure of much labour

and mah-rial.

It should, there/or,•, only be undertaken when the con-
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ditions which call for the provision of shell or bomb-proof shelter are likely
to be of some duration.
Tunnelled dug-outs have the following advantages over concrete and
cut-and-cover dug-outs :i. Their construction involves less labour in proportion to the
accommodation given, and affords more immediate results.
ii. They give complete protection, both from actual penetration and
serious concussion effects.
iii. Their exact position can, as a rule, be better concealed, although the
spoil removed from them may indicate their existence in a
particular locality.
The disadvantages of tunnelled dug-outs are :i. Difficulty of exit, owing to the depth to which they have to be
taken.
n. Ventilation, lighting, and drainage are often very difficult problems.
iii. The nature of the strata may prevent the siting of a dug-out
in the best tactical position.
The nature of underground protection, which is likely to be required,
includes the following :i. Command headquarters for companies,. battalions, and higher
formations.
ii. Machine-gun emplacements.
iii. Observation posts.
iv. Living dug-outs for infantry garrisons and artillery.
v. Trench mortar emplacements.
vi. Sub-ways .
vii. Dressing stations.
Typical examples of dug-out design will be found in Manual of Field
Works (All Arms) (1921), Chap. XV, and this subject is dealt with in further
detail in M.E., Vol. II. This chapter "~ll, therefore, be mainly confined to
describing the details of execution of the work.

120. Reconnaissance, ?nate,-ials, &c.
1. The technical principles involved are similar to those already laid

down for mining (Chap. XII), and differ only in their interpreta_tio~ to meet
the new conditions. For instance, the method of dn vmg inclines and
galleries is identical with that adopted in mining, but the dimensions
will generally be greater in order to provide ample head-room and passmg
way.

· As in mining, reconnaissance prior to the com°:"encement of work
is essential. The nature of the strata must be ascertarned.
This will frequently outweigh all other considerations i_n the selection
of the site ; in low-lying and marshy ground the construction of dug-outs
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will naturally be restricted to localities where mining is possible. Badly
water-logged soils are, as a rule, quite impracticable. Even if an impervious stratum exists a short distance below the water-saturated surface,
the amount of pumping rendered necessary may be prohibitive ; it will
usually be preferable to provide protection by other means, e.g., reinforced
concrete shelters. Occasionally it may be possible to drive a gallery
with a slight upward slope into the side of a hill or face of a cliff and thus
secure natural drainage, but Jiving rooms in wet soils will always be damp
and unhealthy.
A plan should be made of the site, and working drawings prepared.
Accurate execution of the work is essential. Tortuous and badly graded
passages will be a source of continual trouble. Inclines, galleries, and
chambers should be carefully surveyed as the work proceeds.
The transport of stores to the site, access of the mining personnel to
their work, their accommodation when off duty, and the arrangements of
reliefs will seldom present such difficult problems as are encountered in
mining, and the more remote the site of work from the front line. the
easier will their solution become. Nevertheless, these questions must
invariably be given careful consideration.
2. Disposal of spoil is always important, and, unless the amount
of earth to be dealt with is realized, and a scheme of disposal thought out
beforehand and rigid! y enforced, conspicuous heaps are certain to be formed.
It is useless to defer their concealment until the work is finished ; this,
in fact, only shows the enemy that the excavation is complete, and that the
dug-outs are in use. Spoil heaps, not in direct enemy view, will be revealed by air photographs. Constant supervision is necessary to prevent
the sites of dug-outs and sub-ways being given away. (For methods of
spoil disposal, see Sec. 86.)
'l'rnusportation and hoisting spoil will be carried out on the lines
clescribecl in Sec. 95, with the exception that the installation of haulage
plant (windlass or winch) at the head of small inclines, only to be used
for the evacuation of spoil for a short time, will seldom be ·worth while.
In wide and extensiYe sub-ways tip-trucks running on -!O cm. track ma,·
be used with advantage.
·
3. Materials.-The timber required will be similar to that use<i in
mine systems, but the setts and frames will be of larger dimensions. while
frequent use w,11 be made of rolled steel joists in the construction of the
chambers. The following will give a general idea of the materials nonnallv
employed.
·
Ioclines an,l galleries :9-i nch h:,- 3-inch timber setts, 6 fret± inches b;- 2 feet n inches internal
dimensions (Pl. 51, Fig. 1).
.,
9-inch by 3-inch timber setts. 1 feet 10 inches hy 2 feet 9 inches
internal dimensions (Pl. 51, Fig. 2).
·
3-incb to 6-inch pit-prop frames, 6 feet 4 inches J,y 2 feet O inches
• internal dimensions.

·
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Chambers:Pit-props, ,q to 6 inches diameter.
Steel girders (R.S.J.), of which the more common sizes are:Dimensions in inches (depth by
·width of flange by thickness

,Yeight per
foot run in

of web).

lbs.

0·22
5 X 3
8 X 4 X 0·28
9x4x0·30
0·36
10 X 5
12 X 5 X 0·35

II
18
21
30
32

Length in
feet.

~

]6
18
20
22

i:::arc
Jhitri Lutc,1
load in tuns.
3}
4
5

7),
9

The 9-foot by 5-incb by 3-inch girder is the size normally used (but.

see Sec. 122, para. 1). Lagging (1 to 2-inch boarding) will be reqtured for
passages and chambers. In damp situations and in work of a more or
less pe1manent nature, concrete may be employed for lining chamber&
and passages.
4. Head-cover.-Complete protection against shells of large calibre
(9-inch and over) can seldom be gained without descending to impracticable depths. Direct hits on dug-outs and passages by superlieavy
artillery are, however, not likely to occur. Generally speaking, all
underground work should be pro,~ded with sufficient head-cover to exclude
8-inch howitzer and heavy trench mortar shell fitted with delay action
fnze. The cover required under these circumstances will he as follows : Made earth
35 feet.
Clay . ..
30 feet.
Gravel
... 25 feet.
25 to 20 feet.
Chalk
Hard rock
... 15 feet.
121. Inclines and galleries.
1. lnclines.-Ease of access and egress is one of the first essentials in
dug-o ut design. A chamber, no matter where situated, which is reached by
a single narrow and tortuous passage, is at all times inconvenient and a.
source of danger to the occupants 1 owing to the possibility of the one exit
being blocked. In the case of dug-outs constructed to shelter the garrison
of a defended position, not only do the above objections obtain, but it is
also of vital importance that the occupants shoulfl, on receiving warning of
attack, be able to get to the surface in time to meet it. It is mainly for
this reason that dug-outs are seldom pro~ded in the front defences of a
localitv but are sited sufficiently far in rear to render remote the likelihood
of the "~ccupants being trapped.
The fact that troops will carry their full fighting kit must also be taken
mto consideration. Entrances should consist normall y of inclines, of
~,radient not steeper than 1 in 1, descending to the required level. Shafts
8.re most unsuitable entrances,
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Isolated duN-outs m•.rnt have at least two entrances not less than -10 feet
apart. In prn~tice it is often preferable to construct dug-outs in g_roup,
connected up by passages served with numerous entrances, as sh~wn m the
outline drawino on Pl. 85. In the case of sub-ways frequent exits to the
trench system ;hould be provided (Pl. 89). These will enable the work of
construction to be carried out from several points simultaneously, and when
completed will improve communication and ventilation. The exits of
sub-ways, especially those at the forward end, should be prepared for
defence aoainst enemy raids and attacks. Examples of the methods that
may be e~ployed are shown on Pl. 91, Fig. 1.
Tha timbering of the inclines for dug-outs and sub-ways does not
differ from that already described in Sec. 94 for mining, except that it is
essential that head-room of at least 6 feet be given. Setts with 5-foot legs
will give sufficient head-room in a 45° incline with timbering normal to
the slope. If vertical timbering is adopted, the legs of the setts must give
at least 6 feet in the clear.
Inclines exposed to heavy shell fire should, as a general rule, he closetimhered throughout, and under any circumstances for at least the first
15 feet of descent. No attempt, however, should be made to give additional
strength to the head of an incline by the use of concrete and girders ;
no practical means will make it proof against a direct hit, and the presence
of these materials only increase the difficulties of clearing and repair.
It is essential that entrances should be prevented from becoming
sumps for the drainage of the trench from which they lead. For this
reason they should never commence from the bottom of a trench (see
Sec. 94·, para. 1).
2. Galleries.-The internal dimensions of dug-out galleries should be
at least 6 feet 4 inches by 2 feet 9 inches. The galleries of main subways should be rather larger; they should be 6 feet 6 inches high, and may
vary from 3 feet 6 inches to 4 feet wide. The latter width allows sufficient
room for up and down traffic, and does not cramp a man's movements.
In bad and doubtful ground galleries must be close-timbered, but in
soils, which stand well, setts, or lram s made of pit-props, may be spaced at
0

intervals.

Top lagging of l{ to 2 inches must always be used in such cases,

and, e_xcept in soils such as hard chalk and rock, si,le lagging of 1 to 1 ½-inch
boardrng, corrugated iron, or expanded metal is also necessary.

When there is any doubt as to the solidity of the roof, work should be
carried out Ly spiling (Sec. 92, para. 4). In loose and hc•avy ground this
is the only method to adopt.
3. Working parties and footage.-The working parties required
arnl. the footage driven per shift will not differ materially from the data
already given for mining. Although considerul,ly more' earth must be
e~cavatcd tn J.ug-out and ~ub-"'."ay galleries, which are spacious compared
with those normally used 1n 1nme warfare, the additional workinrr room
afforde<l will, if anything, increase the rate of progress attainahle. 0 J\Iore
1nen, h~weYe~, must be Uetailed to deal with the larger volume of spoil.
In ru~U1um so~l -1 fet.•l m~J~ be reekone<l as a\·eragr prO\~r1..•ss per S--hour ::ihift.
Und,:•r excepho1:al eond1ttons, however, where sp•·ed of eX':.'L'Utiun, regardless of econo1uy Hl labour, was of parawo·mt importance, som•.! remarkable
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footages have heen ael,ievrcl in driving sub-ways with skilled labour.
In numerous instances <luring the War of 1914-1919 an avera"e daily footage
of over 30 feet was maintained continuously for upwards of days.
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122. Conslrnction of dug-out cl,ambers.
l. The roof.-The head-room provided in dug-out chambers should
not be less than 6 feet 6 inches in the clear. Girders, supported on
stanchions, will generally be required to take the roof span.
It is important in designing chambers to keep to a lbrnd width, in order
that the length and section of R.S.J. used may be standardized. A joist
9 feet in length and 5 inches by 3 inches in section was the standard size
used in dug-out construction during the War of 1914-1919. A span of
9 feet (giving at least 8 feet width in the clear) provides adequate room for
office or bunking accommodation, and, generally speaking, is a satisfactory
and economical climension. Spans much in excess of 9 feet will require
girders of large section to support them ; moreover, clifficulty will be
experienced in getting long girders down the inclines and round the corners
of passages to the site.
The spacing of the girders will depend on their section and the nature
of roof supported. In hard soils which stand well, spacing at 3-foot or
even 4-foot intervals "ill be adequate over a span of 9 feet. In loose and
heavy soils, spacing at 2-foot centres or less ";]] be necessary, and in
some cases the girder will require intermecliate support in adclition {Pl. 86,
Fig. 2).
The girders must be side-strutted to prevent them rolling over or
buckling. For a 9-foot sp,rn, 4 struts of 4-inch by 3-inch timber, wedged
in tightly at 3-foot intervals, will suffice.

2. Supporting pillars and stanchions.-Pillars of solid ground
should always be left between chambers constructed in soft and meclium
soils. The thickness of the pillars in clay should not be less than 20 feet,
while in chalk 12 feet will be adequate.
Pit-props, 4½ to 7 inches in diameter, will normally be used as stanchions
for the girders, but in very heavy ground R.S.J. may be required for this
purpose (Pl. 86, Fig. 2).
3. Girder clips.-To prevent the stanchions from being pushed inwarcls they should be connected to the girders by clips designed for the
purpose. Pl. 87, Figs. 1, 2, and 3, show a type of universa! clip forged
from mild steel, which may be used to connect either a pit-prop or R.S.J.
stanchion to the gir<ltr. Fig. 5 shows an alternative design of universal
clip made of ca,t-steel. In default of supplies of the above articles from
the base, the hair-pin clip (Fig. 4) may be manufactured on the spot from
wrought iron. It is weak, and at best a makeshift.
Foot-soles, 12 by 12 by 3 inches, should be used to giYe foundation to
the stanchions in all but exceptionally hard ground. Grouncl-s(lls will be
required in loose and heavy soils. These will normally consist of pitprops let into the floor, but in very bad soils it may b~ necessary to use
joists fixed to the stanchions with girder clips {Pl. 86, Fig. 2).
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4. Excavation.-Spiling (Sec. 92, para. 4) should always be aclopted,
except in very firm ground. The excavation of the whole face in one
piece without timbering should never be attempted, as falls are v:ery
liable to occur. These, apart from endangenng the hves of men workmg,
will delay progress, and may seriously weaken the overhead cover.
A good method of excavation is as follows :-The sides of the chamber
are first cut out by passages macle 2 feet 6 inches wide and the full height
of the chamber (Pl. 88, Fig. 1). The spiling boards are driven forward
as the work proceeds. When both sides have been removed to the depth
at which the next girder comes, the stanchions are set in position. The
top of the buttress, which has been formed, is then cut out; the remaining
spiling boards of the roof are driven forward, and the whole of these boards
are held in position by a temporary beam supported on either side of the
buttress by pit-props. The new girder is then placed in position, and the
distance-pieces, wbaling board, and wedges are set forward. The remainder
of the buttress in the centre mily then be removed.
An alternative method is to drive a pilot-gallery as shown on Pl. 88,
Fig. 2. If the span be 9 feet, a pilot-gallery 5 feet by 2 feet 6 inches is an
€conomical size. The pass,ge, which must be timbered, should run
approximately along the centre-line of the chamber. Such a gallery serves
as a useful check on levels and direction. If the chamber, when complete,
is to connect up with a passage other than that from which the work is
being carried out, it is as well to drive the pilot-gallery right through to
this second passage straight-away, and thus secure through ventilation
prior to starting the chamber proper. Provided, however, that the gallery
is at least 10 feet in advance of the chamber, this distance is sufficient,
and, where speed is of great importance, a working place for two more men
is available. The manner of excavating the chamber and setting the girders,
stanchions, &c., in position is identical with that described in the first
method.
5. Breaking away chamber from the gallery.-This operation
requires considerable forethought and care in execution, for the height
of the chamber will generally be greater than the passage. The method
shown on Pl. 86, Fig. l, in which a chamber 6 feet 6 inches high (from floor
to bottom flange of girders) is constructed off a gallery 6 feet 4 inches by
'.l feet 9 inches (internal dimensions), is a good one. It permits of the
chamber being spiled straight-away from the sicle of the gallery, and of the
standard gallery setts being used for the false work, which is reduced to a
minimum.

As will be seen from the drawing, a step is formed at the point which
will ultimately be the threshol<l of the chamber entrance, ancl the standard
setts, off wh ich it is intended to break away the chamber will be raised
10 inches above the final floor level of the dug-out. To sta;t the chamber,
the caps of the three raised setts, marked B, are temporarily propped,
the legs removed, and a girder put in their place as shown. The chamuer
is then spiled str?-ight off the side of the gallery as preYiously stated.
When the excavation of the chamber is finished the top-sills arnl remainin"
legs of the serts B are_ replaced by lagging and a girder supported on pi(
Jll"Ops. The ground-sills are then removed, and the 10-inch step taken
out to reduce this portion of the chamber to the correct floor-le,·el.
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6. Working parties and footage .-The working party for the
construction of a 9-foot wide chamber (without pilot-gallery) should
normally be disposed as un,ler :2 men picking.
4 men filling sandbags and timbering, who relieve pick-men after
suitable periods.
Progress per 8-hour shift will, under normal conditions, average 2 feet.
In driving the pilot-gallery the working party may be disposed of as
follows:Pilot-gallery {} ::~ ~f;~t~andbags }relieve each other.
j2 men picking.
Chamber face ~ 4 men filling sandbags and timbering, who relieve
L pick-men after suitable periods.
Progress per 8-hour shift will, under normal conditions, average
2 feet 6 inches.

123. Constn,ctional deta.ils.
1. Drainage.-In ground so wet as to render pumping necessary,

the water should he collected by gravitation into one or more sumps
situated in the galleries (see Sec. 96). Correct levels are of the greatest
importance. The chamber floor should be about 1 foot above the gallery
floor-level, and should drain towards it. Galleries should have a fall
of at least 1/50 towards the sump to assist drainage.
,Yhen the roof is wet, a good method to protect the occupants from
drips is to line the chamber with corrugated iron, as shown on Pl. 86,
Fig. 2. In shattered chalk and rock considerable inconvenience may be
caused in wet weather by water leaking through the fissures in the roof.
This may often be reduced by filling in shell-holes on the surface above
the dug-out with clay.
2. Floors.-In firm dry soils the natural earth will make a good floor
surface., and no flooring material will be required for ordinary dug•outs.
Where, however, much traffic is anticipated, as in the case of important
sub·ways, wooden or concrete flooring will be found essential ; othenvise~
large hol es will be worn in the floor even in hard soils, and travelling be
made difficult.
In soft and wet soils the floors of all underground chambers and
galleries will rapidly become a quagmire if no additional flooring is provided. Cement concrete reinforced with expanded metal is the most
satisfactory flooring to use ; the expanded metal should be nailed or wired
to the ground-sills, and 1 to 3 inches of concrete laid on it.
Ordinary trench bo1trds should never be allowed in passage ways or
chambers; they collect filth, obstruct the drainage, and reduce the available head-room.
3. Bunking, &c.-Suitablc dimensions for hunks are 6 feet 6 inches
by 2 feet; they should consist of a frame of light scantling over which
expanded metal or two 1ayers of fine mesh wire netting is tightly stretched.
Chambers 8 feet wide may be bunked in three tiers (Pl. 86, Fig. 2), but,
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O\\~ng to lack of air, only two tiers should be put in chambers_ of smaller
width. It 11~1! be found that the best use of available space will be made
by installing the bunks along the length of the chambe_r, as shown _on
Pl. 85, Fig. 3. This leaves a passage way of convement w1dth on one side
of the chamber, on the blank wall of which a seat may be provided and pegs
above for hanging kit (Pl. 86, Fig. 2).
Tables installed in offices should generally be fixed to one of the chamber
walls or to the floor.
4. Ventilation.-During the process of construction it will generaHy
be necessary to use air-pumps or bellows to provide the men at the face mth
air until through ,entilation has been obtainecl. All passages and chambers,
however, should be as far as possible self-ventilating when completed;
that is to say, they should be served hy two or more exits, rising to the
surface some distance apart and, if possible, facing in different direction,,
so that good through ventilation is obtained (Sec. 97) . In long chambers
and passages ventilation may be assisted by bore-holes driven through the
roof at interrnls with suitable boring apparatus (Sec. 36). The bores will
act as upcasts, and carry off foul air. Ventilation may be further improved
in large systems by the installation of the kitchens underground. These
should, other considerations permitting, be sited in such a position that the
galleries and chambers may derive the lull benefit of the draught induced
Ly the fires. A large bore-hole or shaft should Le constructed for the
flue .
It may occasionally be necessary to employ artificial ventilation in
extensive sub-ways serving a large system of dug-outs to supplement
natural ventilation. Powerful electric fans "~Ii be used to sweep an aircurrent through the whole system.
Dug-outs and sub-ways should w1cler no circ,unstances be connected
up direct with mini:' systems; the risk incurred of poisoning from mine
gas (see Chap. XIV) is too great to compensate for anv a•lvantages that
may be gained from such an arrangement.
·

5. Protection against poison gas will always be a J.ifficult proLl"m;
~ounter-mtasurcs which have Iormerlr been efficacious may prove 11uite
madequate against attacks with new· gases. It is 1 therefore, inadvisable
to l_ay <lown the methods of protection too closely. A description of the
anti-gas measures adopted <luring the War of !Dl!-1919 is givtn in iLnual
of Field Works (All Arms), In21, Sec. 45.
It will be realized that the more efficient the 1·entilation of an undergrouu<l system, the more ra]'idly will it fill with gas. WhatcYcr the anti1;as mr_asmes adopted, they must be capable of Leing put into op,•ration
Lmmedi~tely the alarm is given. A gas drill must be thought out and
practised, and the arrangements for protection frequently insp•cte<l.
When electric fans are inst"lle<l in dug-out and suL-way systems, they
may be so des1g.ned th~t during a gas attack the air sup1,ly is tlrawn through
a filter placed rn the rntake. This filter is si,uilar to that used in a l,ox
respirator, but on a much largpr scale. n,¥ this means the system can be
furuished 11~th a supply of filtered air while the gas attack la;t,. Ycutilatwn ho_les are. best blocked with tap,·red wooden plugs ruVl'r• tl vrith
blauketmg; this should be plaee<l ,war at hand reauy for use.
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6. lllumination.-Tliis is almost as important as ventilation. Darkness begets dirt; an ill-lighted dug-out rapidly accumulates rubbish and
/!'arbage of every description, and becomes unhealthy and verminous.
The same re~arks apply to sub-ways ; indeed, unless a sub-way can be
well lighted 1t 1s almost worthless ; men will prefer to risk the journey
owr the surface rather than grope their way painfully along dark galleries.
Electric light should be installed in all large dug-out systems and subways. In special cases the current may be supplied from existing civil
power stations, but there is always the risk of breakage of cables or disablement of generating stations by shells or bombing. The installation
of small petrol or oil-driven lighting sets, in a more or less central situation
within the system, is the most satisfactory method. The engines and
generators should be laid on concrete foundations. Duplicate sets should
be provided to enable repairs to be effected, and to avoid intermittent
breakdowns of the lighting system. In large installations a separate dugout should be constructed for the main switchboard. The exhaust gases
must be led, well clear of the dug-out system, up a shaft or incline constructed for the purpose. Advantage may sometimes be taken of the he~t
generated by the installation to provide drying rooms for clothes; air
heated over the exhaust pipes may be led by vents into adjacent chambers.
Drying rooms, however, should otherwise be entirely separate from
generating stations, and access to them should not be pro,ided off the
same branch-gallery.
The lamps are best placed in the corners of the roof, and protected by
expanded metal guards (Pl. 91, Fig. 2). 15 candle-power lamps placed
at 40-foot intervals will be found to give adequate illumination in subways.
'Isolated dug-outs which cannot be included in an electric light circuit
should be illuminated with oil lamps ; candles are wasteful, and at best
a poor substitute.

7. Fire precautions.-The timber lining of chambers and galleries
will burn fiercely once thoroughly ignited, and combustion will be assisted
by the through draught. of air, a feature of all well-designed underground
systems. The usual emergency fire-fighting appliances (pails of water
and sand) should be installed ; once, however, a fire has gained a firm
footing. the only method of extinguishing it is to eYacuate all occupants,
and to smother the conflagration by sealing all exits.
.
Special precautions must be taken with regard to the petrol and 011
stored in a dug-out system for electric lighting plant, &c. Cooking lamps
and stoves are always a source of danger and should frequently be inspected.
8. The timbering of dug-outs and sub-ways_requires fre_quent inspe~tion
if they are to be kept in a good state of repair. In add1t1on to ordinary
wear and tear, dry rot may set in and, unless immediately checked,_ may
ra1,idly cause great damage. The conditions are usually Yery smtable
for the spread of this timber disease.
.
During active operations of the nature cited i_n Sec. 124, para. 2, repair
gangs must be employed permanently on duty m sub-way_s, 1n o~der that
damage caused by shell fire to entrances, exits, &c., may 1mmed1ately be
repaired.
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124. Sub-ways.
l. The function of sub-ways has been briefly outlined in Sec. 119, and
in subsequent sections numerous references have been made to constructional details, &c., of sub-ways, where these differ materially from those
practised in ordinary dug-out construction.
Wherever suitable soil exists, sub-ways are likely to be a feature of the
defence of centres of resistance in protracted position warfare. Starting
()n a small scale, the network of underground passages providing communication from front to rear and connecting up dug-outs, machine-gun and
trench mortar emplacements, command posts, &c., will gradually grow
till an extensive system on the lines of the diagram shown on Pl. 89 has
been constructed. It -is important, therefore, when sitiug and designing
,rnderground works in the earlier periods of the development of a defensive
position, that the possibility of their being eventually connected up by a
sub-way system should not be overlooked.
Large sub-way systems will usually have 40 crn. tram track installed
throughout to facilitate the transport of ammunition and .supplies.

2. A good example of sub-ways constructed with the special object of
assisting an attack is given on Pl. 90, which is a plan of a sub-way system
constructed on the Arras front to assist the British offensive on 9th April,
1917. A number of disused underground quarries, which had been
excavated in the hard chalk to provide building stone, were discovered in
the vicinity of Arras. These caves, many of which were of considerable
size, had head-cover varying frorn 20 to 60 feet, and this afforded excellent
protection against shell fire . . The more suitable ones were, in the months
prior to the offensive, connected up by sub-ways (see Pl. 90) leading from
a large sewer tnnnel on the outsbrts of Arras to the front line. Accommodation was provided for some 11,000 men, who were thus able to reach
the point of deployment without exposure to shell fire.
3. In tbe above-mentioned example, as on several other occasions
during the War of 1914-1919, shallow sub-ways (with 3 to 5 leet head-cover)
were, prior to an offensive, pushed out in advance of the forwar<l positions,

with a view to providing communication trenches across No man's land
(see Pl. 90.) Underground communication of this nature rapidly becomes
congested during the advance foll°'ving a successful assault, and it was
generally found advisable to open up the sub-ways to the surface and by
tlns means to form a rough communication trench. Bore~holes charved
with explosives (Sec. 36) may be driven at the end ol such sub-wavs. Th~se
are exploded _at the moment the assault is launched, in order to prolon~
the commumcat10n trench and to cut a passa«e throu"h the hostile \\ira
0
0
~ntanglements if within range.
In some instances during the War o( 1Dl4-101D, fire trenches, machinegun and tren_ch mortar _empla~ements, &c., were cont;trueted prior to an

;•ttack at smtable tactteal pomts in advance of the forward positions.
These works were excaYated Just below the surface off shallow sub-ways
o f tl~e nature just described, arnl opened up in Yo m1.u's land at the momellt

the mlantry attack was launched.
may occur in future operations.

Opportunities for work of this n~ture
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4. Water supply .-Sub-ways serving large dug-out systems must be
furnished with an adequate supply of water. When practicable, a well
should be sunk, :rncl a pump-house and water point installed, Pl. 91,
Fig. 3, shows a suitable design. When good water cannot be obtained
locally. it must be ]eel up by a pipe-line. Large underground reservoirs
should be maintained under these circumstances, so that, should the pipeline be cut. no shortage will be experienced while the damage is being
repaire,l. Ellirient reservoirs of a temporary nature can be rapidly made
by cutting out ca,'ities of the required dimensions in the soil and lining
them with tarpaulins.
5. Latrines are not a desirable adjunct to sub-ways, but they may be
essential during offensive operations where men cannot use outside latrines
in safety. Latrines reguire very careful supervision. They should be
shut off from the sub-way by wooden doors; ventilation may be obtained
by boring wnt-holes to the surface. Latrines must be well lighted.
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CONNECTING UP DETONATORS.
F1G.

I. Commercial Cap. (10 Standard Sizes)
Section

Eleva,liion

C

~

4...l

Coppe,. TtJbe /

F1G . 2 .

F1G.

00 to::! Cirammes
FulminabeComj>OSi,bion

Connecting Detonator to Safety_ Fuze.

3~n,ter; Saret y Fuze, Percussion.
(ruff

Siu).

* Contra,,oto,.s lnitia./s

T [)a,t;u,f Manul'acture.
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USE OF CORDEAU DETONANT.

-- ~

Fig./. Firtng Cordeau Detonant
Cordeau Detonant

SatetyF"ze

~~
~~

-

\

__j

'

-.--::~_::;::::;---:::---3

2 G.C Pnmers

Fig 2.

-

Cordeau

N° 8 Detonator

,- Lashing

~~=-+t+lt--m,r--1111-=:111-11?_==3.-

~

'-- Detonators

G.CS!ab
\ Pr;;~r pacl<ed to make it
prq;ect s/,ght/y above G. CS!a6

\::_Cordea"

Fig. 5. Junction Box.
Tm Filled w,thammonal
Holes p,arcedm sides toadm,t
ends of' Cordeal! Oetonant
capped with N°8 Detonator.
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ELECTRIC DETONATORS AND FUZES.
FULL SIZE.

F/9~

IV 0 13. Detonator, electric, Mark Tlf.

~~-::l
;;'.'=\ ~:;;.o

~.._:;]

N~ 14 Fuze, electric. M~rklll.

Meoled

powder
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CIRCUITS & CABLES.

F1G.j, CABLE.,fae.cTRIC El,MARKil.
Bra/ded hfs>m'/

· i TO

Pure Vulcanized Rub ,r

•efv:t.l•-":?\

~

tNlhn,dC.,-and, _ )
St~~/ Strands )

-;~ ~;s:-,z
f1G.2.

WiRE.EL~CTRIC,

SIi MARK.Ill.

·~ linni,clCoppef'Stra,nds )

E.xploder

--,

iti

&r• wlr• conducCor.--MaJby&Son•lrth

Pwkfi.

JOINTING CABLES.
(For clearnesscablesareshown as
single-stranded condudot>s).

f!.tl

F,a.3.

:::====:::::1~::::1====::::
ftG.5.

FtG.2.

F1G.4·.
===::I::ll=:\lllll.llll!ICI====::i

Plate, 7.

EX PLO DER, DYNAMO, ELECTRIC QUANTITY,
MA.RKY.
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_
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T

ELEVATION {NEARSIDEREMOVED)

I

Plate 8.

ELECTRICAL

TESTING

FtG.I.Ci'ANDf DETECTOR.

APPARATUS.

FrG.2. DtAGRAM

OF

CONNEC T I ~

F,G.3.

TE.ST CELL

F1G.4. DtAGRAMOF

{&If' Full Stzy}.

CONNECTIONS OF
RESISTANCE COIL.

,@

--Ca.rdhoard Cu~
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CONTINUITY & WHEATSTONE BRlDGI; TEST S

L__ ~:J/f~/tg:Jt.••ar_ _
NOTC. Cr:mr•~ti,ms

frG.3. Q1AGRAM

gir

,i1,1,1t,,.

M, box are ,sl,..,.vr, ,W dotted liiw.

CONNE.CTIONS FOR Wt:4!.ATSTOJl,IE

Bs1ocE ,

'-----Cont
_ _"'_c_t_K•-~~lfr-Te_,_tC_•_II______
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FUSION TEST.

fie I Box. OF R~s1STANCt: COILS CONNECTED UP FOR fus,oN TcsT.

WMn t1.Kplodt1r-1t1 o.ing tllse«I tM Q:wita.ct K•y 5/tould b.

cvt out b_y a, short lead o.s shown,
NOTE., Con11t1ctions wfthin tlie bo.•hown by dcttdd lin&s

a.r•

F,~.2.

TE.sT1Nc

c . . . eLEs

'faJl:&'tl:Son1Li'r'

Pw.,t.,ell.

INERT

CELLS.

F1c;.I. COUPLED EXPLODERS.
0tAG~AM OF CONNECTIONS,

T

T

T

r
:'i
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~

T . M:r.in 'Terminals.
K. Contact l<ey.
C.

Condenser.

ftG.2.
Ground Cork
Carbon--i-lil-Jelly containing
Sa,/ammoniac

.Zinc

Mang_aneseret-oxide
Plumbago etc:
lpsulating Ccmpositio.

Glass Tube
Insulators
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DIVIDED
FIG.

CIRCUITS.

I.

Chal'3es shown thus
•

Det<-natol's

0

.......
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CHARGES IN BAGS.

fL"g.2.

(
\

Ei.g~ Wa-terproof' ha,g with clamp§.,.
~- 8~ -~

..,.----'-

----r-

4·
'-----

:.:_-:~
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CYLINDER FOR BORE-HOLE CHARGES.

.

CAPM%~1~iiifE

'/• Bra,33 Clips ~ldero!J!

Hole t'o,l'uzs.

-.-

.,.,'

Soldered_joint
nt>od ?lug wa-tert,iglit -u..---,---,
H,t,,ter,Drool' Taptidjoint

:

;L

(3La:yers BlacAAafies,vs Ai~

Wat erf'roof' ttl.f'Bt:(Jolnt

Groovedjoint run
with hot Bitumen.
Rivets fe ofa- at l(J '.!nterva,/s.

~-----s?'2C.----{'
I

SECTION.

!'/IBra.ssClip f><WSBd through
l'rom cylino'st; benl; over andsoldered.

at..ok ronCaptol,esldN?ff fftonlx,oy
ol"cylH1<1r. Conta,ct Su,,l!r,ce tarred
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$
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8/acl< Iron 22 gcu,ge.

Crooved_;<;ilnt rU? WI~ /xJt.iit11111VJ.

ELEVAnON.
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EARTH AUUEH.

~L.\.XC:X.-\LL--IR\"IXC: THRllf;T BORER.
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Plate 17.
\\"011BAT BORER.
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USE OF GUN-COTTON.
G.C.Pri"mers

fig_:.2.

GCfrlmers

~ety ruze orCatle.

Gun-cotto/

~
holding slabs
1n posit,an.

Gun-coU,on slabs
nailed or IDshed
lo boar,d.
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USE OF DYNAMITE.

Hair

Paclong

Water Sp .. ce

[lg;2.
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PORTABLE CHARGES.

do 25-/b. Ammonal

Tin .

n

~2/.?'.'.....J.
ontainel'
fbt-/gniter

Set;.,.....----
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En/al'IYedsection\
· .J

showing Ignite,- :
'Jet tilted into :
Co,7tainer.
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\
I
I

I

!'iring RnandStrii'!J
Gas escape holes
:;),,l,~hl!IW-• w,;,.e cage
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Ttn Tube
1ln Cylinder
ontainer
7a;oe she//q,ced an
Ttndisc

I

I
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DEMOLITION OF GI ROERS.
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DEMOLITION OF GIRDER BRIDGES.

ri91.
lf

11

II
~

I\ II 1 '

fig&,..

filJ.d,

Fig..5.

CUTTINQ STE.e.L C.A.B1..E..
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0
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DEMOLITION OF MASONRY BRIDGEJS.

-41.J..
Coping

A. Charge at Crown.

8 .8. Cha,yes at /faunches.

flg2.

Guo-cotton

with

primer at end.

d

e
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TIMBER DEMOLITIONS.

r/g.J...

Charge

Auger hole ...J.

Saf'ety Fuze,;r/eads.

991"1

Mal b_Y & Son, L,, h

pu,;,,, l.5

MINED CHARGES.
ROADS AND BRIDGES.
fig.I. ROADS,ETC:

.fig2.BRIDGE A.IJVTM£NTS,

IW/dtli_ or rao,dwa,,y

Sha,l't

- - --D.reet-----
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ROAD CRATERS .
MINED CHARGE LAID IN AUGER MOLES.

6" Lined auger holes.

Bott,om 10' charged with
explosive in cylinders 5''

diameter, Charge /0 lbs.
per foot run= 100 lbs.per hole.

PLAN.
fig,2.
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DEMOLITION OF RAILWAYS.
FIG.I. Demolition of Heavy Steel Rail.

16.C.Sl ab /Son

~

~

eta/l o f
1n.9 binding

FIG.2 . Points .

FI G.3. Crossings.
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BANGALORE TORPEDO.
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CONTACT MINES.
-4!J,.L..

..qp,2..

fi,!1&,..

Pl,a,te

FUZE FOR SHELL CONTACT
MINE'..

f'erc1.1ss ion Cap

Relay detonator

. Sa.t"e0' ?in

30
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ELECTRO-CONTACT LAND MINES.
F(gJ.. Tread Circuit-Closer.

A9-2. Railway_ Mine .

,,
\~::::::.:.:::----- -}To battery
-- ---- andcharge

fL'g~

C'h

arge~

Char3e~

circuitCloser

Firing
Battery
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MINE FIELDS.
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SECTIONAL ELEVATION.
Mal~&: Sons Lith
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DELAY ACTION DEVICES.

MaJby.l:Son....~.tt,
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VENNER TIME SWITCH.

Firin, Circvit Le4d$
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HAND-BORING TOOLS.
FigL
3Hole steel haring-bar 3{ long~

I♦
I 4tb. Sledge Hammer.

&

f.igA,.

-.4£-§6¥&?&

Miners'

¥

Scrap_er.

F
fi,g,§_,.

Steel_jumef.!,9 bar wir:h swell,n9

on

st;ock
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DRILLING MACHtNES. ,
rig..!.

i

:r i ,
I

:I

i

M&lli,.tSona,Lllh,

INGERSOLL- SERGEANT DRILL.
LONGITUDINAL

SECTION

A- Cylinder.
M6in//-1!Jlvs.

B

C

Awr,hary V-,/ve.

D

~iston.

E. -

£xtensionof' A'ston.

F -

/i',r'led &,:

G- Nut l'or n'il'lea' &r.

H- .Pdwl or Ratch@t.
(
,)

-

-

R<-Pt:chet.

B

Crank 1-/dndle.

K- Shank of' Ori/I-bit.
L-

Chuck

D

M- Spigot.

M.

H

l

l/£72!&, lfRATCWET

I. -

Ri,tchet.
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BUTTERFLY JACK-HAMMER DRILL.
INGERSOLL-RAND COY.

-----

~:

-----

C

Detail orrotation.
KEY.

Back Head
Piston
Rif'leBar

Rotation Ratchet
Rotation ?awls

RotatJonPawlSpr1n9s
Valve Chest
H Butterf'ly Valve
..J Rotat/ng Sleeve

G

K BitHolder
L Ori/I Bit
L

M Throttle Ya/ve

_ p,laJ~& Sons.Lth.

m
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Second Pa.rt-History of the War agaiuiJt the &publioVol. 1 (Becos. 10 to 13). lnV"estment of Pa.ria to He-oocupa.tiou of
Orleans by tbe Germans. £1 6•. (20•-

9d.l:

~~~~~~!ei t~!~

0
Vo). I~
be~~~:~uof~~~rnt;j~;t~f
mencement of Dec. to the Armistice. Ope-rations in tbe south-ea.~i
from middlflof Nov. to middle of Jan. £1 6,-. (20•. !:td.)
VoL 3 (Secne. 19 and 20,. };vents in South-east F'ra.noe from middle of
Jan. to 'l'ermiua.tion of Hoet.ilitiett. li.earward Cummu11ie3.tiuns. The,
A rmiatiee. Hom~ward March and Occupatfon. HetrogpecL £1 1 6d.
(£1 4,. 8d.)

tp~=,~~o~ ~'::.
t,.

Al110 11eparufely, 8tctiu11a inp"ptr corer11, m,d l'la,181,1nmounttd:8ection,
1. Evenh1 in July. Plan. 3•. (t,. 6d.)
2. Events tu .b;ve of ~attlea of Wt>rttl and t;pkberi,n, 8rd editic,o.
(Otu of prim)

::6. !d~'
;~:,; ~f~•t~~~ :~~~tc!1~:;~~~6~r: i~~ti;::i edition.
Opt-1r&tione nf:oar Mt-tz on 15tb, 16th, and I;th Aug~t.
1

~~~ i~:~

1

H&ttle of VionVllle-].IRrs la Tour. ~ud editioo.
(Out Qfprint)
6. Battle of Gre.vt<lfJtlA-iSt. Print.t.
~ Out of priflll)
7. Advauce of Third .Army a.ud of Army c,f tl,e AJ.-uee a.gamst Army Of
Ohalol111.
( Om o/prillt)
8. lla ttle of :-;t-dan.
( Out ofprifll)
"9. Proot:t1diug11 m1Uer111au fJoaet auJ lie fort:' .Furtn-111H!S In A l ■ ace and Lorraioe.
Noi1:h~O\ ille. Gent"ral liHiew of W&r up to 8t"ptember. 4-. 6c.

ra:~ttf:/t

v:~

:;~ar::~i:1~!~1i:t:110~ ~!~1::'r:; J:~ ~:.tro

~~- k0 8t~i:~~;.~~ i,~~...
12.
l&

14.

15.

1
i~4
Fraul"e until end of OotoLer. b•. 8d. (4•. fld.)
La.at .Engagi:•ruents witb French Army of tbe RLin., OccurreneH
aftflr fa.II of ~tra1:11Jburg and Mflt& to middle of November. -4:.r. 6d.
(8•. lOd.)
Ooourrenct>a on 'l'lieatre of War in Oeutral France up to B.e--oceupa.lioD
of Orlttaol'I by tlie lif'nnl.Da. S.. (6•.)
Mea1rnrt-a for luveatment of P&ria upto middle of December. ,&,. (&.. U)
M,•a.surea for protectiog the lnYe.tmenl of Pa.ria and Qocurrenee,1
before i'"-"ncb Capital lo oommencetn6ut of 187L 21.
(!a. 1&.)

s,.
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HISTORIES, SHORT, OF T HB T ERRIT ORIAL REGIMENTS OF
~!~E (fs~t;:;sH ARMY. 67 numbers, each ld. (2d.) Iu one volume.

D!tto.
Ditto.
Ditto.

The Scots Guards. ld. (ld.)
The 6th (In11 iskilliug) Dragoons. (Out oj pri.-1,t.) ld. (h.)
Revieed f:ditions. ld. (ld.) each : Alexandra. .Priucess oi "'a\es'a
'l'he NorUmmptousLire Regiment.
Own (YorksLire Reginwut).
Thu U::dordshin, a.ud Buckingharu1'lu~ Berlford.shirli He~imf'11t.
shire Light Infantry
'1'?:uf~/~f Wa.td.1 (Huyal High•
The Prince of Wales's Leinater

The Cameroufans (SC'otti:'Jh Rifi~s).
The Cht'sb ire Regiment.
'l'he Dukti of llornwa.H's Liglit
Iufautry.
Thi?,.dn,.,,:k~ .•~r,.,u'c;u••,I_lingt.;,n':; "·est
u.

~· n

~

The Du r ham Lig-ht Infautrc
'l' Le East La.nea~hire Ifo~ilJ.lent.
Tb~ Ea,;it Surn,y Heg-irn,;ut.
The Hampshirt, Ht<gimeut.
'l'lie Hig-W.a.nd Light lufantry.
'l'~~~!~!~~)?wn (Royal Lancaster
The King's Own Scottish Borderers.
The Lauca!>hire .tusiliers.
The L eicestersliire Regiment.
'l'be Lova.l Nortli Lancashire
Regimellt.

Ttii~ii:~~~~:t,~-: i<!!:u8V'est
0

Yorkaliire Reg-hneut).
Tho Prince of Walt:s's Volunteers
(South Lancas\.ire Regiment).
The Priuceso Charlotte of \Valee's
('l'be Royal Berkshire Regiment).
'l'be Princess Louise's Argy1l and
Sutherland Highlanders.
'l'he Queen's (Ro,al West Surrey
Regiment).
•
'fho Royal lnniskilliug Fusiliers.
'l'Le Royal Sussex Regiment.
The Royal Welch Fusiliers.
'l'Le South Staffordshire Regiment.
The Suffolk Regiment.
The Welch Regiment.
'l'he Worcestershire .Regiment,

HISTORY OF THE G R EAT WAR . See WAR.
HORSE. FIELD , P ACK , MEDI UM, A N D H EAVY ARTILLERY .
J nstructious for Practice. (Including Movalile Armament.) Feb.1921. 3d. (3d.)
HORSES. ARMY. Note.;;; on tLe Feed ing, Management, and Issue of.
1916. l d. (:2d.) See also ANrnAL MANAGl:ME:NT.
HOSPITALS. MILITARY FAMILI E S '. Nursing Staff Regulations.
Dec., 1909. 1,1, (l<L)
See also ;Nuiu:nxo SERVICE and TElUUTOllIAL FORCE.
HOSTILITIES WITHOUT D E CLARATION OF W A R FROM
1700 TO 1870. 2#. (ls. id.)
HYGIENE. Manual of Elementary Military. Rep1·inter/ (Hl21.) ls. (V. ld.)
HYGIENE. Man ual of :Military, 1921. 1.'I. (ls. ld.)
Se~ also PHYSI OLOGY and SCHOOLS,
IN1!!:!m~~~~!\!; t h!';!•of ~:i::~;1;; 0

~;;1~~c~~if~Jia. A6~ ho(~r1~eview

INFANTRY TRAINING . (4.-C~mipauy Orga.nizatiPu.)

};1i~-~:).

0

1914. (Reprinted,

li1ru~~;[;~en ts, .Tuly, ..lug. 1!)16 i Dec. 1918• .Ea.eh],/. (~d.)
INFANTRY TRAINING. Vol. I. Train ing. lfl22. Prov isional. ls. (ll!d.)
Ditto. Vol. 2. W a r. Prod sional 1921. l s. 6d. (ls. 3d.)
INJURIES AND DISEASES OF WAR.
Manual based on experience
of the pres ent Campaig n iu F ranct!. J an. 1918. 9d. ( fld.)
INSTITUTES. Garrison and Regimenta.l. Rules for the Management of. 1916.
l<L (2d.)
ITALIAN CAVALRY TRAINING REGULATIONS. 1811. T ra.ioing for Marcbt!s, 'l'actics of Min or Units, and 'l'raiu ing of Patrola. Translated. 4d. ( 4d.)
J'A.]11[.AIOA, Standing Ord ers. 1912. ls. (lld. )
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(A• to price• in bracket•, •ee top of page 2.)
JERSEY. ROYAL MILITIA OF THE ISLAND OF. Regu1atione.
1914. With the Jersey Militia Law, 1905. 1,. 3d. (h. 2d.)
KING'S REGULATIONS AND ORDERS FOR THE ARJICY.
1912. (R~priuted, with Amendme1Jt.1:1 publislied in Arruy Orders up to
Aug. 1, 1914). (Reprinted 1918,) ls. 6d. (ls. 8d.); Ameudmente published
in Army Orders between Sept. 1, 1914 aud Aug. 1, 1916. 1d. (2d.); Amendments published in Army Orders hetween 8l"pt. 1 1 1916 and March 1, 1918.
ld. (2d.); Amendments published ju Army Orders betwef'D :llarch 1, 1918
and April 80, 1920. 3d. (5d.) i Amendme11tH published in Army Orde_re,

:a:~~
!~~~rlJ1~·uts(~1~·~1ie1~~1~:d~;~1~~- o~i.!r~ \9.!~;\'t>e~\1;:d? },~~.p:1:J
,July 31. 1921. 6d . . (Od.); Au11:1ndu11"nt~, ,Tan. l!l:!l. Id. (:!d.): Nov. 19:2:1.
ld. ('ld.)i Mar. 1922.

ld.

(:!cl.); Aug. l(t21.

'J,/.

\3½d.)

KIT PLATES :Artillery. Royal6. Garrison. Kit laid out for In11peetion. 190~. 2d. (3d.)
10. Ditto,
Kit in Barra.ck Room. 1909, 2d. (3d.)
Oavalry. 1891. ld'. ('ld.)
:1!:ngiueers. RoyfU1, Dismounted. De1ail of Shelf and Bedding, with )f arcliing Order ready
to put on. Deb.ii of Sb(-}f aud Bedding, with Drill Order ready to
puton. 1914. Id, (2d.)
2. Dismounted. Full Kit laid out for Inspection in Barra.ck Room.
1914. Id. (U,)
4. Mouuted N.0.0. or Driver Aud Field 1.'rc,op Sapper. Full Kit laid out
for lnspectiou iu Barrack Room. l!H0. ld. (2d.)
0. Monuted. Detail of Shelf and Bedding. 1910. ld. '2tl)
6. Driver, wit.b pair of Horses. Field Kil laid out fur Inspection on
J>al·ade, including Articles ca.rried in Valisti on Baggage Wagon,
!Ul 5. ld. (2d.)
lnfantry. Highland. 1884. ld. (2tl.)
Medical Corps. Royal Army. Kit in Harrack Room. H.113. 2d. (3d.)
Ordnance Oorps. Army. For guidance at Marohiug Order and Kit
Inspections. 2d. (3d.)
LARGE FORMATIONS. 'l'he. Opnationa of.
(Conduite des Grandel
Uuit~s). 'l'ro.uslatl:'d from the FiPld Servke Regulations of the Frflncb
Army, dated. Oet. '28, 1n13, 6d. (Gd.)
LAW. Milit.ary. Mt.nu&! of. 19H. (Repri11t~d 1917.) 3.'I. 6d. (3,. 8d.)
Ditto, .Arneudtnf'ntti, May WHl. ld. (2d.)
MACHINE.GUN COMPANY TRAINING:Infa.utry. 1917. Pruvit:doual. 'l'o be read iu conjunct.ion with Infantry
'fra.iuiug and Musk~try R1!guhtioni-. 6d. (t►d.)
KAORINE GUNS AND SMALL ARMS, ·303-iuch, Nomenclature of
Parts, Stripping, Assembling, Action,.T:lms, lliSBfires, l<'•ilurea, and ln.sPf'()tion of. Revi11ed Editiuu. 1917. 1:d~ (id.)
J!rlAOHINE GUN TRAINING, 1921. l'ruvisivlla.1., h. 6d. (1'. Bd.)
MAGAZINE REGULATIONS. 1922. 11. 6d. (11. 3jd,)
MAGAZINES A.ND OARE OF W AE •ATEEIBL. Kego!a!Jom for.
1913. (&printed, with Amendments publi~bed iu Army Ordert up to
March :H, l!ll'i). h. 6d. (1.r. 3d.)

KALARIA. OBSERVATIONS ON 1 by :Medical Officers ul the Army ud
Otb .. r11. ( With l't,,tea and /Jfogra.r,u.) l~l:.?0. W. (68. ld.)
MAPPING FROM AIR PHOTOGRAPHS. 4,. (3a. Bd.)
MAP READING AliD f'IBLD SEETOllllfG. lf•ouaL 1~1. S..
(2.f &t.)

St-e al,,o PllOTIUCTOll.
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RBORUITINGFOR THB REGULAR ARJIJY AND THE BPBOIAL
RESERVE. Regulations. 1912, (Reprinted, with Amenrlmt1nts to Ang, 31,
19!4). Gd. (6d.)
RECRUITS' TABLE OARD. FeL. W2". 4d. (5d.)
REMOUNT REGULATIONS. 1913. Sd. (5d.)
RESEARCH DEPARTMENT, WOOLWIOH,i1. Gd. (5.t. 1 lJ.)
Uvntitraio oo tlie Elabti~ .Properti<'sOf Steel. 28. (h. 7d.)
Part I. H.,·e.ult1o of Inveetigation into the
UaUSf'S ol Failure by 81,littil1g on Firing. (Out iiJ print.)
48. Il€at 'l'r1•at1Jwnt of Carl.ion Gun ::llt't-1.E:, l).t, 61/. \5A. ld.)
4~. Heat
of Nick1-<l Uun St,•el.
(In the pruA)
1thavi11ur of thP..
1
:

Ht•pr;;!.81l1llu1·ncP of (Jhro111ium on Stt'el.

45. }~ITt'f't

t,[

41i. VPnt. Sealiug 'J'uUe~.

'l'rt"a\111e11t
g~_ 3/'1~:Std~~~{~~~~:t~ i,~t~:.uiu;~Y~~f;:!~ti<;~·iuf~"i1!;

ls. tjd, ( b. 3d,)
RESERVE (See also ifr:BCJAL Rm,p;m·E and 'l'EkRITORIAL Fmt.cE) : Army htiliern. Olass l. Hf:'gulatir,ue. J.a.IJ. H+:.!t. ld. (2d.)
Ditto. Amtiwlm(•1Jts. Juu,J UH~. ld. (;ld.)
Na.tioua.l ltestirv1:1. .1-1.egul.a.tiuue. 1~13. Proviatvn&J. Id. (2d.)
REVIEW OF NEW ORDERS, DECORATIONS AND GALLANTRY
MhDALH, &c. <Rt"vised. Nov. liltU.) aJ. (4J.)
RIFLE. ENFIELD UH4. PATTERN, .See Mt:ISKllTB.Y RBGt:LATIUN6,Pa.rt l.
RIFLE. ROSS MAGAZINE ·303-inch, Mark Ills.
Handbook of the
1915. (Ueprinted, with Amendments, 1917). ld. (2d.)
BIFLES,&o. NotesontbeOlea.ningof. 1911. 25for6d. (7d.)
RIFLES, SHORT AND OHARGER-LOADING, MAGAZINE, LBBENFlELP.
Handbook for Serjeant-lnstructors of Special H.eaerve,
Otllcne Training Uorps, and 'l'erritorial .t'orce in rl!gard to tLe CarP,
Inspection, &c., of. 3d. (tit:L)
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR:M.edica.l &nd Sanitary Reports from Officers •tt.acb~ to the Japane&Pi and
ltnHian l!'orcee in the Field. 1908. 6,, (3,. lOd.)
Official History. Part 1. C•u1101 of the Wu. Opening J:vente up to and
includiog the .Hattie of the Y a--lu.
Second edition,
1909.
la. 6d.
(h. &L); Pa.rt 11. .l!'rom the Hattie of tlle Ya-lu t,u Liao-yug,ezcJusiYt',
1908:. 6,. (4.r. 4d.); l'art l I L 'l'he 8if!g.- of 1-'ort Arthw. 1909.
41. 6d. (3,. lOd.); 1-'a.rt IV. Liao-yang. 1~10. 4• (&. Id.) P.&ri V.
t-Jha Ho. Hill. -ls. tid. (4.r. 2d.)
Offlcia.) History (Naval &IJd 'Military;. Vol. L 'l'o August 14, 1904. \Vith
case of Mape. 1910. 1:-..,. (12•. f>d.); Vol. II. Liao-yang, the Sha-ho,

~:~rt~:~~~iu~:~h. ::~~:! :f~fa;a/9\tu, ~o ~:~~) 1~;~~- t~!.
i

(i>·h.)
Rflports trom BritiRb Oflict-rA attached to the Japaneae and RuaaiaD Forcee ia
tlie J.<'ield. ln tlm·,· vols., with twocuee of ?dape (,wt ,old. MpOf"OUly). 21'.

(18,.)

8A~!S!~!!;~t~~a~~an:;~fic~~f:r~:!~!~;l~0to ~~~oo~u~~~~
Bulfor,l. l!t2l.
(21 OJ.)
;j,11,

SANITATION IN ITS APPLICATION TO JlILITAB.T LIPB.
Mu.uua\ of. 6d. (6d,)
SCABIES, See MKIHCAL 811RnCL
SOBOOLS. Army:A1f~Ua.l Reports on. !Vll-12; 1912-13. Eaob h. (h.)
M.1htary a.ud otb~r Terma. &11d Worda wbicb Occur ia Ordam., Lilia nf.
1914. (&pr,-,,4 1918.) 8d. (6d.)

Phy;:1~flo• a:~~i;::~~T!~:~;~.l(~iO.:{s~l HTomn.
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Soldiers who died in the Great War, 1914-1919-contitt11ed.
Part 3. Roya.I Garrison Artillery. 7,. 6d. (6s.)
1
8o0
Regimentl.

~:~~

t ~~~ ~a~df(J~!ht~fne;r~~aJJ~!tiac1~~e ~~n

lt;y1i1~Jote
~::
~: it: ~~!;,~EJ\~~~R:~~eri:~::?~r tgi~:~!tl)5,.
Part 10. The Northumberland Fusiliers. 7,. 6d. (6t.)

7,. 6d.

Part 6. Tbe
(Lothian Regiment). 7s. 6d. (58. lld.)
Part 7. The Quel'n's (Royal W,,st Surrey Rflgiwent). 51. (38. lld.)

Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16,
17.
18.
19.

(3,. lld.)

The l:toyal WanvicksLire Regiment. 71. 6d. (5s. lld.)
Tl1e R1.1yal Fusilfors (City of London Uegiment). ':',. 6d. (5,. lld.
The King's (Liverpool Regim1>11t). is. Gd. (W. Ud.)
The Norfolk Regiment. 5s. (3s. lld.)
The Liucoloshire RP~imn1t. D,. (31. lld.)
'l'he Devonshire Rt'b'1.ment. 5'. (3s. lld.)
The Suffolk Rt'gimtmt. 5s. (3,. lld.)
Prince Albert's
Light Infantry). 2a. 6d. (21.)
The Prince of Wales' Own (West Yorkshire Regiment). 71. 6d.
1~~?ksl1ire Uegimrnt. 5,. (3,. lld.)
Pa.rt 20.
Part 21. The Bedfonlsl.iirn Uegimeut. 5.(. (38. lld.)
Part 22. The Leicestershire l{egiment. 6s. (31. lld.)

(Somen;et

The ~6:~t

i:; ~:: tr:!~t:\!~~~!:"et~·f Vt~~1!:;s f};·i (Yorkshire Regiment).

51.

~~1~~~!~{frf>

Part 25.
Part :l6,

The
Fusilfors. 7s. 6rl. (.5,. Ud.)
'l'ba Royal Scots Fusiliers, 5,. (3x. lld.)

Part 29.
Part 30,

~~;!tWe~ilf~nuesiii~r!'.~.
The South Walt>s Bord(•rers. 5s. (:ls. 1/J.)
'l'he King's Own Scottish J-kirdert<rl'I. !',a. (3,. lld.)

~:;: ~~'. it:

5~~"}a~~·f1r1.

~:;:
~~: i~: i~~:r1~~~~!i)~~~t~suhsftlfr~~). o/"· (3~~ il~-~-)
Part 33. 'l'he GluUCl:'Sten:.,bire R,·gimt•nt. r,,. (3..t, lld.)
~:;: ~i: it! iYa~\cis~:~~~~}~!eft:.~!~t.5'\/a(.3!.1f/a.)
~:;~ :tii: The
~k: t:~~e8oyg;;;!:m~•;tll~hti·of!~~~:.1d·t. (2•.)
;~~!
Duke of W t·llingtou's (West Riding ltegiment). 61. (3,. lld.)
}'art 40. :ft~ ~~;~rR~:!,~;if/gin7:;it.(S~/ 1~t. lld.)
Part 41. 'l'hl, Bamp~liire Ht•gimPnt. 5.,, (3,. lld.)
8

Gd.

Part 4~. Tl1e South Staffor,ii;liire R,•ginwnt. O,. (3-', lld.)
Part 43. The Dorset~hire Rt•giment. 28. 6d. (2.f.)
Part 44. The
of Waln1's Voluntc-t>ra (South Lancashire Regiment).

Priuce

tvt'1£!~R~!1~l'llt.

Part 46. 'l'be
fu. (8il. lld.)
Part 46. Tho Black Watch (Royal Highlanders). .5.r. (S... UJ.)
Pa.rt 47,
Oxforcif1birnaud l1uckinghamsbireLightlnfantry. fj,. (3'. llcL)
Part 48. The Esst•x Ht•gimPnt. 0.,,, (Sa. lld.)
Part 49.
Sherwo(ld Furesh•u (N1,ttingham1:1hfre a.nd DerbJ'Shlre Begf~
m,•nt). 7.,, 6d. (61. lld.)
'l'he Loyal North Laucashir~ Regiment. 6'-. (3,. lld.)

~:;: :t

Part 52.
Part 53.
Part 55.

Pa.rt b6.
Part 67.
Part 68.

'l'he
'l'Le

i~! i~:~::Pif:a~~!~~e~~piW:i!~•
fRoy~'B!:~'.ure Beglmeat).
5'·
lid.)
~~= ~~:;!1:s\ih':p~t~ai~~::~~::t Begii~~ ~ (a.. Uci.)
The nuke o Oam.bridge'e Own (lli~(e1ex Regimu.l). 7,. Id.
The k6r~;,~dlya.1 Rifle Co e. 7,. 6d. (5'. 114.)
The Duke of Edinburgh'e c'lvmehire Regiment).
6c1 (II.)
(S...

2,.
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TRANSPORT. MECHANICAL:Hea.vy l:'ontoon llrid~e f.,r ui,e by. ltll4. Pro\"isional. 2,1. (&.L)
Regulations for the Appointmt-ut of Inepectorli of, ld. (:!d.)
TRANSPO.RT. PACK. Note11 uu. (R(•printed, with .Amendments, 1916)ld. (2d.)
TROOPS. Su Mot1:STEJJ awl Nn111ER.
TRUMPET AND BUGLE SOUNDS for tLe Arruy. WitL lnstructfons
for the 'l'rainiug of 'l'rumpetl'-r1:1 and Bugler& l~H.. ~d. (10d.)
Dittu, Amendments, July l'.1li. ld. (:!d.)
TYP.E EXERCISES. &d 8cwwL .
TYPHOID (ANTI-) COMMITTEE. H.e11ort. J!ll2. 'ls 6d. (21. :.?d.)
TYPHOID (ANTI-) INOCULATION COMMITTEE. R1•port on Bluod
Ubangee following 'l'yphoid luoculllf,ioo. 1905. l.J. OtL (l.t. 4<.!)
URDU-ENGLISH PRIMER. .t'or the use of Culouial. Artillery 18~9. 16',
(lh.&a'.)
VALISE EQUIPMENT. lnstru('tiooe for Fittiog:Ba.ndolier patwrn. 19<>:l. '!.d. (:!d.)
See alHo L'-1.t."IJ'IIIF..·•n
VALPABAISO. 'l'be Capture of, in 1~9L h. (11-i)
VENEREAL DISEASE. See .llEUIC4.L S1mncFS.
VETERINARY OOBPS. B.1,ya.l Army. 8tandiu,1r l)rde,ra. 1920. 6,/. (6d.)
VETERINARY MANUAL (WAR). 1"16. ld. (ld.)
VETERINARY SERVICES. ,.o\.noy. H.egula.tiona. 1906. (Heprint~d, with
Ameurlments to Dt>c. 31, UHi). 3d. (;;d.)
VOLUNTARY AID. &e 'l'F.ltHITOltlAL J-'oRCEVOLUNTEER ACTS, li:St)3, 1869. 1895. 1::l'.li ,"ld moo, ,-:xcept wherq
repea,J,,J. Rt·priut of: Ext,.acts from R.,g-ulation of the Forces Aota 1871
and 1881, a11cl Hest'n, F',-n•t•/1 ~-\c1 ~ 1~tlU; and Ode1 10 Cvnucil ,,!
Ft•bruary 5, 18;':.!. ld. (2d,)
VOLUNTEER LIST. Ud. ln9. 16, CJ. (la. 4d.)
WAR GRAVES COMMISSION. IMPERIAL:War fira.YeN. lluw thl'- l'emetel'iAI' u.br,)ail will he De,!--igned. Report
Nov. 1 ~. Ells, l,y Lieut.-Colo1wl Rir Pn·deric Kenyo11, K.C'.B. 1 I11recb•'I'
of tlu~ British Museum. 3d. Otl,)
'l'lm llra.v~s of th,~ Falleu. P,•et·ripth,e .\c,•onot. by Mr. f.:udyartl Kipling
l>f tlw ,vnrk of tl1e C\~mmif.lsion; !llus1ra.lions, b:-, Mr. bone:la.s Mar·J>lii•n,on, Rl11n..-ing thP- Co.met,,ries aud Mem,•rial~ as the) will appear
when ('ompl1•t1•,l.

tid.

(!.i J.)

WAR OF 1914-2O:Despa.tcbe& (Nav:11 and :\filit~ry) relating to Oper:'l.tlons i4 tbe War:I. fl.ept.., Ort., ari,l Nlw. l!•H. With List of 11 .. uoura ant.I Rewuda
1· l }
II.
bmc0ra Mentioned,

;-;i~~•·r;·r~ :i:~e;;";;1fl!l:!l.?vitL· ~d~m!:\t·

III.

lV,

aml Awanls.of the Vil'toriaOro!--8, 6d. (8d.)
July to ll<'t. ltl15. With names uf Officers aod Alen ment1oned, aod
Awards uf tl10 Yi,·lorta l1rnf!.8, Bd. tOd.1
IleC". 11, 19lf>, from l.ii·neral 8ir Ian HIUl:lillon, G.C.n .. dNterlbing
tlie up••rati,.1111 In tbe c;a!Jipoli l'euiwrula, i11dudiug tbe Lauding ar

V..ra~~l~)l1r,;.ilt[;1/-ll'l\?tth Names of

Oftloer1 and Meo mentioned.
aud Awards of the Victori• Cro11a. 6d. (8d.)
May to Dec. l\llti. With NA.mes of Offict>rt a.nd lien Awarded. the
11
1{~1/ 1
VJ!. }:~~
Namee of Officers aod Men Awarded
VL

ft!:t1;·i;j~lr

Vl!'!

•,Jft~

j';:·1;'~9~•~-~~~~:~:·1~1ff ~?fb\~&mesof Ofllrere aod Men Awarded
the \'fotoriJ. l'r,,11:,1. h. (h. 5d.)
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